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High-precision long-distance remote sensing 
using chirped-pulse interferometry. 

A.B.Vankov and V.E.Yashin 
Institute for Laser Physics, Birzhevaya line, 12, 199034 St.Petersburg, Russia 

e-mail: yashin@ilph.spb.su 

ABSTRACT 

The use of a new method of interferometry of chirped pulse for precise remote measurement of lengths and velosities is 
proposed, evaluated and tested in experiments. The potentialities of the method in comparison with conventional methods 
are considered, and its possible applications are discussed. 

Keywords: chirped pulses, remote sensing, interferometry, range finders, lidars. 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

Pulsed lidars and laser range finders with pulse duration from micro- to nanoseconds are currently extensively used for 
measuring distances and velocities1"4. Such .durations impose substantial restrictions on resolution of such systems. A 
change to pica- and femtosecond duration ranges is restrained by manifistation of different nonlinear effects accompanying 
the propagation of pulses with high peak power in the air. These effects can be suppressed using the method proposed in5. It 
uses pulse lengthening in time by diffraction gratings6 and subsequent compression of the pulse reflected from a target. The 
measurement of its time delay relative to a reference pulse makes it possible to measure distances with submillimeter 
accuracy. However, the employment of this method in practice requires expensive high-sensitive instruments with high time 
resolution, such as a streak camera, or a high radiation power in the case of employment of an autocorrelator. 
On the other hand, it is known that distances can be precisely measured by interferometric methods. However, 
interferometry of narrow-band radiation, which provides a high accuracy, gives no way of measuring distances in a wide 
range. Similar problems associated with a limited coherence length of broadband radiation7. These problems can be partially 
solved using methods of two-wave interferometry in combination with heterodyne measurements8. However, these methods 
call for extremely stable laser sources. Moreover, such advantages of the pulse method as high sensitivity and, 
consequently, large measurable distances are lost in this case. 
In the papers9,10 it is shown that the combination of pulsed and interferometric methods supplemented with the use of 
special wide-band chirped pulses makes it possible to combine the advantages of these two methods of distance 
measurement. The method, which was referred to as the interferometry of chirped pulses, can be used to measure not only 
distances, but velocities of objects as well, which makes it possible to design laser radars and lidars. 

2.   PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD 

The principle of the method consists in recording and analysing an interference pattern formed by two pulses, a reference 
pulse and a pulse reflected from an object, with frequency modulation that is linear in time. One can easily obtain such 
pulses by means of lengthening an initial short pulse with the use of diffraction gratings6. Such pulses are extensively used 
in the chirped pulse amplification technique (CPA)". It is important that .such nonlinear processes as small-scale self- 
focusing accompanying the pulse propagation are efficiently suppressed for relatively long pulses (0.5-3 ns) formed in this 
way. The interference pattern formed by two light waves with quadratically varying phases in the Michelson interferometer 
is not steady state, because the pulse frequency varies in time. However, the temporal Fourier transformation is stationary 

Laser Optics 2000: Ultrafast Optics and Superstrong Laser Fields, Alexander A. Andreev, 
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and carries information on pulse phase at a given moment of time, which makes possible precise measuring of distances. Let 
us analyze the general case of interference of two linearly chirped pulses. 
The electric fields of two light waves with Gaussian intensity profiles and quadratically varying phases are described by the 
expressions 

E(l)o(t) = A,exp( -ß,t2)exp( \(alt
2+(?l)) (1) 

E(2)o(t) = A2exp( -ß2(t-x)2 )exp( i(a2(t-x)2+cp2)) 

where A!>2 are the amplitudes of light waves, -ß,2 are the half-widths of the Gaussian envelopes, x is the mutual 

time delay, a.i|2 are the rates of frequency variation, and q>i,2are initial phases. 
The Fourier transform of the resulting wave is described by the expression 

I(o))= K |2 = A,2K,27C exp(-K1
4ß,0)2)+A2

2K2
27texp(-K2

4ß2ca2)+2A1A2K1 K27texp(-K1
4ß1co2/2)exp(-K2

4ß2o)2/2) cos(cox+ü) 
2(K1

4-K2
4)/4)++arctg(a2/ß2)-arctg(a,/ß,)+(pi-92) (2) 

where Kli2=(a,,2
2+ß,,2

2)-1/4 

Let us consider some particular cases of this expression important for practical cases. 
The pulses have the same amplitudes, A1=A2, and chirp rates, ocl=oc2, but are separated it time by the interval T. This gives 

I(co) = A,2K,247i exp(-K,4ß,co2) cos((üx+(prcp2)    (3) 

The pulses are characterized by the time delay x and have the same chirp rates ai=a2 but different amplitudes A,*A2. In this 
case 

I(co) =K,27texp(-K1
4ß1cü2)(A1

2+A2
2+2A,A2cos((öx+(pr{p2))   (4) 

The pulses are characterized by the time delay x and have the same amplitudes Aj=A2 but different chirp rates a,*cc2. This 
gives 

I((o)=AI
27t(K,2exp(-Kl

4ßlco2)+K2
2exp(-K2

4ßIo)2)+2K1K2exp(-K1
4ßIo)2/2)exp(-K2

4ß1ö)2/2)cos(cox+o)2(K1
4-K^ 

arcfg(a2/ßi)-arctg(ai/ß1)+(pr(p2)       (5) 

Expressions (3) and (4) shows that the spectral expansion contains information on the time delay of two interfering pulses. 
The period of spectral modulation Aco is inversely proportial to the mutual time delay of the pulses: 

X=2TI/ACO 

Therefore, one can measure with high accuracy the period of spectral modulation and calculate the distance to an object. 
The contrast of the corresponding oscillations can be determined from expression (4) 

I(co)max / I(corn=(A,+A2)
2/(ArA2)

2 (6) 

One can see from expression (6) that the maximum contrast (the maximum measurement accuracy) can be obtained by way 
of equalizing amplitudes of the reference and object beams, although this is not the necessary condition of measurements. 
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3.   EXPERIMENT 

The optical schematic of the device based on this method is shown in Fig.l. The chirped pulse with duration of about 500 
picosecond (ps) and energy of 0.5 uJ after the master oscillator (MO) on Ndiglass with mode locking and stretcher is sent 
into a Q-switched regenerative amplifier (RA) with negative feedback. A part of the pulse train from this amplifier is 
directed at the target then comes back and interferes with pulses present in the amplifier. The spectral information on this 
interference is analysed at the output of RA by a diffraction grating and CCD camera. 

Fig.l.   Schematic   of the  regenerative 
amplifier for remote sensing. 
1-Nd:glass rod, 2,3-mirrors, 4,5-Pockels 
cells,   6-lens,   7-polariser,   8-aperture 
9,10,12-mirrors, 11-object, 13 
diffraction   grating,   14-lens,   15-CCD 
camera 

As a result of interference of overlapped chirped pulses displaced in time by interval x a temporal amplitude modulation 
arises which easily can be observed in the radiation spectrum, as it is shown in Fig.2. It is easy to show, that the period Aco 
of these spectral modulations is dentically connected with the time delay: T=2TI/ACO 

Fig.2. Spectrum of interfering chirped 
pulses at the output of the regenerative 
amplifier 

0    2    4    6    8    10   12   AA..Ä 
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Thus, it is possible to precisely measure the temporal shift, and consequently distance to an object l=cx, by measuring the 
period of spectral modulations. The model tests carried out with the initial picosecond pulse and 450 ps pulse length after 
stretching have shown an opportunity of measurement of distances with accuracy of 0.1 mm (see Fig. 3). 
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4.    POTENTIALITIES OF THE METHOD 

Using results of calculations and experiments we shall discuss potentials of the considered method of distance and velosity 
measurement. 
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Limiting precision of measurement 
The limiting precision and resolution of the given method are determined by the reciprocal width of the harmonic function 
envelope. Note that envelope width represents the spectral width Aco of a laser pulse. Thus, the theoretical limit of an 
absolute error of distance determination is given by the quantity o=c/Aco, where c is light velosity and Aco   the spectral 
width of the used pulse. This conclusion is confirmed by the results of experiment. So, for example, for the Nd:YLF laser 
medium the accuracy of measurements is about 1 mm, forNd:glass 0.2 mm, and for Ti:Al203 30 urn. The same accuracy is 
obtained in the case of employment a pulse compressor followed by an autocorrelator or a streak camera [5] under the 
condition that the initial pulse is bandwidth limited. In the represented technique only a diffraction grating, lens and CCD- 
camera are used. In this case, sensitivity to weak reflected pulses is increased by several orders of magnitude in comparison 
with sensitivity of the correlation method, the range of measurable distances being several times wider. 
Sensitivity to Weak Reflected Pulses. 
Rejection of the use of instruments with high time resolution sharply increases the sensitivity of the method to weak 
reflected signals. Indeed, only noise and sensitivity of a CCD camera limit the signal-to-noise ratio of the system. Noises of 
amplifier, the frequency filters, and the analog-to-digital converters, which are used in direct distance measurements, to say 
nothing about distance measurements with an-autocorrelator or a streak camera, are eliminated [3]. Thus, the interferometry 
of chirped pulses makes it possible to reach the theoretical limit of the signal-to-noise ratio, which is determined by shot 
noise of a cooled CCD. 
In view of the fact that the cavity of the regenerative amplifier perceives only single-mode radiation, the speckle 
composition of the beam reflected from the target surface is of no importance, and only the energy of a separate speckle is 
significant. This makes it possible to measure distances to rough surfaces and aerosol. 
Range of Measurable Distances 
The measurement technique presented in paper5 has a strong disadvantage. It requires a reference pulse coinciding in time 
with the object pulse, so that the both pulses are within the capture range of a streak camera or a correlator. One is forced to 
place a semitransparent mirror close to the surface under study and measure in actuality the difference of distances between 
them or make a series of measurements with a streak camera in order to obtain the required accuracy of absolute 
measurements of distance. 
In the configuration presented in Fig. 1,   chirped pulses with a virtually constant temporal structure are found in the 
regenerative amplifier during several tens of microseconds. In our measurements, a pulse train from the regenerative 
amplifier was directed onto the target surface. These pulses returned back from the target and interfered with pulses in the 
regenerative amplifier. The latter pulses were used as reference pulses. We measured distance directly by the delay of the 
first pulse of the train. This value was accurate within the pulse period in the train, which was equal to 13 ns. The exact 
value of distance within this range was determined from the interference spectrum. 
In view of the fact that the capture range depends only on the spectral instrument resolution, one can cover the double pass 
along a RA cavity with several channels and obtain the instrument measuring distances of at least several hundreds meters 
with an accuracy of the order of 100 urn. The lack of uniqueness caused by the signal symmetry in respect to the zero 
position is eliminated in a similar way. 
Velocity Measurement 
The given approach allows measuring not only a distance, but also a velocity of targets by Doppler shift of pulse frequency. 
A train of chirped pulses whose frequency linearly varies in time is directed onto a moving object being studied. The pulses 
reflected from the object enter the input of a regenerative amplifier (RA) and are amplified (or attenuated) in it to the 
desired level. This is accompanied by their overlap in time. The overlap causes multibeam interference, which is recorded at 
the output by a spectrometer. The motion of the object produces the phase shift of separate pulses in the train, which causes 
easily recorded changes in the spectrum. 
The frequency shift of the pulse results in displacement of spectral modulations, which will be the more, the more is 
velocity of the object. The displacement by a half of an interference pattern strip which can be easily registered at moderate 
spectral resolution, occurs at speed v=A./4T, where X is the wavelength and T is the train period. 
The experiments which have been carried out on the Nd:glass CPA laser system10 have shown an opportunity of 
measurement of velocity in the range of 5-50 m/s with accuracy of measurement of 5% for the given configuration of the 
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laser (cavities of master oscillator and regenerative amplifier have the length about 2m). Thus the total energy of the order 
of 10 nJ at the input of the regenerative amplifier is sufficient to perform measurements, which is comparable in sensitivity 
with those by the heterodyne method1"4. 
The bottom border of measurable velocities can be lowered approximately to 1 m/s by using statistical processing of the 
output spectra. The top limit of velocities can be extended by the order by decreasing the time of round trip along the RA 
cavity. In particular, a cavity 20-cm long makes it possible to measure velocities up to 500 m/s. 

5.   CONCLUSIONS 

Thus the considered methods of remote measurement of distances and velocities of objects have the following advantages 
before other approaches. 
1. The accuracy of distance measurement is defined by spectrum width of pulse and can amount to several tenth microns 

for distances of several kilometres. 
2. Use for measurements in the atmosphere of rather long pulses (ns- and subns) suppresses such nonlinear effects, as 

small-scale self-focusing filamentation which can interfere with the measurements for more short pulses. 
3. Implementation of measurements does not need a complex and expensive equipment with high temporal resolution 

(streak camera or broadband photodetectors and oscilloscopes). 
4. The simultaneous measurements of distances and velocities of objects with high accuracy are possible with the rather 

simple equipment 
These features favourably distinguish this method from the known and give the basis to hope for its practical applications m 
laser rangefinders and lidars. The development of the specialised complex with the use of simple and cheap laser sources is 
necessary for this purpose. As such sources the diode pumped solid-state lasers and also picosecond diode lasers are most 
attractive. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tunable femtosecond laser pulses in a large spectral range of 0.41 to 5.5 pm are used for non- 

collinear two-photon absorption in condensed matter. The spectral properties of two examples are 

discussed in detail: diamond of type Ha and neat water at room temperature. The generation of 

free carriers and results on the subsequent relaxation dynamics are presented. 

Keywords: two-photon absorption, IR-spectroscopy, diamond, water 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The two-photon absorption (TPA) is a well-known phenomenon which already has been predicted 

for the first time in 1931 by Goeppert-Meyer1 and was experimentally verified by Kaiser and 

Garret2 in 1961. This absorption-mechanism appears mainly in two different situations: 

1. In the degenerate case simultanous absorption of two photons of an intense light field oscil- 

lating at frequency w is observed. The absorption shows a resonance at 2u>. The degenerate 

two-photon absorption coefficient /3(wPu,wpu) = ß is defined by the relation: 

dlpu/dz = -/3(wPu,wpu)Ipu - crnlpu, (1) 

where Ipu(z) denotes the intensity of the light pulse depending on the sample depth z. Linear 

losses -alpu are neglected. The second term takes into account the absorption of the pump 

pulse by the generated carriers with density n. a is the appropriate absorption cross section. 

2. By using two independent light pulses at frequencies wpu and wpr the simultanous absorption 

of one photon of each pulse is caused by a resonance at wpu+wpr. This is the same experimen- 

tal situation pertaining at the same time to the classical setup of pump-probe-experiments. 

As a rule of thump the TPA will become a dominant influence in pump-probe-measurements 

if the total available energy of pump- and probe-field is deep in the absorption-regions of 

the sample. As most samples show strong electronic absorption in the ultraviolet part of 

the electromagnetic spectrum TPA is expected with the application of two light pulses with 
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frequencies in the blue to ultraviolet part of the spectrum. 

For purnp-probe TPA one has to extend Eq. (I)3: 

dlpr/dz      =      -/?(WpU,Wpr)IpUIpr -ffnlpr 

dIpU/dz     =     -^(Wpu,Wpr)IpUIpr -^nlpu-^(Wpu,Wpu)Ipu 

(2) 

(3) 

The nondegenerate two-color TPA coefficient ß(upu, wpr) is in general different from ß(wpu, wpu). 

The second term in Eq. (2) takes into account the absorption of the probe-pulse by carri- 

ers generated by the intense pump-pulse. Note that the first term on the right side of Eq. 

(2) increases linearily with the pump-pulse intensity (~ Ipu), whereas the second term has 

a quadratic dependence since n ~ Ipu. Experimental results have shown that the term 

-ß(Ljpr,upr)llr describing TPA of the probe-pulse alone is negligible for the applied probe 

intensities in our experiments and can therefore be omitted in Eq. (2). 

In the following we will discuss at first our experimental setup into detail. Special consideration will 

be focused on the methods of parametric frequency-conversion enabling time-resolved spectroscopy 

in a wide spectral range from 410 to 5500 nm with high temporal resolution down to < 100 fs. 

It will be stressed that especially this considerable scope of available information leads to novel 

results concerning ultrafast processes in condensed matter. As an example for solid samples we 

show data on time-resolved spectroscopy on a diamond sample of type II a. Similar measurements 

were in addition performed on a sample in the liquid state, this time we invesigated neat water. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experimental data shown in the next two sections were 

obtained with a home built Ti:Sa laser utilizing regenerative 

amplification of one pulse out of the pulse train of the respec- 

tive oscillator at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The specifications 

of the laser-system are listed in Fig. 1. The laser pulse at the 

fundamental wavelength is split into three parts for further con- 

version to different frequencies. 

250 /xJ of the amplified laser pulse is used for the generation of 

a 270 nm UV pulse by frequency-tripling of the fundamental. 

A scheme of the respective setup is depicted in Fig. 2. The combination of the halfwave-plate 

A/2 and thin-film-polarizer TFP allows for a variable splitting of the energy of the input pulse 

into the two beam lines. The perpendicular polarized part is frequency-doubled in a 1 mm-long 

BBO-crystal. The frequency doubled pulse at 410 nm is subsequently overlapped in space and time 

(VD) with the parallel polarized remainder at 820 nm in a second BBO-crystal of 0.3 mm length. 

Utilizing Type I-phasematching the fundamental and the frequency-doubled pulses generate the 

desired radiation at 270 nm. The overall conversion efficiency amounts to 3.5% equal to 9 fiJ of 

available UV energy. 

The remainder of the available laser energy is converted to wavelengths ranging from 410 to 5500 nm 

Wavelength 820 nm 

Repetitionrate 1kHz 

Pulselength 80 - 120 fs 

Pulseenergy 600 /zJ 

Figure  1.     Specifications of the 

laser output. 
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by two different techniques. A smaller part is used for generation of a white light continuum of- 

fering suitable probing pulses in the range of 410 to 930 nm. The wavelength selection is realized 

by inserting different interference filters into the beam line with a spectral transmission width of 

ca. 10 nm. 
The larger part of the laser-energy of ~ 350 /iJ is converted to the IR by parametric amplification 

and subsequent frequency down conversion in a special setup. A small part of the laser pulse is 
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focused into a specimen of sapphire for the generation of a white light continuum providing near- 

infrared wavelength components, too, as an initial seed for a subsequent parametric amplification 

step. By the help of the dichroic mirror DM1 the continuum and part of the laser fundamental are 

focused collinearly into the first nonlinear crystal. The variable delay VD1 enables the synchro- 

nization of the seed-pulse with the laser pulse allowing for optimization of the conversion. Due 

to the exceptional low groupvelocity dispersion of BBO in the NIR-region a 4 mm long crystal 

could be employed without detrimental pulse-lengthening of the resulting signal and idler pulses 

due to the different respective wavelengths. In this way the optimum temporal resolution of the 

experiment is preserved at a high energy conversion level. This first amplification stage is followed 

by a second identical setup which allows for further amplification of the signal and idler fields. The 

optimum synchronization of the two parametric components and the laser pulse is adjusted by a 

second variable delay VD2. Wavelength selection is realized by employing Type II-phasematching 

in the two BBO crystals resulting in the parametric amplification of a comparably small frequency 

range of the continuum obeying the phasematching condition.4 Additionally this scheme allows 

for easy separation of signal and idler components with a suitable polarizer. This setup enables 

the generation of tunable signal pulses from 1.22 /zm to 1.65 /zm with pulse energies up to 6 /zJ 

and from 1.65 /zm to 2.5 /mi with pulse energies up to 5 /zJ for the idler, respectively. The tuning 

range is limited by the onset of absorption in the BBO crystal for wavelengths exceeding ~ 2.5 /im. 

Extension of the available probing range is achieved by difference-frequency generation between 

the signal and idler pulse in a LiI03-crystal of length of 2.5 mm. The experimentally generated 

MIR pulses enables probing from 2.5 to 5.5 /zm with typical energies of < 0.5 /zJ. 

Fig. 4 shows schematically the setup for the generation of three light pulses at different colors and 

the noncollinear pump-probe experiment. Having passed the variable translation stage VD1 the 

UV pulse is focused into the sample. Two silicon detectors record the transmission of the pump 

pulse through the sample. The time-resolved transmission change AOD(t) = -log ( P
"T0

P
 

t j of 

the sample is determined by subsequent blocking of every second pump pulse with a chopper. 

Depending on the desired probing wavelength either the continuum is utilized for probing of the 

induced change in sample transmission in the visible or the IR-pulse is focused into the excited re- 

gion of the sample while polarization resolved recording of the transmission is accomplished. Silicon 

detectors are used for the visible spectral range and liquid nitrogen cooled HgCdTe-photoresistors 

for the IR. To avoid for accumulative thermal effects in the water sample a jet is utilized which 

ensures exchanges of the excited volume from one laser shot to another. In addition coherent 

artefacts of the measured signal transients are avoided arising from pump-probe coupling in the 

sample windows which would deteriorate the data. A jet thickness of 75 /zm is used to minimize 

the complicating influence of the different groupvelocities of the UV-pump and MIR-probe pulses. 

3. TWO-PHOTON ABSORPTION IN DIAMOND 

In the following we present the experimental results obtained for a diamond sample. Fig. 5 shows 

some measured signal transients taken at four different probing wavelengths in the range of 410 nm 

to 3.28 /zm. A 100 /zm-thick diamond-specimen of type II a (nitrogen-free) was used in the exper- 

iments. The intensity of the UV-pulse was kept constant within an accuracy of ±20% within all 
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experiments. For this reason the strength of the induced absorption at all different probing wave- 

lengths is directly comparable. As can be seen from Fig. 5 the signal transients exhibit two major 

contributions. The signal around delay time zero (optimum overlap between pump and probe) is 

dominated by a crosscorrelation peak between pump and probe which is gradually disappearing 

in amplitude for longer wavelengths. For delay times > 0.5 ps a longlived contribution shows up 

in the measurements with an amplitude which is increasing with longer wavelengths. The lines 

in Fig. 5 are calculated with the help of equations 2 discussed in the introduction with typical 

numbers of a and n as discussed in the following. 

Diamond is belonging to the group of indirect semiconductors with an indirect bandgap of Ejnd = 

5.48 eV.5 Concerning the energy width of the direct bandgap different values can be found in 

the literature. Numbers are reported in between Edir = 6.5 eV6 and Edir = 7.3 eV.7 TPA- 

measurements offer a further possibility in determination of the energy of the direct band gap as 

will be outlined in the following. 

In Fig. 6 the maximum transient absorption AODmax of the crosscorrelation-peak as derived from 

measurements shown for example in Fig. 5 is shown versus the sum of the photon energy of pump 

and probe pulse. The probe light undergoes an induced absorption at delay time zero as it is able 

to generate electron-hole pairs together with the UV-pump in the diamond. Therefore the two- 

color TPA is a very sensitive method for investigations of different excitations in semiconductors. 

As the generation of charges below the direct bandgap proceeds phonon-assisted this contribution 

to the induced absorption is obviously hindered and depends strongly on the temperature. Above 

the direct bandgap this constriction is elucidated and as shown in Fig. 6 for the smallest probing 
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Figure 4. Schematic of the complete setup for the frequency conversion and the noncollinear 

pump-probe experiment; Dl-8: detectors; Ch: Chopper; Compressor: pulse-compression unit 

after the regenerative amplification. 
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wavelength of 410 nm the crosscorrelation-peak is increasing significantly. With decreasing overall 

photon energy of the two-photon excitation the induced absorption above the indirect bandgap is 

decreasing slowly as the density of states of the thermally excited acoustical phonons is decreas- 

ing. Following Fermi's 'Golden Rule' the absorption crossection shows the same behaviour. Below 

the indirect bandgap an additional induced absorption is developing which can presumably be 

attributed to the generation of excitons. As is suggested by the measurement at APr = 580 nm 

corresponding to a total photon energy of ~ 6.6 eV the direct bandgap seems to be located higher 

than this value. As can be seen from the shortest probing wavelength of 410 nm the direct bandgap 

has to be lower then 7.5 eV. 

The longlived contribution to the induced absorption in diamond shows a variation with frequency, 

too. In Fig. 7 the absorption-coefficient derived from fitting of the latter data is plotted logarith- 

mically versus wavelength. It is evident that the absorption for the longer wavelengths A > 1/xm 

observes a powerlaw ~ A27. This finding can be interpreted as the well-known free-carrier absorp- 
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tion in semiconductors. In the following a quantitative analysis with the 'Drude'-model allows to 

extract the generated electron-density in the sample: 

The frequency-dependence of the dielectric function is described in the 'Drude'-model as 

^2 

e(w) = n2(w) = ec 

nre" 
(4) 

m*€o(w2 + iw/r) 

with Coo as nonresonant dielectric constant, nc as density of carriers, m* as effective mass of the 

carriers and r as collision-time depending on the mobility of the carriers. For sufficiently high 

frequencies (— << 1) the dielectric function can be expanded and split into real and imaginery 

parts: 

^    £c 1- 
u): 

w 

er(w) 

. Coo <*>p 

' 9 

e;(w) 

with   UJ: 2 _    nee 
m n^ eo 

(5) 

as the plasma-frequency. 
With the assumption that the index of refraction nr is independent of the frequency the following 

0.25 

4.6 4.9  5.2  5.5   5.8  6.1   6.4  6.7  7.0  7.3   7.6 

EPump+ EprobeC^) 

Figure 6. Maximum transient absorption AODmax of the crosscorrelation-peak versus the sum of 

the pump and probe photon energy, the energy of the direct and indirect bandgaps are indicated 

in the figure as reported from the literature (see text). 
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expression is derived: 

v c cnr CT U)2 
(6) 

Taking the electron-mobility in diamond with /xe 2000 ^9 and an averaged effective mass of 

m* = -y/mimf = 0,57me (m,: longitudinal electron-mass , mt: transversal electron-mass) into 

account the collision-time r evolves as: 
=  tf ,2 

T = 
m* a      m*ene/xe      

m* Me = 0,65 ps (7) 
ne e

2 ne e
2 

The electron-density ne in the plasma-frequency wp alone is left as an adjustable parameter and 

is for this reason fitted to the data according to Eq. (6). Fig. 7 contains the solid line as a fit 

with an electron-density of 1.1 • 1019cm-3. Additionally the exponent of the wavelength powerlaw 

acts as the second adjustable parameter of the fit to the data shown in the figure. It is well-known 

that the scattering upon the deformation potential by phonons and the scattering upon lattice- 

imperfections through doped nitrogen is responsible for deviations from Eq. (6). Depending on 

the semiconductor this modifies the exponent of the frequency dependency of a between 2 to 3.8 

In diamond the free-carrier-absorption decreases apparently with ~ A27, as deduced from fitting 

of the data. 
For photon-energies exceeding ~ 1 eV the absorption-coefficient a decreases with a smaller expo- 

nent in the powerlaw. If the energy of the direct bandgap with 6.5 eV applies the electrons can 

be elevated with Epr = 1 eV to the conduction-band using a suitable phonon for conservation of 

w"s nc= 1,1-10 ,9 cm"3 
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momentum. As the curvature of the conduction-band is disappearing in this region of k-space, the 

density of states is increasing together with the transition-probability. This in turn causes a slower 

decline of the absorption-coefficient with smaller wavelength. Fig. 7 allows the conclusion that the 

direct bandgap is more in the vicinity of 6.5 than 7.3 eV. 

4. TWO-PHOTON ABSORPTION OF NEAT WATER 

The TPA is one of the most important tools for generating charges in liquids serving there as 

a local probe for the structural and dynamical properties of the surrounding molecules. In this 

way it is possible to get new insights in the dynamics of H-bonded networks and the physics 

of these complex systems in general. Most prominent representative of these systems due to its 

omnipresence in nature, biology and chemistry is water. As the ionization of bulk-water is believed 

to start at ca. 6.4 eV10-11 it is possible to generate electrons with up to 2.6 eV kinetic energy with 

our laser-system. The equilibration of this species has been subject to intense scrutiny for many 
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years. It has been recognized early in the time-resolved investigations that the generated carriers 

show partly relaxation to the so-called solvated electron. This species is believed to be a bound 

electron in a potential which results from an interaction between the electron and the surrounding 

water molecules oriented with the hydrogens to the electron. The first results from investigations of 

the process of equilibration of the generated electrons in water have been conducted with probing 

in the visible.12'13 With the availability of the IR probing pulses of our laser system we are able to 

determine for the first time the induced sample absorption after two-photon excitation of water up 

to wavelengths of 5.5 [im. From the respective experiments we determined novel precursors of the 

solvated electron. Fig. 8 presents some selected signal transients with probing in the near and mid 

infrared. The delay time zero has been determined from additional measurements on a diamond 

specimen which have been conducted for every probing wavelength as outlined in section 3. A first 

glance at the presented data shows that the induced absorption has already disappeared around 

1 ps after delay time zero between pump and probe pulse in the investigated IR-region. A closer 

look reveals that the response in the mid-infrared, e.g. at 3.75 or 5.5 /im, seems to be instantanous 

within the time-resolution of our experiment. On the contrary the near-infrared measurements 

show a delayed onset of the induced absorption and a slower decay. As already outlined in section 

3 again the pump intensity was kept constant within ±20% during all measurements shown here. 

A major maximum of AOD centered at the frequency position of the OH-stretching mode (not 

shown) is derived from the data as well as a second smaller maximum in the near infrared at 

1.6 fxm. In the course of this study at least 23 mearurements at different wavelength positions 

in the IR have been made in neat water. A self-consistent fit of all signal transients measured in 

between 410 nm and 5.5 /xm to a multi energy level system suggested14 the existence of two new 

precursors to the up to now known intermediate called wet electron13 which finally relaxes to the 

solvated electron. A comparison with the results from gasphase experiments strongly supports the 

following interpretation: 

The first species which is seen after two-photon excitation of water results from an ultrafast proton- 

transfer along an H-bridge-bond leaving behind a OH:e~ complex with an enhanced dipole moment 

and a remarkably strong absorption with maximum of up to 120000 M_1cm_1. The next species 

builts up with a time constant of TCT = 110 ± 40 fs and this can be understood as an envelope 

of the absorption-bands of electrons within traps consisting of an increasing number of water 

molecules. As the surrounding water molecules do not have enough time to react completely to 

the presence of the newly generated charge the system can be compared to some extent to a very 

small water-cluster with an electron. With increasing delay time more and more water molecules 

reorient within the vicinity of the electron resulting in a continous blue-shift of the absorption of 

the corresponding trapped electron. With a second time constant of rtrap = 200 ± 50 fs the already 

well-known wet electron builds up, the final precursor of the solvated electron. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this work we have shown that TPA is a very suitable method for the generation of charges in 

condensed matter. It offers the possibility to monitor the subsequent dynamics of equilibration of 

these generated charges with femtosecond time resolution. To get the most complete picture of the 
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involved species after photoexcitation the broadest possible probing range has to be accomplished. 

In the case of diamond we found strong hints that the energy of the direct band gap is close to 

6.5 eV from the frequency dependent maximum induced absorption. In the case of a neat water 

sample new insights are obtained on the equilibration mechanism of the generated electrons and 

the response of the surrounding molecules. This work gives evidence for the existence of two novel 

precursors to the solvated electron absorbing in the IR-region. These are interpreted as the first 

steps of electron-separation and the subsequent structural relaxation of the surrounding water 

molecules which takes place with time constants of 110 fs and 200 fs, respectively. 
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ABSTRACT 

The ultrafast relaxation of induced anisotropy in condensed media (organic liquids and their mixtures) is studied by 
forced light scattering using broadband dye laser radiation with variable spectral width. The influence of the finite spectral 
width of an exciting laser pulse on the observed relaxation dynamics of the investigated samples (so-called spectral-filter 
effect) is demonstrated for the first time in transient spectroscopy with incoherent light. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The investigations of ultrafast relaxation processes in condensed matter give insight into the nature of the different 
intra- and intermolecular interactions. As a rule, these processes are studied using femtosecond laser pulses1'2. Alternative 
approach is already well-known transient correlation spectroscopy with incoherent light3"8. 

It is known that in the frequency domain a femtosecond optical pulse acts as a frequency filter of the intrinsic 
nonlinear response of the investigated sample, if its spectral width is narrower than that of the response9. Therefore, in 
general case the relaxation dynamics of the sample will be determined not only by its response but also by the spectral 
content of the optical pulse. This so-called spectral-filter effect must be taken into account when interpreting relaxation 
measurements. 

In this paper we demonstrate for the first time to our knowledge the spectral-filter effect in transient spectroscopy 
with incoherent light for the case of forced light scattering (FLS). Up to now incoherent laser pulses were applied in the 
scheme of FLS to measure the dephasing times of electronic transitions and molecular vibrations in organic liquids and dye 
solutions7'8. Here we apply such pulses for measuring the ultrafast relaxation of induced anisotropy in the transparent organic 
liquids under the low-frequency resonance conditions. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

The optical scheme of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1 (a view from the top). A home-made broadband dye laser 
BDL and narrowband dye laser NDL with an amplifier A were used in the experiment. The both dye lasers with circulating 
methanol solution of DCM dye were transversely pumped by the second harmonic radiation of a nanosecond Nd: YAG-laser 
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(Continuum, Surelight) using mirrors M1-M5 and cylindrical lenses L1-L3. The central wavelengths of the broadband and 
narrowband lasers were equal to about 638 nm and 636.3 nm, respectively. The telescopes Tl and T2 were used for the 
optimization of the divergence of the output laser beams and the two Glan polarizers Gl, G2 were applied to make an 
appropriate polarization configuration of the beams. The both broadband and narrowband beams had the same vertical linear 
polarization. The two broadband beams spurted from the one in a Michelson interferometer (prisms P4-P8 and mirrors M6, 
M7) and one narrowband laser beam (after prisms P1-P3 and mirror M8) propagated in a parallel direction with the same 
distance of about 3.5-4 mm between all beams (two broadband beams propagate one under the other in this figure). The 
beams were focused into a sample in a folded box arrangement using a lens L4 of 10 cm focal length. The energies of all 
beams after lens were about the same and equal approximately to 20-30 uJ per a pulse. The broadband beams induce a 
refractive index grating inside the investigated sample IS and a part of the probe narrowband beam (FLS-signal beam) is 
diffracted in the direction of phase-matching for FLS7'8. The three-dimensional picture of phase-matching for FLS is shown 
in Fig. 2. The FLS-signal (see Fig. 1) passed through an aperture D, telescope T3 and after the mirrors Mil, Ml2, lens L6 
and neutral-filter box F2 it was introduced into a monochromator M for the spectral selection. The signal was detected by a 
photomultiplier PM as a function of the time delay between the two broadband beams by changing one arm of the Michelson 
interferometer (prism P5 with changeable position). One of the broadband beams after the sample was introduced into an 
optical multichannel analyzer OMA using mirrors M9, M10, lens L5, neutral-filter box Fl and diffusive plate DP for 
measuring its spectrum. Controlling the experiment and gathering the data were realized by a computer PC. 

Nd:YAG 
Laser 

P5^J   P2^J   P7V 

Mil 

Fig. 1. The experimental setup (see the details in the text above). 
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Fig. 2. The three-dimensional picture of phase-matching for FLS, kFLS = kN + (kB2 - kB1). The circles from the left 
depict the beam spots on lens L4 (the cross is its optical center). The circles from the right side depict the beam spots on an 
arbitrary screen after the sample: N- narrowband laser beam; Bl, B2 -broadband beams; F- focal point of lens L4 (inside the 
sample); kB„ kB2, kN and kFLS - wave vectors of broadband beams, narrowband beam and FLS-beam, respectively 

The time resolution of the measurement of grating relaxation is determined by the auto-correlation time of the 
broadband laser radiation. Assuming a Gaussian statistics for the noisy radiation of the broadband dye laser, a simple relation 
between the spectral bandwidth of the radiation and the width of its intensity autocorrelation function is given by the Wiener- 
Khintichine's theorem10'". The validity of this was proved by simultaneous measuring the spectrum of the broadband laser 
radiation and its intensity second-order autocorrelation function (ACF) by means of non-collinear second harmonic 
generation (NSHG) in a BBO-crystal of 200 um thickness. The correlation time was altered from about 60 fs and up to 230 
fs by changing the spectral width of the broadband laser radiation (without changing its central wavelength) with the help of 
interferometric filters. 

3. THEORY 

The principle idea of transient incoherent light spectroscopy is based on using noisy properties of the broadband 
laser radiation3"8. The broadband laser light, otherwise known as incoherent light, can be described as a sequence of random 
ultrashort spikes. The process of the interaction of such a light with matter consists of an ensemble of transient processes 
caused by various combinations of these spikes. To study the relaxation processes in such a way, it is necessary to know the 
statistical properties of noisy light and one must record the statistically averaged signal of the interaction versus the time 
delay between the two correlated flows of such a radiation. In this case one can reach the time resolution which is determined 
by the correlation time of broadband radiation and not its pulse width. The correlation time (or the averaged time duration of 
random ultrashort spikes) is inversely proportional to the spectral bandwidth of the radiation. It enables one to apply non- 
transform-limited pulses from comparatively simple and cheap broadband nanosecond lasers for reaching pico- and 
femtosecond resolution while studying ultrafast relaxation processes in the substance. 

In our case of FLS the broadband laser beam is splitted into the two beams of about equal intensity and these beams 
are focused into the sample under a certain angle. In such a way, a refractive index grating will occur in the sample which is 
probed by the narrowband laser beam for the different time delays between the two broadband beams. 

The physical mechanisms which are responsible for the grating formation can be different. When there is an 
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absorption of the radiation by the sample, a population grating will be induced which causes the changes of the refractive 
index due to heating the sample after the transformation of the absorbed energy to the thermal energy of the molecular 
motion7-8. In our case there is no any absorption of the radiation by the sample and physical mechanisms of grating formation 
are different. To our opinion, these mechanisms are due to the anisotropy of the sample induced by the broadband laser 
radiation. These are the low-frequency motions of the molecules or the mechanisms of Kerr nonhneanty (in particular, 
libration, translation and orientation of the molecules in light field and also electronic mechanism of Kerr nonhneanty). 
These motions can contribute to the signal observably because of accumulative nature of the signal formation (each random 
spike excites the sample and the excitation is sustained during the broadband nanosecond laser pulse) and because of low- 
frequency resonances between the different spectral components of the two broadband laser beams. 

Let us consider the two identical time-delayed noisy flows of the broadband laser radiation with electric fields given 
by7'8 

Ebl(r, i) * E0 (t)R(tr + r)exp(-id)b z) and Eb2 ~ E0(t)R(tr), (1) 

where E0(t) is the amplitude of the envelope of the broadband laser pulse, tr is the reduced time 

tr = t-{Kx + Ki)*K®b, (2) 

ris the time delay between the two broadband laser beams and R(t) is a complex random function describing the statistical 
properties of the broadband laser radiation. The function E0{t) is a slowly varying function of time in comparison with the 
correlation time of the radiation. We assume that the statistical properties of the broadband radiation are described by a 
stationary random Gaussian process given by the following relations 

<R*(t)R(t +f)> = G(f), 

<R(t )R(t +f)> = <R* (t )R*(t +r)> = 0, (3) 

<R(t )> = <R*(t )> = 0. 

Here the symbol <...> denotes the statistical average and G{r) is the autocorrelation function of the incoherent light. 
Assuming a Gaussian spectral density of the light, G(z) is given as 

G(f) = {Tc4lx )-*exp[-11 (2T])], (4) 

where rc is the autocorrelation time of noisy radiation. 

The delay-time dependence of the detected intensity of FLS-signal Js is given as 

i |2 

Js(t) = AJ„ni(r)cc lD{s -r)exp(-g(\s\W , (5) 

where A is a constant, J„ is the intensity of the probing narrowband laser radiation, «4  is the nonlinear change of the 

refractive index and g(s) is a response function of the sample. 
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Assuming a Gaussian response function of the sample we obtain 

•/,(*)* Jexp[- {s - rf I IT] ]exp(- s 2 / 2Tr
2 )fr (6) 

where Tr is the relaxation time of the sample response which is looked for. 

From the experiment the FLS-signal versus the time delay between the two broadband beams is measured. If we 
denote the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of this dependence as Tm , then Tr can be determined from the relation 

T. = ,2T 
2    tl (7) 

The correlation time rc was measured directly by measuring intensity ACF in the scheme of NSHG. Also, it was 
calculated from the measured spectrum of the broadband radiation using Wiener-Khintichine's theorem. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The measured FLS-curves are well fitted by Gaussian curves. For example, Fig. 3 shows the typical FLS-signal 
versus the time delay in neat nitrobenzene. 
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Fig. 3. FLS-signal (points) versus the time delay between the two broadband laser beams in neat nitrobenzene. The 
correlation time of the broadband radiation is about 60 fs. The solid line is a fitting Gaussian curve. 

We have studied the ultrafast dephasing processes of Kerr type in neat nitrobenzene, the mixtures of nitrobenzene 
with carbon tetrachloride and in neat carbon bisulphide. The determined values of the relaxation times are given in Fig. 4 
for neat nitrobenzene and the mixtures of nitrobenzene with carbon tetrachloride and in Fig. 5 for carbon bisulphide 
together with the corresponding correlation times of the exciting broadband laser radiation as a function of the half width at 
the half maximum (HWHM) of the broadband laser spectrum. It must be noted that these relaxation times are some effective 
relaxation times which take account of the contributions of the different physical mechanisms to the signal. 
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Fig. 4. The ultrafast relaxation times for neat nitrobenzene (circles), the mixtures of nitrobenzene with carbon 
tetrachloride (up triangles - 70 % of nitrobenzene; down triangles - 50 % of nitrobenzene) and the values of the auto- 
correlation time (squares) of broadband laser radiation versus its spectral width. 
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Fig. 5. The ultrafast relaxation times for neat carbon bisulphide (circles) and the values of the auto-correlation time 
(squares) of broadband laser radiation versus its spectral width. 

From this figure it is seen that the relaxation time of the observed responses strongly depends on the spectral width 
(or the correlation time) of the exciting broadband laser radiation. 

Theoretically, in (7) Tm depends on rc. This leads to the different relaxation times of the molecules as long as Tm is 
not much larger than rc. Physically, it means that different parts of the low-frequency mode spectrum of the sample are 
excited because the spectral bandwidth of the broadband laser is smaller than that of the mode spectrum. This effect was 
demonstrated earlier in the experimental studies of ultrafast relaxations using femtosecond laser pulses and was called as 
"filter effect"9. 

We modelled this effect for the two most interesting cases: a) the spectrum of the low-frequency modes of the 
sample is homogeneously broadened and b) this spectrum is inhomogeneously broadened. The corresponding spectra 
together with the different spectrums of the broadband exciting radiation are schematically shown in Fig. 6. 
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Relative Spectral Width, a.u. 

Fig. 6. The homogeneously (solid line) and inhomogeneously (dotted line) broadened spectrums of the low- 
frequency molecular motions in condensed media and the halves of the spectrums of exciting broadband laser radiation for 
the different spectral widths (broken lines). 

The observed molecular response is determined by the excitation of the molecular motions which are related to the 
different overlapping between the broadband laser spectrum and mode spectrum. To simulate this we used an integral of 
convolution of the corresponding spectra for the different spectral widths of the exciting broadband laser. As a result, we 
calculated the relaxation time of the low-frequency modes versus the spectral width of broadband laser. The typical result is 
shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. The relative relaxation time of the sample response (solid line - the case of inhomogeneous broadening; 
dotted line - the case of homogeneous broadening) and the correlation time (broken line) of the broadband laser radiation 
versus its relative spectral width. 
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It is seen that there is a difference between the values of the correlation time and the relaxation times of the response 
which becomes smaller for the broader spectral widths of the laser radiation. This difference is due to the excitation of the 
different parts of the mode spectrum. It is also seen that the relaxation times of the response for the cases of homogeneous 
and inhomogeneous broadening are approximately the same. But this is true only if the sub-bands of the mode spectrum are 
modelled by smooth curves like Lorentzian or Gaussian ones. If sub-bands are modelled by rectangular-shaped curves (for 
the simplicity) there will be substantial difference for the homogeneous and inhomogeneous cases. This conclusion is in 
agreement with the theoretical calculations of Mukamel12. To distinguish between both cases Mukamel introduced an 
additional independent variable - a second time delay. This second variable can not be realized in the experiments 
concerning the study of the third-order nonlinearity but only in the higher-order nonlinearity experiments. 

However, our theoretical model reflects the behaviour of the experimental curves rather well, showing its 
applicability. On the other hand, our results show that the spectral bandwidth of the broadband laser can not be used as a 
second independent variable to reasonably distinguish between the homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening of the low- 
frequency mode spectrum in our kind of the experiment. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, we measured the relaxation times of the induced anisotropy in some Kerr organic liquids and their 
mixtures in femtosecond time region by FLS using broadband laser light with variable spectral width. Our results 
demonstrate for the first time to our knowledge the so-called spectral-filter effect in transient spectroscopy with incoherent 
light. I.e. the broadband non-transform-limited optical pulse with variable spectral width acts as a frequency filter of the 
intrinsic nonlinear response of the investigated sample which is excited by it. This spectral-filter effect must be taken into 
account for the interpretation of the relaxation measurements. Therefore, one can conclude that the transient spectroscopy 
with incoherent light is characterized by the same main features and limitations as the transient spectroscopy based on 
ultrashort laser pulses. 
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ABSTRACT 
New nonlinear equations for the dynamics of spatial spectrum of a self-focusing monochromatic wave in a medium with 
cubic nonlinearity is derived in the nonparaxial approximation. The formation of optical beams with cross section on the 
order of a wavelength is considered. Backward self-reflection is found to be the fundamental cause for the limitation of 
optical self-focusing. 

Keywords: monochromatic light self-focusing, nonparaxial beam 

Self-focusing in media with positive refractive nonlinearity of refractive index is a classical phenomenon of nonlinear 
optics. Since the early 1960s, hundreds of publications were devoted to this phenomenon. An excellent and detailed review 
of these works is given, e.g, in monograph [1]. In most of them, the theory of monochromatic radiation self-focusing in 
isotropic media was based on an analysis of the solution of cubic Shrodinger equation, to which the Maxwell equations are 
reduced in the approximation of paraxial optical beams. However, the theoretical description in this approximation leads to 
the catastrophic character of self-focusing with field collapsing into a point. The behavior of light field in the vicinity of 
singularity, where the paraxial approximation does not apply, was analyzed in many works and also reviewed in [1]. 
Rigorous solutions of the Maxwell equations for isotropic media with cubic nonlinearities were obtained only for the 
stationary (i.e., in terminology of [1], independent of the coordinate along the light propagation axis) nonparaxial optical 
beams (see also [2] and the review given therein). The nonstationary (in the above-mentioned sense) field evolution in the 
course of a deep self-focusing was studied on a basis of various modifications of Shrodinger equations. A critical review of 
the approximation used in these treatments is given, e.g, in [3]. Note, for our part, that, in the majority of works, rigorous 
description was not suggested even for the linear diffraction of narrow optical beams. Although the linear nonparaxial 
diffraction was correctly treated in [4] (this is likely the most popular work on the nonparaxial self-focusing), the vector 
character of the three-dimensional nonlinear field evolution was not taken into account in [4], rendering the treatment 
incorrect on this point [1,2]. 

In this work (letter [5] is a brief variant of it), a new nonlinear equation is derived for the nonparaxial self-focusing of 
monochromatic radiation in an isotropic medium with cubic nonlinearity. It describes the evolution of the spatial spectrum 
of optical beam rather than the evolution of its field. When linearized, this equation exactly describes the diffraction of a 
unidirectional wave, including the situation where its spatial spectrum involves components with spatial frequencies 
exceeding the wave number. This components are corresponding to the evanescent waves instead of traveling waves. The 
method of deriving of spectral equation is based on the requirement that its solution of unidirectional wave type be a partial 
solution of the nonreduced nonlinear wave equation. The reduced wave equation, an analogue of the spectral equation 
derived in this work, is nontrivial. This is probably the reason why it was not obtained for a rather long time. Numerical 
analysis of the new solutions is used to discuss the ultrabroadening of the spatial spectrum of radiation and the formation of 
a self-focusing beam with cross section on the order of a wavelength. It is shown that the backward self-reflection of 
radiation may be the natural reason for preventing the self-focusing collapse. 

In describing the propagation of a monochromatic radiation in an isotropic dielectric medium with cubic nonlinearity, the 
Maxwell equations can be reduced to the form [1] 

Vx(Vx£)-i0
2D = 0, (!) 

where E is the complex amplitude of electric field E'= -Ee',ü"+c.c. of the optical wave; 

D = eE + l27TXUU(EE*)E + l2n:%m]Ex(Et xE )     is    the    complex    amplitude    of    electric    induction 
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jy=-De~'"* +c c ■ CO is the light frequency; k0 = —  is the wave number in vacuum; £ is the dielectric constant of 
2 ' c 

medium; ^nn, J1221  are the tensor components of its nonlinear susceptibility, and c is the light speed in vacuum. In 

deriving Eq. (1), the generation of new optical harmonics was not taken into account. 

To demonstrate the spectral method of self-focusing analysis, we restrict ourselves to the two-dimensional linearly polarized 
TE beams. In this case, Eq. (1) takes the form [1] 

AE + k2E + x\E\2E = 0, (2) 

where  E  is the complex amplitude of a field polarized along the y -axis,  A = —y + —j is the two-dimensional 

2 
; 1 o   ^      nil 

Laplasian, k = ;£k0, X = 12;r ~T X 
c 

Choosing the z-axis as the propagation direction (in the numerical calculations, the two-dimensional field E(x, z) is 

assumed    to    be    symmetric    about    this    axis),     let    us     recast    Eq.     (2)     for    the     spatial     spectrum 
CO 

G(kx,z)=   \E(x,z)Qxp(-ikxx)dx as: 

d2G . „2    ,_2_ .   x + (k2-k2
x)G + -^{\G*(a-kx )G(a - ß)G{ß)dadß = 0. 

Arn    JJ 
(3) 

8z2   ' v"       x/~    An' 

The linearized Eq. (3) has the solution 

G = Cx{kxy^^2 + Ctikje-J*1**, (4) 

where the first and the second terms correspond to the radiation propagation in the positive and negative direction of the z - 

axis, respectively. The linear diffraction of a unidirectional wave (i. e., C2 = 0 ) is described by the equation 

^_W^yG = o. (5) 
dz      ^ 

Evidently, the solution of reduced Eq. (5) is simultaneously a partial solution of linearized Eq. (3). Physically, the reduction 
of linearized Eq. (3), i.e., transition to Eq. (5) containing lower-order Z -derivative, is carried out with the aim of analyzing 
the diffraction of a unidirectional wave. 

Let us generalize Eq. (5) to the nonlinear medium. The reduced nonlinear equation is sought in the form 

d^-i-fk^~k2
xG + xN(G) = 0, (6) 

dz 

where N(G) is an unknown nonlinear operator. It will be found from the requirement that the solution of Eq. (6) be 
ÖG 

simultaneously a solution of nonreduced spectral Eq. (3). Differentiating Eq. (6) with respect to zand expressing — 

through G from the same equation, one gets 
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d_ 
dz 

<dG       •  ^ — -i^jk2-k2
xG + xN(G) 

d2G 

V dz ) (7) 

(8) 

-.     . +(k2-k2
x)G + x(qk2-k2

xN(G) + ~N(G)) = 0. 
dz c*z 

Comparing (7) and (3), one obtains the following relationship for the N(G) operator 

iJk^N(G) + -N(G) = -±j f \G\a-kx)G{a-ß)G{ß)dadß. 
< dz        ^ Li 

Let us seek N(G) in the form 

N(G)= ))<p(kx,a,ß)G\a-kx)G(a-ß)G(ß)dadß, (9) 
— CO—CO 

where (p(kx,a,ß) is an unknown function 

Then, using the fact that the relationships 

d^Lll2llKh[e-{a-ß)2G{a-ß,2), 
dz 

aG(^ZWjF^G(/7,z), (10) 
dz 

dG'(a-k>>zK-iUk2-(a-kxy)G'(a~kx,Z), 
dz 

hold     to     higher-order     small     terms,     it     is     straightforward     to     obtain     from     Eqs.     (8)     and     (9) 

Therefore, the reduced equation for the dynamics of spatial spectrum of a unidirectional optical wave in a nonlinear medium 
takes the form 

dz    v 

= / x 
G\a-kx)G{a- ß)G(ß)dadß 

4^ i i '[l^kl - []k2 - (kx - af J + ,lk2 - (a - ßf + -Je^ß2 

(12) 
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Applying manipulations (7)-(l 1) to this equation, one arrives at nonreduced Eq. (3) accurate to the terms fifth order in G 
(because of the approximation (10). However, this accuracy is quite sufficient because Eqs (2) and (3) are derived with the 

same accuracy [1]. 

Eq. (12) can also be used to obtain a nonlinear reduced equation for the field 

E(x,z) = —  \G(kx,z)exp(ikxz)dkx . However, it is more complicated than Eq. (12) and, even being linearized, 

-co 

remains an integro-differential equation [6]. 

One of our numerical results is presented in Fig. 1, where the dynamics of spatial spectrum is illustrated for a beam having 

-f-T Gaussian shape E(x,0) = E0 exp(- ) at the input of the medium. 

Fig.1. Dynamics of spatial spectrum for the radiation in a nonlinear medium 

X\E0 

2k7 
= 0.02 . One can see in Fig. 1 that the The nonlinear component of refractive index in the input of medium was 

spectrum changes in quasi-periodic manner. At a distance of approximately 30 wavelengths, its width becomes maximum 
and comparable with the wave number. Such a ultrabroadened spatial spectrum (this term is employed by analogy with the 
term "spectrum ultrabroadening" for a pulse with spectral width comparable to the mean frequency [7]) contains spatial 
harmonics with frequencies exceeding the wave number. The second term in Eq. (12) becomes real for these harmonics 
Hence they correspond to the field exponentially decreasing along z and analogous to the field appearing upon the total 
internal reflection. One can see that if the second term in Eq. (12) is real then the corresponding components in the spectrum 
of the direct wave decrease, so that the back wave should appear in a transparent medium. Inasmuch as the energy loss due 
to the exponentially decaying field components of the radiation in the positive direction of the z-azis was small (less than 
10%) in out numerical experiment, the influence of back wave on the self-focusing of direct wave was ignored in this work. 
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Fig.2. Snapshot of self-focusing optical beam 

Figure 2 is a snapshot of the self-focusing beam field obtained by inverse transformation of the calculated spectrum 
dynamics. To make the image more pictorial, the transverse and longitudinal scales are different in Fig. 2. The quasi- 
periodicity of the spatial spectrum corresponds to the quasi-periodicity of the beam cross section. In the focuses, the spatial 
spectrum acquires high-frequency components that are responsible for the radiation self-reflection. The field dynamics in 
Fig. 2 is shown for larger distances than in Fig. 1. It demonstrates not only the oscillatory character of changing the cross- 
sectional field structure but also the gradual damping of these oscillations and the formation of a quasi-stationary beam with 
cross section close to wavelength. 

The dynamics of the spatial spectrum of radiation can be also analyzed in paraxial approximation. This approach is 
described by approximate equation 

dG 

dz 
■ik{\- 

2k2 
)G = i^j \\G\a-kx)G(a-ß)G{ß)dadß, 

R77-     J J &7T 
(13) 

and also demonstrate the multifocus structure. The analysis shows not only quantitative difference in focuses locations, but 

also a qualitative difference. The ultrabroadening of the spatial spectrum beyond the limits of - k < kx < k leads to the 

decrease of the energy of radiation, propagating in positive direction (see Fig.3). This phenomenon can not be deduced in 
the paraxial approximation. 

In summary, a new (spectral) method is suggested in this work for an analysis of the nonparaxial self-focusing. This method 
is more convenient than the field method. It is tested by the two-dimensional self-focusing, which is not catastrophic in the 
paraxial approximation. Nevertheless, it is clear from above that the radiation self-reflection would be the fundamental 
cause for field limitation in focuses in the case of the collapsing three-dimensional paraxial self-focusing as well. 

This work was partly supported by INTAS (project 97-31777) 
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Fig.3. The evolution of the energy W of self-focusing beam: a - calculated from Eq. (12), b - calculated in 
paraxial approximation from Eq. (13) 
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Ultrashort optical pulse propagation 
in Kerr medium with quasi-resonant impurities 

A.M.Basharov1, and A.I.Maimistov2 

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, Moscow, 115409 Russia 

Abstract 
A nonlinear evolution equation describing an ultrashort optical pulse propagation under quasi-resonant 
condition is derived by the unitary transformation method. This method allowed us to obtain the terms 
which are not taken into account within the framework of the adiabatic following approximation. The 
analysis of the nonlinear evolution equation and example of its application are given. 

PACS number: 42.65.Dr, 42.65.Tg 
Keywords: resonance, impurities, fiber, adiabatic following, nonlinear Schrödinger equation 

1. Introduction 
The fiber containing impurity atoms is of interest in the field of nonlinear optics [1-18]. The fiber 

doped by Er3+ ions serves as an active medium of fiber amplifiers if the population of resonant levels is 
inverted by an additional pumping [1,2]. The fiber directed coupler with resonant impurities in channels 
can be used as all-optical switcher [3,4]. The self-induced transparency can be observed in doped fibers 
[5-10] under some conditions. Experimental observation of the self-induced transparency in optical fi- 
ber containing Er3+ ions [12] has given rise to further investigations of the coherent ultrashort optical 
pulses propagation in the medium of this kind. The ultrashort pulses amplification was considered in 
[12-18]. New regimes of the optical pulses propagation were studied in [19-21]. Further generalization 
of the models of resonant and non-resonant subsystems were proposed in [22-24]. For example, the 
nonlinear absorption, which appears under the two-photon resonance, was studied in [11]. 

When the self-induced transparency condition does not hold, impurities can result in additional 
losses. As it is indicated in [12], the energy of optical soliton propagating in the nonlinear fiber without 
absorbing impurities is approximately hundreds times less than it is required to invert the population of 
the resonant levels. Thereby the influence of the impurities on the optical solitons in the fiber results 
only in absorption (if only special measures are not undertaken as in [12]). The frequency detuning A© 
from resonance can reduce losses. In this case the role of impurity atoms leads to modification of re- 
fraction in fiber in the main. In addition frequency detuning does not need to be too high, otherwise it is 
not necessary to consider the resonance condition. This situation meets the condition of quasi- 
resonance. The quasi-resonance is characterized by inequalities Aco « ©, A© «| &ab | and A© » QR 

where © is a carrier wave frequency, | ©fl61 is a typical frequency of nonresonant atomic transition and 

hQR is a typical interaction energy between an impurity atom and an electromagnetic wave. 
The ultrashort optical pulses propagation theory under quasi-resonant conditions was developed 

rather long ago [25-27] on the base of adiabatic following approximation (AFA). It is expected that the 
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variation of the optical pulse envelope emerges slowly in comparison with the time A©"1. This allows 
to substitute initial system of equation with one nonlinear wave equation for slowly varying complex 
envelope of the pulse. However, the initial system of the Maxwell-Bloch equations had already been 
obtained under slow varying envelope and phase approximation (SVEPA). There are some effects such 
as the Stark shifts of the energy levels, which are not taken into account by this method. The resonant 
(or quasi-resonant) condition selects a pair of levels from the total spectrum of the impurity atoms and 
thereby introduces a two-level atom as a model of resonant medium. Developing the method of AFA in 
terms of density matrix equation of the two level atoms without any SVEPA is more correct approach. 

In this article the adiabatic following method is introduced from the two-level atoms model without 
using the Bloch equations in the rotating waves approximation. It allows to present the expression for 
the polarization of resonant subsystem more exactly. Non-resonant contributions can be introduced by 
the phenomenological nonlinear susceptibility. Thus the results from the papers [25-27] can be cor- 
rected. The unitary transformation method is quite efficient tool in nonlinear optics [28-30]. This 
method allows us to get more exact solution of the Bloch equations describing the evolution of the state 
of the two-level atom as it was done in [25]. The expression for polarization is obtained as a series in 
powers of the ratio of the instant Rabi frequency to the frequency detuning. The presented expressions 
are distinguished from the known ones [25-27]. Here we take into account the dispersion of the nonlin- 
ear response of the system As an example of using general equations we consider initial stage of optical 
shock wave formation in the fibers containing quasi-resonant impurities. 

The paper has the following structure. Section 1 is devoted to the formulation of the problem. In 
section 2 the method of unitary transformation has been developed to correct consideration of the quasi- 
resonant case. The resonant polarization of medium under quasi-resonance condition is given in sec- 
tion 3. In section 4 the nonlinear equation governing the dynamics of ultrashort pulse envelope is dis- 
cussed. Some examples of the effect of the impurities are presented in section 5. 

2. Formulating the problem 
Let the electric field strength of electromagnetic radiation be presented in the form 

E = &e-"t> + SV*, <D = kz - ©/ - <p0 (1) 

where co = kvph is a carrier frequency of wave (vph is a phase velocity). The wave propagates along the 

z axis in the medium which contains the resonant atoms as impurities. We consider the resonant impu- 
rities as two-level atoms. 

The main equations for description of wave propagation in this medium are the Maxwell wave 
equations 

ili__^I*.«*£f (2) 
dz2       c2 dt2        c2 dt2 

and equations defining the polarization of medium. As the polarization of medium is a dipole moment 

of unit volume we present it as a sum of two terms: P = Pm + Pim where Pm describes a medium without 

the impurity atoms and Pim presents the result of the interaction of electromagnetic wave with impuri- 

ties. Value Pm is connected with the strength of the electric field by means of optical susceptibilities. 
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Here we take into account the third order susceptibility which describes the high frequency Kerr effect. 

Value Pim is defined by the impurity atoms and can be determined by the density matrix pim: 

Pim = Sp(pJim) ■ (3) 

Here dim is an operator of a dipole moment of a two-level atom. We normalize the density matrix p,m 

to make Sp(pim) be a density of atoms in the unit volume. 

The density matrix of the impurity atoms is governed by the following equation 

ih 
dt 

pim = (H0 - Edim) pim - pim (H0 - Edim), (4) 

where f is the relaxation operator, and the Hamiltonian H0 has the eigenvectors \a) and \b): 

H0\a) = Ea\a),HQ\b) = Eb\b),Eb-Ea=h®ba. 

We will neglect the polarization effects assuming that all the vectors are defined by their values 

(& = &ex,Pim = Pimex, dim = dex) and they are parallel to the x axis. For slowly varying envelope of the 

electric field & = &{z,t) (1) we have the reduced wave equation 

■lik 
(d      1   d)    l-kv'  d2 

ydz   vgdtj 
+ ■ 

dt2 &(z,t) 

1^1 X
(3)(-co; co-co, co)|<S(z, tf &{z, t) + 4TT Jf- <?im, 

s(co) e(co) 

(5) 

where v is the group velocity, v'g = dvg /da, s(co) is a dielectric permeability and x^i-®;®-®,®) 

is third order susceptibility of medium without impurities. The slowly varying envelope of the polariza- 
tion is defined as 

P^^e-'o+qy» . (6) 

The effects of optical harmonic generations are neglected in our treatment. 
Equations (3)-(5) describe an electromagnetic solitary wave propagation in the nonlinear medium 

containing impurity atoms. 
2. Method of unitary transformation for adiabatic following 

Let us now consider the case where frequency detuning from the resonance A = co - coda greatly ex- 

ceeds the Rabi frequency A = 2&dba Ih and the width of spectral line 1/y but it is less than the fre- 

quency of the carrier wave: 

|A|»|A|,|A|»l/y,|A|«co.. (7) 

Condition (7) relates to adiabatic following approximation. The polarization of the resonant atoms fol- 
lows the variation of the envelope of optical pulse. Usually this polarization is presented by expanding 
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the solution of equation for density matrix into power series. However, here we will use a more elegant 
method of the unitary transformation demonstrating its efficiency in different problems of nonlinear 
optics. 

Instead of solving the equation (4) we transform the density matrix and Hamiltonian of the impuri- 
ties in the field (1) so that the Hamiltonian becomes diagonal. Herewith, the relaxation operator can be 
omitted according to the condition (7). Thus, we get 

P =e"s
PimeiS, ih^p=[H,p], H = e'iSH0e

iS-e^EdeiS-ihe-iS JU" (8) 

We note that the operator e ~iS should be unitary, and S be a Hermitian one. This transformation, 
however, can not be obtained exactly. So we expand the operator S and the efficient Hamiltonian in 
power series of degrees of the electrical field strength: 

S = S{]) + S{2) + ...,      H^H{0) + H{i) + H{2] + .... 

As a result we have 

H = H0-i{S,H0]-±[S,[SMoh----M+fa^ 

then 
Hi0) = H0 , (9a) 

H^ = -Ed-i[s^,HQ]+hj-tS^ (9b) 

H{2) =^\Ed]-^\m]-i[s(2\H(]+h^tSU t (9c) 

2 2 2. !•£ !■*- 

-i[s{2),H0]+h^S{3) , (1.9d) 

Let us assume that the following conditions are held: 

£«> =0, H% =Ei2\a„ H%=E?8aa„ (10) 

where E(
a
2) and E(

a
3) do not contain oscillating exponents e""0, m = ±l,±2,... Then the transformed 

density matrix will be diagonal paa, = p'0)8aa,. The indeces a and a' mark the energy levels of the 

two-level system. 
Polarization (3) of the two-level atoms with the frequency detuning from resonance A is defined by 

the formula 

PiJA) = Sp(pe-iSdeiS)^Sp\p(d-i[S,d]-l[S,[S,d]]+^[S,[S,[S,d]]]+3.        (11) 
V 2l 'L '   JJ   6 
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In order to find this value in the third order of the field strength it is necessary to obtain the expressions 
for S°\ S(2) and S0). From the equation (9b), taking into account (10), one has 

dt 
S£l + toJS®. = dJh-\Se«> + S V). 

This equation with regard to adiabatic turning on electromagnetic field strength leads to 

Sal = äm.h~y le"äaAt'-'){&(t')e~"t'' + &\t')ei(b'}dt',      <D' = af-kz. 

Integration by parts results in series 

cd) _ 
»J„„/ — 

-,<D 
<S e daa' J    &e        

Ä       l»(ö>a«'-(D)       »(G)a«'+Ö>) 

d„„, -,<D d& JQ> 

-+• 
as 

h      (©aa, -CO)
2
 dt    (®aa.+oY   dt 

-i<t> d2& ,«t> 

+ d2&' 

h      /(coaa.-co)J  dt'     K(oaa.+(oY   dt' 

h 

aa — < 

-,<j> 

d3& -i* 

+ d3sf 
(12) 

Ka.-ü))4 dt3    (cDaa,+cö)4  dt 
• + . 

In addition to conditions (7), let us require the variations of the electric field envelope to emerge in time 
interval xp fast enough: 

CO 
-(Ax )«1. (13) 

Then the expression (12) can be reduced to 

,(D_dba ti ~     1  d&    . 1  52<S      1  d3& -i* _ o(l)*       p(0_o(l)_n 

» |A~'A2 ör   'A3 a,2    A4 a/3 I     ~ ab ' A»-A--ü- ST =  T-s + 

From equation (9c) it follows 

£(2) = KI2 lisp    / r„a<s 
Ä 

■ + ■ &■ 

V 

.as 
—<§ — 
dt dt 

1 r.a2<s    a2«^ 
2A3 <s 

ar2 +<s- 
dt2 A      2A2 x 

Finally, the expression (9d) leads to the following equation 

a? « 6« 

Taking into account (13) and retaining only the terms proportional to e±I0 we get 

= -E?\ 

(14) 
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sL3) 
ba 

4KJ ^ng|<g|2+/j- 
3       tf A3 2A4 

<S 2
ÖS  -3\&*d& -i<t> 

dt dt 
(15) 

The results obtained are sufficient to evaluate the polarization (11) of the two-level impurities with 
an accuracy of the third order in the field inclusive. However, we shall further suppose that p<0) = Nim . 

Thus, we have 

^(A) = N,J-i(S%dba -daX
])V-h^ \2)-&dba -dabS%) 

and as a result 

f 
j<t> 

From theses results we can get the following expression for polarization 

\d .\2 \    1 i d&     1 d2&     i d'& + 

( 
lba 
2A3 filA 

2&\&\ 6L{gf<^+
4id(&\&?^ 

V dt    3A dt J 

(16) 

3. Contribution of the quasi-resonant atoms to polarization 
Equation (16) allows to find a polarization of the two-level system in the case of both homogeneous 

and inhomogeneous broadening of spectral line of the impurity atoms: 
oo 

3?m=<ÖL(A)>= \9>im(A)g(A)dA . 
-oo 

Here, function g(A) takes account for frequency dispersion of the impurities around the central fre- 
quency. Herewith we consider that the value of dipole moment of the quasi-resonant transition does not 
depend on the detuning A. This expression and the equation (5) for polarization lead to a new wave 
equation, which determines the ultrashort electromagnetic pulses propagation in Kerr medium contain- 
ing two-level impurities in the framework of the modified adiabatic following approximation. 

Expression for the polarization <3>im is correct for any kind of spectral line broadening. Here we shall 

consider only the Lorentz broadening which is typical for the case of impurities in solids. Let us sup- 
pose that the form factor g(A) is given by the distribution 

g(A) = 
y In 

y2+(A-A0Y 
(17) 

where A0 is frequency detuning from center of inhomogeneous line, and y is defined by the reversible 

relaxation time T2 , i.e., y = l/I2Mn this case 
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1 <i/An>=(r)n- f- dx 
7-ron/„(v), 

n_i(l + x')(x + v) 

where the normalized frequency detuning v = A07y was used. To evaluate integrals /„ (v) one can ex- 

ploit recursion relation 

y„l(v) = -Ii^),and/,(v) = -^ 
n    dv (l + vz) 

Thus, we get 

A(v) = 
v2-l i, ^    v(2v  ~3)      i( ^    2v"-7v^+l 

2,2'    h(V)=    /,   .      2x3     »      74(V) = .2\4 envy jx'  (i+vT -  -* -    o+vjr 
Now, the polarization of the two-level system of the impurity atoms can be written as 

IJ     .2/ 

9>=Nt. 

+ N„ 

tab d3&^ + 

2\dba\ 

v     ' 2 dt      3 dt2 dt   j 

J,&\Q>\ -3IJ.\Q>\ — +—JA  311 4l        dt     3   4       dt      j 

(18) 

where Jn =(r2*)"/„(r2*A0). This expression takes into account the dispersions of the group velocities 

up to the third order (terms with second and third order derivatives with respect to time) and dispersion 
of the nonlinear response of quasi-resonant atoms (the two last terms in (18)). These terms distinguish 
our results from the ones earlier discovered in the framework of the adiabatic following approximation 
[25-27]. 

4. Nonlinear equation for optical pulse envelope 
Let us now rewrite the equation (5) in the following form 

2     dt       cn(o) ' ' cw(a>) dz    v„ dt 
(19) 

where n(a) is a refractive index of the optical fiber core at the carrier wave frequency and 

D - (1 - kv' )&~'v~2 = (l/2)(d2k2 Id®2) is a dispersion parameter characterizing a group-velocity dis- 

persion of the second order in fiber without impurities. 
There are two characteristic lengths - the length La of resonant absorption for pulse with duration 

tp and length LD of dispersion: La = cn((o)ti(2m)N lm \dba |2 tp)'
] and LD =t] I2\D\. Here the pulse 

duration t was chosen as typical time of the problem under consideration. Let us introduce new di- 

mensionless variables: i = (t - z I vg)/"', C, = z/La, q = A~]&. Then the equation (19) taking account 

of (18) can be rewritten as 
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.dq    a     d2q 
11KJ"2ZD dx2 

dq d2q 
dx dx2 

tfq_ 

dx' 

£
2 

i       0 •^R    r 3|apÖ£_2ö(kJL£)' 
191   dx    3      dx 

(20) 

where c = sgnZ), ji = 6raDx(3U0
2Za /cw(©), zD=LJLD, eR =(2\dba \A

2 IK)tp = C2Rtp . If we use 

the nonlinear refractive index n2 related to nonlinear cubic susceptibility x(3) as n2 = 37tx(3) /w(co), 

then the parameter p. can be rewritten as u = 2((o/c)n2A
2La. The high-frequency Kerr effect results in 

the phase shift of wave Aq> = (&/c)n2A
2L, where L is the distance of propagation. Thus, the parameter 

u can be interpreted as a phase shift of the wave propagating in the distance of the two absorption 

lengths. 
In this consideration we have assumed that A0tp »1. Let us now regard that an inhomogeneous 

broadening line is sufficiently narrow, i.e., AJ* »1. In this case coefficients in equation (20) can be 

estimated as Jx *(A0tpY\ J2«(A0tp)'
2, J3 «2(A,tp)'\ and J4 *2(A0tp)-*. 

If we exploit the new variables r\ = x - (A0tp )~2 C, and q(£,r\) = qexp[iC,/ A0tp], then the equation 

(20) can be written in the following form 

.dq    „ 

a; 
d2q    ~.~,2 ~    -r d3q 
\ + \i\q\ q=tJ. — 

.e 

dr\ 
 + JZKJ 
dr\- 

3\q 2dq     2d(\q\2q) 

dr\    3      dr\ 
(21) 

where eD =-asD/2 + (A0^)-3 and p = p + (l/2)s2 (Ao^)"3. Thus, we get generalized nonlinear 

Schrödinger equation (GNLS). The effects of the third order group-velocity dispersion and dispersion 
of nonlinear response have appeared here as a result of the influences of the impurity atoms. 

5. Some examples of the influence of the quasi-resonant impurities 
Going back to the original independent variable / and z one can find the correction to the group ve- 

locity due to the impurities. The re-normalized group velocity is defined by the expression 

(22) 
cn(a)ti(Aoy 

and   elJA *(QR /A0)
2(A0t Y2,   whereas 

J__J_ 
v. 

t. 

It   should   be   noted   that   z\J^ »(QÄ / A0)
2(A0tp)'

1 

1        2moN,„ — + . 

'Ru A 

JA « 2(A0t )"4. In the range of the picosecond optical pulses a dispersion length is of the order of hun- 

dred meters. It is much longer than a resonant absorption length. By taking La « LD and omitting 

terms which are proportional to (A0f,)"3 and (A0^)~4 we can reduce the equation (21) to the follow- 

ing one 

.dq    ~ . ~|2 ~ 
1 — + U. \q    q :|ß 

\,~gdq     2d(\q\2q) 
m   on.    3      On 

(23) 
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where ß = s2
RJA12 « (QR /A0)

2(A0tp) 
212. It is suitable to use real-valued variable by assuming 

c[ = a exp(/<}>). In these terms equation (23) can be represented as a system of real equations 

da   n ,9fl    „     dii    7 n 2 dd>    ~ 2 
 Qa2— = 0,   —-—Qa2 — = ua\ 
dC, &t\ dC,    3       dx\ 

The first equation of these systems presents an equation of a simple wave with velocity depending on 
their own amplitude. The solution ofthat can be written in an implicit form 

fl(Tl,Q = /(Ti + Pfl2(Ti,QQ, 

where function /(T|) = a(r\,ts = 0) is determined by the initial profile of incident optical pulse. If ß > 0 

(ß < 0), then the maximum of pulse is moved with the velocity that is faster (slower) than the group 

velocity. There the self-steepening of the incident wave front (tail of pulse) occurs and the shock wave 
will eventually be formed. It should be pointed out that cast-off terms in the equation (21) in the shock 
wave limit case become important. Their influence prevents a breakup of a wave front (tail of pulse). 
Conversely, the oscillation of the pulse envelope appears and pulse decay develops in the susequent 
stage. 

6. Conclusion 
In the presented paper we have shown that the method of the unitary transformation allows to obtain 

a nonlinear evolution equation describing an ultrashort optical pulse propagation under quasi-resonant 
condition. Herewith we get the terms which had no been obtained previously in the framework of the 
adiabatic following approximation. As an example of the physical situations, where this method proves 
to be useful, we have considered the ultrashort optical pulse propagation in the nonlinear (Kerr type) 

fiber containing impurities. When the corrections of the order of (A,,^)"2 and above were omitted, the 

nonlinear Schrödinger equation occurs. However, the coefficients in this equation were re-normalized 

due to the influence of the impurities. Taking into account the terms up to the forth order in (A0tpy
], 

one gets a generalization NLS equation. This equation allows for the effects of the group-velocity dis- 
persion of the third order and dispersion of nonlinear response. If the dispersion length is much longer 
than an absorption length, one can obtain an equation describing the self-steepening of the wave front 
and the optical shock wave formation. 
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ABSTRACT 

One of the possible methods of realization of active medium with anomalously wide bandwidth has been described. 
Composite active medium, consisting of several laser active centers with overlapping gainbands in common resonator has 
been created. In this case gain contour has complex shape with local extremums. Method of numerical simulation of the 
formation dynamics of ultrashort pulse at passive mode locking in laser with arbitrary spectral gain contour has been 
performed. The main parameters for the generation of ultrashort pulse in a laser with a composite active medium are 
obtained and investigated. The conditions of realization of stationary regime in the form of ultrashort pulse generation with 
duration determined by combined gain bandwidth are calculated. 

Keywords: composite active media, self-mode locking, nonlinear absorber, Kerr nonlinearity 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

At the present time, the minimum duration of ultrashort optical pulses generated directly in tunable lasers (e.g., the 
Kerr-lens mode-locked Al203:Ti3+ laser) is less than 6 femtoseconds1,2. It is close to the inverse spectral bandwidth of the 
active medium of this laser. Further decrease of pulses duration is possible either by using methods of nonlinear optics3, 
rotational molecular modulation4 or active media with anomalously broad band gain contours. Early in our work5, we 
proposed to use a laser with a composite active medium for the generation of extremely short optical pulses. The medium 
consists of several laser active media with overlapping gainbands placed in a common cavity. It may also consist of a 
number of color centers, ions in common host or a set of semiconductor lasers. This opens up new possibilities for the 
creation of an ultrawide gainband and allows one to advance into the sub femtosecond time scale at optimum conditions. In 
all these cases, the spectral gain contour has a complex shape with a local extremums. It was shown6 that in the case of 
symmetrical form of the unsaturated gain contour with a local minimum, a stationary regime in the form of ultrashort pulse 
generation with the duration determined by the combined gain bandwidth, can be realized under certain conditions. 

In this paper, the dynamics of development of ultrashort pulses in a laser with a composite active medium with an 
arbitrary spectral gain contour is investigated under passive mode locking using noninertial saturated losses by methods of 
numerical simulation. Earlier all theoretical studies of the dynamics of formation of optical pulses were limited only by the 
parabolic profile of the spectral gain contour7. 

2.   GENERAL FORMULATION 

In the model of an active uniformly filled medium, we analyze the equations describing the evolution of intracavity 
radiation in the system of coordinates of a moving pulse. In this case, at unidirectional generation in a ring laser with 
noninertial nonlinear saturating losses, the equations can be written in nondimensional variables : 
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Here E(z,t) is a slow field amplitude, the operators G\ and G2 determine the action of the first and the second active media 
on the light pulse, respectively, cr0 denotes the cavity losses; the last term in the right side describes nonlinear losses. It is 
assumed that as an ultrashort pulse passes through the <-th active medium, the gain of the spectral component of the field 
E(k,t) is described by the following equation: 

ot I 

D.N. 

\ + X,\\E(k,t)fL(k-k„ri)dk 
L(k-k„T,) E(k,t). (2) 

) 

Here L(k-k ,r;) is the Lorentz function determined by the formula: 

Lik-k^T^- 
1 + 

fk-C 
(3) 

Here k is the wave vector of the appropriate spectral component; k is the wave vector corresponding to the spectral 
gainband center of the i-th active medium, T-, is the half width on half maximum gainband of this active medium, &, Dj, and 
Ni are its saturation parameter, the Einstein gain coefficient, and the inversion in the absence of field, respectively. Relation 

(2) is determined the corresponding operators G, in (1). The nonlinear diffraction losses in the chosen model of passive 
mode locking are determined by the following two parameters: the single pass diffraction losses a and the parameter %. 
Calculation of these parameters through the parameters of the laser system may be done as follows9- 

1(0  ' 
I 

r      2\ rjcor 
-n-, 

U~ a 
(4) 

Here / and I are the lengths of the active medium and of the cavity, respectively; co is the light frequency, n2 is the nonlinear 
refraction index; r is the light beam radius. The factor in round brackets is assumed to be smaller than unity or of the order 
of unity9. In the chosen model, nonlinear diffraction losses decrease with increase of the intensity and approach zero at high 
intensities. The evolution of a pulse as it passes through an element with nonlinear losses and reflects on the mirrors in 
accordance with (1) is determined by the following equation: 

f \ 

Z™-i 
a 

V l + t,\E(z,t)[ 
E(z,t) (5) 

The modification of the pulse as it passes through the active medium is described by the equation (2). In this case, the 
spectral components of the field in this equation are calculated by the Fourier transform of the time profile of the pulse. 
Then the inverse Fourier transform was carried out and the changes in the pulse parameters due to linear losses in the cavity 
and nonlinear diffraction losses are analyzed by means of the equation (5). This cycle was repeated several times during the 
numerical simulation. Thus, the evolution of an ultrashort pulse versus the gain media parameters and other characteristics 
of laser elements were investigated. The algorithm under consideration can be extended to any number of active media in 
the cavity and for any spectral gain profiles of active media. 

3.   NUMERICAL SIMULATION: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The dynamics of formation and the parameters of ultrashort pulses after the transient process using different gain 
saturation parameters, nonlinear losses, widths of spectral gain contours, distances between maxima in the spectral gain 
contour, and depths of minima appearing in the total unsaturated spectral gain contour of a composite active medium are 
investigated. 
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The results of the calculations are shown that ultrashort pulses with carrying frequencies are formed in a laser with 
two active media with separated spectral gain contours, under weak nonlinear losses (much smaller than the depth of the 
minimum in the total spectral gain contour). The carrying frequencies correspond to two gain maxima. Each active medium 
forms its own structure of ultrashort pulses with its own carrying frequency. Then two parallel processes take place. The 
separation of the most intensive pulse and the suppression of weaker pulses occur within each structure. Since nonlinear 
losses are the same for pulses belonging to both structures, the more intensive pulse of one structure, by saturating losses, 
leads to the generation, in its spatial volume, of an ultrashort pulse with the carrying frequency corresponding to the other 
structure of pulses. As a result of the transient process, a pair of pulses remains in the cavity. One of them is gained due to 
the first active medium and has the corresponding carrying frequency. The other pulse is gained due to the second active 
medium and has the carrying frequency corresponding to the gain maximum of the second active medium. These pulses are 
in the same volume. As a result of interference, the envelope of the total intensity turns out to be frequency-modulated. Its 
frequency corresponds to the differences between the gain maxima of these active media, and the intracavity radiation has 
the form of a train of ultrashort pulses. When nonlinear losses are comparable to the depth of the minimum in the total 
spectral gain contour, a single spike remains from the train of ultrashort pulses, and two intracavity active media work as a 
united gain medium. 

Analysis of the results of numerical calculations shows that the dynamics of development is determined by the two 
main parameters C and Q. The parameter C is determined by the following expression: 

C = ~r^  (6) 

i. e., this is the ratio between the saturation intensity of nonlinear losses and the saturation intensity of gain. Q is the ratio 
between the diffraction losses of a single pass and the total linear intracavity losses of a single pass. For solid state active 
media with broad gainbands, the parameter C lies in a range from 10'3 (for Mg2Si04:Cr) to 1 (for LiF:F2

+) if their own Kerr 
nonlinearities are used. In this case the spatial size of the generation area is simultaneously the saturation area size of 
nonlinear losses and the value of C is determined by the ratio between the parameters of the active medium and its Kerr 
nonlinearity. The use of an additional nonlinear absorber in the cavity greatly increases the possibilities of varying the 
parameter C. The magnitudes of Q for most frequently used solid state lasers are in a range from 10"2to 5 10"'. 

For active media with equal saturation parameters and the equal pumping, Q determines an admissible depth of the 
minimum in the initial unsaturated gain contour at which one pulse for the period of the cavity with the duration determined 
by the width of the total unsaturated gain contour can be generated. As Q increases (the other parameters being equal), the 
admissible depth of the minimum in the initial unsaturated gain contour for this generation mode also increases. Fig.l shows 
Q as a function of frequency difference between the spectral gain maxima Aco (in unites of FWHM gain band) for two active 
media with equal pumping and laser parameters (like Al203:Ti3+) under fourfold threshold pump. In Fig.l value Q define the 
possibility of single pulse generation with the ratio peak pulse intensity to background more than one order of magnitude. In 
this case there exists an optimal value of the parameter C, at which a pulse of minimum duration is generated. For small 
values of C, quick saturation of nonlinear absorption takes place. This nonlinear shaping mechanism stops, and a long pulse 
is generated. For large values of C, the gain of the active medium is quickly saturated with low intracavity intensity, and 
nonlinear absorption turns out to be weak. In this case a train of pulses in the axial period is generated even at values of the 
parameters Q that are close to unity or higher than unity. Active media with the parameter C in a range from 5 10"2to 2 10"' 
is near optimal for the generation of extremely short pulses in a laser with a composite active medium. In this case in 
accordance with calculations, an increase of the parameter Q from 0.5 to 0.9 leads to narrowing of the pulse by a factor of 
two, and its spectral width approaches a half width of the unsaturated gain band. Fig.2 shows time (a) and spectral (b) 
profiles of pulses generated in a laser with a composite active medium for variable values of the parameter Q and twofold 
threshold pump with the initial depth of the minimum in the unsaturated gain contour of 30%. For comparison, the time 
profiles of the generated pulses in the case of zero spectral difference, the other parameters being the same, are shown in 
Fig.2(a) by a dotted line. 

When the composite medium consists of active media with differing parameters C, a single pulse in the axial 
period can be generated under smaller parameters Q, in contrast to the above case. The formation dynamics becomes much 
more sensitive to the ratio between the pumping levels for each of the active media. For equal initial pumping levels, quick 
saturation of one active medium occurs, and the duration of the generated pulse is determined by the gain bandwidth of the 
active medium with higher saturation intensity. At an appropriate choice of the pumping levels, generation starts with the 
initial asymmetric unsaturated total gain contour. In the stationary mode, however, an optical pulse with the duration 
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determined by the combined spectral gain width is generated. The formation dynamics of development in a laser with a such 
type of composite active medium is presented in Fig.3. Here the difference between the maxima of active media is the same 
as in Fig.2, but the parameter C differs by an order of magnitude (C,=0.1 for LiSAF:Cr, C2=l for LiF:F2

+). Given generation 
mode is realized under double exceeding of pump threshold level for the first active medium and tenfold for the second. 

Let us consider the case of three or more active media in a common cavity. Depending on the separation between 
the gain contour maxima, both a single optical pulse in the axial period with the duration determined by the total width of 
the unsaturated gain contour and a pulse train with an ultrahigh repetition rate can be generated. When a pulse tram is 
generated in such a laser, there is a time gap between pulses comparable to their duration (in contrast to two equal active 
media, when there is no such time gap). Fig.4 shows time (a) and spectral (b) profiles of radiation generated in a laser with 
three like LiSAF:Cr active media versus the separation between the spectral maxima. Passing it through a saturated absorber 
can increase the contrast in the train of generated pulses. 

4.   CONCLUSION 

A method of numerical simulation of formation of optical pulses in lasers with composite active medium and 
complex spectral gain contour was developed. We presented the results of our simulations for two and three active media 
with Lorentz form of spectral gainband in common cavity. This consideration may be extended for composite medium with 
an arbitrary number of active media and arbitrary shape of spectral gain contour. Analysis of numerical simulation was 
shown, that the development of generation is defined by two main parameters: first -ratio of initial nonlinear losses to all 
linear one pass intracavity losses, and second- ratio of nonlinear losses saturation intensity to gain saturation intensity of 
each laser medium, including in composite medium. The main parameters for the generation of extremely short optical 
pulses whose duration is determined by the width of a combined spectral gain contour in a laser with a composite active 
medium were obtained for active media with equal and unequal saturation parameters. Numerical data have been shown that 
the experimental realization of discussed above ultrashort optical pulses generation may be done with broadband solid state 
tunable lasers widely used at present time. 
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Steady-state temporal (a) and spectral (b) profiles 
of pulses in the laser with two active medium for 
set values of Q for ACD=1 (solid curves) 
and Aco=0 (dashed curves). 
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Fig. 3 

Evolution of the ultrashort pulses in the laser with 
the composite active media with similar in Fig.2, 
but parameters C differ by the order of magnitude. 
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Fig.4 

Temporal (a) and spectral (b) profiles of stationary 
pulses in the laser with three active media in dependence 
on Aco for Q=0.3. 
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Synthesis of dispersion-controlled mirror based on the semiconductor 
materials for near IR femtosecond lasers 
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ABSTRACT 

It has been proposed the design of mirrors for near IR femtosecond lasers with given phase characteristics based 
on the III-V compound semiconductors using MBE-technologies with reproducible phase parameters due to precise 
control of the layer parameters. The designed structure of two-part multilayer mirror includes the bottom part with a 
great number of AlGaAs-pairs and the top several antireflection layers. The specified negative near-constant group 
delay dispersion can be realized at certain band of spectrum. 

Keywords: semiconductor mirror, group-delay dispersion, thin-film design, femtosecond laser 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

The group delay dispersion of cavity elements is one of the important factor that determinate the possibility of 
femtosecond pulse generation and their duration in broadband solid-state lasers'. For stable work of such laser system 
the full group delay dispersion of laser cavity must be remained small negative after compensation of their positive part 
from active medium and other intracavity optical elements. 

The dispersive properties of laser cavity reflectors are discussed for various femtosecond systems in a wide spectral 
range2'3. One of the methods of a solution of this problem is the use so-called chirped mirrors3, permitting smoothly 
regulate full group delay dispersion of laser cavity over a wide range. The practical realization of such type of mirrors is 
complicated and connected with the high technological requirements demanded during their making, in particular, for 
the reproducibility of layers parameters. The reproducibility is determined in main by accuracy of monitoring of layers 
thickness and refraction index of used materials. It is worthwhile to investigate the new materials and new technology 
for femtosecond laser mirrors and to consider the possibilities of its design with of required phase characteristics. 

In the present work we demonstrate the synthesis of the multilayer structure based on the III-V compound 
semiconductors using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) technology. In MBE-technology the monitoring of a layers 
thickness is possible to within a monolayer (less 3 A for GaAs using of a method of a electron diffraction ) and even with 
the greater accuracy after some its updating. The factor of nonreproducibility connected with a spread of refraction 
index magnitude is absent under the using of the given technology. The grown III-V compound semiconductors 
structures using MBE-technology in the range near and longer of wavelength 1 um, have a low absorption level. They 
can be used for generation of femtosecond pulses in laser crystals and glasses 4'5, and particular in crystals activated by 
trivalent ytterbium ions. The lasers based on such type of active mediums are widely investigated now . 

One such variant of mirror design is the change of thickness ratio inside couple of layers in the direction from 
substrate to incident medium (as shown in5). In that case is synthesized the graded - index layer system. The depth of 
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penetration optical field in structure is increased with wavelength with the result that is extended time delay for longer 
part of spectrum. 

2.   MIRROR DESIGN 

Our design of the simplest type mirror may be divided into two stacks. The lower building block adjacent to GaAs 
substrate consists of the alternate discrete layers of materials with a refractive high-index (H) and a low-index (L). The 
dispersion of materials no account has been taken. The thickness of layers varies on the specific law in a direction that is 
normal to the coating with the goal of creating the graded system. As a consequence of interference of multiple 
reflections at layer boundaries is attained the linear change of the group delay of all system in the high-reflection 
spectral region. The important part of the synthesis is the matching-problem of the mirror surface and the surrounding 
medium (air). For the purpose of elimination of large undesirable reflection from the boundary air - semiconductor is 
added a top two-material multilayer consisting several layers of antireflection (AR) coating. The synthesis of AR-coating 
includes the analytical starting design based on the equivalent-index method and followed by a numerical refinement 
procedure. The matching layers give the symmetrical change with wavelength of complex amplitude reflectance of 
produced reflecting interference system, which is the nonminimal - phase system. 

In this report we present two different examples of coating design. The bottom main structure is made from two- 
material layers GaAs/AlAs by MBE-technology. For the design is chosen the spectral region around 1 (am. The high 
reflection R>99% with these materials is attained in standard quarterwave stack with bandwidth about 60 nm when the 
number of layer pairs is more than 15. The layer couple GaAs/AlAs has a small ratio An/nave =0.5/3.25, where An - the 
difference between refractive indices of H- and L-layer, nave - average index. One way to synthesize dielectric mirror 
with prescribed dispersion properties involves the increasing of the number of layer pairs. The greater is the number of 
layers, the longer is the penetration depth of electric field in the layer structure. Consequently, a higher value of negative 
group delay dispersion can be obtained. The optimal practical solution is dictated by experimental possibilities. In the 
GaAs/AlAs case can be imposed the constraints on the total thickness of mirror or limited maximal thickness by one 
layer any of two materials. 
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Figure 1 shows the calculated dependence of layer thickness (in units of quarter-wave) for bottom structure of 
81 (solid line) and 105 (dashed line) layers. The top AR-coating in both cases consists three layers Ti02 /Si02. 
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Unfortunately, these coatings must be obtained by other deposition technology. Today CaF2 can be possible constituent 
material of AR-coating in semiconductor technology. The overall physical thickness d of bottom binary structure equal 
6.7 urn for first mirror and 8.8 um - for second; in either case the thickness of H-layers are about 2 urn. The thickness of 
L-layers grows to the direction of incoming medium for both examples. Although can be treated the version with 
increasing of H-layer thickness. As seen from figure 1 the different dependencies of thickness change on the number of 
layer are applied in two cases. 
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The group delay linearly grows with wavelength in high-reflection spectral region over about 40 nm bandwidth 
(figure 2) for both of these mirrors. The spectral reflection coefficients R of both mirrors are shown on figure 2. The 
maximum of reflectance is equal 99.8% for 84 layer- and 99.9% for 108-layer mirror; the reflection coefficients are fall 
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slightly at the edges of the stop-band. Figure 3 represents corresponding group delay dispersion over those intervals. 

As one would expect a higher number of layer pairs gives the possibility to increase the level of negative GDD for 
fully dispersion compensation in a femtosecond laser cavity as a result a single bounce on such a semiconductor mirror. 
In modern practice the upper limit of the layer number is set by the absorption losses in thin-film used materials and 
another limitations (stress in coating, for example). 

3.   CONCLUSION 

While GaAs/AlAs mirror has not large operating spectral region and consists of the great number of layers, it 
nevertheless provides large negative group delay dispersion, necessary for sufficient compensation dispersion after one 
reflection. In addition the advantages of GaAs/AlAs structure is the fact that the deposition procedure can be as integral 
part of semiconductor technology. 

MBE-technology allows to realize the designed structures with the highest reproducibility. The use of other 
technologies ( metalorganic chemical vapor deposition, etc.) does not allow to control the thickness of layers using fast 
electron diffraction. Furthermore in these technologies the semiconductor structure grows in quasiequilibrium system 
subject to influence of thermal fluctuations. In MBE-technology a main factor of the nonreproducibility during the 
structure growth is the modification of the electronic beam parameters forming the Ga and As atoms beams. They can be 
controlled and be corrected with a higher accuracy than for other technologies. 
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ABSTRACT 

Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) excited by picosecond pulses (3.5-4 ps) of a synchronously pumped dye laser 
has been studied in compressed methane, hydrogen and their mixture. Physical energetic SRS-efficiencies (corrected for 
the linear losses of the optical elements) up to about 55-60 % and 35-37 % for the generation of the first vibrational Stokes 
radiation were reached in methane at a pressure of 60 bar and at excitation wavelengths near 600 nm and 740 nm, 
respectively. SRS-efficiencies versus pump pulse energy, pressure of gas and temporal duration of laser pulses were studied 
at 600 nm in methane. A very rich spectrum of Raman lines (including some vibrational, vibrational-rotational and 
combination Raman lines) was observed in the mixture of methane (35 bar) and hydrogen (25 bar). The energy efficiency 
of SRS-conversion to the 1-st rotational Stokes Raman line of hydrogen reached about 20 % in the mixture. In contrast, 
the 1-st vibrational Stokes components of hydrogen and methane were substantially suppressed in this mixture. Our 
measurements demonstrate that methane is one of the most suitable Raman media for obtaining effective SRS-generation 
especially m pico- and femtosecond excitation because of its suitable parameters controlling the SRS-process and that the 
mixtures of compressed gases are rather promising Raman media for extending the tuning range of pico- and femtosecond 
la:, .-r systems and for optimizing the efficiencies of SRS-conversion to the different Raman components. 

Keywords: stimulated Raman scattering, compressed gas, methane, hydrogen, gas mixture, picosecond laser pulse, 
efficiency, Raman line, combination line 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays one of the most important tasks of ultrafast laser techniques and technologies is the extension of the 
tuning range of pico- and femtosecond laser radiation from the infrared (IR) to the ultraviolet (UV) spectral region. In 
particular, it is necessary for improving the possibilities of application of Ti: Sapphire laser systems for pump-probe 
spectroscopy, e.g. for the development of time-resolved Raman spectrometers. 

In this connection stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) in compressed gases is a rather convenient and simple 
method to extend (due to the frequency conversion of laser radiation) the tuning range of ultrashort laser systems to the 
other spectral regions. The advantages of SRS in comparison with other techniques (for example, optical parametric 
generation) are low cost of the appropriate equipment, little problems with damage and a comparatively simple 
experimental setup. Gases such as hydrogen and methane are well known to be suitable gases for Raman shifting. They 
have well-characterized SRS spectra, large vibrational and rotational Stokes frequency shifts, relatively high values of 
Raman gain, and low group velocities dispersion between the pumping and Stokes waves. These gases can be mixed in 
arbitrary ratios and stored at high pressures without condensation. They are transparent to radiation throughout most of 
the UV, visible and IR spectral regions. 

However, SRS in most compressed gases excited by the short laser pulses with the time duration less than several 
picoseconds is a highly transient non-linear optical process which is not as well studied as in the steady-state regime of 
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SRS excited typically by nanosecond laser pulses. Therefore, in the last years several studies devoted to pico- and 
femtosecond SRS have been published1'5. 

Nevertheless, there are still a number of open questions concerning the transient SRS excited by the laser pulses 
shorter than 10 ps. These are the conditions for the maximum efficiencies of SRS-conversion of pumping radiation at 
different wavelengths to the different SRS-components, for the suppression of white light continuum generation and for 
the generation of the frequency-shifted pulses with desirable temporal and spectral properties. 

Furthermore, it seems to be very promising to obtain sub-femtosecond optical pulses by mode locking of high- 
order stimulated Raman lines which are generated by four-wave Raman mixing. Realizing this idea demands for detailed 
studies of the transient SRS and related parametric processes in compressed gases6. In this connection it should be noted 
that little attention (if any) was paid to the studies of highly transient SRS excited by laser pulses shorter than 10 ps in the 
mixtures of different gases. Meanwhile, studies carried out under the conditions of steady-state SRS in gas mixtures 
demonstrated considerable possibilities concerning an effective generation of a larger number of Raman lines or a more 
effective generation of known Raman lines in the comparison with the neat gases7"11. 

In this report we present the results of experimental studies of some peculiarities of transient SRS excited by 
picosecond laser pulses in compressed methane and hydrogen. In addition, some preliminary results on the study of SRS in 
a mixture of methane and hydrogen are presented. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. SRS was excited by short pulses generated by a laser system used for 
our time-resolved Raman spectrometer12. It is based on a dye laser synchronously pumped by the second harmonic (SH) 
radiation of a mode locked Nd:YAG-laser (Quantronix 4216, 76 MHz, pulse-width of 100 ps). Dye laser pulses of 3.5-4 ps 
pulse duration exceeding the transform-limited spectral bandwidth about two times were amplified by a three-stage dye 
amplifier. It was pumped by the SH-radiation of a regenerative amplifier (Continuum RGA-50, repetition rate of 50 Hz). 
After amplification, pulse energies up to 250 p.J were obtained at about 600 nm and up to 150 (J.J near 730-740 nm 
depending on the actual dye used (rhodamin 6G or pyridin 2 in ethylene glycol, respectively). The temporal width of the 
pulse could be tuned from 3.5 and up to about 25 ps by changing the length of dye laser resonator. The pulse-width 
(FWHM) was measured by non-collinear SH-generation in BBO-crystals (thickness 500 nm) using a home-made auto- 
correlator (not shown in the figure). Frequency doubling of the fundamental radiation could be performed in an additional 
BBO-crystal of 2 mm thickness with an efficiency up to 25 %. 

The gas was filled into a special high pressure Raman cell of about 25 cm working length equipped with quartz 
windows. Maximum gas pressure did not exceed the value of 60 bar. Lenses with different focal lengths (15-50 cm) were 
used for focusing the pumping laser beam into the cell. For measuring the SRS-conversion efficiency the light beam was 
dispersed after the cell by a prism. The different spectral components were spatially discriminated by an aperture and 
measured by a power meter (ZWG, PEM521). The measured energies were corrected for the losses in the optical elements 
including the cell windows, the lens after the cell and the dispersive prism. These losses were determined experimentally. 
Therefore, the SRS-conversion efficiencies presented are the "physical" SRS-conversion efficiencies calculated for the 
center of the Raman cell, unless otherwise stated. In addition, the spectrum of SRS could be measured using a 
spcctrograph (SOPRA SpectraPro-275) and a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD camera (Spectroscopy and Imaging, LN/CCD 
1100PB/UVAR CCD, back illuminated). For this purpose a right-angle prism was inserted into the beam of scattered light 
and the beam was directed to the spectrograph. An appropriate polarization of the pumping laser beam was obtained by 
using polarizers (Glan prisms) and phase rotators (X/4-plates) which are not shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The experimental setup: 
SHG - second harmonic generator; RA - regenerative amplifier; SP DL - synchronously pumped dye laser; DA - dye 
amplifier; M1-M7 - mirrors; L1-L4 -lenses; PI, P2 - prisms; T - telescope; NF - neutral filters; RC - Raman cell; M - 
spectrograph; CCD - CCD-camera; DP - dispersive prism; A - aperture; D - energy meter 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the first Stokes pulse energy on the pump pulse energy for SRS in methane 
compressed to 60 bar excited by 3.5 ps laser pulsed radiation at about 600 nm. For measuring this dependence the linear 
polarized laser radiation was focused into the Raman cell by a positive spherical lens of about 25 cm focal length. In this 
case, on a white screen after the dispersive prism we were able to observe the axial components of the 1-st Stokes and 2-nd 
Stokes radiation and parametric ring components of the 1-st anti-Stokes and 2-nd anti-Stokes radiation visually. The 
energies of the 2-nd Stokes, 1-st and 2-nd anti-Stokes pulses were below the threshold of measurement (10 uj). Below the 
value of about 60 \x.] for the pump pulse energy, the energy of the 1-st Stokes pulse dropped rapidly exhibiting large 
fluctuations. Near the pump energy of about 15-20 uJ we reached the threshold of SRS-generation for the 1-st Stokes 
radiation. This value of SRS-threshold was estimated by visual control and by observing the presence of the Stokes 
radiation with the CCD-camera. 

From Fig. 2, it is seen that above a pump pulse energy of 60 \xi the energetic efficiency of SRS-conversion to the 1- 
st Stokes radiation remains approximately constant at a very high value of about 55 %. It corresponds to the technical 
SRS-efficiency (determined as a ratio of the Stokes pulse energy after the dispersive prism to the pump pulse energy before 
the input window of the cell) of about 30 %. The main condition for obtaining such an effective generation was the good 
quality of laser beam, i.e. an energy distribution in the cross-section close to Gaussian. In the case of some distortion of the 
beam quality the SRS-efficiency dropped substantially to a value 30-40 %. Some small saturation of the 1-st Stokes pulse 
energy at the highest pump energies is due to the increase of the 2-nd Stokes pulse energy. It should be noted that our 
results concerning SRS-efficiency were not very sensitive to the polarization properties of the pumping radiation. 
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Fig. 2. The 1-st Stokes pulse energy versus the pump pulse energy for SRS in methane compressed to 60 bar and 
excited by a 3.5 ps laser pulse at 600 nm. 

When we changed the focal length of the focusing lens from 15 to 50 cm the character of SRS generation was not 
changed dramatically. Decreasing the focal length facilitated the SRS-generation of anti-Stokes components. Increasing it 
above 25 cm results in a reduced SRS-efficiency for the generation of the 1-st Stokes radiation and high-order components 
were partly suppressed. 

Decreasing the pressure of methane resulted in a considerable reduction of the 1-st Stokes SRS-conversion 
efficiency (35 % at 35 bar). In this case the threshold of SRS-generation was increased to 30-40 uJ of pump pulse energy. 
As a preliminary test of non-stationarity we measured the efficiency of SRS-conversion to the 1-st Stokes radiation versus 
the temporal duration of pumping laser pulse between 3.5 ps and 25 ps. For all pulse widths we reached a limit of the 
efficiency of SRS-conversion ranging from 55 and up to 60 % indicating that the efficiency depends on the pump pulse 
energy under our experimental conditions. 

At an excitation wavelength of the pumping laser radiation of about 740 nm the maximum efficiency for the 1-st 
Stokes SRS-generation in compressed methane (60 bar) of about 35-37 % was obtained (which corresponds to the 
technical SRS-efficiency of about 20 %). This value slightly exceeds the efficiency reported in5 for the case of the SRS- 
excitation with 140 fs pulses from Ti: Sapphire-laser tuned at 750 nm. 

Under our experimental conditions of using short laser pulses we didn't observe any backward SRS which limits 
the conversion efficiency in the case of long pulses. In addition, we didn't observe the generation of white light continuum; 
its appearance is a serious problem for the spectroscopic applications of SRS excited by the shorter laser pulses1,2. 

Some peculiarities of SRS in compressed methane which we observed are close to the results presented 
elsewhere"5. Anyway, to our knowledge such high efficiencies for the SRS-generation of the 1-st Stokes radiation in 
compressed methane was not reached earlier under excitation with laser pulses shorter than 10 ps. 

Using hydrogen instead of methane we couldn't reach the threshold of SRS at 740 nm excitation even at the 
maximum pressure of 60 bar and an energy of the 3.5 ps laser pulse of about 150 \tf. Also at 370 nm excitation with the 
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energy of 35-40 JJJ no detectable SRS-conversion was obtained. 

Our results demonstrate that, in accordance with5, methane is one of the most suitable Raman media for obtaining 
highly effective SRS at pico- and femtosecond excitation because of its rather advantageous combination of the main 
parameters which are responsible for the SRS-process. In particular, these are the steady-state Raman gain coefficient g 
and the dephasing time T-,. For the simplicity we don't take into account the manifold of additional factors influencing SRS 
too such as the intensity of the laser radiation, the interaction length, the spatial distribution of the laser beam, the group- 
velocity mismatch, and competitive processes. In the high-gain-limit of transient SRS, the gain increment G is 
proportional to 1.3,13 

Although the gain coefficient for SRS-generation to the 1-st vibrational Stokes component in methane is a several times 
smaller than that in hydrogen1 the dephasing time in methane is more than 10 times shorter than that in hydrogen ■ . 
Therefore, the SRS-gain increment may be considerably higher in methane in comparison to hydrogen, which is known to 
be rather suitable for SRS-generation. 

Searching for possibilities to extend the number of Raman lines generated by SRS, we have carried out some 
preliminary studies of SRS in a mixture of methane and hydrogen. The partial pressure of methane was equal to 35 bar 
and that of hydrogen 25 bar. The elliptically polarized pumping laser radiation at about 600 nm was focused inside the 
Raman cell with a lens of 25 cm focal length. The energy of the pump laser pulse (3.5-4 ps) was equal to about 200 nJ. In 
this case we observed a very rich spectrum of SRS after the dispersive prism. Visually we observed 13 SRS-components in 
the Stokes and anti-Stokes region on the white screen behind the prism. The strongest Raman line was the line S01 (Raman 
shift of about 587 cm'1) of rotational SRS (RSRS) in hydrogen. The efficiency of SRS-conversion to this line was equal to 
about 20 %. The vibrational SRS (VSRS) to the 1-st Stokes components of hydrogen and methane (Sw lines with the 
Raman shifts of 4155 and 2917 cm"1, respectively) was considerably suppressed in comparison with the case of neat gases. 
The energies of these components as well as of other observable Raman lines were below the our detection limit of 10 uJ. 
At present the reasons for this observation are not very clear. However, at least partly this may be associated with the 
comparatively low pressures of gases and suppression of VRSR-gain at sharp focusing of the laser beam1416. 

Using the CCD-camera we detected the spectrum of SRS in the mixture. More than 30 lines in Stokes and anti- 
Stokes regions were observed from the mixture by CCD. One could observe some rotational, vibrational and vibrational- 
rotational lines of hydrogen, vibrational lines of methane. Besides the known lines for neat hydrogen and methane, we 
observed some combination lines from both gases. The frequencies of the latter lines can be expressed as 

0)L+nQHi+mClCHt    , (2) 

where COL is the frequency of the exciting laser line, Q„2 and QCH( are the Raman shifts of hydrogen and methane and 

n m = 0, + 1, + 2, .... In particular, we observed Raman lines originating from the rotational shift S0l of hydrogen and 
vibrational shift Sl0 of methane (overall Raman shift is equal to 587 cm1 + 2917 cm"1 = 3504 cm"1) and from vibrational 
shifts S,o of hydrogen and methane (overall Raman shift is equal to 4155 cm"1 + 2917 cm"1 = 7072 cm"1), respectively. It is 
known that rotational scattering in methane is forbidden by the symmetry of the molecule'. 

Despite the rather weak intensities of the lines observed in our experiment, we believe that there is a possibility to 
obtain even higher efficiencies of SRS-conversion with respect to certain Raman components in the mixtures of gases than 
in the case of neat gases, e.g. by changing the partial pressures of the gas components, the geometry of focusing and the 
parameters of the pumping laser beam. A number of studies carried out under the conditions of steady-state SRS support 
this idea14 M. Such a work is in progress now. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, SRS in compressed methane, hydrogen and their mixture under the excitation with 3.5-4 ps laser 
pulses has been experimentally investigated. The efficiencies of SRS-conversion up to about 55-60 % and 35-37 % for the 
generation of the 1-st vibrational Stokes component radiation have been obtained in methane compressed to 60 bar at an 
excitation wavelengths near 600 nm and 740 nm, respectively. SRS-efficiencies versus pump energy, gas pressure and 
temporal duration of the laser pulse were studied at 600 nm excitation more in detail. Our results demonstrate unique 
properties of methane as a Raman medium for obtaining very effective SRS especially at picosecond and probably also at 
femtosecond excitation, because its material parameters are suitable for SRS under non-stationary conditions. 

To our knowledge for the first time we observed a very rich spectrum of Raman lines (including some vibrational, 
vibrational-rotational and combination Raman lines) in the mixture of methane (35 bar) and hydrogen (25 bar) at highly 
transient SRS excited by 3.5 ps laser pulses at 600 nm. Under these conditions the efficiency of SRS-conversion to the 
strongest 1-st Stokes rotational Raman line S0, of hydrogen reached about 20 % in the mixture. It is noted that the 
mixtures of compressed gases are rather promising Raman media for extending the tuning range of pico- and femtosecond 
laser systems, optimizing the efficiencies of SRS-conversion to the different Raman components and probably for 
obtaining sub-femtosecond pulses by mode locking of stimulated Raman lines which are generated by four-wave Raman 
mixing. 
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Active mode-locking itself provides pulses not shorter than picoseconds. 
Nevertheless, this regime is useful for many laser systems including power- 
ful ones where strict synchronization with external periodic signal is needed. 
Another growing field where active mode-locking is widely used is fiber laser 
systems. 30 years passed since D.Kuizenga and A.Siegman (K-S) [1] devel- 
oped their (presently well-known) theoretical model for active mode-locking. 
Hence many other models have been published, all of them (including K-S) 
are not completely adequate for the real laser systems. That conclusion was 
pointed out by one of the authors for the gas, dye and solid-state lasers and 
presented in many publications and conference papers [2]. In this paper we 
present results of successful numerical modelling for the mode-locked Ar-ion 
laser, which are in qualitative agreement with the experiment. Disagreement 
of the known models (or not revealed stuff from them) with the experiment 
can be formulated in such common items: 

a) an optimum pulse position inside the temporal mode-locker window: de- 
pendence on the gain, mode-locker parameters; 

b) phase characteristics (pulse position inside the mode-locker window); 

c) pulse amplitude and duration versus the mode-locker parameters. 

1    Numerical simulations 

We use a model based on the Maxwell-Bloch equations [3] 
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where 

• 5t denotes the real part; 

• r, £ are the co-moving coordinates: T = t - x/c, £ = x/c; 

• A is the inhomogeneous detuning; 

• p(A) specifies the inhomogeneous line broadening; 

• Q is the complex Rabi frequency; 

• D is the normalized inversion; 

• g is a constant that represents gain; 

• Tii 72 are tne longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates; 

• Do it the equilibrium inversion without an applied field. 

Experimental parameters [2] were used for calculations. These parame- 
ters were chosen different from those in [3]. Namely, Ti = 5 ns ( [4], 3 times 
larger than those in [3]) and the output-coupler loss 15% (4 times more than 
those in [3]). Calculations and comparison with the experiment have been 
done for the 514.5 nm line. 

2    Results 

A 3D picture of the pulse evolution is shown in Fig.l. Pulse shape is shown 
in Fig.2 at different frequency detunings. The optimal position of the pulse 
at the zeroth value of detuning is remarkably not at the center of the mode- 
locker window, in agreement with the experiment [2]. At large negative 
detunings the satellite has chaotic nature and we used averaging over 4000 
pulses to get these smooth realizations which are close to the experimental 
observations with a stroboscopic oscilloscope. In Fig.3 it can be seen that the 
pulse changes its symmetry in dependence on its position inside the mode 
locker window. The most symmetric pulse shape occurs near the center of 
the mode-locker window, and the symmetry (ratio of the leading part of the 
pulse to the tailing one relative to the pulse maximum) changes as the pulse 
position crosses the zeroth point. The pulse asymmetry occurs due to the 
additional losses of the leading/tailing parts of the pulse in the mode-locker. 
When the pulse is symmetric, its shape in most cases is close to the Gaussian 
one. 

The dependence of the pulse parameters on the mode-locker modulation 
depth has been shown in Fig.4. To get an agreement with the experimental 
curves (namely, strong dependence of the pulse duration on the modula- 
tion depth, Fig.4b, and the decrease of the pulse amplitude as the modu- 
lation depth increases, Fig.4c) we have introduced additional losses in the 
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mode-locker which are dependent on the modulation depth owing to the a) 
additional acoustic modes of higher orders and b) increase of the running 
acoustic wave as the electrical RF power is increased. 

The pulse position is different at different gain values, Fig.5., demon- 
strating the pulse velocity variations. It is clearly seen that the satellite 
position does not depend on the main pulse position revealing its nature: 
the satellite begins at the minimum mode-locker losses owing to the inversion 
recovery. 

The model above does not allow stable pulses to exist at positive de- 
tuning. But in out experiments it was demonstrated that the laser can 
produce stable pulses even at positive detunings. In our calculations we 
used oversimplified model for the noise and found the effect of extension 
of the detuning range, where the pulse is stable, to positive values, Fig.6. 
(see for comparison [2a]). Before in [5] it was shown that the noise leads 
to a possibility for the laser to operate in a quasi-steady-state mode-locked 
regime at zeroth detuning, when the pulse train is episodically disrupted by 
so-called phase waves. It is worth noting that in our experiments we did not 
obtain the enhanced noise at positive detuning as in [6]. That was perhaps, 
because of higher value of the output coupler loss we used. As of now, we 
have no physical explanation for this effect. 

Coherence effects can be seen in Figs. 1,2 (afterpulse(-s) ringing at the 
distance of some hundreds of ps from the main pulse). Experimental real- 
izations for that have been done in [7]. Ripples at the top of the spectrum 
can be seen in the spectral domain, when the pulse duration is shorter than 
the value of T2 (dephasing time). At fixed T2 = 0.5 ns, decrease of T\ 
(population inversion decay time) from 5 ns to 0.05 ns leads to many-pulse 
regime (inside the mode-locker window) and irregular spectrum. At fixed T\ 
and variation of T2 from 1.5 ns to 0.1 ns the coherent satellites become less 
prominent, the satellite distance from the main pulse decreases, the spec- 
trum is smooth. The spectrum may contain a central dip (in averaged over 
the 5000 round trips realization) at higher pulse energy inside the cavity, 
but we do not connect it with the coherence effects. 

3    Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have shown: 

1. The pulse and satellite positions in the temporal mode-locker window. 
The pulse and satellite evolution is rather complex as detuning occurs. 

2. So-called phase characteristics occur for both positive and negative 
frequency detunings. 

3. Dependence of the pulse duration as well as the pulse amplitude, pulse 
position on the modulation depth. 
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Fig. 3.  The pulse duration (a) and its symmetry (b) at different positions in the 
mode-locker window 
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Fig. 4. The pulse parameters versus the modulation depth a: its position inside the mode- 
locker window (a, zeroth value is the center of the window); duration (b) and amplitude 

in the Rabi frequency units (c) 
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ABSTRACT 

An all-solid-state pulse-shaping system based on a single-frequency master oscillator, preamplifier, and aperture-coupled- 
stripline electrical waveform generator has been developed and implemented in the OMEGA laser fusion facility. 

Keywords: single-frequency, diode-pumped laser; diode-pumped amplifier; integrated optics modulator; aperture-coupled 

stripline; pulse-shaping; laser fusion. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An integral part of the contemporary high-power laser system for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) research is a flexible 
pulse-shaping system that is able to produce a laser pulse temporal profile specified in advance and controlled to a high 
degree of accuracy. Temporally shaped optical pulses can be produced by applying shaped electrical waveforms to an 
integrated-optics (IO) modulator.1-2 These shaped electrical waveforms are sent to the optical modulator synchronized with 
the passage through the modulator of a flat-top optical pulse from a single-frequency laser. The optical pulse exiting the 
modulator is then shaped in accordance with the voltage-dependent transfer function of the modulator. A pulse-shaping 
system has been in operation on OMEGA for several years.3 Recently the performance of this pulse-shaping system was 
significantly improved by replacing the flash-lamp-pumped single-frequency laser with a diode-pumped, computer-controlled 
master oscillator.4 Currently the pulse-shaping system uses an electrical-waveform generator based on the reflection of an 
electrical square pulse from a variable-impedance microstrip line. The electrical square pulse is generated by using a charge 
line with Si photoconductive switches activated by a single pulse from a laser system. The laser system includes a mode- 
locked cw timing laser, regenerative amplifier, SBS pulse compressor, and laser amplifiers. The complexity of this laser 
system motivated us to develop a simplified pulse-shaping system that meets all the pulse-shaping requirements for the 
OMEGA laser. This system includes a highly stable, diode-pumped, single-frequency master oscillator; a diode-pumped 
preamplifier; aperture-coupled striplines (ACSL); and commercially available electrical square-pulse generators, which make 
it a completely solid-state, computer-controlled system. 

II. ALL-SOLID-STATE PULSE-SHAPING SYSTEM 

The block diagram of OMEGA's new optical pulse-shaping system is shown in Fig. 1. The diode-pumped, single-frequency 
master oscillator4 produces highly stable, 150-ns, ß-switched laser pulses at 300-Hz repetition rate. A high repetition rate 
allows us to use a high-bandwidth sampling oscilloscope for the pulse-shape measurement, which provides a higher temporal 
resolution than a single-shot digital oscilloscope. The flat-top portion of the master oscillator's 150-ns output pulse is used 
for pulse shaping. A high-repetition-rate slicer produces a 20-ns flat-top pulse from the 150-ns pulse, which eliminates 
unused energy from the pulse to avoid generating stimulated Brillouin scattering in our single-mode fiber. The diode- 
pumped, two-pass preamplifier boosts the flat-top pulse energy up to five times to meet OMEGA's pulse-shaping energy 
requirements (200 nJ per channel). The amplified pulse is launched into a single-mode, polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber, 
split into four fiber channels, and sent to the IO pulse-shaping modulators. Each pulse-shaping channel consists of two 
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Figure 1. All-solid-state pulse-shaping system for the OMEGA laser system. A single-frequency sliced and amplified pulse from the 
master oscillator is shaped with a modulator driven by the aperture-coupled-stripline electrical-waveform generator and gated with a 
modulator driven by a square-pulse generator. 

modulators: one shapes the optical pulse, and the other gates the shaped pulse, improving the overall bandwidth and contrast 
of the pulse. The output shaped optical pulse is sent via a single-mode PM fiber to a regenerative amplifier and then to the 
OMEGA laser system for amplification and frequency conversion. 

III. ACSL-BASED ELECTRICAL WAVEFORM GENERATOR 

The optical pulse exiting the modulator is shaped in accordance with the voltage-dependent transfer function of the 
modulator; hence, the electrical-waveform generator is an important component in any optical-pulse-shaping system 

incorporating optical modulators. 

A square electrical waveform from a commercially available pulse generator is sent to the ACSL.5 The ACSL generates a 
shaped electrical waveform that is sent directly to the IO modulator for pulse shaping (Fig. 1). An ACSL is a four-port device 
consisting of two 50-H striplines separated by a ground plane with an aperture to provide directional coupling as shown in 
Fig. 2. A square pulse propagating along one of the two 50-Q striplines is coupled to the other stripline in the backward 
direction. Knowing the electrical coupling coefficient as a function of the aperture width, the ACSL model determines the 
exact aperture shape to be machined to generate the required electrical waveform. 

Electrode 2 -—-___ W \ 
Ground 

Electrode 1  
^ Aperture 

/ 

planes 

E8KM 

Figure 2. Cross-sectional view of an ACSL in the 
coupling region. The electrode width w is chosen to 
provide a 50-fl impedance structure. The amount of 
electrical coupling from electrode 1 to electrode 2 
depends on the aperture width s. 
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IV. PULSE-SHAPING SYSTEM'S PERFORMANCE 

The temporal profile of the shaped pulse, when amplified and frequency tripled by the OMEGA laser system, must 
compensate for the temporal distortions caused by both the gain saturation in the amplifiers and the frequency-tripling 
process, and will produce the desired pulse shape on target. Figure 3 shows the 10 modulator's output-pulse shape required to 
produce a reversed-ramp UV pulse on target. Good agreement is seen between the measured pulse shape and the design 

shape. 
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Figure 3. The OMEGA pulse-shaping system is able to 
produce precisely tailored optical waveforms (reversed 
ramp pulse shape is shown). 

Time (ns) 

V. PULSE-SHAPING SYSTEM COMPUTER CONTROL 

The new OMEGA pulse-shaping system is completely controlled from a computer (Fig. 4). The master oscillator is reset 
every half-hour and is maintained in a single-frequency regime between resets.4 The modulator output using fiber splitters is 
directed to the OMEGA regenerative amplifiers (regens), to a modulator minimization channel, and to pulse-shape 
diagnostics (fast photodetector and sampling oscilloscope). To produce the required optical waveform each modulator must 
be reset (minimized), which means that a modulator has zero transmission in the absence of an electrical waveform at a 
modulator RF port. To accomplish this a computer disables the master oscillator's ß-switch trigger, turning the master 
oscillator into a truly cw laser.4 Then using a motorized flipper mount, a half-wave plate is introduced between the slicer 
polarizers, providing propagation of cw radiation through the modulators. A computer scans the voltage applied to the 
modulator's dc port and measures the modulator transmission with a photodiode. After finding the voltage that provides zero 
modulator transmission, the computer sets this voltage at the modulator dc port. When the modulator reset (minimization) 
procedure is completed, a half-wave plate is removed from the slicer and the master oscillator's ß-switch trigger is restored. 

The pulse-shaping system output optical waveform can be tuned to a design goal by using the interface shown in Fig. 5. It 
recognizes the installed pulse shape, controls the pulse shape in each of four OMEGA pulse-shaping channels, sampling 
oscilloscope, electrical gate timing and other adjustments. One can plot a modulator output design and on-line measured 
optical waveforms, regen output and OMEGA UV output design, and calculated optical waveforms. By making small 
adjustments to an electrical gate timing and modulator dc voltage, it is possible to adjust an optical waveform on-line to a 

designed goal. 
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Figure 4. The OMEGA pulse-shaping system is completely controlled from a computer. 
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Figure 5. Pulse-shaping system diagnostics provide a possibility of making pulse-shape adjustments on-line. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We have developed an all-solid-state, compact, computer-controlled, flexible optical pulse-shaping system for the OMEGA 
laser facility. This pulse-shaping system produces high-bandwidth, temporally shaped laser pulses that meet OMEGA 
requirements. The design is a significant simplification over existing technology with improved performance capabilities. 
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ABSTRACT 

In development of a known method of an regenerative amplification of low-power picosecond pulses (the injection 
seeding method) its modification - the method of injection locking (IL) of master laser with the amplifying laser (laser with 
short-term resonance modulation of losses - STRML-laser) is offered. The use of the STRML-laser as the regenerative am- 
plifier allows to lower a level of the laser - injector power on two - four order. For the neodymium laser with an output pulse 
energy 1-2 J this power can be lowered up to 1 W, and the reliable capture can be carried out with 5 W. It enables to realize 
the circuit of self-injection in the STRML-laser by adding a nonlinear passive modulator in a cavity. Thus at a beginning of 
linear stage it is possible to "sow" pulses resulting in generation of much more short on a comparison with realized in a 
STRML-regime with preservation of remaining positive qualities of this laser. 

On experimental established optical properties of a passive modulator on base of computer model of the STRML- 
laser checked earlier by physical experiments a reality of a realization of this circuit numerically is confirmed. The experi- 
ments with film modulator convince of a possibility of a regenerative amplification of the picosecond ultra-short pulses 
(USP) in itself laser up to greatest possible (from reasons of optical durability) energies. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The principle of the regenerative amplification of the picosecond USP is already realized in an injection seeding 
method [1-4]. Developed nowadays by some authors this method allows to be approximated to creation of the powerful 
compact laser source of pico- and femtosecond range. And complexity of a device, its dimensions and autonomy depend on 
a power and energy of a radiation of the laser-injector. 

According to the method, in a cavity of the Q-switching laser on the initial generation stage the pulse is injected 
which forming of a laser radiation begins. From experiments [4] it is known that for an achievable amplification factor ~108 

the threshold values of a power density of the single injected pulse for the Nd-glass laser with an output pulse energy 20-200 
mJ makes -10 kW/cm2 at the pulse duration 3-9 pc. The same authors [5] have shown by experiments that the resonance 
excitation by injection of the limited (about 15 pulses) train reduces in lowering on approximately four order of a threshold 
power of pulses for amplifying Nd-laser in such condition with an pulse energy -0.1 J. But there is additional hardness of 
capture conditions due to resonance character of interaction. The capture becomes feasible only in a narrow band of detun- 
ing. 

The capture conditions in an injection seeding regime can be determined from positions of the fluctuation theory of 
USP forming at large exceeding by an amplification of a generation threshold similarly [6] for the laser with short-term 
resonance modulation of losses (STRML). According to this approach the USP forming in the beginning of a linear stage 
begins with one or several maximum (in the range of defined temporal sample) fluctuation field spike of a spontaneous ra- 
diation. Then the capture in the injection amplification methods can be presented as an result of a competition in forming 
between maximum fluctuation spike of a spontaneous radiation and injected USP from the outside. 

It is shown that for STRML-laser the characteristic decreasing of duration of the spontaneous radiation sample in a 
cavity reduces sharply the amplitude of a maximum spike at the expense of slacking of capture conditions. Earlier [7] the 
analysis of a character of a power increase of a regenerated spontaneous radiation in a cavity of the STRML-laser after Q- 
switching was made. The stage of forming from the spontaneous radiation to the coherent field component in an amplifying 
laser contour is defined. It is established that on this stage the increase of an average field power does not happen practi- 
cally. Below it is shown that thus the amplitude of a maximum noise spike is approximately proportional to duration of 
sample equal to duration of a stage. But then it is apparent that the reduction of temporal sample at the expense of crea- 
tion of narrow temporal windows for the injected pulse forming can be an effective method of additional (and consid- 
erable) increase of an amplification factor of pulses  injected in the Q-switching laser. Just such situation exists   in the 
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STRML-amplifier. But it is already new system for forming of high-energy picosecond pulses. Conceptually it is a modifi- 
cation of an injection seeding method, i.e. it is creation in the amplifier with deep Q-switching of narrow temporal win- 
dows on an axial period, in which one of is introduced the low-power USP. For injection the picosecond laser is used, and 
for an amplification the high-energy STRML-laser is used. The method can be quite submitted by the resonance injection 
excitation of the power amplification cascade. Let's name it as injection locking method (IL), and its experimental realiza- 
tion - accordingly the IL-system. 

The investigations of STRML-lasers have shown [8] that they is easy synchronized by external electrical pulses 
and have temporal binding to an external signal approximately equal the generated pulse duration (less than 1 ns). They 
are also capable reliably and with high reproducibility of characteristics of pulses to work in a wide range of the modula- 
tion and intermodes frequencies detuning [9]. With use of STRML-lasers as the regenerative amplifier there is a necessity 
of hit of injected USP in one of temporal windows. I.e. the defined precision of a synchronization of work of lasers is re- 
quired. If in an injection seeding method this precision equals some axial periods, in an offered method one equals units of 
percents from an axial period (i.e. -0.1 ns). But with excitation of the power amplifier by limited USP-train [5] the preci- 
sion incomparably higher is required. 

2. INJECTION LOCKING REGIME 

As in any generator the generation in the STRML-laser starts with a level of a spontaneous radiation. The devel- 
oped model of a STRML-system [7] has allowed to study detailed the process of generation forming. In particular it was 
defined that on the initial stage (in limits 10-15 round trips) the average field intensity in a cavity practically does not 
increase. On this stage there is a USP forming from the noise field exacter there is the spectrum contraction of a selec- 
tively amplified luminescence up to a spectrum width of lasing. Only then the real linear stage of generation starts. 

The injection capture in a IL-method is most favorable on the first stage of transformation amplified luminescence 
in a laser radiation. It is much longer than for the Q-switching laser, agrees to fluctuation representations about dynamics 
of an establishment of generation in the STRML-laser [6]. Due to existence of a delay in forming of own pulse of the am- 
plifying laser generation the injected USP at once begins to amplify intensively, essentially anticipating the natural in- 
crease of the luminescence field component. 

Let's consider a device of a STRML-contour (Fig. la). The method of pulse input from the outside is not critical. 
At first, in experimental practice the series of these circuits are known already. And secondly, optical circuit of the 
STRML-laser (and in particular, its special modulator) allow to offer the additional input circuits. 

In the STRML-laser the used modulators are contrast ~103 [10], and the modulation is produced synchronously 
with each return of pulse in the modulator. The pulse not caught in "a temporal window" has extracted automatically from 
a cavity. As was established by many experiments [11], the requirements to the coordination of modulation frequency with 
intermode one are low - up to 2% of detuning. Let's consider that the cavity is formed by a 100% mirror Rt and output 
mirror R2. The temporal diagram of amplification process of injected pulse is submitted in Fig. lb. The STRML-laser in 
limits of a stage h works in an expecting regime: USP is injected in one of temporal windows after fast Q-switching. In 
result at amplification more than in 1,6 times exceeding losses in a cavity and low Q-factor of a cavity the single high- 
contrast USP is radiated [11]. 

Let's consider correlation between amplitude of maximum spike of spontaneous noise on a time interval AT and 
width of this interval. This connection follows from a relation for the spike number n+ of spontaneous noise with Rayleigh 
statistics exceeding the given level C [6]: 

Ceo, AT C\l + a0N) 

Here CO] is half-width of the gain line, a0 is the field unsaturated gain in active medium, M0
2| is the average power of 

spontaneous noise, T = exp(a0 - y) is the pulse gain for one round trip, y is product of mirrors reflectivities, N is quantity 
of round trips. The required correlation in the implicit form Cmax(A7) will be defined from (1) for unique on an interval 

(i.e. maximum) spike. If T is great, at large spectrum width <a, the inequality 2(a0N +1)3 / co j2A7/2 »1 is true. Then the 

connection between parameters Cmax and AT becomes approximately linear: 
Cmax « 2ODlATTN < A2

0 >V1 /(a0N +1)2. (2) 
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It corresponds to the STRML-laser. And as the 
magnitude A71 can achieve 10"2 from an axial pe- 
riod and T essentially more one, (2) reveals of 
principle difference of a IL-method on a compari- 
son with the injection seeding circuits: intensity of 
a maximum spike and, accordingly, a power of the 
injected signal decrease more, than on two order. 
On evaluations, the average power of noise in 
axial modes for the Nd-laser with doubly exceed- 
ing of a self-excitation threshold with an output 
pulse energy ~1 J and with an average value of Q- 
factor equal -0.1 W. A decrease of maximum 
spike amplitude in the STRML-laser in the corre- 
spondence with (1) gives in a reality also addi- 
tional decrease of spike amplitude owing to narrow 
band of gain for regenerated part of a noise field. 

The width of a "temporal window" is 
determined according to [12] as 

A71 = —arcsin 
Q 

where AQ 

,    3 
1 + — ocr 

4   c 

2 X» —arccos ■  
7i U + 3OC0/4-Y 

is       intermodes 

(3) 

interval, 

n(n + y2) 
co,Ar 

Thus the width of a "temporal window" is con- 
nected with a line half-width ax by relation: 

A7 = 

1/2 

Oca,/ 
1 + 3a (4) 

and the expansion of an amplification spectrum 
narrows down additionally a "temporal window" 
reducing sample of spontaneous noise. 

Thus the high-contrast modulation of 
losses reduces sharply the maximum spike ampli- 
tude of spontaneous noise in the beginning of a 
linear stage of generation according to (2). 

c) 
Fig.l. A principle scheme (a) and temporal diagrams of a condition 
of an electrooptical modulator EM and of generation process (b) of a 
STRML-contour and scheme of a modification of optical properties 
of a passive modulator. The pulse is injected in a cavity from a mir- 
ror R2 (r\ is the transparency function of a modulator EM, I is power 
of a radiation, (c ) - a scheme of measurements of optical character- 
istics of passive modulator. 
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3. CALCULATED TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A SYSTEM 
m THE INJECTION LOCKING REGIME 

The numerical experiments for a broadband active medium - Nd-glass and for narrow-band - YAG: Nd3+ were 
carried out. As an example the computation is carried out for high Q-factor of a laser cavity (R, « 100%, R2« 95%). As 
will be shown below the excitation of IL-regime there is possible with a minimum power of injected USP. 

There are the profiles of output pulses in Fig.2 with various exceeding by a peak power of injected pulse Iinj of an 

average power of a spontaneous radiation of an active medium in the STRML-contour Isp = \A%} for a narrow-band 

active medium (Fig.2a, the duration of injected pulse equals 200 pc) and for broadband active medium (Fig.2b, the dura- 
tion of injected pulse equals 20 pc). The time of round trips equals 10 ns. As against earlier carried out experiments with 
the STRML-laser (including numerical), the submitted below dependences show a temporal course of processes in a reso- 
nator with high Q-factor (the transparency of mirrors for full round trip is equal 0.95). As it is visible from Fig.2a, with a 
unsufficient ratio 1^1 I%v (profile #1) the injected pulse is badly chosen on a background of spontaneous noise. With increase 
of a ratio 1^1 hv up to 50 (profile #2) the injected pulse keeps only insignificant tracks of a spontaneous initial field, which 
smooth out at a nonlinear stage (profile #3). With the same ratio for a broadband active medium (Fig.2b, profile #2 and 
#3) the part of a spontaneous radiation in the injected pulse will increase somewhat. 

The constructed by a computer method at stochastic input conditions with not reproduced from flash to flash re- 
alizations of a spontaneous radiation dependences in Fig.2 correspond to oscillograms of laser generation in a IL-regime. 
These dependences, earlier for the STRML-laser obtaining confirmation in experiments, we use here for numerical ex- 
periments. On base of calculations with simulation of a real statistician is like [8] we has been obtained the various de- 
pendences of a modification of USP-duration during their forming. The scatter of data on these dependences is connected 
with not reproduced from flash to flash realizations of the spontaneous noise continuously accompanying process of an 
amplification injected USP. 

3 

J 

1 
I   /I  =50 
inj   sp 

400 ps 400 ps 400 ps 
i i 

2 I. ./I  =50 
1MJ    Sp 

1 
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Fig.2. "Oscillograms" on a linear stage after 10 round trips of a STRML-contour for: (a) - narrow- 
band active medium (#1 - Im/Isp = 5; #2 
active medium (#1 - 7jnj//sp = 5; #2 

-*inj'-*sp       *^^ 

" -*inj'-*sp      *?vlj 

#3 - on a nonlinear stage); (b) 
#3 - on a nonlinear stage). 

broadband 
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However realizing a principle of regenerative amplification in the STRML-laser, as has shown experiment, is 
possible and without introduction from the outside of USP with the above-stated power. For selection of separate spikes in 
a maxima of a temporal window it is possible to take advantage of an ordinary passive modulator. 

4. TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STRML-LASER 
WITH INTRACAVITY PASSIVE MODULATOR 

The light characteristic dependence of a used modulator is necessary for their calculations. Below we used ordi- 
nary film modulator. Its optical characteristic was measured with use of a spike radiation of the CW YAG:Nd '-laser L 
(Fig.lc). The past through film modulator M radiation was measured by photometer Fu and the incident radiation on a 
modulator was measured photodetector F2. Simultaneously the spikes were photographed from a screen of the two-beam 
oscilloscope and on a known average power the power of spikes on an oscillogram was determined already. The obtained 
nonlinear dependence of the modulator transparency is shown in Fig. 3. 

A computer model of the STRML-laser, with use of which the shown above results were obtained, was supple- 
mented by experimentally defined the transparency function of a passive modulator. There is submitted an USP profile in 
Fig.4, which is a result of action on the initial spontaneous radiation both passive filter and STRML-mechanism, i.e. of 
development of generation in conditions rather narrow, but limiting deep temporal windows. The duration of maximum 
pulse is 3 ps in end of linear stage that is more shorter than the pulse duration of itself STRML-laser. It is visible that as 
well as with external injection (Fig.2), the laser sharply has reduced the USP duration on a comparison with a usual 
STRML-regime in the correspondence with a line width of an active medium. 
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Fig. 3. The dependence of a passive modulator transparency versus a spikes power 
oftheCW laser. 

Fig.4. The calculated picture of USP 
in the Nd-glass STRML- 
regenerative amplifier with a intra- 
cavity passive modulator. 

The experimental realization of this idea is made in the Nd-glass laser. In Fig. 5a the usually poorly reproduced 
from flash to flash picture of generation of the laser with a passive mode locking is submitted. The laser with intracavity 
film modulator corresponded to Fig. la, but to an electrooptical modulator EM any electrical signal did not apply. With 
switching of the STRML-circuit, i.e. with applying the appropriate signal to the modulator the picture sharply varied and 
had ~100%-s' reproducibility, and USP (see Fig.5b) were shortened in the correspondence with calculated in Fig.4. The 
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additional pulses in Fig. 5b are connected to oscillations in 
electrical circuits of photodetector with a time resolution not 
better 5-10,us. 

Thus the experiment convinces in perspective of the 
injection seeding idea. 

10 ns 

a) 

10 ns 

b) 

Fig. 5. The USP shapes is obtained with use of a coaxial 
photocell: (a) - of passive mode locking laser; (b) - in 
that the laser, but with applied Q-switching on a STRML- 
principle. 
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Theory of sub-10 fs generation in Kerr-lens mode-locked solid-state lasers 
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ABSTRACT 

The results of the study of ultra-short pulse generation in continuous-wave Kerr-lens mode-locked (KLM) solid-state lasers 
with semiconductor saturable absorbers are presented. The issues of extremely short pulse generation are addressed in the 
frames of the theory that accounts for the coherent nature of the absorber-pulse interaction. We developed an analytical 
model that bases on the coupled generalized Landau-Ginzburg laser equation and Bloch equations for coherent absorber. We 
showed, that in the absence of KLM semiconductor absorber produces 2n- non-soliton pulses of self-induced transparency, 
while the KLM provides an extremely short soliton generation. 2n- and 71- sec/z-shaped soliton solutions and variable- 
squared chirped solutions have been found. It was shown, that the presence of KLM loosens the stability requirements for 
ultra-short pulse generation removing the limitation on the minimal modulation depth in absorber necessary for the pulse 
stabilization. An automudulation stability and self-starting ability analysis is presented. 

Keywords: ultrashort pulse, semiconductor absorber, self-induced transparency, soliton, Kerr-lens mode locking 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

a0 

0 

A rapid progress in ultra-fast lasers has resulted 
in generation of sub-10 fs pulses, which is close to the 
fundamental limit defined by the light wave period in 
near-IR1. Today a basic technique for fs-generation is 
the Kerr-lens mode locking2 in combination with a 
slow saturation of interband or excitonic transitions in 
semiconductor structure3. It was shown4, that in both 
cases a soliton formation plays the key role. The 
soliton mechanism stabilizes an ultra-short pulse 
generation and works efficiently down to shortest 
possible pulse durations. Moreover, the soliton 
generation due to its highest stability and simple pulse 
form is of highest practical importance, which 
stimulates the investigations in this field. 

2 4 y/ 
Fig. 1. 27t-pulse envelope in the coordinates "pulse amplitude - 
pulse square" as resulted from numerical solution of Eq. (5 
(solid curve) and the sech-shaped pulse envelope (dashed curve) 
7=0.04, #,=0.01, £=0.042, {,=2.5 fs. 

It was shown in '   , that the strong nonlinear -l 1 r 
effects in semiconductor absorbers, such as absorption 
linewidth enhancement and Stark effect, transform the 
condition for  soliton  formation,  that  leads  to  an 
additional pulse stabilization and compression. Since 
the pulse durations in modern ultrafast lasers are 
comparable or shorter than the absorber dephasing 

time tcoh, the coherent nature of the pulse-absorber interaction has to be taken into consideration. A coherent absorber mode 
locking has been analyzed in refs.7"10. In particular, it was shown in7'9 that the dynamical gain saturation is essential for the 
coherent soliton generation in lasers. However, the latter is negligible in femtosecond solid-state lasers, where the dominating 
nonlinear factors are self-phase modulation (SPM) and self-focusing. Numerical simulations10 have demonstrated the 
generation of fs-pulses of self-induced transparency in solid-state laser with semiconductor quantum-well absorber with no 
Kerr-lensing in the system. It was shown, however11, that Kerr self-focusing is essential in fs time domain and should be 
taken into account in the analysis. Furthermore, an analytical solution for this problem is still lacking which might provide a 
new insight into the physics of fs-lasers and semiconductor optical devices. 
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Here we present a study of fs-soliton generation in cw solid-state Kerr-lens mode-locked laser with semiconductor 
absorber. We developed an analytical model that accounts for coherent absorption in semiconductor, SPM, KLM, group- 
velocity dispersion and gain saturation by the full pulse energy. The condition of the soliton (sech-shaped pulse) formation is 
found and the contribution of Kerr-lensing to soliton formation is demonstrated. We showed that the generation of chirp-free 
2it- and n- solitons and chirped quasi-solitons with variable square is possible. The solutions obtained are stable against laser 
noise with no limitation on the minimal necessary modulation depth introduced by absorber. An automodulational stability 
and self-starting ability of mode locking are estimated, too. 

A rapid progress in ultra-fast lasers has resulted in generation of sub-10 fs pulses, which is close to the fundamental limit 
defined by the light wave period in near-IR1. Today a basic technique for fs-generation is the Kerr-lens mode locking2 in 
combination with a slow saturation of interband or excitonic transitions in semiconductor structure3. It was shown , that in 
both cases a soliton formation plays the key role. The soliton mechanism stabilizes an ultra-short pulse generation and works 
efficiently down to shortest possible pulse durations. Moreover, the soliton generation due to its highest stability and simple 
pulse form is of highest practical importance, which stimulates the investigations in this field. 

0,001 0,002 0,003 0,004 0,005   P 

(2, 2') 
Fig. 2. Pulse duration tp versus pump P. 27i-pulses (1, 2) in the absence and {V, 21) in the presence of SPM. 

- unstable against the noise solutions. (5) 27t-soliton; (4) rc-soliton; and (5) chirped quasi-soliton (o=0.14, 
/H).26) with the KLM present in the system. amax=0.\, Tr=3 us, Tcl 

0.5 (5), 0.2 (¥),0.3 (5). 
=10 ns, 7=6.25x10 , y=0.0l, rj= 1 (/, V, 2, 2% 

It was shown in5' 6, that the strong nonlinear effects in semiconductor absorbers, such as absorption linewidth 
enhancement and Stark effect, transform the condition for soliton formation, that leads to an additional pulse stabilization and 
compression. Since the pulse durations in modern ultrafast lasers are comparable or shorter than the absorber dephasing time 
tcoh, the coherent nature of the pulse-absorber interaction has to be taken into consideration. A coherent absorber mode 
locking has been analyzed in refs. . In particular, it was shown in that the dynamical gain saturation is essential for the 
coherent soliton generation in lasers. However, the latter is negligible in femtosecond solid-state lasers, where the dominating 
nonlinear factors are self-phase modulation (SPM) and self-focusing. Numerical simulations10 have demonstrated the 
generation of fs-pulses of self-induced transparency in solid-state laser with semiconductor quantum-well absorber with no 
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Kerr-lensing in the system. It was shown, however11, that Kerr self-focusing is essential in fs time domain and should be 
taken into account in the analysis. Furthermore, an analytical solution for this problem is still lacking which might provide a 
new insight into the physics of fs-lasers and semiconductor optical devices. 

Here we present a study of fs-soliton generation in cw solid-state Kerr-lens mode-locked laser with semiconductor 
absorber. We developed an analytical model that accounts for coherent absorption in semiconductor, SPM, KLM, group- 
velocity dispersion and gain saturation by the full pulse energy. The condition of the soliton (sec/2-shaped pulse) formation is 
found and the contribution of Kerr-lensing to soliton formation is demonstrated. We showed that the generation of chirp-free 
2%- and n- solitons and chirped quasi-solitons with variable square is possible. The solutions obtained are stable against laser 
noise with no limitation on the minimal necessary modulation depth introduced by absorber. An automodulational stability 
and self-starting ability of mode locking are estimated, too. 

2.   MODEL 

0,08 

0,06 - 

0,04 

0,02 - 

0,00 
0,001 

Based on the slowly varying envelope 
approximation for the field amplitude a(t), we 
consider a distributed system including saturable 
gain a, linear loss y SPM ß, Kerr-lens-induced 
fast saturable absorption with saturation intensity 
]/a, group-velocity dispersion D and bandwidth 
limiting element with transmission band l/tf. To 
account for the coherent interaction with the 
semiconductor absorber while staying in frame of 
analytic approach we adopted a two-level model 
of energy levels in semiconductor. This 
assumption is valid for quantum-confined 
semiconductor structures utilized in mode-locked 
fs-lasers. 

When the pulse duration is much shorter 
than the dephasing time in absorber, tp«tcoh and 
the field intensity \a(t)f is not enough for the 
Stark effect manifestation, the pulse- 
semiconductor interaction obeys the Bloch 
equations12: 

du    ,.    dd>. 
:(A —)v + qaw, 

dt dt 
dv       ,      d<p — = -(A—-f)w, 
dt dt 
dw 

~dt 

(1) 

-qau, 

Fig. 3. Minimal modulation depth of absorber ya for (/) stable and 
(2) unstable 27i-pulse, (dashed curve) generation threshold and 
(dotted curve) maximal modulation depth for 7t-pulse. Dashed 
region is a stability zone. ij=\ (1, 2), 0.2 (dotted curve). 

where u(t), v(t) and w(t) are the slowly varying 
envelopes of the polarization quadrature 
components and the population difference, 
respectively, q=d/V, d= 0.28e Coulombxnm is 
the dipole momentum, e is the elementary charge 
(in our calculations we used the parameters of 
GaAs/AlAs   absorber,   the   saturation   energy 

£o=50 uJ/cm2 and tcoh=5Q fs), A is the mismatch between optical resonance and pulse carrier frequency, <f> is the instant field 
phase. An initial saturable absorption ya=27^d2ojzatcoh/(ch)=0m (a> is the field frequency) corresponds to the carriers 
density N=yaEc/(h aza)=2* 1018 cm"3 and the thickness of semiconductor absorber za=\ 0 nm. 

The laser part of the master equation is the generalized Landau-Ginzburg equation2. Then the master laser equation 
can be written as: 

8a{z,t) 

dz 
a-y + i8 + S — +(tf+iD)-— + ^-\a\ 

*'      J dt2       T]2 

d_ 

dt 

2^Nz„cod 
a + w- 

27tNzad dv 

c       dt" 
(2) 
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where z is the longitudinal coordinate normalized to the cavity length, i.e. the number of the cavity round-trip, c is the light 
velocity, 9 and 8 are the phase and time field delay after the cavity round-trip, respectively. We neglected the spatial effects 
in the absorber. In what follows we shall consider only steady-state pulsed solutions, which allows to eliminate the 
dependence on z. We normalized the times to //and the field to qtf. ß and a are normalized to (2qtß2/ncs0 = 5xl0"12 cm2/W, 
where n is the index of refractivity, e0 is the permittivity and tf=2.5 fs (Ti: sapphire laser). With this normalizations o=0.14 
corresponds to the saturation parameter of Kerr-lens induced fast saturable absorber of 107 W and 30 um spot size in active 
medium. Dimensionless SPM parameter ß is equal to 0.26 for 1 mm thick Ti: sapphire crystal. (Note, however, a 

/  ,fs 

0 ,2 

Fig. 4. Pulse duration tp versus (solid and dashed curves) TJ and (dotted curve) am the presence of KLM for (7) 
2u-soliton; (2) n-soliton; (3) chirped quasi-soliton for o=0.14, />0.26; (4) chirped quasi-soliton for 77=0.2, />0.26. 
P=0.001 for all curves. 

dimensioned pulse duration in Figs. 2 and 4). Additionally, we introduced an important control parameter 77, which is 
governed by 1) the ratio between the size of generation mode in active medium and in semiconductor absorber or by 2) the 
reflectivity of the upper surface of the semiconductor saturable device. Formally, the variation of 77 means the variation of 
relative contribution of SPM, Kerr-lens-induced saturable absorption or saturable gain with respect to the saturable 
absorption in semiconductor. 

As we shall see later, the gain saturation by the full pulse energy is an important factor for the pulse stability and 
thus should be taken into account. The simplest way to do this is to use a quasi-two level model for active medium. After 
some   calculations   for   the   gain   saturated  by  the   full   pulse   energy   E  in  the   steady-state   condition  we   have 
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Pa 
a ■ 

max -, where amax is the gain for the full population inversion, Tr is the gain relaxation time normalized to 
P + TEIT]

1
 +\ITr ' 

the cavity period Tcm„ P = a14TcavI/hvp is the dimensionless pump intensity, vp is the pump frequency, a,4 is the absorption 
cross section of active medium, Ip is the pump intensity, «=6.25x10"4 is the normalized inverse energy of the gain saturation. 

Later we will consider the different simplifying realizations of our model aimed to investigation of the pulse solution 

of the system (1, 2). 

3.   PULSE OF THE SELF-INDUCED TRANSPARENCY IN THE ABSENCE OF KLM 

We consider the case A=0 and restrict ourselves to the case of chirp-free solutions. After integration the equations (1) the 

master equation (2) reads: 

da(z,t) 

dz 
a-y + i0 + S— + (l + iD)—v + cr-iß\ |2 

8t dt< 
a- 

'coh 
sin(y(z,/)), (3) 

where y/(z,t) =  \a(z,t')d(' is the pulse square (note, that the field and time are dimensionless quantities here). Under steady- 
— 00 

state condition (the pulse envelope is independent onz), an integro-differential Eq. (3) transforms to the differential equation 

dt       df 
- + (1+ /£>)—r + 

dt3 

(7-1 

V 

jßfdHOY Ya 1/(0--^-sin(^(/)) = 0.       (4) 
'coh 

In the absence of the lasing factors we have a well-known nonlinear equation of the Klein-Gordon's type with 2TC- 

soliton solution in the form a(t)=a^ech(t/tp) , where a0 is the amplitude, tp is the duration12. But this solution does not satisfy 
the full Eq. (4) in the absence of KLM (o=0). Further we consider the Eq. (4) neglecting the KLM, SPM and GVD 

(o=ß=D=ß=0). 
The substitution y/(t) = x, dy/(t)/dt = y(x) ("square-amplitude" representation) reduces the third-order Eq. (4) to the 

second-order one: 
v2 

d y 

dx2 y+ + S — + (a-y) 
dx 

y- 
Ya 

'coh 
sin(x) = 0. (5) 

We solved this equation numerically and found a nonsoliton (i.e. non-secA-shaped) 2Tc-solutions for it (see Fig. 1, where 
numerical solution is shown in comparison with the secfc-shaped pulse). This clearly indicates on some additional nonlinear 
factors which are necessary for the soliton formation and which are absent in Eq. (5). 

However, 2n- nonsoliton solution is worth more detailed investigation for it might be relevant mechanism for 
ultimately short pulse generation in real lasers. As is known4, the main mechanism of destabilization of fs-pulses is the noise 
generation as result of loss saturation in absorber. In the case of 27t-pulse formation, the Rabi flopping of the absorber 
population suppresses the noise behind the pulse tail, thus stabilizing fs-generation10. 
To investigate the pulsed solutions of Eq. (5) analytically, we used a harmonic approximation: y(x) = a,sin(x/2)+a2sin(x)+.... 

Retaining only the first term, in the "square-amplitude" representation, we arrive to the solution a, = 2^2(a-y), 

S= yJ(2(a-y)tcoh), tp = 21a,, which corresponds to secfc-shaped solution in the "time-amplitude" representation. The relations 
between pulse'parameters are analogues to that ones for 2n sec/i-shaped solution, except an additional relation arising 

between pulse amplitude and lasing factors a and y. 
Fig. 2 (curves / and 2) presents the pulse durations for two physical solutions of Eq. (5). One can see, that the 

coherent absorber provides sub-10 fs pulse generation starting from some minimal pump. An important feature of this 
solution is the positive difference between saturated gain and linear loss a-y> 0, which imposes a requirement on the 
possible minimal saturable loss ya necessary for stable pulse generation, i.e. the minimal modulation depth of absorber that 
confines the region of the pulse stability against laser noise. As it was shown in2, the pulse is stable if the net-gain outside 
pulse is negative that produces the condition a-y-ya<0, i.e. y^a-y. The dependence of the minimal modulation depth on the 
pump is shown in Fig. 3 for two physical solutions of Eq. (5) presented in Fig. 2 (lower curve corresponds to the solution 
with larger duration, the dashed curve depicts the generation threshold, hatching shows a corresponding stability zone). As 
one can see, the pulse stabilization against laser noise is possible only for the solution with longer duration. The stability 
range widens in ya, however at the cost of pump growth, which is the obvious disadvantage of this regime. 
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Now we introduce into equations the SPM and the GVD terms, that corresponds to a real femtosecond lasers. 
Assuming a chirp-free nature of possible solution we can reduce Eq. (4) to the first-order equation making use of a pure real 
character of the field: 

dx 
ß 

T]2D 

7 9 
y(xY + (a-y-—) y(*)- 

Ya 
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sinx = 0. 
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Fig. 5. a) chirp C, and b) pulse square y/A versus 77 and a in the 
presence of KLM: (7) o=0.14; (2) 7=0.2. ,£=0.26, 7MX001. 

(6) 

With the above described 
harmonic approximation we have the 
following solution: 8 = 
3ßaj2/4Tj2+D(a-r), 8 = 4YJ(tcoha?), a, = 

for   27i- 2 yJ3(a - /),   tp=2/a, again 

squared solution. The pulse duration is 
presented in Fig. 2 by curves 7' and 2'. 
The stable against the noise solution has 
a slightly longer duration than the 
unstable one. 
Formally, the solution obtained is the 
solutions of the laser part of master 
equation that in the same time satisfies 
the Bloch equations. The stability of the 
solution results from the self-induced 
transparency in absorber, when the pulse 
propagates in the conditions of the 
positive net-gain and noise suppression 
due to Rabi flopping of the absorber 
population. We do not analyze the 
automodulational stability13 of the 
solution since it has been testified 
directly by the numerical simulation in10. 

Thus we can conclude, that 
there is not the generation of coherent 
soliton in the absence of Kerr-lens- 
induced fast saturable absorption. But 
the generation of nonsoliton 27t-pulse 
takes place, which imposes a limitation 
on minimal modulation depth of the 
absorber with subsequent growth of 
generation threshold. In the next section 
we take into account the contribution of 
KLM. 

4.   COHERENT 271-SOLITON IN 
THE PRESENCE OF KLM 

The presence of KLM is described 
by the term c^af in Eq. (3). In this case 
there is a 2rc-soliton solution of Eq. (3), 
however for a strict relation between a 

and 77, so that a = — . The sec/Vshaped solution has the following parameters: 
2 

2                1 
a0=—,/„ =   , ,S = - Ya 

<P' 
P     -\r-a (coh(Y-a) 

(7) 
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There are two distinct features of 27t-soliton generation: 1) the condition a-y< 0 is satisfied and, consequently, 
there is no limitation on the minimal modulation depth of the absorber; 2) the expression for the pulse duration is precisely 
the same as for the case of pure fast saturable absorber mode locking2, that suggests that the KLM is the main mechanism 
determining the pulse duration. This conclusion corroborates with the results of ref.11. The action of the coherent absorber 
determines the pulse delay 8 and imposes a restriction on the pulse square, i. e. the relation between pulse duration and 
amplitude. Pulse duration in the presence of KLM is shown in Fig. 2 by dotted curve 3. As is seen, the pulse duration is much 
shorter than for the case with no KLM, especially for the small pump. As the contribution of semiconductor absorber is 
increased (77 approaches 1, curve / in Fig. 4) the pulse duration is reduced down to the limit of the validity of the slowly 
varying envelope approximation. 

An explanation of additional relation between the parameters of Kerr-lens-induced absorber and semiconductor 
absorber is as follows: a sec/j-shaped solution satisfies both pure laser equation and the Bloch equations, but the coherent 
interaction discriminates the special cases of rot-squared pulses, in particular 27c-pulses, which are provided by a=rfl2 

relation. 
Let us study an automodulational stability of the laser coherent soliton, which we showed before to be very important factor 
in fs-lasers13. We used an aberrationless approximation, which assumes an unchanged form of solution and z-dependence for 
the pulse parameters. The substitution of the pulse envelope in Eq. (3) with following expansion into the time series yields: 

<k ~ ??2tl ' dz        a0T,2t2p ' 

2{D + AAT) 

« = A*-2-^. 
a0tp tcoha0 

(8) 

Eqs. (8) were derived for a chirp-free solution with the dispersion D=-2ß/if exactly compensating for SPM. To be 
self-consistent the system (8) should be completed by additional relation between pulse duration and amplitude arising from 
the Bloch equations. After some calculations we have the explicit expressions, which determine the pulse stability. The pulse 
is stable if the Jacobean of the right-hand sides of first two Eqs. (8) has only non-positive eigenvalues. The condition for 
amplitude perturbation decay -4(>-a)2<0 is satisfied automatically. For a=rf/2 the pulse possesses a marginal stability with 
respect to pulse duration. However for any cK rf/2 the pulse stability condition with respect to duration is satisfied. 

Thus, we have analyzed the characteristics of 27t-solitons generated in fs KLM lasers with semiconductor coherent 
absorber. However, equations describing this physical situation allow yet another type of solutions. 

5.   COHERENT 71-SOLITON AND CHIRPED QUASI-SOLITONS IN THE PRESENCE OF KLM 

As one can see from the previous part of our work, the ultrashort pulse is the soliton for the both laser part of the master 
equation   and   the   Bloch   equations.   Now  we   consider  the   complex   ansatz   describing   a   pulse  with   chirp   £ 

a(t) = a0 sech(—)l~'c. It is known12, that the Eqs. (1) have a .rec/2-shaped solutions in form of chirp-free 7t-pulse or sech- 

'p 
shaped chirped solution, when the following relations hold: 

u(/) = u0 sech(—),v(/) = v0 sech(—),w(t) = tanh(—),-^p- = y-tanh(-^-), where 
*p h h      dt      lP P 

^ C
2 1     ..        £ 

a0=— ,M0 = —, r->vo-- / =-• 

A chirp-free solution is a 7t-soliton, which is obviously unstable in the absorber since the full population inversion 
behind the pulse tail amplifies the noise. However, another nonlinear factors in KLM-laser can stabilize the pulse and this 
requires a corresponding consideration. 

Parameters of the chirp-free 71-soliton in KLM-laser are: 

a0=±,tp=*D = -JL,e = mi>l,<r = tf. (9) 
tp    P     Ji^ 2rj2 2TJ

2 
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This is very similar to 27t-solution (7), however with some differences. As the pulse amplitude of the 7t-soliton is two times 
smaller than for the 27t-soliton, a KLM-parameter in order to produce the same effect and support soliton generation should 
be increased four times and the dispersion should be decreased accordingly. 

Curve 4 in Fig. 2 depicts the pulse duration for 7t-soliton. As is seen, the pulse duration slightly differs from the 
duration for 2%-soliton (curve 2) and is shorter in the region of small 77 (curve 2 in Fig. 4). 

As was said before, a %- 
soliton    inverts    the    population 

tp difference   in   the   absorber   that 
causes the noise amplification 
behind the pulse tail. Hence, the 
laser pulse stabilization is possible if 
the condition a+ya-y<Q is satisfied. 
This defines the maximal initial loss 
in the absorber (dotted curve in Fig. 
3). It is seen, that the maximal 
modulation depth exceeds the 
threshold (dashed curve) and, 
consequently, the generation of the 
stable 7t-soliton is possible. 

When       the       condition 

0.5 — 

2     W^+l2 
77    < — holds   there 

0.5 a0 

Fig. 6. Self-starting ranges on the plane "peak intensity of initial noise pulse - 
duration of initial noise pulse". Dark and hatched (together with dark) regions 
correspond to the self-starting for P=8.5xl0"4 and 8.8xl0'4,respectively. Ta=\ ps, 
7=0.01, 77=1,7=6.25x10"5. 

are the physical chirped solutions 
with sech-shape. In this case, the 
expressions for D and pulse 
parameters are bulky and we do not 
write them here. The pulse duration 
is presented in Fig. 2 by curve 5. As 
is seen, the chirped pulse duration 
can be very short even for the 
moderate value of P. There is a 
minimum in the dependence of the 
pulse duration on 77 (an optimal 
reflectivity      of      semiconductor 

absorber device, curve 3 in Fig. 4) and it does not coincide with the point of precise chirp compensation (curve / in Fig. 5, a). 
Additionally, the pulse square is variable for this type of solution (curve 1 in Fig. 5, b). 

There is a sharp minimum in the dependence of the pulse duration on a, also (curve 4 in Fig. 4). For our parameters 
a corresponding KLM-parameter is 7xl07 W. As it was in the previous case, the minimum of the pulse duration does not 
coincide with the point of chirp compensation (curve 2 in Fig. 5, a). Unlike the case of variation of 77, the variation of a 
causes only a slight variation of the pulse square (curve 2 in Fig. 5, b). 

Summarizing, the generation of sech-shaped 71-pulses and chirped pulses with variable square is possible in KLM- 
lasers with coherent semiconductor absorber as a result of definite relation between KLM and saturable absorber's 
contribution. A larger KLM contribution (for a fixed 77) is needed to produce the pulse as compare to the case of 27t-soliton. 

6.   SELF-STARTING ABILITY 

Our results suggest that the pulse duration is determined rather by KLM, whereas a saturable absorber puts a limitation 
on the pulse square. But an important feature of KLM in the presence of semiconductor absorber is the self-starting ability. 
To estimate it in our model we analyzed an evolution of the initial noise pulse, which is much longer than the relaxation time 
of the excitation in absorber Ta=\ ps. For such a noise pulse an absorber is fast and the action of SPM and self-focusing is 
negligible. Using the normalization of the time, gain saturation energy and field intensity to Tcav, Ea and EJTcm, respectively 
an evolution equation for the noise pulse is: 
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da(z,t) 

dz 

PamaxTr Y_a ^ ,2 9_ 
8t2 

 -max* r '_a Y + t f 
1 + 2zTra

2(z)tp(z)/Tj2 +PTr    1 + 2a0(z)tpTa 

a{z,t),       (10) 

where all notations have the meaning as before, and field parameters refer to the noise pulse. To solve Eq. (10) we used, as 
before an aberrationless approximation. The decay of the noise pulse (growth of the duration and decrease of the intensity) 
means'in our model that the system will not self-start. An opposite situation with an asymptotic growth of the noise pulse 
testifies about ability of the system to self-start. After some calculations, the self-starting conditions are: 

t}{\ + 4Taal+4t}at)-yaTaaltp>Q, 

-yt}t2p(PTrTj2 + 2TrTaPa2
0rj2 + 2a2

Qt pTrz + 4a4
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0t p71
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2
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2t2pTa -tj -2t2

fa
2

0Ta)-2t}a2
QTrrtp(l + 2a2Ta)- 

t}r1
2{\ + 2alTa)-yat

2
p{PTrr1

2
+2altpTTr+T1

2)>Q. 

Fig. 6 demonstrates the regions of the initial pulse parameters corresponding to the self-starting. The dark zone 
corresponds to the pump P = 8.5X10"4, which is close to the threshold of mode locking self-start. Lower pump cannot provide 
the self-starting while a higher pump (P = 8.8x10"4) causes an expansion of self-starting region. 

7. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we investigated the conditions of soliton formation in cw solid-state laser with coherent semiconductor 
absorber. It was found, that the mode locking in the absence of Kerr-lens-induced fast saturable absorption does not produce 
secfc-shaped pulse. This 27i-pulse (pulse of self-induced transparency) has fs-duration and is stabilized by the defined minimal 
modulation depth of absorber. The stabilization results from the positive difference between saturated gain and linear loss and 
an increase of the threshold of sub-10 fs generation. A combined action of KLM and coherent absorption produces the sech- 
shaped soliton, which removes a requirement to the minimal modulation depth of semiconductor absorber. The pulse 
duration, which is close to the fundamental limit, is defined by KLM and the coherent absorber defines the pulse square. As 
result, there are 2n-, 7t-solitons and chirped quasi-soliton with variable square. 

Our results can be useful for the development of high-efficient self-starting generators of extremely short pulses for 
fs spectroscopy, X-ray and THz generation. 

All calculations in this paper were carried out in Maple V, the corresponding commented programs are presented at 
http://www.geocities.com/optomaplev. 
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ABSTRACT 

There is considered formation and propagation of shock electromagnetic waves (SEW) of visible spectral range as possible 
nonlinear optical phenomenon taking place at laser intensities characteristic of femtosecond laser interaction with 
transparent solids. Main regularities of SHEW formation are studied on the basis of ID model of plane-wave propagation 
in isotropic dielectric with nonlinear optical response. Special attention is paid to influence of color dispersion and 
absorption on SEW formation and propagation. Necessary conditions for appearing of SHEW are obtained, in particular, 
threshold amplitude is estimated. There is presented a model for numerical study of SHEW formation and propagation 
influenced by dispersion of linear and nonlinear parts of refractive index. Using the simulation, we studied dynamics of 
SHEW formation on several optical cycles near leading edge of femtosecond laser pulse propagating in transparent 
medium. Important observed features of SHEW are discussed. 

Key words: femtosecond laser pulses, transparent materials, shock electromagnetic waves, nonlinear propagation, 
femtosecond laser-induced damage 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

Fast developing of femtosecond lasers and general trend in increasing of damage threshold with decreasing of pulse 
duration have resulted in new situation in the area of high-power nonlinear optics. Many nonlinear optical phenomena can 
be studied at laser intensity 1012 - 1013 W/cm2 in transparent materials that cannot be reached for nano- and pico-second 
laser pulses. That results in revealing of new effects and strong changes of regularities for known nonlinear optical effects. 
On the other hand, characteristic intensities of laser-induced damage and ablation have exceeded 10 W/cm what, being 
combined with femtosecond pulse duration, gives possibility of new insight into process of laser-matter interaction. 

Two main characteristic features of femtosecond laser pulses make nonlinear processes induced by them very different 
from similar processes induced by longer pulses: mentioned above possibility to reach very high laser intensity and very 
small pulse duration. Due to that, some traditional models of nonlinear processes cannot be applied to description of 
propagation of femtosecond pulses that requires more detailed and correct consideration. For this reason we come back to 
concept of shock electromagnetic waves (SHEW) which appeared in high-frequency electrodynamics some 45 years ago 
[1-4] and was not accepted in nonlinear optics some 35 years ago [5, 6]. New understanding and models of nature of 
nonlinear material response [7, 8] allow now more correct consideration of influence of two factors extremely important 
for SHEW appearing - dispersion of linear and nonlinear parts of refractive index and absorption. 

Important reason to consider high-power nonlinear propagation of femtosecond pulses and possibility of SHEW formation 
is connected with one of main problems of femtosecond laser-matter interactions that is unclear mechanism of energy 
transfer from radiation to materials. That is especially true for the case of laser ablation and damage of transparent 
materials by femtosecond pulses. Any studying of femtosecond laser-matter interactions with transparent materials should 
start with consideration of nonlinear pulse propagation and accompanying optical phenomena because they determine 
conditions of energy deposition to electron and phonon systems and, thus, conditions of material modification. In spite of 
that obvious point many investigators of femtosecond interactions use simple models of pulse propagation (mainly, plane 
monochromatic wave model) suitable for linear propagation only. 

Thus, the nonlinear optical phenomenon to be considered in this paper is formation and propagation of shock 
electromagnetic wave that occurs on optical cycle due to generation of higher harmonics. For the case of positive nonlinear 
addition to refractive index, brief picture of mechanism of SHEW formation is as follows. Radiation-induced nonlinear 
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response of the medium increases refractive index of the medium and results in slowing down the part of optical cycle 
corresponding to large electric or magnetic field strength (point 1 in Fig. 1). Bottom part of wave profile (2 in Fig. 1) 
moves with unperturbed speed of light in the material, i. e., faster than top part of wave profile. That process results in 
distortion of wave profile (Fig. 1) in such a way that top of the profile "falls down" onto the region of the profile where 
electric-field strength is small and which moves behind the top. That leads to appearing of very abrupt field variation 
within length much smaller than wavelength what looks like disruption and step of field strength. The step is referred to as 
SHEW front. In general, there is no exact disruption, and structure of SHEW front should be studied with taking into 
account complicated mechanism of dispersion and wave-energy dissipation near SHEW front [1-3, 7, 8]. Picture of SHEW 
formation is similar in case of negative field-induced variation to refraction: the top part of wave cycle moves faster and 
overtakes the nearest bottom part of the profile, then the top part falls onto the forth-going bottom part of wave cycle. 

One should distinguish several types of SHEW referred to in literature [1-6, 9, 10]. Historically, SHEW of megahertz 
frequency range was the first to be revealed in late 50-s and was being intensively investigated in 60-s [1 - 3]. Mechanism 
of its formation is similar to that described above. Main feature of SHEW of MHz frequency domain is that nonlinear 
response for electromagnetic pulses of MHz frequency is nonlinear magnetic response in ferromagnetic [1-3] and many 
higher harmonics (HH) are inside transparency band. 

Other type of SHEW that has been studied since late 60-s is self-steepening of slowly-varying amplitude of optical pulse 
(Fig. 2) [4, 6, 9, 10]. It has been observed for optical pulses propagating in fibers [9] and is now being intensively studied 
because it can account for many nonlinear optical effects in propagation of femtosecond laser pulses [10]. Its dynamics, 
mechanisms of formation and regularities are not so simple and obvious as for mentioned above SHEW of MHz 
frequency. Important feature of self-steepening is dominating contribution of dispersion of linear and nonlinear parts of 
refractive index in process of its formation [10]. 

Fig. 1. Sketch of deformation of plane-wave profile during formation 
of shock electromagnetic wave in nonlinear medium with positive 
nonlinear addition to refractive index. 

Fig. 2. Sketch of self-steepening process - formation of shock 
wave for slowly-varying amplitude of laser pulse. 

This paper is devoted to formation of SHEW on optical cycle of high-power electromagnetic waves of optical frequency in 
transparent media that has structure similar to that in Fig. 1. Self-steepening of laser pulses is not considered below 
because of the following reason. Self-steepening of pulse envelope is observed in cases when material dispersion plays 
dominating role and small nonlinear distortions are incubated along long path in nonlinear medium. In such conditions 
threshold of SHEW is much larger than that of self-steepening. In turn, considered SHEW must have smaller threshold and 
dominate self-steepening in focal area for conditions typical of tight focusing of high-power laser beams in transparent 
materials [11-17] when laser intensity and laser-induced nonlinear distortions of refraction are large in focal area. On the 
other hand, path of effective nonlinear interaction in transparent material in this case is much smaller than dispersion 
length [10] and nonlinear distortions can dominate refractive-index dispersion. The SHEW under consideration is referred 
to as optical SHEW. Obtained estimation of SHEW threshold shows that this type of SHEW can appear near leading edge 
of femtosecond laser pulse. Because ofthat, we start with brief review of experimental facts connected with interaction of 
high-power femtosecond pulses with transparent materials. Then we consider general concept and specific features of 
optical SHEW. Key points are consideration of dispersion and absorption influence on SHEW and estimation of threshold 
for SHEW formation. Modeling ofthat process is considered also. We conclude with discussion of obtained results. 

2.   BRIEF REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL FACTS 

All mentioned below experimental results to be used for estimations are concerned with processes induced by femtosecond 
laser pulses in transparent wide band-gap materials. Characteristic parameters of laser radiation are as follows: 
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.     pulse duration TP=900 fs - 10 fs [ 11 - 17]; 

.     laser wavelength in vacuum A^lO^Mm-IR [12]   - 1.06 Mm        -      0.8 Mm [11, 14] - 0.6 u.m [17]; 

.     energy of laser quantum hv      0.117eV -1.17eV -        1.55 eV - 2.07 eV; 

0       0 0 Ö 
.     type of laser FE lasers Nd3+:glass Ti:saphpire      $ ^        ^ 
• intensity of laser radiation at focal plane 1) for self-focusing and white-light generation / rw=10   - 10   W/cm [10, 

18], 2) for laser-induced damage and ablation l"TH=\0n - 10M W/cm [11-17]; 
. focal spot radius rF = 1 Mm - 102 Mm [11 - 17], what allows estimating of beam path s in nonlinear material along 

which nonlinear interaction is the most effective: s~2zc =%r2
F/X = (10 - 3-104)X, typical value of s is (10 - 100)A; 

• repetition rate (for multi-pulse damage and ablation) from 10 Hz to 109 Hz (pulse trains [12]). 

Materials used in experiments are wide band-gap semiconductors and dielectrics which typical band gap is 3 or more 
times larger than photon energy [11 - 17]: Eg>3hv. Characteristic value of nonlinear coefficient of refraction is about n2 = 
10'16 cm2/W Linear constant part of refractive index «Ofor most of considered materials varies between 1.45 and 3. Many 
of investigated materials are isotropic, for example, fused silica and glasses of various types. Looking through papers with 
experimental data one can find that often used material for femtosecond laser-induced damage and ablation is fused silica 
which parameters are as follows: Eg = 7.5 eV [18], n0 = 1.45, n2 = 2-10''6 cm2/W, absorption o=10" cm" , group velocity 

dispersion coefficient j&=385 fs2/cm [10]. 

For further estimations we can use the following experimental data: length of effective nonlinear interaction path is no 
more than 100 X what is 79 Mm for laser wavelength 0.79 Mm and 400 Mm for laser wavelength 4.0 Mm [12]. For pulse 
duration 100 fs effective dispersion length in glass BK-7 or fused silica [10] is about 6.5 cm. Thus, path of effective 
nonlinear interaction is at least 100 times less than dispersion length and group velocity dispersion can be neglected in the 
first approximation. Photon energy is 1.55 eV for the most typical laser wavelength 0.8 Mm. Thus, five photons should be 
absorbed to ionize a center in fused silica. For wavelength 4.0 Mm photon energy is 0.31 eV, thus, 25 photons should be 
absorbed to produce ionization. 

Considering nonlinear optical effects, we concentrate on experimental data connected with effects of nonlinear laser-pulse 
propagation in transparent media and do not touch results on laser-induced heating and ablation that are considered in 
other our paper [19]. Typical regularities of nonlinear femtosecond-pulse propagation in transparent materials are as 

follows: „ .   „    „      „ ,   .   , 
1 Very high damage threshold (1013 - 10M W/cm2) [11 - 17]. Such thresholds are observed practically for all tested 

materials, and they vary little for different materials. Laser-induced variations of refraction at laser fluences close to 
damage threshold are about AnNL = n2IrH= 0.1-0.01. 

2 White-light generation [10, 18] during propagation of femtosecond laser pulses in transparent materials. Spectrum 
analysis shows appearing of Stocks and anti-Stocks broadening of central laser line, and anti-Stocks wing of the 
spectrum of generated white light is about an order of magnitude longer than Stocks wing [18]. White-light generation 
is observed only for with materials band gap exceeding certain value showing threshold band-gap dependence [18]. 

3 Thresholds of self-focusing and white-light generation are the same in all transparent materials. [18]. That points at 
important connection between self-focusing and generation of white light that has not got clear explanation [18]. 

4 Most femtosecond interactions as well as propagation of femtosecond pulses are accompanied by generation of higher 
harmonics. In case of isotropic materials the harmonics are odd and can be of very high order (21-st - 27-th harmonics 
observed in [20]). 

5 Detection of laser-induced damage is connected with one of important problems - what process should be taken as a 
signal of damage onset. Correct investigations [11, 13] shows that bulk laser-induced femtosecond damage of 
transparent solids includes several stages, each with its characteristic threshold. Formation of plasma comes before 
irreversible changes take place, and threshold of plasma formation is the lowest among all other thresholds. Next 
process is formation of invisible single-shot and multi-shot damage which threshold is higher than that of plasma 
formation. Appearing of visible laser-induced damage and irreversible fall of transparency have the highest threshold 
that is about 10 times higher than that for plasma formation. Electron plasma can appear at pulse tail and change its 
propagation sufficiently by specific dispersion [21]. For example, plasma formation results in conical emission effect 
[21], cut of self-focusing [18]. 

All those experimental facts are different parts of one universal process of nonlinear interaction of femtosecond pulse with 
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transparent materials and most of them have not got clear interpretation till now. 

3. PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

2.1. General concept of optical SHEW 

In general case, formation and propagation of SHEW is a self-consistent problem because high-power laser beam changes 
optical properties of the transparent material, where it propagates, and those changes result in variation of beam parameters 
in self-consistent manner. For example, ionization results in increasing of absorption by free electrons and color centers, 
while electron plasma also changes dispersion of refractive index. That is illustrated by the following scheme. 

Dielectric with       c=>>     higher harmonic [_^ Laser-induced variations      ,_*>    New material properties 
initial properties generation (HHG); of material properties (refractioru absorption) 

formation of SHEW (ionization, point defects) |j, 

Ü 
SHEW propagation 
in material 

<* ' <* '       with new properties 

Analysis of that self-consistent problem should be based on solution to system of coupled nonlinear equations describing 
high-power wave propagation (nonlinear wave equation) and material response. Together with usual description of linear 
and nonlinear optical response, the correct material equations must describe possible phase transitions, laser-induced 
changes of material structure (e.g., excitation and relaxation of electron plasma and related processes, formation of 
vacancies and color centers) and variations of optical parameters resulting from those processes. Even deducing of correct 
material equations presents difficult problem, not to say about solving that system of coupled nonlinear equations. 

To start, we reduce self-consistent problem to a couple of independent problems: 
1) electrodynamical propagation problem - formation and propagation of SHEW in dielectric with constant 

properties to be studied in this paper; 
2) interaction problem - processes induced by unperturbed SHEW (which space distribution and time evolution are 

results of solving of the first problem) in dielectric - to be studied in paper [19]. 

Several comments should appear in connection with this reducing to independent problems. First, that description can be 
applied to initial stage of SHEW formation and to a small leading part of laser pulse (first few periods of laser radiation 
only) where laser-induced variation of material parameters are small enough to be neglected. Duration of leading part of 
laser pulse to be considered is determined by characteristic time of laser-induced plasma excitation up to the level when it 
gives sufficient distortions to pulse propagation [21]. That time is about 15-20 fs. Plasma excitation is assumed to be the 
fastest process, other laser-induced processes of material parameters modification have longer excitation time and their 
influence on nonlinear processes at leading edge of laser pulse can be neglected. Thus, throughout this paper we consider 
only few (about 10) first cycles of femtosecond laser pulse. 

Second, natural result of such reducing to independent problems is breaking of energy conservation law: energy 
transferred from SHEW to electrons (ionization and absorption by electrons) and crystal lattice (formation of point defects 
[19]) is not taken into account within this approximation. Thus, some energy appears in material and leads to it 
modification while nothing disappears from SHEW. On the other hand, neglecting of energy dissipation at SHEW front 
results in formation of non-steady SHEW. Two points should be mentioned in this connection: 1) the energy dissipating 
from SHEW to material is assumed to be small enough at leading part of laser pulse not to influence sufficiently on SHEW 
propagation; 2) presented consideration is the first approximation to exact solution while calculated in [19] absorption rate 
will be used to estimate energy dissipation in further approximations. 

3.2. Basic equations for description of SHEW formation and propagation 

Efficient formation of SHEW can take place at laser intensity close to 1013 W/cm2, i.e., close to damage threshold. Thus, 
electric field strength is high enough to induce nonlinear electrodynamical effects in solids. On the other hand, generation 
of higher harmonics results in significant broadening of radiation spectrum. Thus, even the simplest model of polarization 
response of considered solid must take into account dispersion of polarization response and nonlinear optical properties. In 
this paper properties of SHEW and its formation and propagation are studied on the basis of the simplest model of ID 
propagation of high-power plane homogeneous wave. Advantages ofthat ID model are 1) relatively simple equations 
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describing considered below SHEW allowing to obtain rigorous solutions for some particular cases, 2) possibility to 
compare obtained results with some rigorous solutions to problems of ID nonlinear wave propagation and shock wave 
formation [5 - 9], and 3) relatively low computational resources (in particular, computer memory) required for modelling 

of SHEW formation. 

Nonlinear wave propagation is described by full wave equation including material polarization and linear frequency- 

independent absorption: 

^   c^-_4^-^-— (1) 
dt2      °dz2 dt2       £0      3/ 

Wave equation (1) should be coupled with a system of nonlinear equations describing material response P to laser field 
consisting of fast Pe (electronic) and slow />,- (ionic) components: 

P=Pe+Pi. (2) 
Each of them includes linear and nonlinear contributions. Considering input pulse of arbitrary wavelength range that can 
be close to vibrational absorption band (area of anomalous dispersion of refraction) or electronic absorption band (area of 
normal dispersion of refraction), one should also take into account frequency-dependent contributions to absorption. 

Description of polarization variations in time must give correct dispersion law for both linear and nonlinear parts of 
refractive index in all considered spectrum range. One of the simplest and the most suitable models for that is 
phenomenological model of two paramerncally coupled oscillators [7, 22] which gives the same functional form of 
dispersion as quantum-mechanical three-level model [22]. According to that model, laser-induced variations of 
polarization have contributions from linear and nonlinear vibrations of electrons and ions and are described by the 
following four equations: 

14+J- ■ ^4+w^ =«.*+MR>+R')E (3) 
at      Te    at 

d P     2   a Pt. (4) 

|4+f-^T-+^.=^+w (5) 
o t     TeX   a t 

|^ + A.i^ + fl,^=yv(P.+i>)£. (6) 
at1     Tv    d t 

These equations describe polarization contributions from vibrations of optical electrons (3) and ions (4) excited straightly 
by laser electric field as well as contributions from secondary vibrations of valence electrons (5) and ions (6) excited by 
straight laser-induced vibrations of electrons and ions. Effective frequency <oe corresponds to electron transitions between 
ground level and one of higher energy levels while coc] corresponds to forbidden transitions between ground level and the 
other higher energy level. Influence of laser electric field and secondary influences of valence electrons (term Re) and ions 
(term Rv) which vibrations are excited by laser-induced vibrations of optical electrons and ions (equations (3) and (4)) are 
taken into account to describe electronic and electron-vibrational contributions to nonlinear optical response. That allows 
correct description of inertia-free Kerr and Raman nonlinear response. Two-photon absorption is also included into 
polarization response deduced from (3) - (6). With suitable parameters, dispersion law deduced from (3) - (6) describes 
real dispersion of linear part of refractive index of transparent materials with accuracy of 0.01% within full transparency 
band [7]. We do not touch further details of two-oscillator model for description of polarization dispersion, which can be 
found in papers [7, 22], 

As it is well known, all processes of SHEW formation and evolution can be divided into two groups - slow processes and 
fast processes [1,2]. Characteristic space and time scales for slow processes are much larger than laser wavelength X0 m 
vacuum and laser period T0 while time and space scales of fast processes are much less than laser period and wavelength. 
Example of slow process is increasing of intensity of generated higher harmonics in space, slow accumulation of nonlinear 
distortions connected with generation of higher harmonics resulting in formation of abrupt SHEW front. That process 
takes from 10 to 100 of T0 and develops within distances of (10 - 100) X0. Fast processes are connected with SHEW front 
evolution due to energy dissipation and interplay between higher harmonics which characteristic time is less than T016 and 
space scale is less than A0/6. Making use of (3)-(6), one can estimate what contributions play key role in developing of 
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slow and fast processes. For both processes let us assume all frequencies co giving sufficient contribution to SHEW 
formation to be between ionic and electronic absorption bands, i.e., the following condition must be satisfied: 

(Oi<0) <COe, (Ov<(0 <(Oe,. (7) 

Applying Fourier integral transformation to (3) - (6), then applying perturbation technique to obtained expressions with 
respect to small parameters co/coe, co{ /co, a/coe], co,. /co, and then applying inverse Fourier transformation to obtained 
perturbation series [7], one can obtain the following expression for polarization: 

'e "e     "   l 0 

4      2     -£> 4     2 

f 1 1 '-E 
■ + 

t2    co:co 
^44L-E2\dT\E(T/)dT,+ (8) 

e     e\ 

+ ß.y.ae a2 

WX2!       3   ^   I 0 0 
E2\dT\E{T')dA 

The first, the second and the third terms in (8) give linear contributions to refractive index describing inertia-free, normal 
dispersive and anomalous dispersive contributions respectively. The fourth and the fifth terms describe polarization decay 
due to absorption corresponding to electron and vibrational transitions respectively. The sixth term gives inertia-tree 
nonlinear response, the seventh, the eighth and the ninth terms correspond to nonlinear laser-induced contributions to 
refractive describing their normal and anomalous dispersion. Omitted terms describe absorption appearing near vibrational 
and electronic absorption bands and high-order contributions to linear and nonlinear parts of refractive index. Each term in 
(8) can be estimated using the following parameters, corresponding to experimental data for fused silica [7]: ö)e=2.09610 
s-\ <y,=2.154-1014 s"1, ae=3.862-1031 s% Or=2.5341027 s\ G)e,=3.010'6 s1, ftv=8.3-1013 s"1, &=2.0-1043 esu, ye=2.9-109 esu, 
yw=8.0-103 esu. According to these data [7] omitted terms give about 5% contribution to the value given by (8), and they 
can be neglected in the first approximation. Among all terms in (8) only the first and the sixth terms give non-dispersive 
linear part and Kerr electronic nonlinearity of refractive index respectively. 

Bearing in mind that possible length of SHEW formation (an order of 100 A) is much less than dispersion length [10-17] 
for most focusing geometries of experiments [11-17], one can estimate values of different polarization contributions for 
"slow" processes. Omitting small terms in (8), one derives the following form of polarization response for "slow" 
processes: 

co]       coX   dt       Tt    J    J     J fl)>.2, co2
eco2

ei       I    J 

ß„Y,cc 
■(9) 

f^ \E2\dr\E{r')dA 
vM     d -    I       o      o 

As it was shown in [7], the last two terms in (9) can be neglected for consideration of field evolution within time less than 
15 fs from leading edge of femtosecond pulse, what means that near the leading front of femtosecond pulse within 15 fs 
one can neglect all dispersion terms in material response and consider only inertia-free absorption and linear and nonlinear 
responses in the first approximation: 

a        ß y a    •,    2a    3 E   2a,(ot r , } , ,r r,/ „   N , „ 
coe        (t)ecoel coeTe   at       T,    J

0    
J

0     
J

0 

In particular, estimations of threshold of SHEW formation can be done with neglecting dispersion. For the part of laser 
pulse which is more than 15 fs far from its leading edge one should take into account at least the last two terms in (9) 
describing dispersion of nonlinear material response. Thus, SHEW can appear near leading edge of femtosecond pulse 
where absorption and nonlinear response dominates influence of dispersion. 

In case of "fast" processes connected with evolution of SHEW front, general expression (8) can be reduced to the 
following form by neglecting small contributions: 
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This expression includes two terms (the second and the fourth) describing dispersion of linear and nonlinear responses to 
be taken into account. Thus, slow process of SHEW formation is dominated by nonlinear Kerr electronic response while 
dispersion gives only small contributions (about 5% of inertia-free contributions to refractive index) which can be 
neglected in the first approximation. On the other hand, considering fast process of SHEW front evolution, one should take 
into account several terms describing dispersion of linear and nonlinear parts of refractive index. 

3.3. Estimation of SHEW threshold 

Estimating of threshold of SHEW formation is one of key problems because it allows to show applicability of proposed 
model to real situations. In case of dominating of nonlinear optical response one can neglect dispersion m the first 
approximation (section 3.2). Then that estimation can be obtained using the following simple consideration of field 
propagation in nonlinear isotropic medium with positive nonlinear index n2. 

Let us consider a part of instantaneous profile of electric field with amplitude E0, propagating in nonlinear medium (Fig. 
3a) Field disruption appears if point 1 of the profile with field value E0 -AE has overtaken profile's top 2. That is possible 
because laser-induced addition to refractive index is larger at point 2 than at point 1, so, profile maximum slows down 

itself. 
Pi F 1 

Fig. 3. A part of instant profile of laser wave 
near its maximum at the beginning of SHEW 
formation in nonabsorbing dielectric with 
positive (a) and negative (b) nonlinear 
coefficient of refractive index. 

a) b) 

We consider not moving coordinate system which x-axis coincides with direction of wave propagation. If A? is duration of 
moving of point 1 in nonlinear medium then coordinates of points 1 and 2 in the medium are respectively x,=A t-u, and 

x2=Ax+A t-u2, where 
 .        co co      , (12) 

nn + n,E: n0+n2{E0-AE) 

c0 - is light speed in vacuum, n0
2=S0. According to the mentioned above u,=u2+Au and u,>u2. If field-induced addition to 

refractive index is smaller than n(h we can apply perturbation technique to (12) and take into account only terms linear with 
respect to AE. The coordinates of points 1 and 2 will be the same at some moment t+At: x,=At-u,=x2=Ax+At-u2. Duration 
of disruption formation At can be estimated from the expression: l/At=u/Ax, which implies the following: 

1       2n,En        d_E_ (13) 

A/   «„+«,£■„ d x 

where u2=c0/(n0 +An) - is speed of profile's maximum and AE/Ax = dE /dx. Starting at moment t, the maximum have 
passed distance s=u2At in nonlinear medium by the moment / +At that gives the following equation for E0 

, n, „     dE    n0 
E2

0^--E0-2n,-- + — = 0. 
s ' ox     s 

Solution to the equation exists only if the following condition is satisfied 

dE ~~ 

(14) 

(15) 

This condition shows that field disruption cannot appear at arbitrary point of field profile, for example, at profile's top 
where derivative dE I dx is about zero. At the same time the disruption cannot appear far from the top where field 
magnitude is too small. Integrating of (14) gives the following estimation for threshold field-amplitude of disruption 
formation: 
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) 
where Ax<s. For example, disruption threshold is I,h < 61013 W/cm2 for n<7=1.45, H2=2-10"'

6
 cm2/W (fused silica), 

s=zc^30X(/n0«LD,sp, Ax=0.25/V«0. Confocal parameter corresponds to focal spot radius dj=2.\3A0 (=1.71 pm, A0=0.8 
pm). 

Similar consideration is valid for negative nonlinear coefficient of refractive index. In this case top of field profile (Fig. 
3b) can overtake a part of the profile moving at distance Ax in front of the top, i.e., geometry of this problem is reversed 
with respect to that depicted in Fig. 3a and point 1 corresponds to profile's. This implies the points 1 and 2 to move with 
the following speeds 

u, =■ 
-n2E'0 

u-, 
na-n2{Eü-/^Ef 

Similar consideration shows that disruption threshold can be estimated in the following way: 

E.k~\-± 1-exp]-- 
A x 

(17) 

(18) 

Obtained estimations (16) and (18) show that SHEW can appear at laser intensities ranging between 1013 W/cm2 and 1014 

W/cm2 that are close to threshold of femtosecond laser-induced damage in transparent materials. That is very pessimistic 
estimation of SHEW threshold because 1) we considered formation of very hard SHEW corresponding to mesh of Vi of 
initial optical cycle, 2) the path of nonlinear interaction j can be larger than the value used in numerical estimations. 
Optimistic estimation of SHEW threshold is about 1012 W/cm2. 

4. SIMULATION OF SHEW FORMATION AND PROPAGATION 

4.1. FDTD technique for modeling 

More detailed information on SHEW formation and propagation can be obtained from modelling and numerical 
calculations according to model (l)-(6). The most promising technique for that type of modelling is finite-difference time 
domain technique (FDTDT) [24-25]. A very brief description of calculation method used by the authors is given in this 
section because FDTDT has already been described many times [26, 27]. 

Simulation method used by the authors is based on dependence of field magnitude at fixed time-space point on field 
magnitudes at previous moments in neighboring points. The dependence is derived from nonlinear differential wave 
equation (1) by reducing it to a finite-difference equation in traditional way [26, 27]. So, the following updating finite- 
difference equation is obtained 

{c0-M)2f *-■ ^ 
E'=2E'XZ\-E t-2 

(•A xY 
f'-2 -IF i-\ 

+E:_i-^((p;:i)i-2(p;-y+(p;;if) (19) 

where Ax is period of regular spatial mesh, and At is corresponding time increment. The obtained dependence describes 
field evolution in medium with certain parameters if field source is given. Using of the model (2)-(6) to describe 
dispersion of refractive index allows to avoid the problem of appearing of field disruptions during SHEW formation 
because dispersion smoothens the disruptions and makes structure of SHEW front more complicated. The only problem is 
to take into account enough contributions from higher harmonics that is connected with problem of resolution discussed 
below. 

Similar finite-difference equations can be derived from (3) - (6) and attached to (19) to solve a consequence of coupled 
equations. Field evolution is observed in the form of animation that can be stopped at any appropriate time. Outgoing 
waves are described by functions of the following type: F(x-ct) at exit boundary of space grid and Es+F(x+ct) at entrance 
boundary. This allows to exclude artificial reflection and calculation mistakes at the boundaries. Es is source field which is 
assumed to be as follows Es = E0 sin (2n t / V ). This source describes normal incidence of plane linearly polarized 
monochromatic wave of amplitude E0 and frequency V onto plane surface of considered medium. 

For stability of calculations to be obtained the calculation procedure is subjected to the following well-known criterion[28] 
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cAt < Ac, (20) 
where Ax - is space grid period, and At - is corresponding time increment. This allows to exclude increasing of calculation 
mistakes In our modeling we chose the ratio Ax /(cAt) to be 2 that implies number of time "cells" per laser period to be 
two times more than number of space "cells" per laser wavelength. Calculation stability was also controlled through 
energy conservation law by integrating of squared electric field over all calculation mesh and calculating of energy flows. 

Space resolution of our calculations varied from 200 to 800 cells of spatial mesh per radiation wavelength in vacuum to 
give appropriate resolution. Development of field disruptions and SHEW is investigated with resolution 200 cells per 
wavelength. That resolution was chosen from the following estimations. Minimum number of space cells per wavelength 
to catch certain harmonic correctly is 5 that correspond to the following points of wave: zero point - point of maximum - 
zero point - point of minimum - zero point. Thus, space resolution allows to describe correctly harmonics of the order no 
higher than 200/5=40, i.e., the first higher harmonic we loose in modeling of SHEW formation and propagation is the 41- 
st harmonic. Its contribution to total field is similar to accuracy of our calculations (about 0.01% of field amplitude) and it 
can be neglected. That was also confirmed by calculations with space resolution of 400 cells (catching of upto 80-th 
harmonic) and 800 cells per wavelength (catching of upto 160-th harmonic). Full length of calculation space is 25 laser 
wavelengths in vacuum, i.e., 5000 calculation cells for resolution of 200 cells per wavelength. 

To determine accuracy of developed simulation model, it has been tested in case of linear light propagation through 
boundary of two transparent dielectrics with different refractive indexes and plane dielectric layer (Fabri-Perout resonator). 
Results of calculations are in excellent agreement with well-known theoretical results [29] within accuracy of (±0.01%). 

4.2. SHEW formation in transparent solids 

First process of SHEW formation was studied by numerical modelling. Fig. 4 depicts a snapshot of instant field profile in 
nona'bsorbing medium. Appearing and evolution of SHEW is clearly seen from that figure. Large-scale variations of 
electric field are depicted in Fig. 5 as snapshot of instant field distribution in larger part of calculation mesh. Interesting 
point is relatively fast decay of total electric-field strength in nonabsorbing (!) medium. That is connected with energy 
transfer to higher harmonics and energy spreading due to dispersion. 

Fig. 4. Evolution of SHEW propagating in 
non-absorbing dielectric (fused silica, 
«0=1.41). Points of interest: 1 - appearing 
of field disruption on wave profile (SHEW 
front); 2 - its evolution with formation of 
variations near SHEW front; 3, 4, 5 - 
developing of SHEW front and formation of 
high-frequency pulsation near SHEW front 
resulting from higher harmonics generation. 
A laser-induced variation of dielectric 
response is shown in the lower part of this 
figure. Input field amplitude is above 
damage threshold in order to obtain good 
illustrative picture with fast SHEW 
formation (high-frequency pulsations can 
not be made out in the picture otherwise). 

Fig. 5. SHEW formation and propagation in 
transparent non-absorbing dielectric (fused 
silica) with linear dielectric response 
£„=1.9881. Grey line in upper part of the 
figure depicts boundary between vacuum and 
the dielectric. Resolution 400 calculation 
cells per laser wavelength. 
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The last question to be considered in this paper is higher harmonic (HH) generation during SHEW formation in transparent 
materials. Calculations of radiation spectrum are based on straight Fourier transformation of field variations in time for 
selected space points. For example, Fig. 6 depicts spectrum of SHEW propagating in nonabsorbing dielectric with 
£„=1.9881 after it has passed 6-wavelength path in nonlinear medium (Fig. 6 is related to situation depicted in Fig. 5). One 
can see only odd harmonics that is characteristic of shock wave of arbitrary nature propagating in material with small 
energy dissipation and dispersion [1-4, 30, 31]. Characteristic features are also fast decreasing of amplitudes of low-order 
harmonics with increasing of their order and nonmonotonous decreasing of amplitudes of high-order harmonics - local 
maxima of harmonics amplitudes appear with period of 6 harmonics (Fig. 6). Spectrum structure has no steady form and 
varies within whole path of SHEW propagation. General trend of the variations is connected with dominating energy 
transfer back to main harmonics and fast decay of higher harmonics. Thus, there must be a path of SHEW propagation that 
corresponds to the most efficient excitation of higher harmonics. 

Fig. 6. Spectrum of SHEW propagating in non- 
absorbing dielectric (fused silica). Obtained after 
SHEW has passed 6-wavelength distance in the 
medium. Space resolution of modelling is 200 
cells per wavelength, resolution of spectrum 
calculations is 10% of central frequency w0 of 
input laser pulse. That resolution is kept for all 
calculated spectra presented below. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

Thus, we have shown that SHEW on optical cycle resulting from generation of higher harmonics can appear at certain 
conditions characteristic of femtosecond pulse propagation in transparent media. SHEW can appear only near leading edge 
of femtosecond laser pulse where influence of dispersion is minimal. This makes leading-edge form of the pulse of critical 
importance for process of SHEW formation. Presented results were obtained for rectangular pulses where this problem 
disappears but it can be critical for pulses with smooth leading front. Important point in this connection is self-steepening 
process resulting in sharpening of leading front [10] and making it closer to rectangular form. SHEW formation gives one 
of important examples of processes where exact wave equation (1) must be applied for investigation of nonlinear optical 
processes because of possible presence of backward moving waves reflected from laser-induced variations of reractive 
index. Possibly, being based on (1), analysis of high-power nonlinear optical processes induced by femtosecond laser 
pulses will give better agreement of theoretical results with experimental data. 

Important result is also estimation of threshold of SHEW formation. It is interesting that SHEW can appear only at parts of 
wave front where space derivation of electric-field strength is above certain threshold even if pulse intensity is above 
SHEW threshold. Estimated SHEW threshold shows that it can appear at laser intensity between threshold of white-light 
generation and damage threshold. In particular, SHEW can be formed at initial stages of femtosecond laser-induced 
damage of transparent materials. Important point is that SHEW threshold does not depend straight on laser wavelength 
while there is strong dependence on refractive index, its nonlinear coefficient and focusing geometry through parameter 5. 

Important features of SHEW show at least two ways to detect SHEW in experiments. The first of them is connected with 
specific spectrum structure of HH appearing during SHEW formation (Fig. 6). One can expect appearing of odd harmonics 
(in isotropic materials) surrounded by Stocks and anti-Stocks wings at early steps of pulse propagation. Problem of the 
spectrum registration can be connected with developing of electron plasma which emission spectrum covers SHEW 
spectrum. Thus, pure SHEW spectrum can hardly be observed at times more than time of plasma formation (about 20 fs). 
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Other way of SHEW detection is connected with frequency shift of low-power probe beam [1-3] resulting from reflection 
at moving SHEW front. Nature of that shift is similar to well-known Doppler effect and can be calculated for two 
geometries of probe-beam reflection (Fig. 7) - when the beam propagates in the same direction as SHEW and when the 
probe beam propagates toward SHEW. In both cases transmitted and reflected parts of probe signal have different 
frequency shifts. For example, in case of probe beam propagating in the same direction as SHEW one can use the 
following formula for reflection at moving SHEW front 

and for transmission through SHEW front: 

(tireß = v2-vSEW (21) 

M0 V2 + VSEW 

CO'™ _l + v^/v, (22) 

where v, is light speed for probe signal in front of SHEW, and v2 is light speed behind the SHEW (Fig. 7). Thus, detection 
of frequency shift of low-power probe beam reflecting at SHEW front allows both straight detection of SHEW and 
measurement of its speed. Having information about SHEW speed allows estimating value of field disruption at SHEW 

fr0nt- SEW front 
Fig. 7. Geometry of low-power probe beam reflection at incident wave 
SHEW front resulting in frequency shift which depends on   
SHEW speed. V. 

refl. signal 

VSEW 

»V2 
transm. signal 

Influence of SHEW can help to explain many observed regularities of nonlinear propagation of femtosecond pulses. In 
particular SHEW concept is very promising for theoretical investigation of non-thermal mechanisms of femtosecond 
laser-induced damage of transparent materials [19]. Generation of higher harmonics of extremely high orders is other 
promising application of SHEW model. As one can see from estimation (16), the larger laser intensity, the smaller path is 
required to form SHEW front and to generate HH. Thus, HH can appear even during reflection if laser intensity is much 
above SHEW threshold what is typical for experiments on HH generation by femtosecond pulses. 
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ABSTRACT 
During the interaction of picosecond laser pulse of intensity 5xl018 W/cm2 with the target we observed a MeV energy 
proton beam, confined in a cone angle ~ 30° and directed normal to the target surface. Laser conversion efficiency into 
fast ions energy (at the front side of the target) was ~ 1 % (and near 5% at the rear). The simulations and opt.misat.on 
of ion acceleration is discussed here. The laser intensity being ~1019 W/cm2, nuclear reactions proceed m the target, 
particularly resulting in production of the y-line radiation. In light materials irradiated by the laser beam the y-photon 
yield reaches 10"4 number of fast ions. For nuclear excitation we used also X-ray pump from laser plasma to illuminate 
film mixture of KBr and Rb84. Near 104, 200 Kev decay y -photons from excited isomer nuclei can be produced per 

laser shot 
Keywords: nuclear reaction, superstrong laser fields, high peak intensity, laser plasma 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known already that high intensity laser pulse can produce nuclear reactions when interacting with different 
targets To date many applications call for using a source of y -radiation, and the vast scope of applications range from 
non destructive gamma flaw detection to medical examinations'. It should be noted that, presently, the intensity of 
ordinary radioactive sources cannot be higher than 10-100 GBk, whereas much higher intensity is necessary for many 

applications. 
Commonly, synchrotron radiation is used as a high-intensity y -source, its activity being about PBk. However, 
significant success notwithstanding, the use of the synchrotron radiation as a y -source has some essential drawbacks. 
First, it is impossible to obtain high intensity y -radiation in a very narrow frequency range, because the synchrotron 
radiation spectrum is continuous. Hence narrow-frequency-band experiments with a high-power y -source appear to be 
impossible because the power of such a y - radiation source drops as the frequency range narrows and it is difficult to 
cut a narrow MeV spectral range with any filters. The second reason is that synchrotron radiation source is a expensive 
for some applications. 
In this paper, we consider two possibilities for laser excited monochromatic y -source. First - using nuclear isomers as a 
high-intensity frequency-conversion y -source. The nuclei are prepared in the isomeric state. Then the isomeric ground- 
state nuclei are pumped to an excited isomeric state, wherefrom an active y -transition arises by the X -ray radiation 
from laser plasma produced by the action of high-intensity laser pulse on a solid-state target. The second method is 
laser-plasma acceleration of fast ions to generate nuclear reactions with high y yield on interaction of fast protons with 
different targets. 

2. BASIC CONCEPT OF A LASER TRIGGERING MONOCHROMATIC NUCLEAR y - SOURCE 

To produce MeV range energy photon emission we should use nuclear excitation instead of atomic excitation because 
even for high charge Z ions the energy of quanta estimated as RyZ2 can not exceed 100 KeV. 
As direct excitation of nuclear by laser field has very low efficiency we will consider some indirect processes whereby 
laser energy is transformed into electron energy effectively enough at first and then through another channels to cause 
nuclear excitation. 
On Figure 1 we suggest for following analysis the different methods of y - photon production involving high power 
laser radiation. 
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LASER PULSE 

hard X-ray' 

isomer nuclei — y-quanta 

fast electrons 

fast ion - nuclear reaction      ^"~-       y-quanta 

\ ^^ \ moderator—thermal neutrons 
y-quanta 

nuclear reaction —y-quanta 

Figure 1. Laser y-radiation conversion scheme 

3. INDUCED y - FLUORESCENCE OF ISOMERIC NUCLEI 

If we have not very much laser intensity we can use the isomer nuclear method2. Let's first consider the main idea of a 
high-intensity y - source using isomer nuclei (see Fig.2) 

nuclear 
population 
for t=0 

|1> 

|0: 

We assume that the |3>-|2> active y -transition is 
pumped in two steps. First, atoms in the |1> nuclear 
isomeric state should be prepared. We can estimate 
the y - radiation pulse power suppose that all 
isomeric nuclei in the target being pumped. We 
assume that the confinement region of the target is ~ 
10'3 cm*3, whereas the number of isomeric nuclei is 
No ~ 1012. Then the y-radiation power, on condition 
that all isomeric nuclei in the target are pumped, is 
1012 y-photons during plasma lifetime T, < 1/ r0 - 
lifetime of the |3> upper excited state. Nuclear level 
width r0 can be estimated from matrix element of 
nuclear magnetic momentum: 

3nc 
where ©i3

= ^x -frequency of X-ray pumping. Also 
the natural width of the |3> excited state, r0, can be 
obtained from a one-partial Waiskopth's 
approximation as5: r0 = T(M1) = 1.76*1013EY 
3B(M1), where B(M1)=(7.5)

2
/(10TI) has to be taken 

in units {eh/(4nMc))2, while the y-photon energy - Ey in MeV, if we consider transition |3> - |2> as Ml 7. Then the 
natural width value is r0 '■ 
beabout2*10"3J. 
At the same time, the width of the y -radiation spectrum, which is emitted by the |3> -12> transition, is governed by the 
Doppler effect caused the recoil during absorption of the X-ray pump. So Doppler shift of y - line from recoil effect is 

the same for all nuclei AayD =My /Ampand Doppler width is TD = hkxky IAmpbecause nuclei obtain velocity 

hkxl Amp at absorption of pump X-ray quantum Where kY>x is the wave vector of the y, X -radiation, mp -is the proton 

mass, and A is the atomic number. For the above values, the width of the y -radiation spectrum is TD = 1013Hz. Line 
width is increased at isomer ionization from addition nuclear heating because all Z* ionized electrons with energy ~ 

/zcox give velocity to nuclei ~ Z*^jmeh(üx IAmp and it increases line width up to (Z*^mec/hkx)hkykx/Amp. 

Finally ionized electrons heat nuclear by collisions, but in our case time of e-i collisions much more compare to y - 

quantum generation time and line width does not increase up to ky JTe I Amp . 

Figure 2. Three level scheme for isomer nuclei 
pumping X-ray 

109 s"1 for ly ~ 6* 10"" cm, Ey = ha)y =20 KeV. Then the total energy of the y -radiation will 
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3.1. X-ray pumping of the isomeric nuclei 

In this section we discuss the conversion efficiency of emission from hot laser plasma of X-ray photons to produce j - 
photons in isomeric nuclei confined in a target. Presently, the X-ray pumping with such high intensity (when the 
number of resonant X-ray photons is at least equal to the number of the isomeric nuclei in the target) can be obtained 
only when a laser radiation pulse with a high power acts on a solid-state target. We will consider laser plasma thus 
produced as a source of blackbody radiation. 
Let us now estimate the number of the isomeric nuclei which are activated in a target when pumped by X-radiation of a 
laser plasma. The X-ray photon flux from a unit area on the surface of a hot plasma spot is equal to 

(d N/dt dcox dS) = (cox
2 /i? c2)/[exp(hcoJ2%T) -I] 0) 

where T is the temperature of the laser plasma, and cox and Nx are the frequency and the number of X-ray photons, 
respectively Assuming the plasma spot area to be S and the thickness of a cloud of the isomeric nuclei along the pump 
propagation direction to be a, it is possible to estimate the overall cross section for X - ray pump resonant absorption 
by an ensemble of nuclei with concentration n, in a target by 

oj = AQrii S a ax, (2) 
where AQ~\- geometrical factor, ax = 2 it c2 /to/ is the X-ray resonant absorption cross section (we have assumed 
that the laser plasma, which is produced under the action of a sub-picosecond high-power laser pulse on a solid-state 
target, is near the region where the activated atoms are located). Then, during plasma lifetime T;, NS isomeric nuclei in 
the volume of a target will rise to the |3> upper active level 

Ns = (d Nj/dt dcox dS) afr0 T, ~ AQ(2/ic) N0 T0 r, I[exp(hmJ2nT) -1]       (3) 

T: = 10 As can be seen from (3), only a small fraction of nuclei found in the target can be activated. For example, for 
sec, r0 = 109 sec-1, that is, the number of activated nuclei is about 10-4 of the initial number of nuclei N0. 
It should be emphasized that (3) defines the number of activated nuclei in a target without any losses. To determine the 
real concentration of the isomeric nuclei in the target, Ny, it is necessary to take into account the X-ray photon loss via 
two main processes: 
photo-effect in a continuous X-ray pump spectrum with cross section 
a ph.eff-(o>J = 15.471 a4 Z5e2/(me c

2)2 (2izmec
2/hco/)712, at h(0 > lz -ionisation potential of atom; 

a ph.eff- (coj ~ n RBohr, at hco < Iz ;       a ph.eff (cox) ~nX/, at resonance (4) 
and the absorption of X-ray photons at other nuclear and electronic levels. 
Note that the atomic electron shells feature resonance absorption cross sections much larger than ox. Therefore, it is 
necessary to cut off the low-frequency portion of the pump spectrum. This can be done using a filter which cuts off 
pump frequencies lower than ca*. As a result, the actual concentration of activated isomeric nuclei can be found from 
the equation 

Ny = Ns/{1 + Z, (y, /r0)(exp(Ex) - 1 )/(exp(Ej) - 1) + 
+ L*(r Ph.eff-((Oo)(coo/c)2 )(exp(EK) - 1 )/(exp(E0) - 1) dcoo/2itr0}   (5) 

Here £,- = ha/2 JVT(J = 0,X, i), where both nuclear and electronic levels, which have frequencies lying in the pump 
spectral interval, are included in the sum over i from 1. Thus, each of such resonance has absorption cross section a, 
=2n c2/ a? and width -ft. If we assume the energy of pump photons to be hcoj > T, hco*, then a, > mx for all i (co* < cox 

< cot), the terms in the sum in the denominator of fraction (5) will be exponentially small. 
Next we estimate loss of pump photons due to ionisation. To this end, it is necessary to calculate the integral in the 
denominator of fraction (5). As a result, the condition for small losses of activated atoms due to ionization can be 
written as 4: 

K,= 7.4 Z5a6 (2irmec
2 /hco*)3/2(2nT/hy0) )(expßJ ~ ] )exp(-hco*/2nT) < 1, (6) 
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where a = 1/137. By substituting A/^IO"6 eV ( T„=109 c"1) hco* =511 eV, hcox - hco* < fand T = 400 eV in (6), we 
obtain an estimate for the charge of the isomeric nuclei: Z < 10. Therefore, to obtain the nuclei with the charge much 
larger than Z=10, it is necessary to increase X-ray pumping by increasing laser pulse intensity. In another case we will 
have the decreasing of the number of active nuclei in Kt times. 

3.2. Pumping by K„ line radiation. 

We can increase X-ray yield at oblique incidence at angle 6 of P-polarized laser radiation by resonant absorption, 

when fast electrons appear at temperature Th and free path ln ~ Th jni. 
In this case X-ray yield in continuum can be estimated as: 

Ix*IxAhH/lT)*10-3z3I0NTh
2 »0.05z3I,M(-±-)'J, x XI v in i   i cos0 

where Th « 50.0(^-)p,(ß « —-/)6'7 

COS0 _    ■ 

Anyway the spectral brightness of such X-ray pump in nuclear transition is not so high. From this reason we analyse 
the possibility of plasma line X-ray emission at energy approximately equal to nuclear transition energy. For this case 

the best candidate is Ka - line because the energy of such X-ray quanta can be very high. 

Let's estimate the intensity of Ka - line emission from a flow of fast electrons interacted with over dense plasma at 

resonant absorption of laser radiation. For non-relativistic laser intensity according to equations: mn^h 2 = tjhk , we 
can calculate the concentration of fast electrons neh~ rjunjj12, where nc- electron concentration in critical point. 

Then we obtain for W-+1)- ion concentration at charge +1: 

/j<+y> =,,,[/-expC-nfM**'1)].   herev{
i
:) = I0~8(Ry/I:)Ai(y''l2+xiY'/2y'ew(-^y)- ionisation velocity of atom 

from ground level, y =Th/I2,    I, - ionisation potential, At = 60,%t =0.7,^=6-10   cm~ . 

Then we obtain for  Ka - line intensity: 

Ika   =AEka^
+,)AkJn~AEkaZii:'/:!r2T*/2T,   here   AK «5'■ 10724

m [s'1]-    probability    of    radiation 

decay, ln - free path of fast electron. 

At Th ~ {IX2 Y we obtain 1^   = A£A<> I^Z^ (V'2A-w'rH"2 

At ß = 2/3: Th ~ (IA2)2^ and the Ka line intensity is determined by the next approximation: 

h„ ~4-10> 
IkeV 

Iz 

IkeV ) 

-1/2 

10) 
(II. 
o.u 

w 
cm <20[im 

Calculation according this formula line emission from Al plasma for data of [8] gives Ik    =7-10    W/cm   , and it 

has good agreement with experimental results. 
We compare this formula with intensity of black-body radiation in the same band of quantum energies: 

Jr «2.5-10 n 
lkevy 

rh ML \3r 
e\v(Mk  IT)-1 

-\f W 

cm2 \20\im 

,-2 

where T-temperature, rKa - a line width, estimated as AEKa (v/c). 

For T=l kev, EL=1J, AEKa =3.4 kev, Znu=16, Iz =50, A=32 the ratio Ik„/IT = 2.4-102. Thus we have magnification of 
pumping intensity of two orders of magnitude. 
Why do we choose the element with Znu=16, A=32? (This is Sulphur - S). We can estimate an energy of the basic state 
for -hydrogen like spectrum AEKa = 3,482 KeV. It is closest to 3.4 KeV in the nuclei Rb86. Besides the following 
statements are valid: the atom of sulphur in the target is partially ionized, therefore high atoms levels are free. At 

transition between these levels and ground state Ek =(3.482kev)(l-l/n2). By selecting the number n of high level it 
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is possible to hit in a nuclear level. We can also remark, that Doppler width of X-ray pumping is about one electron volt 
at cox < a>; and it can help us to be very close near nuclear level. Another examples of such agreement is shown on this 

table 2: 

Table 1. Coincidences between the energies of nuclear transitions and the energies of characteristic emission lines 

Nucleus AE„, keV Element X-ray line AE, keV Line width, ev 

'"Tb« 57.995 w73 Ka2 57.982 43.2 

MHo67 94.699 Ö93 Ka2 94.665 107 
1WTm69 8.401 w73 Lal 8.398 5 

It should be specially noted that such a V -source has not substantial difficulties being faced^n ^experimental 
implementation. In experiments on observation of such a high activity of nuclei in the target, the Co, Rb, Mo or 
l52Eu nuclei could be used, because they feature the necessary scheme of nuclear transitions . 
For example, it is preferable to take 84Rb nuclei for the first experiment, because such atoms are very well known in 
respect of both laser pumping and trapping into Magnetic Trap3. As a result, a concentration of 10 cm" can be readily 
obtained in MT. This number of cooled nuclei allows 106 resonance y -photons to be emitted. At the same time, the 
noise of the natural y -activity can be eliminated by using time-selective signal detection. For the above number of 
nuclei, the noise of the natural y -activity of isomer nuclei with a half-life of one hour typically corresponds to 10 
decays per second. However, during 10"6 sec, the number of naturally emitted y -photons is 20, whereas the number of y 
-photons produced by X-ray pumping of an active y -transition will exceed 106. Therefore, signal-to-noise ratio of 10 

can be readily observed in such a time-selective experiment. 
We also analyse the possibility of nuclear excitation with help of solid target. In this case we use X-ray pump from 
laser plasma to illuminate solid film mixture of KBr and Rb*4 (decay time 1 our). There is 10 total amount of Rb 
isomer nuclei in this target at the range of X-ray transparency. Geometrical loses of X-ray emission is near 0.1. 200 kev 
decay y -photons from excited isomer nuclei can be registered by a detector with photomultiplier. 

number     I**0 

Fig.3. Time dependence of 
y-emission detected signal 
for Rb target pumping by 
X-ray picosecond laser 
plasma radiation 

time ns. 

In this figure there is expected signal of y - detector which was switched on for 2 ns after laser shot. Time of life of 
excited level is 1 ns. We can see that approximately 104 y -photons should be produced in this experiment and this is 
enough to be measured. 

3.3.The possibilities of y - laser effect for isomeric nuclear media 

Let's mark that by using of narrow frequency pump of isomeric nuclei it is possible to find the way for solution of the y 
- laser problem. The next conditions should be fulfilled to have laser effect in our activated media: 
1. Amplification of y - radiation in active media 

G=(Xy
2/4rc)(r0/rD)nlwL>l 
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2. Losses of X-ray pump in laser media. The main losses are from photoionization in our case 

a Ph.cffi(a>x) ^ n ^*2(ro/rD) 

3. Optimal thickness of laser media for X-ray pump 

a < l/(nnu K
2) 

4. Diffraction losses of y - radiation 

L < kY a
2 

A(0 3 

As r0 « —h^n > wnere Aco ~ ro = hkxky/Ampwe have two possibilities for active media and pump parameters: 
3hc 

1. Z < 30, nnu < 1017 cm"3, d « 10"3 cm, L < 100 cm, X^~ 10 KeV, X*~ 1 KeV; 
it can be gas Co in "Magnetic Trap" 
2. Z < 100, n„u < 1023 cm"3, d « 10"5 cm, L < 10 cm, \~ 1 MeV, X,= RyZ2 ~ 100 KeV; 
it can be solid Ag"° 

4. Laser triggering nuclear reaction y - source 

According to Fig.l we now consider fast electron generation by laser pulse, its conversion into fast ions and then 
nuclear reactions for y - photon production with help of these ions: 

4.1. Production of fast electrons by a high-power laser pulse 

First, we estimate the number of high-speed electrons produced by a laser pulse. Numerical simulations show that, in 
19     20 2 the 10   -10   -W/cm   intensity range, the absorption coefficient becomes independent of the angle of incidence, and 

the absorption is about 10 % without pre-pulse. Laser pre-pulse increase scale of plasma inhomogenity L and 
absorption coefficient TJ. It has been shown10 that, in the range 1018-1020 W/cm2 770c L. The same dependence was 
obtained in our paper", which considers the analytical model of pondermotive absorption. Below" we will use the 
scaling of T](L,I) as: 

n(L,I)=(0.1+0.01L)Ij 8/(30+1 is)0', 

where I is - radiation intensity in units 1018 W/cm2, L = Laic. L » cs tpi. Here cs - ion sound velocity and tpi pre-pulse 
duration. At pre-pulse intensity 1012 W/cm2 we have L=10 at tpi=10 ps and we will use L = 0, 10 in our numerical 
simulations. 
In our previous paper12, we considered the physical mechanism of formation of high-speed electron jets due to the 
ponderomotive light pressure, whereby an electron oscillating in an electric field is transformed into plasma by the 
ponderomotive pressure force. Let suppose that Nef=Ke(I)£L/se electrons will be accelerated during the laser pulse 

where EL is the laser pulse energy, Ke(I) is the transformation coefficient of laser energy into fast electron energy, and 
se is the energy of an electron. It has been shown13 that for laser intensities more then 1020 W/cm2, K/I) ~ TJ. This 
means that all the absorbed energy is assumed to be transferred to the motion of high-speed electrons. The energy of an 
individual electron is usually specified by laser wave field strength inside the skin-layer14 

ee*mc2[(lH2-Tj)I18)}l/2 

2 -4 Now we numerically estimate Ney'for the following plasma and laser pulse parameters: 1=10 , A.=10    cm, x\ = 100 fs, 

ncr=10    cm    (for materials with Z~ 10, Z/A ~ 0.5, A- atomic number, Z-nuclear charge), and S= 10   cm. For the 

chosen parameters Nef= 1.3 10    electrons. 
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It is well known15 that the electron kinetic energy within the first part of a laser pulse at the vicinity of its maximum can 

be as high as £e/mc2= (vE lcf/2 (here vE is electron, oscillation velocity) but the second part of this pulse will damp 
electron because it can not obtain any enejgy in vacuum from a plane wave if it was at rest initially. Anyway this 
electron can get energy from electromagnetic wave if it inertially penetrates a target and the laser pulse reflects from 
this target. Pre-plasma with a length approximately equal to the laser pulse length can significantly increase electron 
energy. If we have initial electron momentum in pre-plasma Pe0 one can easily estimate its maximum energy 

Ee/mc   ~ (PeO/mc) (vE /c)2« (Pe&mc)Ij8 
From this formula we see that electron energy can be tens of MeV level for relativistic electrons generated in pre- 

plasma by the Brunei effect for example. 

4.2. Fast ion generation 

In the case of a target with small Z, ions are vigorously accelerated under the action of ponderomotive pressure force. 
Moreover, at given energy the nuclear reaction cross section drops as Z increases; therefore, this channel works for 
light-atom elements. If we suppose that return current has a time to neutralize positive ion ^charge arriving from 
pondermotive pressure, then, from the low of pulse flow, characteristic ion energy takes the form  : 

7 -1/2 
£-lh * Z{njncr)mc\2-Tj)l18 [1 +(2-TJ)IJ8)] (8) 

When laser intensity Ijg = 103, the ion energy amounts to 500 * A KeV. Here Z/A = 0.5, which holds true for most of 
light-atom elements. If A > 10, such energy is sufficient for nuclear reactions to proceed via ion-ion collisions. 
Let's go now to the analysis of the physical mechanism of particles flying out from target to vacuum and inside dense 
plasma. Most fast electrons accelerates by pondermotive force inside plasma but electrons in under-dense plasma 
(transparent to laser radiation) fly out from the plasma in specular direction by reflected part of laser pulse action. The 
shape of pondermotive potential and laser pulse spatial profile influence the angle 0e of fast electron movement into 
vacuum as considered in17. 
During laser pulse duration the relativistic electrons (at laser intensity / *1019W/cm2) fly out from a target to distance 
greater than laser spot size on the target. As a result the boundary area of the target obtains a positive charge and ions 
are accelerated into target and in vacuum directions by the electrostatic field. 
We analyse this process by simulations with help of kinetic relativistic code PM2D1 . To check the simulation results 
for ion acceleration into target we also calculated the parameters for ions flying out into vacuum and compared these 
results with experimental results because in our experiments only this part of ions have been recorded 21. Fig.6 shows 
spatial distribution of energy flux density of ions flying out into vacuum for laser intensity 1018 W/cm2. In simulations 
as in experiments, ions fly out at angle diagram ~15°to normal to target surface. The difference between theoretical and 
experimental results is connected with collision-less simulation model. 
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According to our simulations, approximately the same (in angle distribution) ion beam propagates inside dense plasma 
from target boundary area with volume V = 7t(d/2)2L. This movement is connected with electrostatic potential from 
charge separation e<p = eeh and this separation is connected with electrons of energy seh « Tjl/cneh going away from 
this target area. Suppose that fast ion takes energy equal to this potential Ze(p~elh and that fast electron energy exceeds 
electrostatic potential   eeh   > e2neh izLd!/(4 L2+d2)'/2  we obtain the next formula for ion energy: 

£ih   ~ 3Zmc2(t]ldUX2)"2 

This agrees with (8) and at (d/Xf2 *njncr we obtain the same result. This ion beam can be used for farther generation 
of nuclear reactions considered in l8. 
To increase this energy much more we can use foil target with inhomogeneous plasma density. In this case shock wave 
which has been born in front side by laser pulse will accelerate ions according to (8) in main part of foil but when it 
propagates through decreasing plasma density profile on back side it accelerates ions much more20 at least ten times in 
energy compare to homogeneous plasma slab. 

4.3. Production of y - photons via ion-ion collisions 

As the result of laser ion acceleration there is some distribution in ion energy which depends on laser time and space 
profile. Nuclear reaction cross-sections have complicated behavior and depend on particle energetic distribution 
parameters. We model these cases by the next formula for the number of nuclear reactions: 

NMr=naj<k-rr\*B(ß) 
dz 
dx 

(9) 
dNj_ 

dz 
u 

here from Bete formula19: 

dz m„m.   2%e4Z2Za      . fJ      ma+m,. 
— = 2—! !—-na \a.{4mz—- -), 
dx       ma+ nij        mz Iz mam, 

where    na ,ma, Za - concentration,, mass and charge of target atoms, Iz - their ionisation potential. 
If fast ions leave skin depth area before laser pulse is finished we have stationary ion distribution in energy. In this case 
from ion kinetic equation we obtain the following equation for fast ion number: 

dJV,     dN: _ _      _    2 d   r,—T~     1  z(z + 2Zmc2)     . 
F—- = —- « ni0S , where F ~ -Zmc —41 + hs ~ ?     " *orce actmg on 10ns- 

dz      dx dx 2ls    z + Zmc 
From these equations we obtain the next ion distribution: 

8Nt _,    (z + Zmc2)  a. . .... 
-^7 a nl0Sls -) —-f-6(e - e„,) (10) 
dz z(z +2 Zmc2) 

2 1/2 
Here 8(e-em) - step function and em - maximum of ion energy from em&Zmc f(l+T]Imax)    -]]. 
By way of example, we consider reaction p +1 = y + 4He, whose maximum cross-section is oc 2 mbarn for a proton of 
8-MeV energy and photon energy is near 5 MeV . Such a reaction can proceed in a tritium target on a substrate. The 
number of photons produced in proton tritium nuclear collisions can be estimated from the equation (9): 

Ny(t+P)=NpJ^nJief, 

where Np is the total number of high-speed protons with energy fand /'^is their free path length 

I ef~   £ /2nZnnu e ln(4e/Iz) 
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For numerical estimates, we can use the following parameters: nnu = 6xl022 cm"3, ionization potential h = 10 eV. The 
thickness of the T- ice target is near 1 mm then tef = 1 mm and does not depend from energy. The number of fast 
protons A/p « Nbt - number of fast electrons from quasi-neutrality. The dependencies of photon number Ny(t+p) from 
laser intensity / are shown on Fig.5 for L=10. 

On Fig.5 there are the number of y-quanta for Be10 (Ey = 0.2 MeV) and Co60 (Ey = 2 MeV) targets with thickness greater 
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than lef in the following nuclear reactions: p+Bel0->B"+y; p+Co60->Ni59+y+2n. In these targets the y-quanta yield is 
more compare to T-ice target from reaction cross-section and more thickness, but the largest neutron yield has a higher 
laser intensity threshold because the high Z nuclei have higher Coulomb barrier. 

5. PRODUCTION OF CONTINUUM y-RADIATION BY A LASER PULSE. 

Finally we consider the direct hardware component of the Bremsstrahlung radiation of fast electrons formed under the 
action of a laser pulse on a target, the quantum energy being higher than the rest energy of an electron. We estimate the 
energy of y-quanta produced in spectral range for y-photon registration AEy and laser energy - y-quantum one 

conversion factor Kr. The bremsstrahlung radiation energy is defined by the known Bete-Gaitler's equation19 

4e Z nnu    tef £2 

AEy = fdtfdV fdef(£,t)£[ln(2£/mc)-l/3J, (11) 

m2c4h     0    Vef   si 

where the space integral of the distribution function f(e, t) gives the total number of high-speed electrons at a given 
time t, and tef is the effective lifetime of high-speed electrons, which comprises the laser pulse length and the time of 

e     -1 
free travel of the electrons produced (nnuca tot)   > ($? - £i) ~ spectral range for y-photon registration. 
For electron energies of several mega-electron-volts, the time of free travel is substantially larger than the laser pulse 
duration. To calculate x ef, we use Bete-Bloch's equation19. Then we obtain the following simple expression for the 
conversion factor: 

9 Ze2 se (ln(se/mc2)+0.36) 

Ky(I)*Ke(I) {S2 - si)/mc (12) 

2        3      2    2 8nhcmc  ln(se/2Iz  mc ) 
The laser radiation intensity enters in Eq. (12) through the characteristic electron energy ee and KC(I). Dependencies 

Ky = Ky(I,L) from laser intensity for L=0,10 at Z = 10, Iz= 50 KeV, (e2 - ej/mc2» 10"6are shown on Fig.6 
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With these parameters and radiation intensity 7=100, Ky » 10'8 and the total number of y-quanta appears to be Ny~10 . 
From these calculations we can conclude that number of the MeV photons in the line spectral range is much less than 
for nuclear transition emission. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

1 We have shown the feasibility of creating a pulsed monochromatic high-activity y-source by X-ray pumping of 
active y -transition of cooled isomeric nuclei confined in MT. The spectral brightness of such a radioactive source using 
isomeric nuclei in a magnetic trap is ~ 10 GBk/Hz. 
2 The laser intensity being ~1019 W/cm2, nuclear reactions proceed in' a target, resulting in production of y-line 
radiation. In light-atom materials irradiated by a laser beam with 1020 W/cm2 intensity the y-photon yield reaches 10 
of the number of high-speed ions due to proton-triton collisions. 
3 It has been shown, that the extension of fast ions has a preferred direction lengthways of target normal. The fraction 
of laser energy that is converted to energy of fast ions is 1-3 %. So high conversion coefficient confirms the feasibility 
of using lasers for ion acceleration and nuclear reaction generation. 
4. The received acceleration rate (number of fast particle per unit time) exceeds another methods of acceleration. 
Thus, a high-power laser pulse can be used as a y photon-emitting source for investigating in physics of solids, for 
biology, and also for stimulating nuclear reactions. 
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ABSTRACT 

Two sets of computer results are discussed. By means of a 2-D Maxwell-Vlasov coupling code, the generation of MeV- 
range electrons and ions is addressed as well as the subsequent X-ray production and neutron production provided by post- 
processing the fast particle distribution. With a 3D MHD-fluid target-fast beam coupling code, the propagation of electrons in 
dense matter is discussed, with emphasis on the target heating. 

Keywords: Laser-plasma interaction, Ultra-high intensity, fast particles 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As techniques for short laser pulse generation developed into a standard technique, the study of matter irradiated by ultra- 
high intensity (UM) pulses has intensified the escalation in femtosecond laser-solid experiments over the world and simulations 
over the last five years. As a consequence, a lot of papers have tried to lay the milestones of the physics discovered in Mbar- 
pressure conditions. Now, this first phase of cognitive works is going to drive a renewed interest in this UHI field, stemming 
from the possibilities of each of these scenarii to be controled and optimized for various diagnostic or energetic applications: 
100 MeV-range fast ions for medical purpose, hard photons for radiography of dense exploding matter, fast electrons to bring 
the spark for igniting a compressed fuel for thermonuclear fusion1 and neutron bursts as a tool for nuclear physics. 

In this paper, we will address the last results we got by means of kinetic simulations of the interaction of a laser-pulse 
with a solid-density target, more specifically the generation and transport of fast particle transport inside the target. After the 
presentation of the numerical codes, we will discuss and illustrate the heating of the electrons of the target surface and their 
subsequent transport in the target volume, then the associated hard Bremsstrahlung emission and finally the fast ion generation 
and the fusion neutron they can induce in the case of a deuterated target 

2. MODELING 

A thick solid target remains inertially confined during the whole laser pulse. The area where the laser pulse and matter 
interact is a strongly-ionized plasma, with an axial extension of a few micrometers, imposed by the ion inertia: expansion of a 
1-keV temperature plasma in vacuum and hole boring on the target side create a plasma transparent to the l-u,m laser 
wavelength. The plasma density stands below the so-called electron critical density nc which is 1021 cm"3. In this area, 
collisions are dominated by collective processes. The laser wave is screened along the skin depth ^1(2x^^X1^, where ne 

denotes the electron density of the target the target is then opaque. The absence of predefined nature of the particle distribution 
and the permanent crossing of particle trajectories let the Maxwell-Vlasov model be the standard model. A few years ago, the 
standard simulations were 1-D but with a special transverse plasma boosting,2'3 they were able to tackle oblique incidence light 
but wre limited to siatuations of permaently fiat plasma surface. First 2-D PIC simulations1 have exhibited clear corrugation of 
this surface and have streesed the stron influence of a second space dimension. With our present-day computers involving tenths 
of 1-GFlop processors, we have performed 2-D simulations with the code MANET on plasma as dense as 50 times the critical 
densities and during the whole laser pulse duration (one picosecond). The constraints of this type of simulation, which imposes 
use of parallel machines, is twofold: time step has to resolve the plasma period and the space mesh has to resolve the Debye 
length of the plasma bulk (1 keV electron temperature). No way to relax these constraints whenever the fast oscillations of the 
laser beam have to be modeled. 
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The interaction of the laser beam with the plasma is a strong emitter of fast particles which flow into the target, 
whenever a return current can provide the surface region with fresh electrons: this actually defines the notion of thick target 
compared to thin target. The life of these particles is essentially controlled by beam currents and not space-charge forces. A 
model without fast dynamics of the plasma can then be used, which enables to relax drammatically the constraints on time step 
used in standard Vlasov-Maxwell coupling codes. 

Consequently we have developped a code PARIS in order to simulate directly the 3-D motion of electrons which 
undergo the self-magnetic field and the axial field, as well as collisions; this code is a 3-D extension of the hybrid scheme 
presented by Davies et al.5 At each time step, a group of macro-particles is injected inside the plasma and the whole set of 
macro-particles injected so far, is moved with account of the collective electromagnetic fields via the Lorentz force calculated 
from the 8 nodes framing each particle (PIC method) and with account of the collisions with ions via a random rotation (Monte- 
Carlo method with multiple scattering via Moliere's law). The ions are assumed to be fixed and compensate the electron charge 
everywhere- no space charge is considered. Losses are modelled by inelastic collision processes on bound electrons, and free 
electrons (via binary encounters and collective interaction). We use the continuous deceleration approximation according to the 
Bethe-Bloch cross section6 The target is given an imposed density. The target electrons are characterized by 3 local quantities: 
the fraction of free electrons (ionization rate), the drift velocity and the temperature. Both isolating materials and conductors can 
be modelled The ionization of the conductors is calculated by a Thomas-Fermi model fitted by More'; for insulating materials, 
SESAME table is used (only SiC>2 is available). The temperature is calculated by the energy deposition bound to the slowing 
down of the fast electrons and from a state law, via use of Sesame tables; perfect gas state law is also available. The resistivity 
is then inferred from the Lee and More model8 Initially, the target is given a zero temperature (for usual solid target) or a high 
one (for fast igniter studies9'10). Such a code has been used to interpret an experiment of shawdography of a silicate target 
coated with a metal. 

3. ELECTRON HEATING AND TRANSPORT 

In a previous work12, the temperature of electrons have been determined within a 1-D geometry with a infinite mass 
ions (using the 1 5 D code EUTERPE). Three parameters have been seen to have an impact the laser irradiance, the initial 
electron density and the sharpiness of the surface. Adding ion mobility creates a density ramp in front of the plasma, which 
increases the electron temperature up to the ponderomotive potential.13 By means of 2-D kinetic simulations (code MANET), 
the electrons appear to be even hotter, as illustrated in Fig. 1. A combination of two factors can be put forward: the low density 
plasma area is enlarged via hole boring; moreover, the strong magnetic fields observed at the hole entrance can bend the electron 
orbits to reinject them into the laser-plasma area for new acceleration phase. 

We report here on the penetration of an electron beam in Al target, as simulated by the code PARIS. The target is 
initialized with a 0 5 eV electron temperature. The electron beam is injected with a peak density at 4 10^ cm and has a 
Gaussian profile with a 4 urn FWHM diameter along the transverse direction and 0.25 ps FWHM in time; the maximum is at 
time t = 0 3 ps The initial distribution of the electrons injected in the box is Maxwellian with a peakJemperature of 0.46 
MeV- the temperature is time-space dependent and follows the density profile with FWHM equal to V3 times the density 
FWHM 2 million of particles have been injected at the end of the simulation which consumed 12 h of one SUN 350 MHz 
CPU In Fig 2 the current density map of the beam shows self-focusing induced by the magnetic field self-generated by the 
beam with a focal point around 10 [im. The target temperature reaches a peak temperature above 1 keV. From the temperature 
maps we have estimated the volume of target with temperature above 0.5, 1 and 2 keV: we found 571 (i.e. 60x3X3), 187 
(40X2X2) and 26 jim3 respectively. The 2 keV area is concentrated around the pinching point. The current profile does not 
maximize at the beam center and tends to have a hollow shape. This observation could be correlated to a thermal process, as 
explained by Haines 14 Initially, the energy deposition maximizes at the location of the peak current, that is at the beam center, 
causing a larger target heating and then a reduced resistivity. The return current is then prompted to use this minimum resistance 
way and via magnetic force repells the incident beam. 
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Fig^l: Average kinetic energy of the population of electrons above 0.1 MeV as a function of the laser irradiance (a^ = 0.73 
I0XQ in unites of 1018 W^m^/cm2). The solid line shows the ponderomotive potential. 
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Fig. 2: (left) map of the electron current density, referred to 11^ = 5.4 1012 A/cm2 for critical density nc associated to 1 urn 
laser wavelength, (right) map of electron temperature log10(Te(keV)) in a Al target as a function of the beam axis (x) and one 
transverse direction (z), through the central part of the beam. Time is 0.2 ps after the peak of the electron pulse. 

4. HARD X-RAY EMISSION 

In high intensity laser-plasma interaction, the electrons accelerated to high kinetic energy by the laser can emit 
Bremsstrahlung X-ray radiation when they slow down in the bulk of the target. Observation of this phenomenon has been 
reported, for instance, as early as 1992 by Kmetec et al.15. To investigate this process numerically, we need to couple a model 
for the electron source to one for the electron-photon converter. We compute the characteristics of the electron source with 2D 
PIC simulations in which the distribution of electrons leaving the interaction region towards the bulk of the target is calculated, 
as a function of energy and angle with respect to the laser direction. To compute the Bremsstrahlung emission of these electrons 
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through various depth of solid tungsten, we wrote a deterministic transport code that accounts for electron slowing down and 
scattering, X-ray emission by Bremsstrahlung, and uses the analytical fits given by Findlay for these phenomena   . 

As a result, we can compute the variations in Bremsstrahlung emission for various interaction conditions (such as target 
density, laser intensity)... An example is given in Figure 3, where we plot the distribution of x-ray photons emitted, through 
0.12 cm of solid tungsten, by the hot electrons produced by a 1 M-m, 5xl019 W/cm2 laser pulse incident on a 4 nc target. The 
left plot is colour-coded according to the log 10 of the photon distribution, in photon/keV/sr. We note that the emission is very 
broad, reflecting the broad electron emission from the target surface. The right plot shows the photon distribution integrated in 
+/- 24° around the laser axis. Summing over the photons with energy above 500 keV, we find an x-ray energy of 0.2 J, 
compared to 4.8 J incident in the laser pulse. This amounts to a conversion officiency of a few percents, and supports the 
prospect of producing hundreds of Joules of hard x-rays with 10 kJ - 10 ps laser pulses in the future. 
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Fig. 3: (left) Energy distribution of the X emission and (right) emission pattern of the X-rays. 

5. ION-INDUCED NEUTRONS 

Ions are dragged radially of forwardly by the electrons which escape the laser beam, kicked by the laser ponderomotive 
force. The ion energy can then approach the electron energy, in the MeV range, and therefore in the case of deuterated targets can 
trigger fusion nuclear reactions. Production of neutrons has been quantified, in energy and angle, directiy from the ion 
populations provided by the 2-D PIC simulations. The target is assumed to be a solid CD2 target (1 g/cm ) with 300 (im 
length at room temperature. During its slowing-down in the target, one ion will cause neutrons to be created according to the 
following angle distribution: 

dNn P 
dQn J0 

dE 
do(E,en)   i 

dQ     E(E) 

expressed as the ratio of the differential cross-section for neutron creation and the ion slowing down power e. 8n denotes the 
angle referred to the ion axis. Starting from the angle distribution of the D ions from the whole plasma at the end of the laser 
pulse, our model assumes that the ion distribution is axisymmetric around the laser propagation axis, with a6|im extension in 
the missing transverse direction (to get 3-D from 2-D) and integrates over the whole ion distribution to calculate the total 
neutron yield, the neutron spectrum and the angle distribution*1^18. Fig. 4 displays the ion distribution obtained from a 50 nc 

density target and the corresponding neutron yield. Ions are beamed forward due to an electrostatic shock, strong enough to 
reflect ions at twice the velocity of the shock. Such a shock was identified by Denavit,19 in results from 1.5-D PIC 
simulations; this type of scenario is therefore confirmed by our 2-D simulations. The anisotropy of the ion is clearly reproduced 
on the neutrons. This noticeable feature is much like the one observed in an experiment performed with a very high intensity 
contrast on P102 laser at frequency-doubled light 
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Fig. 4: (left) deuterium population as a function of energy and angle after the interaction of a 5 1019 W/cm2, 0.5 ps laser pulse 
on a 50 nc density plasma and (right) associated pattern of neutron emission. Angles refer to the laser light axis (0°). 

We should note a large discrepancy about the absolute value of the forward yield, which is roughly 1000 times smaller in 
the calculation. The same feature is found in the experiment performed on Vulcan with a poorer contrast (only 10"4) where our 
simulations let pronostic from the neutron number a radial ion distribution. Consistancy with the results from Paris must be 
found: according to these simulations, a 200 \im long - 5 um wide cigar - shaped volume of hot plasma is created by the 
MegaAmps of electrons. The deuterium ion slowing down is modified by the transformation of bound to free electrons. To be 
more precise, we have calculated the ion range as a function of the temperature (Fig. 4), following the Mehlhorn's paper. * 
Starting from zero temperature, the range decreases first when increasing the target temperature, by stronger friction from the 
free electrons, and then increases when the electron temperature is in excess of the ion energy. The slower the ion, the larger 
this last feature. Considering a 2 keV plasma temperature would make a 0.5 MeV (resp. 2 MeV) ion stop 28 (resp. 5) times 
further in the plasma. The previous expression let us infer that the number of neutrons, which is bound to the ion energy range 
[0-Ej] is increased by a factor which is larger than the factor got at the initial energy. We can anticipate that the neutron yield 
would approach the experimental figures, within a decade. 
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Fig. 5: deuterium range as a function of the target electron temperature, for a 2-MeV energy deuterium ion. The target is CD2 
with 7.5 1022 D atoms/cm3. with 7.5 1022 D atoms/cm 
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6. CONCLUSION 

This paper has emphasized four main results, based on 2-D PIC simulations: (i) the average kinetic energy of the fast 
electrons is larger in 2-D than in 1-D geometry and tends to be closer to the ponderomotive potential, (ii) the fast electrons are 
able to ionize and heat to keV level a 40-jim long plasma; (iii) the distributions of fast electrons post-processed with a general 
Bremsstrahlung emission model lead to 5 % laser to X-rays conversion efficiency, and 7 10 hard photons / laser J at high 
irradiance (102* W/cm2); (iv) the angle distribution of neutrons is a clear sign of the underlying anisotropy of the deuterium 
ions but their number is too small compared to experiences, the discrepancy being partially resolved by ion stopping in a hot 

plasma heaten by the fast electrons. 

In near term, we prospect to simulate within 3-D PIC simulations on Calder code23 various scenarii studied in 2-D, by 
using the next generation to come of Tflop-crest cluster. High-energy Bremsstrahlung of the fast electrons will be specifically 

studied. 
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ABSTRACT 
The protons with the energy up to 10 MeV accelerated in the forward direction from the thin Mylar film by relativistically 
intense 10 TW, 400 fs laser pulse have been observed. When a deuterated polystyrene was deposited on the from surface of 
the film and a boron sample was placed behind the target the production of 105 atoms of positron active isotope C from the 
reaction 10B(d,n)uC have been measured. The activation results suggest that ions (protons and deuterons) were accelerated 
from the front surface of the target. 

Keywords: high-intensity laser, high-energy ions, activation technique, radioisotope 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Since their invention more than sixty years ago cyclotrons1 have been the standard method used to accelerate protons and 
ions for experiments in nuclear physics and applications in nuclear medicine. The development of short-pulse high-intensity 
lasers1 made it possible to accelerate protons and heavier ions to multi-MeV energies in the interaction of these lasers with 
solid targets2"5 gas jets6 and clusters.7 Unlike traditional sources that generate proton pulses longer than several nanoseconds, 
the laser acceleration technique allows one to generate pulses that are a few orders of magnitude shorter with a peak current 
exceeding 1 kA. Therefore, such a technique offers a unique opportunity for fundamental research in the field of nuclear 
physics on ultrashort time scales. In particular, it becomes possible to study the decay modes of radioactive fission fragments 
right after the fission event and determine lifetimes of ultrashort-lived positron active isotopes.8 We report in this paper a new 
technique for isotope preparation that makes use of light ions (protons and deuterons) accelerated to million-electron-volt 
energies by a powerful laser beam. This new technique permits the production of a much wider range of isotopes than have 
previously been produced by means of laser-induced photofission.9'10 The results of this study shed new light on the 
mechanism and scaling of ion acceleration and imply that light-ion beams can also be used for advanced inertial confinement 
fusion research or as a high-current injector for linear accelerators. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experiments were performed using a 10 TW hybrid Ti:Sapphire/Nd:phosphate glass laser, which is based on Chirped 
Pulse Amplification technique and able to deliver up to 4 J, 400 fs pulse at the fundamental wavelength of 1.053 Jim with an 
intensity contrast 5.\tf:\. The p-polarized laser beam was focused on the surface of thin Mylar foil with a 6 urn thickness. 
The laser beam was incident at 45 degrees and focused down to a spot size of ~ 12 um in diameter with an f/3 (f=16.5 cm) 
off-axis parabolic mirror. The maximum focused intensity was 6.1018 W/cm2. In the previous studies with the same laser 
system, 1.5 MeV proton beam was observed in the forward direction from aluminum targets using a high-intensity high- 
contrast 0.53 pirn illumination. The protons were found to originate from H20 contamination layer on the^surface of Al foils. 
Proton acceleration was attributed to the electrostatic field of charge separation due to "vacuum heating",12' when electrons 
are accelerated by the laser electric   field at the sharp vacuum-target interface and deposit their energy inside the target. 
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Acceleration field gradient ~ 10 GeV/cm have been inferred from a previous experiments. In current experiments we have 
used the Mylar (H8Ci0O4) foil which contains more hydrogen than a contamination layer on a surface of Al target and is 
expected to be more dense proton source. 

The maximum proton energy was measured with plastic nuclear track detectors, CR-39, placed parallel to the foil 
behind it at a distance - 20 cm. They were covered (depending on the expected maximum proton energy) with the steps of 
Mylar filters with thickness from 0 to 40 Jim or from 25 to 525 Jim and steps of Mg filters with thickness from 250 urn to 
1500 \im. The projectile ranges were calculated using the program SRIM2000.14 The maximum proton energy was found to 
vary linearly with the laser intensity (Fig. 1.) and reaches 10 ± 1 MeV at 6.1018 W/cm2. Proton energy given by the 
pondermotive potential of standing electromagnetic wave15 is only 0.7 MeV, which is much less than the observed maximum 
proton energy. Estimation of proton energy from the mechanism of "vacuum heating"5 is closer to observed value but also 
underestimate it by a few times. However, for the intensity contrast of 5.105:1 it is questionable to apply the latter estimation 
because a preplasma very likely appears before the maximum laser energy reaches the target. Thus, one may attribute such a 
preplasma as a reason for enhanced electron generation and, hence, enhanced electrostatic field which effectively accelerates 
the ions. 
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Fig. 1. Maximum proton energy in the forward direction as a function of laser intensity for 6 um Mylar foil. 

Electrons accelerated in an underdense (with density ne less than critical) preplasma up to the energy emax can penetrate 

inside a solid target to their Debye length 1^ - 4Eelne and accelerate ions forward from the skin layer. Since the skin depth 
is shorter than foe a big number of ions should have an energy equal to the electrostatic potential and ion distribution function 
should demonstrate a plateau effect ("water bag" distribution) until energy cutoff Zemax. Such an ion (proton, Z=l) 

distribution function has already been observed in previous experiments. 

Deuterons should be accelerated less because they are two times heavier than the protons, have less mobility and have 
higher energy losses. They follow behind the proton bunch and due to this experience a significantly lower accelerating 
electric field. Consequently their energy should be significantly lower than the proton's energy. Heavier ions, such as carbon 
ions, have little chance to be significantly accelerated without special surface cleaning of the light species. That is why only 
high-energy protons were observed in the experiments with Mylar or Aluminum foils. 

We performed an activation experiment on a boron sample with deuterons. The high-intensity laser beam was focused on 
the Mylar target covered by a deuterated polystyrene layer. The resultant ion beam was used to irradiate a I(^ enriched 
sample (enrichment 90%, purity 99%). A cylindrical shaped sample 10-mm in diameter, 5-mm thick was positioned on a 
CR-39 detector with a few steps of Mylar filters to monitor the energy of ion beam and its alignment. The deuterated 
polystyrene layer with a thickness - 1 Jim was deposited on the front side of the 6 ^m Mylar film by drying tetra-hydro- 
fluorine (THF) with deuterated polystyrene C8D8 dissolved in it. The experimental set up is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of the boron sample activation with high-energy deuterons. 

The concentration of boron isotope 10B in natural boron is 19.9%. Therefore, in an enriched boron sample the yield of 
isotope HC in the reaction 10B(d,n)nC is enhanced approximately by a factor of 4.5. Since the ion beam has a divergence 
angle - 40 degrees placing the boron target at 8-mm behind the Mylar foil ensures that most of high-energy ions are incident 
on the sample. Nuclear reactions are expected to occur only near the front surface of the sample, because even a 10 MeV 
deuteron has a projectile range of only 360 |im. Neutrons carry away most of the energy as kinetic energy released due to 
fusion, because they are much lighter than carbon nuclei. Thus, nC is produced with low energy and remains near the boron 
sample front surface. The yield of nC was measured by counting the number of positrons emitted. The coincidence 
measurements require a low background count rate to receive a good signal to noise ratio. 
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Fig. 3. Measured decay of radioactivity versus the time for the10B(d,n)uC reaction (squares). The solid line corresponds to 
the theoretical result and demonstrates -20 min half-life of nC. 

Two 3-inch Nal detectors, placed opposite to each other, have been used to detect the coincidence signal resulting from 
the annihilation of electrons and positrons and the production of two gamma-quanta with energy of 0.511 MeV. The 
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detection efficiency was measured to be in the range 0.05-0.1 by using a 22Na radioactive source with a precisely known 
activity of positron emission. The detection efficiency and background noise depend on the window width of the coincidence 
measurement and the detector separation. The background noise was found to be 1-5 count/min and a radioactivity detection 
limit was -10 pCi. 

Time dependence of a coincidence signal is shown in Fig. 3. We identified the source of this coincidence signal as the 
result of a positron decay of the carbon isotope nC with a half-life of 20.4 min. We measured a maximum of - 300 
counts/min at 330 s after a laser shot. The total yield of nC is estimated to be - 105 which corresponds to - 2 nCi of 
radioactivity right after a shot. The laser was able to deliver shots with the time interval of about 7 minutes. Therefore, 
accumulation of several shots will increase radioactivity by only a factor of three. If a similar laser had a repetition rate of 10 
Hz and the irradiation time is equal to the half-life of UC, a positron source with an activity of ~ 20 |iCi can be produced. 

We have observed a very sharp power dependence of nC yield as a function of the laser intensity (Fig. 4) indicating that 
deuterons energies are near the threshold of the 10B(d,n)nC reaction. A significant fluctuation of nC yield at the maximum 
focused intensity can also lead to this conclusion. Reaction yield (per one accelerated ion) produced by an ion with charge Ze 
and reduced mass M* in a reaction with atoms having a density na reads: 

-1 
dN.e 

Y = NlN- = n„ \de—l-\deale 
11        0     de 0       v   ' 

de 

dr 
(1) 

where N is the total number of reactions, Nt is the number of accelerated ions, and bremsstrahlung losses are given by the 
Bete formula: 

(2) 
de 

dr 

M 

me 
2m Z Z naA 

Here m and e are electron mass and charge, A = lnUme/M JJ, and Za and J are the atom charge and mean ionization 

potential of the medium atoms. We used the EXFOR data base16 for the 10B(d,n)nC reaction cross section and water bag 
distribution function for deuteron energies to determine nC yield from equation (1). 
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Fig. 4. Experimental yield of nC versus the laser intensity for the 10B(d,n)nC reaction. The inset shows calculated yield of 
UC per one deuteron as a function of maximum ion energy. 

The inset of Fig. 4 shows that the threshold for this reaction is  - 0.5 MeV. The comparison with the experimental data 
convinces one that the deuteron energy cutoff at the maximum laser intensity used is about 1-2 MeV. 
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To verify that high-energy ions are accelerated from the front side of the target, that agrees with Ref. [4] and contradicts 
to Ref. [6] we irradiated a 6 Jim thick Mylar target with a layer of a deuterated plastic on a back side and performed the same 
experiment on activation of 1(^ sample. In this case the activation signal was not above the background level. These results 
indicate unequivocally, that for the condition of our experiment light ions are accelerated indeed from the front side of the 
foil. 

High-energy protons are also expected in the experiment with the layered deuterated target. They may participate in the 
nB(d,n)nC reaction. The cross section of this reaction16 has a higher threshold (above 3 MeV). Taking into account that the 
amount of nB in boron sample was only 10% we expect nC yield for this reaction to be much less that for deuterons. To 
verify that (p,n) reaction does not contribute sufficiently in nC yield we focused the laser at the highest intensity on a bare 
Mylar film with a boron sample behind. No activation signal was observed in this case. We eliminated also the reaction 
nB(d,2n)nC because of (i) boron sample contains only 10% of nB; (ii) it requires energy of deuterons higher than 6 MeV; 
(iii) and the reaction cross-section is 10 times less than for the reaction 10B(d,n) C. 

In summary, we have observed protons with energies up to 10 MeV and ~ 1 MeV deuterons in forward direction 
accelerated by tabletop laser focused on the thin films. The maximum proton energy is approximately proportional to the 
laser intensity and more than ten times higher than estimated from the pondermotive potential. We have also demonstrated 
the production of ~ 105 atoms of a positron active isotope UC from the 10B(d,n)nC reaction. The activation results have 
suggested that ions are accelerated in a plasma from the front surface of a Mylar target. 
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Abstract 

Upon the interaction of an ultra intense laser pulse with a solid target, generated fast electrons can 
produce MeV ions from laser plasmas. These fast ions can be used in different applications ranging 
from ion implantation to nuclear reaction stimulation. The most important point is the efficiency of this 
fast ion production. We analyze - with help of an analytical model and PIC code simulations - the 
different acceleration mechanisms and compare the efficiency of electrostatic ion acceleration, at the 
front and rear of a foil target, the ponderomotive mechanism and acceleration by the shock wave in 
detail. The optimal plasma density distribution, shaped by laser pre-pulse, is found. 

1. Basic equations. 

We consider acceleration of ions from a plasma layer with a thickness of several laser wavelengths. 
Such a plasma can be formed by laser illumination of a thin foil. To describe theacceleration of ions in 
laser plasma we formulate a set of equations. First we consider the given ion distribution and movement 
of an  electron  subsystem.  The  electron  motion  can  be  described  with  the  help  of kinetic  or 
hydrodynamic equations. The electrons play the role of intermediary through whih the energy of the 
laser pulse is converted to ion energy. Therefore, the purpose of describing of electron motion is to find 
a connection between the electrostatic field operating on the ions and the field of the laser pulse. In the 
kinetic approximation, plasma electron motion describe by a self-consistent set of equations consisting 
of a collision-less kinetic equation for a distribution function of electrons, and Maxwells equations for 
electromagnetic fields. The common solution of the kinetic equation in this case can be written as 
follows: 

f(z;t;p2;py)= J5(p-p(z0;p0;t))S(z-z(z0;p0;t))f(p0;z0)dp0dz0 

Where P^o'Po'-O; z(zo'->Pu'^):. result of solution of equations of electron motion 

P± =Poi -el(z,t)/c 

d_. \m2 +(p01 lc-el{z,t)lc2)2 _      frp(z,Q     d   jm2c4 +(pQ1c - eA(z,t))2 

dt'i \-z2lc2 e    dz        dz\ \-z2lc2 j(2) 

These equations define the phase trajectory of electrons with initial momentum Pa and coordinate zb in 
self-consistent electromagnetic fields. 
In (2) A (z, t) - vector potential of the transverse (div.4 = 0) electromagnetic fields, <p(z, t) - the scalar 
potential of the longitudinal fields satisfyingthe Maxwells equations: 
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f a2    a2 ^ 
2        „2^2 dzz   c2a 

4ne 
A(z,t) = J vf (z;t;pz ;py )dp 

^ß- = -47ie(Zn, - |f(z;t;pz;py)dp) 
dz2 J (3) 

We assume spatial one-dimensionality of our task and it allows us to use the law of conservation of 
transverse canonical momentum to find pi(po±,zo,t). 

The initial distribution function f(Po''zo) in (1) is the Maxwell - Boltzmann one: 

(4) 
XPOI'O) = -VexpC-^MZ«, exp(-^) 

where the potential cp(z0) satisfies the Poisson equation: 

dz0 T. nlQ     _ (5) 

In equations (4,5) we are using the analytical profiles of ion density nj (z). The derivated system (1-5) 
theoretically allows us to express a potential by the vector potential of a laser field and the density 
profile of ions, and thus to find a self-consistent force operating on the ions. For ion movement we have 
the next system of hydrodynamic equations 

—L + —(n,v,) = 0 
at    8z    ' ' 

dv: d 1    <3(Tn )       Ze öcp 
 L+   V-     V;   + = ~ 
at        dz        Mnj     az M az (6) 

However, it is impossible to solve analytically complete self-consistent system (1-6). Therefore, we 
simplify the situation and consider two approximate methods of finding a solution of the system. To 
check the used methods we also simulate the self-consistent problem by PIC-code simulations. 

2. Approximation of a given electron distribution function. 

As the first approximate method we set a given electron distribution function and investigate the 
acceleration of ions in this electron distribution. We describe the electron distribution function as a two- 
temperature Maxwell function: 

feo =fcexp(-u2/vc
2) + fhexp(-u2/v„2)5 (?) 

where 
u2 = v2 - v0

2 - 2e<p/me;vc h = (Tc h /me)"2 _ (g) 

Temperatures of hot and cold electrons is considered to be known. Selection of a such distribution 
function is natural and takes into account the basic groups of electrons, both accelerated in a skin layer, 
and cold electrons of background plasma [4]. 
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In Fig.l show, calculated with the aid of PIC - code [2] simulations, electron distribution functions for 
the interaction of a laser pulse of duration I ps and intensity 51018 W/cm2 with Al foil target. From this 
figure we see two reference slope angles of the distribution function, corresponding to the two indicated 

•     ,       Th ~mc2(Jl+r|I,8 -1) 
temperatures. Energy of hot electrons can be derived from laser intensity IL as 
where r\- absorption coefficient, 1,8 - intensity in terms of 1018 W/cm2 [5]. The electron density is 
expressed by a distribution function: 

nt. = 2 | uVv2-vo2~2ecp/mc)dv 
0 

System (1-6) hydrodynamic equations of plasma motion transforms to: 
(9) 

^T + —(n,v,) = 0 
St     dz 

—L + v,— v, 
a      öz 

5IV. 
j=c.h 

Mn; dz 

ZeScp 
M dz 

T-T = -47te(Zni-^nej) 
OZ j=c.h 

where 

ne,=n0ejeXP(-2e(P/meVj   ) 

(10) 

(11) 

The system (10) is complete and allows to find ni'Vj,<p. For analysis of the system we rewrite this in 
dimensionless variables: 
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or    dt, 

^ + M-|i + -4(«p(-Zv)) + p--^(exp(-ZAV)) = -^ 

a? 

5^4 = Tl -Zßexp(-ZAy)- Zexp(-Zi]/) 
^ (12) 

The dimensionless variables are selected as follows: ^ = "' n° - profile of ion density, normalized on 

density in over dense plasma, ^ = z/L  - coordinate, the scale of plasma inhomogenity s L, 
T=:t/tL - time, normalized on duration of laser pulse, p = vf/cs (where cs =VZTeh/M) " Mach 

number of ions in relation to velocity of an ion sound, 

v(/ = Ze(p/Mcs
2;A = Th/Tc;ß=neh/nec;p=necTc/nehTh;8 = rD-/L- _ dimensionless Debye screening 

distance, Z - effective charge of the ions. Obviously, the following inequalities are true for the 

dimensionless variables: 
A=l,ß~l, 5<l,p~l (13) 

Quasi-neutrality is assumed for the solution of the Poisson equation. The quasi-neutral status is valid if 
the process time is great than the time of fast electron oscillation about the ion: 

m„ 
/ \l/2 

tjps] > 
v47tnhe

2
y 

(10-3ncr/nh)
,/2 

(14) 

In a quasi-neutral approximation 6 = 0. The maximum velocity of ions we present as [1]: 

m v i i   ,        e    e.max 
Hn»x   = ' + £max   = • + 

2Th . (15) 
By expansion of the dimensionless function W into a series, the coordinates of the asymptotic values of 
these functions are found to be as follows [1]: 

T * 0.5(^t)
2; \i = 0.5(^+40, T, * (l/V27i)(-^t), (16) 

here coordinate ^' is defined from the requirement ^"' ~   . 
There is the next physical picture: fast electrons carry away ions behind themselves; the average 
electron moves together with ions, however precise electron motion representsan oscillation about ions 
in an electric field during a time like (14). In the one-dimensional case the electrons can not leave the 
ions, since the potential increases ad infinitum. We define emax from the requirement that the time of an 
electron returning from vacuum is about the laser pulse duration: 

t-2vemax(Lme/ecpmax)>tL 

From here 

A me Th 

Z m_ T 

(17) 

E„svltL/2^L4",(4 

vlpy 

10 

(18) 
where tp - duration of laser pre-pulse, producing an initial scale of plasma inhomogeneity. We can 

estimate in this case the ratio of ion velocity to speed of light as:V'/c ~ 6',0   .lna real situation the 
potential is restricted. We take for the estimation the potential of a charged disk rf diameter 2r (about 
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the size of a laser spot) on the surface of the plasma, then 

q> = -r-(Vr2+z2 - z);q = enr21- nh ,nax 
r (19) 

where 

n,      =     —^v "h.max J       , dv (20) 
and / is the distance which fast electrons move out from the target during the laser pulse. The magnitude 
of    this    charge     is    estimated,    thus,     from    the     assamption     of    quasi-neutrality.     Then 

2 2 

e,„.x = In M/ = ln(<DPih lr/vTh )   Jhe calcuiation for Th*300kev, n^lO'V^lO"'8^3, r*3-l(T3 cm gives 

*6 or vi/c«3-10"2. Thus the one-dimensional model gives the same order of magnitude of ion s. max' 

velocity. 
We consider now the estimations for very short pulses, when there is no time for quasi- 

neutrality to be reached: ^[psJ^CO  ncr/nh) "_lnthjscase[4] 

vmax = 2(1 + ln(Z(opitL)) 

[4s2+(l/E)exp(-s2/2),^s 

e = exp(^-y;p = l+s + ^ _ (21) 

At distance, where the scale of plasma inhomogeneity is about the Debye screening distance, we 
assume that ion concentration is equal to zero. Then 

rD = cstL; ne = n0e expK), from this ^ = 2 ln(Zcopi ^ ) 

vmax=:2(l + ln(Z(opitL))«10 

for ion velocity Vj/c«610"2 again is obtained. 
For plasma with a sharp boundary the value of velocity can be determined from the value of the 
ambipolar field 

E -T/rn *h ' *D (23) 

v.=-E.tL 
Velocity of an ion then        M        , and their energy 

= T_^E£(ö)t1)
2 = io 

2nc M (24) 

at 
ni, =10 nc ancj tL= 1.5 pS. Thus, within an order of magnitude, the same ion velocities are derived 

from the different models. The connection between ion velocity, duration of laser pulse and pre-pulse is 
determined by the following: for short pre-pulse (the initial scale of inhomogeneity is less than the 
Debye screening distance of fast electrons) ion energy does not depend on pre-pulse duration, but for 

longer pre-pulse the ion energies less than that given in (18). For short LLP
S
J- V ncr nh; basjc 

pulses the energy of an ion is weakly (see (21)) dependant on pulse duration. For longer pulses the 
energy of an ion starts to increase with tL

2. This increase over the above is restricted by the fact, that the 
energy and number of fast electrons are limited by the finite duration of the laser pulse. The pulse 
duration, for which there is saturation, is much more than 1 ps, and pulses of such duration are not 
considered in this paper. 
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We compare these scalings with the results of our numerical simulations: 
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Figures 2, where plasma foil densities profiles are shown, illustrate that an intense laser pulse generates 
a shock wave with considerable of density 3-4 times that of foil density. 
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12 
Position [pm] 

Fig.3 
From figures 3, where are the ion velocity distributions, we see that the ions are accelerated by fast 
electrons on two surfaces of the thin foil, where the electrons leave this target and carry behind 
themselves ions. The acceleration happens also at a critical density n = rt, where ponderomotive 
pressure forms the shock wave. Part of the ions take off into a vacuum in the opposite direction. The 
scalings from the given section are valid only for ions on the lefthand boundary, the opposite boundary 
we do not consider. From figures 2,3 we see that the values of ion velocity are in the interval 0.020.04 
c, that well coincides with our scalings. 
It also follows from the graphs, that the maximum velocity of ions increases with time. So at 300 fs and 
500 fs the velocity increases from 0.02 till 0.04, that approximately corresponds to quadratic 
dependence (12,18) of ion energies from duration of laser pulse. We analyze also the dependence of ion 
energy from a scale of plasma inhomogeneity and now consider the results of simulations for plasma 
with a sharp density profile (such case is implemented without prepulse): 
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The graphs from Fig.4 of ion velocity for time 300 fs show: that on the back side of the foil the sharp 

plasma profile provides approximately twice as high ion speed compared with the smooth profile case 

The explanation is as follows: on a sharp boundary, fast electrons travel a smaller distance from ions, as 

an ambipolar field is stronger. During the laser pulse the electrons make more cycles of oscillation 

about ions, and the rate of acceleration thus is higher. The scaling under the formula (24) gives 

magnitude of velocity of ions v, - 0.05c, this agrees with numerical calculations. 

So, the reason for ion acceleration on both target surfaces is the action of ambipolar field from fast 
electrons. The given electron distribution function approximation accurately describes the acceleration 
of ions on foil boundaries, but for an exposition of ion shock wave shaping insde plasma it is better to 
use hydrodynamic approximation. 

3. Hydrodynamic approximation. 

The hydrodynamic approach permits us to analyze processes inside dense plasma. It is valid for intense 
laser fields, when plasma electron velocity is increased by a field, and greatly exceeds thermal velocity. 
The electron distribution function in this approximation can be considered as a 5-function. As in the 
numerical simulations there is the following inequality between the temperature of cold and hot 
electrons Tc « Th, we can use the hydrodynamic approximation, in which Tc = 0. We show, that in 
hydrodynamics there is an additional mechanism of acceleration of ions when propagating a shock 
wave in a nonuniform medium. 
We find the solution of the self-consistent set of equations (1-6) by expansion on parameter vT/vE. In the 
zero order of approximation, we have instead of collision-less kinetics equation - hydrodynamic 
equations of motion of plasma electron component. The conservation law of transverse canonical 
momentum of electrons allows to reduce a system of hydrodynamic equationsof electrons motion and 
Maxwells equations to two nonlinear partial equations for vector potential A(z;t) of electromagnetic 
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wave and  longitudinal  electric field E(z;t)=-dq>(z,t)/dz in plasma [8]. Using the quasi-neutrality 
approximation, we have one equation for vector potential amplitude (Ä(z;t) = A(z,t) = A^e"0'): 

3Ü 
/+Ö2) iw (25) 

and one equation, connecting longitudinal electric field with vector potential: 

E = 4Vl + A2+vT
2^-lnr|^) 

(26) 

In a system (25-26) cop=(47tZn,0e2/m)l/2- electron plasma frequencies and the following dimensionless 
variables are used: 

c 
a = ^;£ = ^;vT = (Te/mc2)l/2;^): 

mr- meat „ 
^-^ dimensionless profile of ion density. 

«,(^ = oo) 

Now we return to system (6), by adding in the equations viscosity and by calculating an field E from 
(26). For the analysis of a strong shock wave parameters in plasma it is convenient to onsider (6) in the 

following dimensionless variables: instead of velocity vi we enter a Mach number 
c    I M 

u = Vi/VZTec/M 

ion time x, we measure in terms of ^P '     ec , i.e. time an ion sound takes to transit a skin layer. Then 
the dimensionless hydrodynamical equations for ions have the form: 

■*L+A(TUl) = o 
dx,    dC 

T^ + U—P+—inn(^)—7^^^ 
m c2 dVl + A2 

re       5^    ? (27) 

where the dimensionless viscosity ^ depends only on temperature of ions: 

Tli = 
64 Z2T 2(o„ f T: ^ 

5/2 

L.   e n0ic ZT e7 ,(28) 
and Lc - Qulomb logarithm. 
The system (27) is non-complete, and it is necessary to add an equation for temperature. We consider 
the process of shock wave propagation as adiabatic: 

dx 

f T   ^ 

iVzTe; 
TT+U 

% 

T 
ZT e J 

,1-7 = 0 
(29) 

The adiabatic exponent y we take as equal 5/3, since the equation of plasma state differs a little from a 
ideal gas state. 
If a laser pulse is shorter than /s / (ZTe/M,)l/2 , then laser field pressure is equivalent to instantaneous 
shock, and the right side of the second equation of (27) is equivalent to the boundary conditions of the 
homogeneous system (27). The self-similar solution of the problem of strong shock is known [3]. From 
the second equation (27) the velocity of a fast ion is 
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(zmiuVlTÄ1-!) 
Mn„ 

(30) 
that coexists with [5]. The obtained formula gives the velocity of fast ions in the neighbourhood of a 
skin layer, i.e. behind the shock wave front. It is known that for a strong shock wave, the velocity of 
front and velocity of particles behind front connected by the factor 4/3, if an adiabatic exponent y = 5/3. 

Then a velocity of front we estimate as 4/3 IHV. 

Thus, instead of a solution (27,29) in a medium with a given density profile, we divided the problem 
into two parts: first we found the parameters of a shock wave in the region of a skin layer, where it is 
shaped, and then we considered the exit of given shock wave in the region of low density tear side of 
foil). In this region in (27) there is not a laser pulse force and it is possible to neglect viscosity. 

Let's select the next law of plasma density dependence: n, (z) = bz5 = n{ (z,) 
<z^ 

Vzi J 

Here zi is the distance 

at which the ion density starts to decrease. A density in this point is nf (z,). At z=0 the density equals 
zero. Thus the shock wave goes from the position zx and at the position z = 0 goes out the rear side of 
the foil target. To get the solution of a homogeneous system (27) in this regionwe transfer to the self- 
similar variable x = z/C(-t)a =z/X(t). Details of solution of equations (27) are described in [3]. For 

our purposes, we must know from [3] only one parametera= 0.6 and after that, we get the velocity of a 

7 ~ltr"~a) ~ y-"-a'/a 

shock wave:        ' ' -On the surface at z = 0, velocity is going to infinity. Energy (per 

unit mass) e~z  -X"" °"   , pressure p-M^z  ~X 
shock wave transits from a point z\ to a point z is as follows: 

,      x-2(l-a)/cc 

8(z) = e(z,) 
(31) 

. Thus the law of energy gain when a 

\Z\J 

Further it is necessary to find a limit point z, wherethe ion (thermal ion before front) free path exceeds 
the width of plasma stratum, and plasma density becomes zero. After this point the hydrodynamic 
approximation is incorrect. The ion free path depends on its energy and density of plasma: 

AT(z) = 
12:t3/2T2 

We find this point z from the equation 

ZVn,(z)Lc 

z = AT(z). 

3/2^2 (      \ 
127tJ,/T 

Z*e ni(z,)Lcz i V zi J 

( ~\ 

v zi y 
hence 

( „\ 

Vzi J 

3/2T2 A| + 127tj/iT 

ZViijCz,)!^, 

Then ion's energy behind the front is: 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 
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S(Z) = E(Z,) 
!27i3/2T,2 

Z4e4ni(z,)Lcz, 

-2(l-a) 
a(l+8) 

1/ (35) 

In this formula 8'Z|) - energy of an ion behind the front, which corresponds to velocity (30), ni (zi) 
ion concentration inside plasma, Lc- Culomb logarithm. 
Coordinate z\ is necessary to find the law of density dependence 

bz,  =n(z,) 

Now the formula of energy gain can be presaited as 

e(z) = s(z,) 

2(l-a) 
a(l+8) 

AT(z,) 

(36) 

(37) 

In depth of plasma    T < Z|, a < 1 and the energy really grows. 
From this formula we see that the energy gain is the ratio of the hydrodynamic scale to free path and 
varies as an exponent whose power is determined by the self-similar index a. The strong density 
dependence on coordinates reduces the rate of energy gain, for 8 » 1, but at 8< 1, i.e. for smoothly 
varying medium, the energy gain is much better, though it is necessary to understand that these two 
parameters not absolutely independent and a= a (8). In the given model, the free path of a thermal ion 
in plasma is assumed as small in comparison with any hydrodynamic lengths. 

Now we fulfil the numerical estimations. First we estimate free path of thermal  ion, by 
expressing it in terms of laser wavelength: 

Aco 

c 

CO 

Z e n^c 
<T,f 

1 

Z*3L 

CO 

oo„ \<°ro; 

T 
ra.c 

(38) Jc7V   Pe / 

where r0 - classical radius of an electron. We choose Z * = 10, rig = 10ncr, then the free path is less than 
a wavelength at Tj < 1.2 keV. 

The width of shock wave front is close to ion free path length because the viscosity of ions:1!1 ~~ n> iTi 

1 / T. /mi A ln~r)/min,vT,~T,^ ^~AT 

and typical scale of viscosity VTI , from it width of front and ion free path, 
thus, are within one order of magnitude. At cc= 0.6, 8 = 1: 

2(1-a) 
/ 

s(z) = e(z,) 
A(z,) 

a(l+8) f 
= s(z,) 

\> J A(z,) \>J (39) 
From this formula we see that a free path ~ 0.R is necessary for raising ion energy for plasma width 31 
(z\ = 3) and temperature of ions for this purpose should be less than 450 eV. 

So parameters of plasma for ion acceleration can be as follows: ne = lOricr, scale of plasma 
density z\= 3 X, Ti = 450 eV. If we want to increase temperature k times more, scale should raise ß 
times. After laser pre-pulse plasma temperature decreases and scale of inhomogeneity grows- so this 
case is realizable. 
Let's compare these results with PIC simulations. In the previous figures of numerical simulations, the 
shock wave propagates in the region of increasing density. Now we depict a shock wave in the plasma 
region with decreasing density. 
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From these figures, we can conclude, that the shock front in plasma with decreasing density breaks up 
on some fronts (this is kinetic instability of shock wave front when the wave top overtakes wave 
bottom). We compare the data of acceleration of a shock wave following from Figures 4 to the result of 
(39) . According to this law the shock wave velocity, on propagation from the point 9 microns to the 

—— =(1.25)a66 = l.l6 
point 8 microns increases by v8-4j times. (4 microns is the position, where the 
density is equals zero). Refering on Fig.4, from the graph of velocities in the vicinity of the shock front, 
we see the visual correspondence to this value. In the numerical calculations from Fig.4 we see thatthe 
ion free path is ~ 1 micron and the scalelength is zi ~ 6MKM therefore, analytical coefficient of the ion 
velocity increase is ~ 606~ 3 times as in the simulations. 

4. Conclusion 

We have discussed the process of ion acceleration from foil target by a laser. 
1. The light pressure of a laser pulse is transmited to ions by means of electrons and ambipolar 
fields. A shock wave is formed in the vicinity of a critical density point (where the pressure is 
maximum) and propagates deep into the plasma. The hydrodynamic model gives adequate (confirmed 
by numerical calculations) exposure of this process. A characteristic shock wave velocity in Al target 
for intensity 51018 W/cm2 and pulse duration 1.5 ps is about 0.02 the speed of light. Intensity of the 
Shockwave and ion acceleration have a maximum in plasma with a scale of density gradient about a 
wavelength, as there are the maximum of absorption, amount of fast electrons and their energy in this 
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case. 
2. A strong shock front disintegrates on several fronts, causing an order of decrease of their 
intensity when driving in inhomogeneous plasma from one surface of thefoil to other. 
3. Ion velocity increases as plasma density decreases. It produces acceleration of ions, and 
magnification of their energy proportionaly to the ratio of plasma density gradient to the length of ion 
free path. Gradient of rear side plasma density of the target should be smooth to a realize this effect. 
4. Culomb mechanism of electron-ion acceleration from two surface, in contrary to that from a 
Shockwave, is most effective in plasma with a sharp boundary and exceeds the acceleration of ions by a 
Shockwave. At short initial scale of plasma inhomogeneity ion energy does not depend on this scale.For 
longer scale, ion energy decrease is inversely proportionally to square of plasma gradient. For short 
basic pulses the energy of an ion is weak (logarithmic) depending on pulse duration. For longer pulse, 
the energy of an ion begins to increase proportionally with the square of pulse duration down to a 
condition of saturation, at which energy flows of fast electrons and accelerated ions are comparable. 
5. From the point of view of maximum ion acceleration, the optimal target should have a few 
micron thickness with smooth density gradient (scale of density inhomogenity about a wavelength) at 
rear and sharp density gradient front. 
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Abstract 

The light scattered backward from a target illuminated by ultra intense laser pulses carries important 
information about the nonlinear laser plasma interaction. We analyze the possibility of using this 
information with the help of developed analytical model and PIC simulations. The spectrum of 
scattered light is shown to be shifted, to be broadened and to be modulated, in comparison with the 
initial laser spectrum. 

Introduction 

The measurment of the spectrum of laser radiation scattered from a dense plasma is an important 
method of investigating laser plasma [1,2]. Reconstruction of plasma parameters by resuts of spectral 
measurements requires us at first to find the connection between these parameters and the spectrum. In 
the present paper we study the plasma dynamics in strong laser fields by a numerical simulations and 
analytical modeling. On the basis ofthe obtained velocity and density the nonlinear plasma oscillations 
are evaluated. Doppler shift and broadening of the spectrum of scattered radiation are obtained. At 
considered high laser pulse intensities the spectrum is explained not only by movementof the critical 
density surface that was obtained earlier but also generation of nonlinear sound oscillations in the 
plasma. 

1. Basic equations. 

First we consider plasma in a laser pulse field as an electron subsystem with a given ion distribution. 
The conservation law of conservation of electron transverse canonical momentum allows us to reduce 
a system of hydrodynamic equations of electron motion and Maxwell equations to two nonlinear 
differential equations for electromagnetic wave vector potential A(:\t) and longitudinal electric field 

E(z;t)=-d(p(z,t)/& in the plasma. 

^-^a^^-jJL^JIW , (1) 
ar   fo2 ^ V/+fl2 

d      1 + a2      „    8   \l + a2    .  2 d , ,  .,,    BE 
-v 8./-^ln(Tiß) + —),       (2) 

or   V-v2 d^l-v2       '    S^      "     ^ 
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Where V = ,^     flJ/ac ^ 

dimensionless (in terms of c) longitudinal hydrodynamic velocity of electrons, anda>p=(47tZnjoe Im) 
- electron plasma frequency. In a system (1-3) the following dimensionless variables are used: 

$ = ^JL- ■ x = co t; a = ^j; E = -^-; 5T = (Te/mc2)1/2; here T,(§) =    "'^ , - dimensionless profile of 
c p mc mc(äp n,(t, = co) 

ion concentration of plasma. The equations (1,2) feature fast (in comparison with ions) oscillations of 
electronic density. We average on time (on scales of plasma oscillations times) the equation (2) or 
consider circular polarization of a laser wave (A2 - slow function of time). Then, in an approximation 
of quasi-neutral ity, the field E is connected with« by the equation: 

E = — Vl + A2+vT
2 — InriG) 

After that, for amplitude of vector potential a from (1), the next equation is as follows: 

(4+K)°& = (m+~ V7^7) -T^- ,    (5) 
dl,      co/ 3^ V/ + a 

The knowledge of an ambipolar field (4) allows us to formulate equations of ionic component motion: 

^ + V(n;v ) = 0 

* - r-r  («> dv       „       ZT+TVn,     ZmcocöVl + a2 

— + vVv +— '-—- = —— 
8t M       n, M d% 

If the laser pulse is shorter than/s / (ZTe/M)l/2 (where /s - length of the skin layer) the pressure of a 
laser field is equivalent to instantaneous shock on the plasma, and the right side of the second equation 
(6) is equivalent to the boundary conditions for a homogeneous system (6). The solution of a problem 
about such instantaneous shock for a system (6) is explained by an example in [5]. 

2. Under-critical plasma parameters. 

The analytical solution (6) is difficult, however with the help of the second equation (6) it is possible 
to estimate the velocity of shock front. For this purpose we rewrite (6) as the dimensionless equation 
for the continuity of momentum flow: 

c2 Zm.Vl + a2 

- + —|- In 
c5v(     d 

.   2     cz M 
V J 

= 0 (7) 

Here cs = ((ZTe + T,) / M)l/2 -ion sound velocity and v = v/cs 

It is possible to omit the term containing plasma pressure, and also we assume that the laser field 
momentum flow is completely converted to ion momentum flow (by means of fast electrons), then 
from (7) we obtain the following ion velocity behind shock waves front 

2Zm 
V;   = 

Amp 
-v'lTa1 

(8) 

We take Z/A = 0.5, rrfe/mp = 0.0005, therefore v, =0.02(1 +a2)"4. For example for laser intensity 

5-1018 W/cm2 {a2 = 5) ion velocity is Vj-0.03. We emphasize that the expression (8) approximates a ion 
velocity near a position n = n^, where the ponderomotive pressure is applied. If we want to estimate 
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the velocity inside over-dense plasma, the conservation law of momentum flow produces a factor rir/n 
inside brackets in (8). For such a case, the formula (8) has been represented in [3]. These estimates of 
ion velocity are confirmed by our PIC simulations: 

U.U4 —i—|—i     |     ' 

1=5*1018W/cm2 

—I   '     I 
300 fs 

I 0.02 
Q. 
w 

J.=1fim 
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o 
O) 

> -0.02 

w 
- 

i.i, 1    1    1 

" 

12 
Position [um] 

8        12 
Position [urn] 

16 

Fig.l 

We see in Fig.l that numerical simulation gives magnitude of the shock front velocity as \ ~ 0.014. 
The estimates based on Eqs.(8) agree well with these numerical results. 

3. Shock wave of a small amplitude. 

The analytical solution (6) is possible for laser fields of small intensities (a < 1). In this case, the shock 
wave is feeble, and it is possible to use perturbation theory for solution of the equations (6). We 

substitute n' = n°' +8n' and expand (6) into a series of 5n,. For the first order perturbation theory,we 
obtain the sound equation for 5n,. For the second order the density perturbation 5n. is described by 
KdW equation[4]: 

dx      dl       V     P d?      n  ld%(^-Z)     4Te ^ (9) 

where 

5r| = 
n„ '0 

^ p.^ft.«. 7tm„ coD( 

Mc 2c2   co '       \ 8M   co      (JQ) 

The term that contains an integral describes damping of nonlinear ion-sound oscillations, and the term 

containing parameter ß, describes dispersion of plasmons. 
The equation (9) together with the equation for a vector potentials: 

(^_ + ^)A(0 = (T1O(^)(1-A
2
/2) + 611(^)+^T^- 

ot,~     co ot,    * 
)A 

(11) 
gives a system describing generation of a weak shock wave. For Al plasma and actual experimental 

, then ß= 0.05 and a = 0.03. The equations (9,11) are valid 
for 8r|< 1, therefore we can use the expansion in a in the equation (11). The restriction on amplitude of 

,    .       co„ /co = 10,vT„/c: 
data we substitute    pc 0.1 
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a field in plasma, for which the perturbation of ion density in (9) remains weak, is s follows: 

^A2<1 
4T* • (12) 

The scale length of ion-sound oscillations in (9) is about the length of a skin layer, the velocity is about 
the velocity of ion sound, so we can conclude that ion-sound frequency is equal to the ratio of these 
parameters for this case. 
For a solution of a system (9,11) and for definition of plasma density profile in a shock wave it is 

necessary to set boundary conditions along ^ and initial conditions at T also. 

4. Solution of the boundary problem. 

To determine the boundary conditions, we integrate (9) over'' at the left-hand boundary of plasma \ 

6ll + W+ß^5, mc2 

dV 
A2(^ = 0,x) 5=o     4T 

41e (13) 
At the right boundary we set boundary conditions for function and derivative to zero. The initial 

conditions also we put as:   ^=0 ~~   . Thus the mathematically problem about excitation of a shock 
wave has been completely formulated. 
First, we qualitatively explore parameters of a shock wave in a homogeneous equation (9) using the 

following method. We search for a solution of form 8r|^ ~ T ~ wx), where w - velocity of a shock 
wave in a system moving with a velocity of an ion sound. Without a dissipative term theequation (12) 
becomes the Newton's law equation with an effective potential: 

ßSri" = ——(5r|3/6- W8T]
2
 /2) 

Son. (]4) 

The potential has a maximum at 8r|= 0 and minimum at 5n, = 2w. Dissipation reduces the effective 
driving force from the maximum represented by the potential to a minimum. Thus, the rarefaction 
wave moves to the right, and the Mach number is connected with density perturbation by a relation 

which is well known for a weak shock waves: Ms = 1 + w = + T]      TQ construct the density profile 
for a shock wave we solve the equation: 

ST|'(8TI - w) + ß8rf +- P f Srj' ~^T = ° 
n   I      (H-H)       . (15) 

Far to the left of the front, where 5r|(n) = 2w + E(U^ by linearizing (15), we obtain a linear integal 
equation for s: 

w8' + ßs"'+-P fe'-^_ = 0 
71   i   (^)      . (16) 

We search for a solution (16) as s(^) = exP('(k - iyW  Tne density oscillations thus have a scale k"1 

and exponentially rise with an increment y. Such oscillatory character of a density in a plasma shock 
wave was noted in [2]. The dispersion equation following from (16) has a simple form coinciding with 
the well known dispersion law for an ion sound: 
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ß(k - iy) - w + ia - — = 0 
k-iy (17) 

and is solved easily: 

y = 

k = 

|-w + vw2+4a2 

8ß 

/5w + 3>/w2+4a2 

8ß (18) 
Near to the shock front, the solution (9) can be found only numerically. We calculated this numerical 
solution   with   the   above   mentioned   boundary   conditions,   by   taking   ß   =   0.05,   a   =   0, 

A2(4 = 0,T) = 4Texp(-8t2) 
Zmc 

4TC jn a figure 2, illustrating the numerical simulation, the spreading 

shock front and oscillating structure behind are shown (at * = 5). At a later time the slructure described 

above should be generated. 
Fig.2 

5. Analysis of laser pulse reflection from plasma density modulated by a shock wave. 

As was shown before, upon action of the laser pulse on plasma, there is a shock front following by the 
oscillation of density. We can linearize the hydrodynamic equations because laser field, inside oveF 
dense plasma with sharp density gradient, is attenuated in (cop/co)»l times. Then we consider joint 

solution of the equation for A: 

d2 cs d     co2 

- + 2i—— 
c dx    co„ de,       - -   ■- ,(22) 

where ^ = ^ ~ \ and equation Kd W for 8T
1& 

T
) 
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ÖSTI    ö6rj        döri |    t?8r) = Zmc2 dA2 

(23) 
We consider vector potential also as a0 + «i- We restrict this to terms of the second order, as the 
equation KdW is written to within the second order. As a result we obtain the next system: 

dq"        c ox    co (24) 

(-^■ + 2i^-|- + -^T-Tip)AI=-8T,(|,f))A0(^x)-8Ti(|,T))A1(4)T) 
d\ c ox    co 

(25) 

■ + ! + 8Ti^r
l + ß—Y=—^-—(A0  +2A0A,+A, ) 

dx      dt, c\ 5?       4Te   dt, (26) 
Let's select plasma geometry relevant to a figure of the numerical simulations. 

41 Tl = l 

1 1 

Tl=Tlp \ 1 1 
k =0 

Field a0 from (24) take as 

A0(5,x) = A0 sin(>/co2 /cop
2 -Tip £) 

(27) 
We show at first, that the system (25,26) in under-dense plasma slab, with t|=const, describes 
connected electromagnetic and sound waves and generation of sound harmonics. We search for a 
solution of the equations (25), (26) using a series expansion. A linear approximation gives the 
following coupled equations: 

dt, c ox    co (28) 
<?8ri    SSri    Zmc2  d A   .      Zmc2  d 

+ ! A0A,= 
(29) d~x      o\      2Te   0%   "   '      4Te   dt, 

For solution of homogeneous equations we take: 
A, = A,exp(i(col -co)T-ik,£) 

8ri-8r|exp(-ico3+ik3^) (30) 

Then from (28), (29) the following conservation laws fa the interacting waves are obtained: 
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k + k, =(co + co,)Jl-r| -^=k3 = ^ 
V co cs   (31) 

From (31) the frequency of a sound and scattered waves can be determined: 

c   / co 2 

co3-2co^Jl-Tl -L. 
c V co 

co1=co(l-2^Jl-Tlp\) 
c V co      (32) 

Taking finite length L = 3/ of plasma slab we see that a narrow frequency line is broadened and5 
function transforms to: 

sin 
3(Q-co,) 

7i(Q-co,)     '• ' (33) 

5(fi-co,)-^—^ ^,(Q-co,)«co 

Next iteration gives this system: 

(-^ + 2i^- + -4--np)AI2=-5T1(I,t))A,(^T)-8Tl2(I,T))A0(^T) 
<%        c 5x   cop (34) 

^    08i_W_aAA   =Zmc2  dA2 

Ä        dt,       2Te   dl   °   12      4Te   X,   '   (35) 

The conservation laws for fields give the next frequency conditions: 
co32 - co - co, + co3 = 2co3 

(36) 
It means that a spectral line is shifted on the second harmonics of ion sound.lt is broadened as given 

by Eq.(33) and has amplitude about the first harmonic ~  ^ ^. Thus in a scatter spectrum there are 
harmonics of ion sound frequency determined by Eq.(32). 
Obviously,  the  solutions  of equations (30) are valid  for homogeneous plasma and this rough 
approximation is good enough. To satisfy initial and boundary conditions it is necessary to use a self 

similar solution of the equation KdW (23) from a selfsimilar variable 5n(^,x)-5n(ß^/x   )   As 

shown in [4], solutions in this case are expressed through Airy functions. Such density profile, 
containing downward peaks, is qualitatively similar to numerical calculation results. 
For the analysis of the spectrum of scattered radiation we use perturbation theory for (2): 

,.c= d      co (~ + 2i^ + ^y -V^A^T) = -5n(^,T))A(UU~T) 
d% c dx    cop (37) 

In under dense plasma n.(£) = t|p « 1 and this plasma is transparent to laser pulse, but deep in plasma 
n.o© > 1 and laser pulse does not propagate inside this region. 
Solution (37) we present through a Green function. Let's take into account, in the Green function the 
point of reflection £o(x) (boundary between over and under dense plasma), where the function equals 
zero. From the law of motion of a point of reflection we selector) = -Vj T, then this function has the 
form: 
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G(^';x,x')=, 
27tic(x-x') 

exp- 
icCT-yXroVfflp -TI„) 

2c, 

ics(^0(T)-^0(y))2    „ic.^ + ^-^ofx)-^)) CXp -—~     ~ cxp 

2 A 

(38) 2c(x-x') ' 2c(x-x') 

This function is correct for slow dependence of £n(x), as from homogeneous equation (37) it is not 
satisfied precisely. Further we create a zero order approximation of the solution (24). Take as this 
approximation a laser standing wave: 

A(0)&x) = A0sin(^/co2/cop
2-Tip(4 -v, ~x)) 

(39) 
Thus we neglect the broadening of a spectral distribution of the laser pulse, connected with its 
duration, considering effects of sound geneiation more essential. For the correction to a field we get 
the following expression: 

A(,)(S,f) = - Jdx' ) dt'G(^,^;x,T')8T1(^x')A(0)(^~x') 
So(i') . (40) 

As perturbation of density, we substitute the following solution of the equation KdW- where Ei is 

5n^,x) = Sn0Ei(ßT + ^o(T)) 
Airy function. T 

The picture of the scattering looks like the following: 

Plasma 
boundary 

<  

For the spectral distribution we have the next expression: 

A(,)
nß) = — fA(l)ß,T)exp(iOr)dO 

27tJ (41) 
We take a limited big interval % , where the field has the form of a propagating wave. For further 
evaluations we insert the new variable to integrate over and interchange the order of the integration. 
Then for (41) we obtain the following expression: 
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1 
+C0 00 

A|1>G) = -A(0)5r!0-L; fe" fdx' fdx"sin(( T]p)^")exp(iQ(T' + 7)) 
471   o    -i   o v^p 

ir(l/3)cr 
jdkdQ, exp(ik^" - ifi,f')-p ,    , ,— 777 

ics(^" + in' + uT")2 

27iicx" 
exp- 

1CT (03   /C0p   -Tlp) 

2c. 
exp- 

2CT" 
-exp 

iCs(4 + ^" + UT" + UT')2A 

2CT" 

(42) 
The integral on x' can be easily taken, as it represents the Poisson integral. After that the integrals onr" 
and 4" are evaluated. These integrals give 8 - functions relevant to the laws of conservation of energy 
and momentum for generation of sound by a laser pulse: 

Q - Q, = -u 
CO 

1 <a„ 
\ 

k = 2 
CO 

lw„ 
"Tip 

(43) 
With the help 5 - functions from (43) it is possible to fulfil the next integrations on k andco,. As result, 
the vector potential of scatter radiation for large^ becomes: 

I"©2 r(i/3)o 
A^) = A05n0exp(iJ— -T,P$)-   

ico„ ,P" V3W'VC-^r - V3'2 +( Wy -^p)'/2(2 -u) + Q)4 

% ^P 

(44) 

From this formula we see that: 
The correction really is a plane wave propagating fron a boundary. 
Doppler shift is to the red side and has a large value at negative«), where co is related to the optical 
frequency. The spectrum is almost symmetrical about the maximum. The spectrum is shifted, 
broadened and its amplitude decreases as -co"473. For the shift we have the following expression: 

Ao) = m^(a3(- n,)3/2+( 
co 

-n,)1/2(2-u)) 
co„ co„ (45) 

There is frequency co* at which (44) converts to infinity. It has taken place because for the 
evaluation of Fourier components (43) we used this solution during all time. The introduction of an 
integral with cuttoff at some time removes this limitation. But it is obvious that (46) is valid while 

A   « A0  Thus^ near t0 maxjmum 0f the spectrum our description is inapplicable, but wirgs of the 
spectrum we circumscribed correctly. 
Let's compare the obtained results and our numerical simulation which we have shown in Fig.4 
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As we know from Fig.2 the calculated plasma boundary velocity is 0.014 c. It gives a shift      °     to 
the laser spectral line which is also equal to 0.014. It approximately corresponds to the maximum on 
this graph. From the graph, we see that this peak is broadened and located in the interval of frequencie 
up to 0.02-0.025. To explain this broadening we should also take into account the generation of sound 
harmonics in under dense plasma. For this purpose we compare the spectrum from (45) and the 

simulation data. In the numerical simulation &pe (°~  ,Vre °~  '   cs/c = 1.510"3, then a = 10 and 
from (45) it follows that Aco/co = o.05, which is close result to the simulation result. 
Finally we discuss the modulation, observed in simulation of the spectrum. Finite time of Fourier 

X 
c x 300(bc 

transformation is- 300 fs. It corresponds in Fourier spectrum to dimensionless frequency ^    = 
0.011. This is approximately the modulation of the spectrum in figure 4. Thus, by experimentally 
measuring shift and width of spectrum on experiment wecan estimate under dense plasma parameters . 

7. Conclusion 

This theoretical analysis of short high power laser pulse reflection from a dense plasma resulted in the 
following conclusion: 
1. Ponderomotive pressure of laser light near critical density prodices a shock wave which propagates 
deep into plasma. This process changes the profile of plasma density and creates two areas: transparent 
under-dense plasma and above-critical dense plasma. The critical density surface separating these areas 
moves with supersonic speed deep into the plasma together with the front of the shock wave at ultra 
high laser intensity. In under- critical and above-critical areas intensive nonlinear ion sound waves 
generate. In the transparent area the degree of non-linearity is higher, due to higher field amplitude. 
2. The indicated processes affect the spectrum of scattered radiation in the following way: 
i) Critical surface movement produces Doppler red frequency shift of scattered light. 
ii) Scattered radiation has a border peak of spectrum with wide spectral baseline from ion sound 
oscillations in over dense plasma. 
iii) The nonlinear ion sound in under-dense plasma produces harmonics in the spectrum of the 
scattered radiation, widen and modulate it. This process forms a specttim central peak also. 
3. Low frequency modulation of a scattered light spectrum is produced by finite duration of a laser 
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pulse. . 
4. The measurements of the spectrum of reflected radiation thus allow us to determine the speed ot 
critical surface, and the density in under-dense plasma. 
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ABSTRACT. 
An interaction of a super strong linear-polarized electromagnetic wave with a dense plasma layer is investigated with the 
help of a self-consistent method of the analysis. It is shown that at falling a powerful harmonic wave at thin plasma layer the 
reflected field can be in the form of ultrashort pulses of radiation with amplitude considerably larger than an amplitude of an 
incident wave. A process of interaction of a plasma layer with a standing electromagnetic wave is considered also and a 
generalization of classical results about character of an electron motion in an electromagnetic field is obtained for a case of a 
strong field and large radiation friction. In a strong field a minimum of an effective potential splits into two new that results 
in violation of mirror symmetry of plasma layer radiation. 

Keywords: Ultrashort pulse, plasma layer, laser-plasma interaction, radiation friction, radiation field 

INTRODUCTION. 
Recently large attention is given to the problems of generation of powerful ultrashort pulses and coherent electromagnetic 
radiation of high (up to x-ray) frequency through an interaction of a super strong laser radiation with a solid target [1-6]. 
The reason for occurrence of high harmonics in a spectrum of reflected wave is the following: at falling a powerful 

electromagnetic wave with intensity 1018 -\019Wt/cm2 on a target the electron plasma with large density (about the order 

of 1022 cm"3) is formed on its boundary, the electrons of this plasma layer move not only in transversal direction but also 
commit the longitudinal vibrations at a double frequency under the action of magnetic component of the incident wave. 
There are two approaches now to the solution of such problems. First is based on a direct numerical simulation of Maxwell 
equations for process of interaction of plasma and powerful electromagnetic wave by a particle-in-cell method [2,4] and has 
all known lacks intrinsic to numerical experiments of such kind: technical complexity, difficulty of interpretation and 
selection of the physical solutions etc. In the second approach the simplified description permitting to receive analytical 
expressions is used. The model of an oscillating mirror is usually considered [1], in which the high harmonics in the 
reflected wave arise due to the periodic modulation of its phase: ER x cos(a>t+<p0 +ys(t)), i//(t) = y/0 sm2eot, where co - 

is a frequency of an incident wave and <PQ is its initial phase. The incompleteness of such approach is due to the facts that, 

at first, the mirror is supposed to be absolutely reflecting, secondly, the time dispersion and dynamic relativistic effects are 
omitted. Besides the form of mirror oscillations in such approach is supposed to be harmonic that, generally speaking, does 
not correspond to the precise solution of self-consistent equations of motion for the plasma layer. At the same time at ultra 
relativistic amplitude of an external field when the work of a field on the wavelength becomes considerably larger than the 
rest energy of the electron (accelerating parameter a0 = eE0/mwc» 1), the indicated effects should play an essential role. 

Actually at reflection of a wave from a mirror moving towards with constant speed the reflected amplitude is proportional to 
the factor A = {\ +ß)/{\-ß), where ß is the ratio of mirror speed to the speed of light in vacuum c [7]. In essentially 

relativistic regimes of interaction of the electromagnetic wave with the plasma layer (a0 »\,\ß\~ 1) the form of the 

reflected field can evidently has a strong dependence on the amplitude factor A. 

The essential results describing the process of reflection of the powerful (ultra relativistic) electromagnetic wave 
from the plasma layer can be obtained within the framework of electron sheets model [8]. This model gives the consistent 
microscopic description of plasma layer interaction with electromagnetic waves and allows to solve many self-consistent 
problems about interaction of fields with charged medium. Especially simple equations of motion can be obtained in the 
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case of small width of the plasma layer (considerably less than the wavelength of the incident radiation) when in the model 
it is possible to use one sheet only. Just this case will be considered in the present paper. 

In particular it will be shown that at ultra relativistic amplitudes of the external field the reflected wave has essentially 
nonharmonic character: there is a synchronous radiation of harmonics of the incident wave frequency. Namely the 
sinusoidal incident wave can be converted into a sequence of short pulses of electromagnetic radiation with large amplitude. 
Thus due to the enrichment with the harmonics the decrease of each pulse duration takes place and the amplitude of pulses 
can essentially exceed the amplitude of the incident wave. The process of interaction of the plasma layer with a standing 
linear-polarized electromagnetic wave will be considered also and the generalization of the classical results about the 
character of electron motion in electromagnetic field [9] for the case of the strong field and large electron concentration 

(large radiation friction) will be obtained. It appears that in the strong electromagnetic field (a0 > 2 ) each minimum of an 

effective potential splits into two new minima. It results in violation of mirror symmetry of plasma layer radiation and 
dependence of the stationary state on the initial conditions due to essentially non-linear character of electron's oscillations. 

For simplicity in the following analysis we shall consider that an ion background is fixed and electron concentration in 
plasma is large enough, so that the frequency of an external field will be much less than plasma characteristic frequency. 
Besides we shall consider that the initial velocity of the electrons is zero (approximation of a cold plasma). 

1. MODEL AND MAIN EQUATIONS. 

Let consider a charged medium homogeneous in directions perpendicular to Oz axis. In this case the densities of charge 

p(z,t) and current j(z,t) depend only on z and are independent on x and y . Formal solutions of Maxwell equations can 

be in this case obtained by a method of a Green function and look like [8]: 

+O0+O0 

E{z,t)=2n: J   J df dz'S 
-00— 00 

+00+00 

t-f     -J 
z-z' 

-^'J   [dfdz'S 
c 

2K 

■00—00 

+00+00 

t-f _J 
\z-z' 

H{z,t)=—l   jdt'dz'S 

c 

\z-z' 
t-f 

sign(z-z')p(z',f)ez 

sign{z-z')[j(z',f\ez] 

0) 

Here [, ] is the sign of a vector product. 

Let now consider a thin layer of electrons extended in x and y-direction with the width considerably smaller than the 
wavelength of the incident radiation. In this case the layer is equivalent to an infinitely thin charged sheet the dynamics ot 
which can be described by 3 + 1 functions of time: three components of speed v = v(0 and one space coordinate z = Z(t) 

(fig.l). The densities of charge and current of such sheet have the form: 

p{z,t) = aS{z-Z(t))-J{z   ,t) = av(t)S(z-Z(t)), (2) 

where a is the surface density of charge. 

Substituting now expressions (2) in equations (1) and integrating over z'  and  /', one can obtain the following 

expressions for the components of electromagnetic field: 

Ez(z,t) = 2ncrsign(z-Z(t)) 

EL{z,t)=-27t<7- 
ß±(f) (3) 

]-ßz(t)sign(z-Z(t)) 

H(z,t)=2no sign (z-Z(t)) 
\ß±U),ez] 

l- ßz{t)sign{z-Z{t)) 
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where E1=Exex+Eyey, vj_ = vx ex + vy ey , ß = vlc and   the "delaying" time /' is determined from the equation 

c{t-f) = \z-Z{f)\. 

It is worth to mention that the expressions (3) are one dimensional (or, more precisely, 3 + 1 dimensional) analogues of 
the classic Lienar-Wihert solutions [7] and give the exact expressions for the field created by the infinite plane. Here the 
component Ez can be interpreted as a near field and component E± as a field of radiation. 

Let consider an expression for a spectral component of the radiation field EXo)(z). Substituting into equation 

+00 

Ela(z)= Jrf/£1(z,/)exp(-/fl>/) (4) 

the expressions for the field (1), one can receive 

. +00+00 

lj^ = — E±Jz) = — I   \dtdz']L{z\t)txv{-i{cot + kR)}, (5) 
—00 -00 

where R -1 z - z' | and k = co /c . Then using expression for the current density according to (2) one can obtain: 

+00 

E1(0(Z) = 2KCF \ dtßx(t)exp{-i(a)t + kR)} (6) 
—00 

For periodic (with period T = Injco) motion of the plane the spectral decomposition of the radiation field contains only 

components at frequencies nco  with values 

1 T 

Eln{z) = 27«j-\ dt ßx(t)exp{-in(at + kR)  . (7) 
T 0 

Let consider now an influence of the radiation field (3) on the motion of the electron sheet. It follows from expressions 
(3) that the interaction of the electron sheet with the own radiation field results in appearance of a specific self-action force 
[8]: 

6M1 = -2xa 2 ßL , 0,flz = - 2KG 
2 ßj2 —L-y ßz, (8) 

*       Hz 

I.e. there is effective viscous force (8) with a constant coefficient of viscosity rj±=  for transversal motion and non- 
c 

9 — —.2     ol 
linear coefficient of viscosity 771 1= =^r- for longitudinal motion. 

I I        c     \-ßj 

The equations of motion for a separate electron of the sheet in homogeneous along x and y fields look like: 

il 
dt 

dp- = eE+e[ß,H]+Fsa, 

Fsax = -27raeß± , Fsaz = - 2xce ßx
2--±--ßz (9) 

*     Pz 

Here p is the relativistic momentum of the electron and  e is its charge. 

2. GIVEN LONGITUDINAL MOTION OF THE PLASMA SHEET. 

Let at first consider a given longitudinal motion z-z(t) of the sheet. For transversal motion of the sheet in a field 

Ey = EQ cos(ß) t - kz + <p0)  (normal falling of the linear-polarized wave at the plasma layer) one has from equations (9): 
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d 
^=eE0cos(a)t-kz(t) + <p0)(l-ßz(t))-2Kcreßy . (10) 
dt 

Let for simplicity the surface density of charge a is large enough. In this case the sheet is practically an ideal 
mirror and, as was shown in Ref. [8], it is possible to neglect the inertial (dispersion) term dpy/dt in equation (10) (strictly 

speaking, the larger ßz the greater should be the surface density a for the sheet be the ideally reflecting mirror). Under 

these conditions the expression for the reflected wave has according to (3) the following form: 

ER   =_EobiM!2cos(cot + la:-2kz(t') + n) (11) 

Note that the expression for the amplitude Doppler factor A = (\-ßz)/V + ßz) in this case appears valid not only for 

uniform motion but also for arbitrary dependence ßz = ßz{t) with replacement of / by the delaying time f . 

Let now the dependence of the longitudinal velocity on time is determined by an expression ßz = ß0 sin 2« t (a phase 

difference between the mirror oscillations and electromagnetic wave is determined by the value p0). From (11) it follows 

that for PQ -» 1 the function A has a form of infinitely high pulses at the double frequency. The amplitude modulation of 

the reflected field due to the factor A (cf. (11)) essentially enriches for ß0 -> 1 the radiation spectrum so the shape of the 

reflected wave considerably differs from a sine wave. In fig. 2 the time dependence of the reflected field is displayed for 
different values of ß0. There is a large number of odd harmonics of base frequency a in the reflected wave and the closer 

is ß0 to unit the more harmonics is involved in the formation of the reflected wave. The principle point is the rigid binding 

for the phases of all harmonics to the phase of the incident wave. As a result all harmonics are added synchronously and the 
reflected field has the form of short pulses of radiation following with frequency a with the amplitude directly proportional 
to the number of harmonics and with duration inversely proportional to that number. For relative complex amplitude of 2p + 
1 harmonic one can obtain substituting the solution (11) into the spectral decomposition of the radiation field (7) 

ER (2p+i)/E0=-exp(i^p)[Ap(ß0)exp(i(p0)+iBp(ß0)eM-i<Po)] (12> 

where the coefficients   A and B are defined by the following expressions: 

Ap(ßo)=  I   [l + 2(-n + p)]jH((2p + \)^y^p\^- 

VA>)=   I   [l + 2(«-p-l)]j„f(2p + l)^-k_p_, 
» = -«! V A    J 

r n  \ 

V± J 

Here J n{x) is the Bessel function of the n-th order. Thus the expression (12) gives the precise analytical solution to the 

problem of reflection of the sine wave with frequency a from the ideally reflecting mirror oscillating in the longitudinal 
direction with arbitrary amplitude ß0 and frequency 2w. It is worth to mention that similar formulas can be obtained for 

the general case with dispersion. 

The analysis of expression (12) gives not only a numerical value for a conversion coefficient of the incident wave 
power into harmonics, but also displays its strong dependence on the phase difference between the oscillations of the 
electron sheet and the wave. 

3. RADIATION OF THE SHEET IN THE FIELD OF MONOCHROMATIC WAVE. 

Let proceed now to the self-consistent analysis of the reflected field in the case when the sheet moves under the action of the 
linear-polarized incident wave Ey = E0cos(a, t-k z + <p0). Here contrary to the case considered in section 2 the 

dispersion of electron medium (inertial term) and highly nonharmonic character of electron oscillations will be taken into 
account. The trajectory of the electron sheet in this case can be presented as the sum of three components: 

1). Transversal oscillations at the frequency of the incident wave. 
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2). Longitudinal oscillations at the double frequency of the incident wave. 

3). Longitudinal drift under the action of a radiation pressure force. 

At relativistic intensities the radiation pressure force acting on the sheet will be very large that will cause fast 
longitudinal acceleration of the sheet to about the speed of light; after that the sheet practically will stop to reflect the 
incident radiation. Therefore it is necessary to compensate the mean radiation pressure by, for example, an external 
electrostatic field Ez =-Eext   (in real experiment such field can be produced by positive charge of heavy ions, for example. 

Actually for 2a > OQ , where a=2xae/mcoc, the force of the electrostatic attraction from the ionic background appears 

to be larger than the force of light pressure, and the steady state regime is possible in the system). At a »1 for the full 

compensation of the radiation pressure force it is necessary to put Eex, = (a0 /2a) EQ   [8]. In this case equations of motion 

(3) for the electron sheet have the following form: 

/ 
ßy     \ 

ßz 

L/i -ß2) 

= a0o) cos(tt)/ - kz{t) + tpo) (1- ßz) - acoßy 

(13) 

ßy = a0(ocos(cot - kz(t) + <Po)ßv- aa>—^rßz-cog, 
\-ß2

z 

where g = eEexl/mcoc is a dimensionless compensatory force. A numerical analysis of the system (13) displays that the 

longitudinal oscillations of the electron sheet have essentially nonharmonic character for large a0 
tnat differs from the 

usually supposed sinusoidal law of motion. Besides there are parts of trajectory where the mirror moves towards to the 
incident wave with the speed close to the speed of light. According to expressions (3) just from these parts there is the 
radiation of large amplitude pulses (generation of high harmonics). 

The most effective increase of reflected pulses' amplitude and enrichment by harmonics occur according to (3) for the 
motion of the sheet towards the incident wave with the speed close to c. For the oncoming acceleration of the electron sheet 
a swinging wave with frequency considerably smaller than the frequency of the incident radiation can be used in addition to 
the constant compensating field. Then the constant electrostatic field compensates the radiation pressure force of the 
incident wave and the swinging field provides at some moments the counter speed of the sheet close to the speed of light. 

Let, for example, the external field is selected in the form Eext =—£0A:(l+sin(0.1aU)), where the factor A«l  is 
2a 

introduced for the regime to be quasistationary. For this case the shape of the reflected field ER is shown in fig. 3 for 

a = 100 and different values of a0 
anc^ k ■ The reflected field represents a set of trains following with frequency of the 

swinging wave (0.\a> in fig. 3) and each train consists of the short pulses with large amplitude which are radiated from the 
parts of trajectory where ßz « -1. The duration of each train  is about the half of the swinging field period and there is a 

nonuniform effective compression of the train due to the Doppler conversion of the frequency. Distance between different 
trains in the set practically does not change because these segments correspond to the instants when |/?Z|<1  and the 

Doppler frequency conversion is inessential. Note that here contrary to the approximation utilized in section 3 (fig. 2) 
accounting the inertial term results in the two-polar shape of each pulse. 

4. RADIATION OF THE SHEET IN THE FIELD OF TWO COUNTER PROPAGATING 
WAVES. 

It was already noted that the electron sheet commits finite oscillations in the field of the powerful electromagnetic wave 
when the radiation pressure force is compensated. In the previous section the force of radiation pressure was compensated 
by the homogeneous electrostatic field. However for the interaction of the electron sheet with the high-power 
electromagnetic wave the realization of such field in real experiment can be impossible. A more attractive scheme exists in 
which there are two waves of equal amplitudes running towards one another. Thus the problem of interaction of the electron 
sheet with a standing electromagnetic wave arises. 

For electric and magnetic components of the standing linear-polarized wave one has: 
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Ey =2 E0 cosatcoskz ; Hx = -2£0sin&>/sin£z 

The equations of motion (9) will be recorded now in the following way: 

f \ n 
-- 2 a0 cos / cos 2 - 2 a0 ßz sin t sin z - aßy 

= 2a0ßys'mtsmz-a jßz 

(14) 

(15) 

^) i-ß2 

The normalized dimensionless variables cot -+t;kz -» z are introduced here. 

Let at first A„/?z « 1. In this case equations (15) become: 

— /?v=2ß0cos?cosz-2(20y9zsin/sinz-«^v 
dt   y (16) 
d 2 
— ßz = 2a.QßySmts,mz-aßy ßz 
dt 

In the equation for ßz the term -aß2ßz should be taken into account despite of the smallness of longitudinal and 

transversal velocities of the electron sheet because the factor a » 1 and this term can be about the order of remaining 
terms in the second equation of the system (16). 

One can conclude that equations (16) belong to the well known type of particle's equations of motion in a high 
frequency electromagnetic field when the force of the sheet self-action (radiation friction) described by the last term in (16) 
is neglected. The classical result [9] is that in the absence of radiation friction the longitudinal motion of particles represents 
fast oscillations at frequency 2co and slow drift in an effective Gaponov-Miller potential 

U (z)=(e2/2mco2)(E2)~cos2kz (here character ( ) means time-averaging operation). It is natural to suppose that if 

there is a dissipation of energy due to the radiation the particles after some time will occur in a minimum of the potential 
energy kz = n/2 + qx (q = 0+],...), i.e. in a node of the wave. At this points the electric field is equal to zero so the 

particles will stay at rest and will not radiate. Rigorous analysis of the system (16) displays that the inclusion of the non- 
linear radiation friction terms can essentially change the situation. 

Let, for example, the condition e=4CCQ la«\ is valid (this condition does not limit the analysis to a case of small 

amplitudes, since for any accelerating parameter a0 it is possible to take rather large density for the sheet charge so that the 

condition s « 1 remains valid). Retaining in equations (16) the terms of the first and second order in e one can obtain for 
the slow longitudinal drift Z the following equation (see Appendix): 

(        2 ^ 

4 dt2 öL   dt        a2 
l + ^LCos2Z (17) 

U (z)=-?e-cos2z + -3L-cos4z,       y =^- (18) 

and for an effective potential energy and effective friction coefficient the expressions: 

7 4 2 

-^r-COS2z + VC0S4Z> y    = 

2a2 2,2a2 a 

The first term in (18) corresponds to the Gaponov-Miller potential, the second one describes the effect of non-linear 

radiation friction. It can be shown that at a0 <2 the drift corresponds to the motion in the Gaponov-Miller potential: the 

steady state equilibrium position is in the node of the standing wave electric component (z = xl2 + qn). However for 

a0 > 2 the former equilibrium position becomes unstable, each effective potential minimum splits into two adjacent 

minima which for large a0 tend to xlA + qxl2 (fig. 4). Comparing for Z  an effective oscillation frequency near the 
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minima of the potential energy with damping (cf. (18)) one can conclude that the drift of the sheet has a character of 
aperiodic motion to a new equilibrium position. At new equilibrium positions the amplitudes of electric and magnetic fields 
of the standing wave are nonzero so the electron sheet commits intensive oscillations at frequency co in transverse direction 
and at frequency 2co  in longitudinal direction radiating the electromagnetic waves. Thus the effective radiation of the 

plasma layer in the field of standing wave is possible only for powerful enough fields ensuring aQ > 2 (note that the 

analytical solution is obtained under condition of s «1). The numerical analysis for the complete set of equations of 
motion displays that taking into account the relativistic factors in the system (15) does not change qualitatively the character 
of the longitudinal drift. For large enough intensity of the standing wave the amplitude of the relativistic velocity ßz of fast 

longitudinal anharmonic oscillations at frequency 2co aims to unit and the radiation takes the form of a sequence of 
powerful pulses following at the double frequency of the wave. The shape of the radiation field is shown in the fig. 5 and 6. 
The essential point here is the dependence of the radiated field on the initial conditions. Actually if the initial value of the 
longitudinal coordinate is close to the equilibrium position then the steady-state amplitude of the radiation field is achieved 
practically during one-two periods of the incident wave. If initial position is far from equilibrium then at first one or two 
pulses are radiated with amplitude larger than the steady-state values (fig. 5) then a long period follows when the pulses 
have rather small amplitude and further the steady-state regime is achieved. Last case can be interesting to a problem of 
generation of ultra broadband single optical pulse. 

Let mark another interesting effect arising due to a bifurcation in the considered system. For a0 > 2 the radiation of the 

plasma layer acquires an asymmetrical character (fig. 6), i.e. fields radiated to the left and to the right are different. In this 
case not only the transient process of steady-state achievement but also the stationary state itself becomes dependent on the 

initial conditions. In fig. 7 the steady-state trajectories of an electron in the ultra relativistic case (a0 = 5 and a0 = 150) are 

shown for some initial position of the layer. The asymmetry of the curves indicates asymmetry of radiation in the positive 
and negative directions of z axis. For other initial conditions the trajectory can be mirror reflected with regard to the node of 
electric component of the standing wave. The parameters of the layer radiation in this case change to the opposing. 

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. 

Above considerations show that during interaction of the powerful electromagnetic wave with the dense plasma layer the 
sequence of ultrashort pulses with amplitude much greater than the amplitude of the incident wave can be generated. 

Let estimate the value of acceleration parameter which can be realized experimentally now. From expression (8) one has 

a0 « 50 for a power density of an incident radiation 5-1021 W/cm2 and a wavelength of 2 microns. The increase in the 

amplitude of the reflected pulses with regard to the amplitude of the incident wave is more than 15 times (see fig. 3a). 
Further advance in super-power laser pulses generation will allow to increase the acceleration parameter. For values 

a0 ~ 200 (fig. 3b) the intensity of the pumping wave about 8-1022 W/cm2 is necessary that does not seem inaccessible. 

An alternative way for the increase of efficiency of powerful ultrashort pulses generation during the reflection from the 
plasma layer can be the usage of cascaded reflection process that will be considered elsewhere. 

Let estimate the value of parameter a accessible in modern experiments. The surface density a is determined by a 
volume concentration of electrons N and by a thickness of the sheet. Let the wavelength of radiation falling at the sheet is 
X. Then for the thickness of the sheet smaller than XIA all points of the sheet will move practically along the same 
trajectories. For such case all expressions obtained for indefinitely thin sheet are valid (if the width of the medium is larger 
than XIA then for the correct solution of the problem it is necessary to take into account the difference of velocities for 
different layers inside the sheet so the set of equations becomes more complicated though the proposed method is still 

usable). Thus for the electron concentration N of the order of 1022 cm-3 and the sheet width equal to XIA one can obtain 
for parameter a the value from 10 to 100 depending on the wavelength. It is obvious that for more thin sheets the value of 
a can be made smaller. 

In the present paper the perpendicular falling of the electromagnetic wave at the plasma sheet is considered. The 
obtained results can be easily generalized for the case of oblique falling using the method considered in Ref. [3]. Besides the 
proposed technique allows to find not only the reflected field but also the transmitted wave. For example in Ref. [8] the 
expression up to the third order in parameter a0 is analytically retrieved for radiation passing through the thin plasma sheet. 
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For simplicity the ionic background was not considered in the above calculations. However one can easily take into 
account the effects of ions with the help of the approach used here for electrons. This is valid also if there is nontrivial initial 
distribution of electrons with velocity - for each value of velocity it is necessary to use the separate electron sheet with 
partial charge density, in this case the effective force of radiation reaction can be calculated by integrating over the velocity 

distribution function. 
In experiment the thin plasma sheet model can be realized by evaporation of the freely suspended thin (about several 

microns or less) film by the powerful laser radiation. Probably this problem can be solved most naturally m the field of two 
counter propagating waves. It is necessary to note that the analogue of longitudinal low frequency swinging of the sheet 
considered in section 3 is evidently the case when one of the waves or both are modulated. 

It is worth to mention in conclusion that the experimental confirmation of a capability of electromagnetic pulses' 
generation can be obtained in interferometric experiments, for example, using the division of a wave front [11] already for a 
moderate value of incident radiation power. Also the optical nonlinearities can be used for demonstration in the scheme 
based on the effects of two-photon (multiphoton) luminescence [12,13]. 

APPENDIX. 

In this appendix the analytical results concerning the character of the electron sheet motion in the field of two counter 
propagating waves used without proof in section 4 will be justified. 

The equations (16) can be written as the system of three first order equations: 

d_ 

dt 
-ßy=2a0costcosz-2a0ßzsmtsmz-aßy 

—/?„ = IctQßySintsmz-aßy ßz 
dt 

(A.l) 

d_ 

dt '-ßz 

Let introduce the following dimensionless parameter (hereinafter we shall suppose that it is small): E - 

equations (A.l) can be written in the following way: 

=i2Ö- _ Then the 
a 

d ■ 4ctn 
ßy=2a0costcosz-2a0ßzsmtsmz ßy 

dt 

4at 
— ßz = 2aQßySiatsinz -ßyß. (A.2) 
dt 

d -ß 

The solution of the first equation of a system (A.2) can be obtained with the method of sequential approximations, using 

for the transversal velocity the series expansion ßy = 2>"^n) and equating factors with identical powers of e. For the 

solution to within 0(e3) one has 

ßv = 2a0 

(costcosz -ßz sintsinz)+-^y sin/cosz + 0(^z)+of — ßz J \ + o(s3) 
8«ov 

(A.3) 

For the second bracket in the r.h.s. one can omit all terms proportional to s 0(ßz) and e 0\—ßz 

equation (A.3) into the system (A.2) one can obtain two equations of the first order: 

Substituting 
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dt 
ßz = £sin/sinz (cos/cosz-/?zsin/sinz)+ 

Aal 
sin/sin z sin/cosz + ö(/?z)+0 —ß 

\dt 

-sßz [cos/cosz + 0(ßz)+0(£)f +o(s3J 

dt     yz 

Introducing ßz =ewz one has 

d I....       £    . 2.  •  -, — w7 = — sin2/sin2z +—-sm  / sin2z 
dt 4 8a0

2 

[ ■   2      ■   2 2 2 -£wrsm   /sin  z+cos  /cos  z 

(A.4) 

)-M- (A.5) 

— Z =£W. 
dt 

The equations (A.5) can be solved by the averaging method [14,15], for what it is necessary to write them in a canonical 

form: —X = £F(X,t,£). With this purpose we shall make a change of variables wz =wz + K(z,t), where the function K 
dt 

is choosen so that to compensate in the first equation of the system (A.5) the term —sin 2/sin 2z —1. It is easy to test that for 
4 

1 
this purpose it is enough to put K(z,t) = — cos2/sin 2z. 

The system (A.5) in new variables has the form: 

d_ 
dt 
d _ £      .   2     .   „       £        „.„(.2      -2 2 2   \ wy = —rSin   /sin2z + —cos2/sin2zlsin  / sm  z + cos  /cos  zf- 

8«o 8 

£ 9 — cos  2/sin2zcos2z- 
32 

[sir -£wz (sin2/ sin2z + cos2/ cos2zj+—wzcos2/cos2z + <9(£- ) 

(A.6) 

— z=£\ w, —cos2/sin2z 
dt       {        8 j 

Making now in (A.6) time-averaging operation one can obtain for the drift component of the longitudinal coordinate the 
following equation: 

(      „1 \ 
(A.7) d2 7        £ d £2 

—-Z  = Z + -sm2Z 
dt2 2 dt 16a2, 

2 

1 + ^-cos2Z 

whence equation (17) directly follows. According to the averaging theorem [15] the error due to the replacement of the 
solutions of equations (A.6) by the solution of the average equation (A.7) have the order of 0(E) evenly for the times of the 

order of 0 < / < \/E . 
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Figure. 3. Radiation field of the plasma layer at the presence of the swinging field for 
a = 100;a0=50;A = 1.5 (a) and a = 100;an = 200;/t = 0.3 (b). 
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Figure. 4. Dependence of the normalized effective potential energy of the slow drift on 
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Figure. 5. Non-stationary radiation field of the plasma layer in the transient regime: 
« = ioo;a0 = i so; normalized initial coordinate of the layer z0 = 0.3. 
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Figure. 7. Stationary trajectories of the plasma layer motion for «0 = 5 (a) 

and 150 (b). The motion is near the left equilibrium position. 
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Abstract: Back reflection of short, intense laser pulses at oblique incidence on solid targets is 
explained with a model where a periodic electron density modulation acts as a diffraction grating. The 
pump and reflected electromagnetic waves drive through he ponderomotive force the grating and the 
overall system becomes parametrically unstable. The basic equations governing this system are given. 
A linearized stability analysis yields the instability growth rate for a homogeneous plasma and the 
convective gain coefficients for the inhomogeneous case. The results support the feasibility of the 
suggested mechanism. An absolute instability is predicted to set on at a typical threshold intensity 1Ö6 

W/cm2, laser pulse length 100 fs, and spot size 30 (im. The instability is shown to saturate at a level of a 
few percent, because the higher harmonics in the electron density modulation turn the diffraction more 
diffuse thus reducing both the sustaining ponderomotive force and the back reflection coefficient. 

1. Introduction. 

The interaction of super-intense ultra-short laser pulses with solid targets is presently actively 
investigated both experimentally and theoretically (for a review see, e.g., [1] . The hot, solid-density 
plasma formed is a unique physical object the study of which represents fundamental physical interest. 
Basic research methods of such plasmas include excitation and interpretation of emitted secondary 
radiation. Various diagnostics in a range of intensities has been proposed and demonstrated 
experimentally for short pulse interactions. For instance, the mechanisms of back reflection from low 
density plasmas due to the onset of electronic parametric instabilities has been discussed in detail in [2]. 
Theoretical studies of similar processes at a reflection of a pair of laser pulses from an overdense plasma 
surface are carried out in [3]. In experiments where laser pulses of relativistic intensity impinge on a 
solid target at an oblique incidence, back scattering may reach the level of the order of a few percent 
[4,5].. 

In this paper, a possible mechanism explaining the origin of the back reflection of intense short 
laser pulse from a plasma surface is suggested and studied theoretically. The basic idea is that a periodic 
electron density modulation acts as a grating that diffracts the incident laser field into the backward 
direction in addition to the specular reflection. All the electromagnetic waves together form a 
ponderomotive force that under proper phase matching conditions drives the inital perturbation. The 
system presents a parametric instability with a characteristic threshold behaviour, growth rates and 
saturation at higher pump intensities. 

The hydrodynamic equations governing the motion of the electron plasma in the laser and 
secondary electric fields are given in Sec. 2. Due to the short laser pulse length, ion motion is 
negligible. A stability analysis of the model system in Sec. 3 shows that in a underdense homogeneous 
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plasma slab an instability involving the excitation of a longitudinal electron plasma wave and 
backreflected electromagnetic waves develops once the pump intensity exceeds a well defined 
threshold. These considerations support qualitatively the idea that the same mechanism could also be 
operational in a more realistic situation of an inhomogeneous plasma. In Sec. 3 we, therefore, also 
estimate the convective gain of longitudinal wave propagating along the target surface. The calculated 
value turns out to be large enough so that an absolute instability could set on within the focal spot area 
encountered in actual experiments. For a linear density profile the threshold intensity, according to our 
calculations in Sec. 4, is of the order of 1016 W/cm2 at a pulse duration of about 100 fs. In Sec. 5 the 
nonlinear evolution of the instability is discussed: the saturation is mainly caused by density profile 
steepening due to the ponderomotive pressure and density modulations due to the instability. 
Modulational effects can be described by diffraction involvingonly the two bwest order waves. This 
simplified model yields a nonlinear equation for the reflection coefficient. Its solution turns out to be in 
good agreement with the experimentally observed coefficients ofback reflected laser energy. 

2. Basic equations 

We consider the interaction between a short laser pulse and a solid target. Ion motion can be 
neglected during the interaction time when the laser pulse length is of the order of 100 fs or less. 
Electron motion must treated relativistically because of the high laser intensity. Maxwell equations 
together with the fluid equations form the basic set: 

d , m*    - g8j.^^%n]-^ 
^V/-v2/c2 cdt c n 

®L + V(MV) = 0 
dt 

VE = 4ne(n - ni) 

-     d2A 4n    _    dE 

c2dt2 c cdt 

The vector potential A' describes the transverse electromagnetic field comprising of the incident laser 
beam and the scattered waves; the field E' is the longitudinal field originating from charge separation in 
the plasma. The density, velocity, and temperature of electrons is denoted by n, v, and T, respectively, 
and ni stands for the background ion density. 

We assume an s-polarized electromagnetic wave with an amplitude Aiex and a wave vector ko at 
oblique incidence on a plasma surface. At reflection both a specular component (Aoex, kr) and a 
backreflected component (Aiex, kb) are formed (see Fig. 1) For small reflected intensities we can 
expand Eqs. (1) in the parametereA/mc2 and we obtain the two coupled equations 

82E    co2P   ,£,=    co%     -dA2     VV>     -   d      1   dE 
—T + —j-r\&)E = —yn(^)-r+ T|(4)-=-(—=--=-) 
dx2      co2 2co2 dt,       c2©2 de, T](4) dE, 

co2   d2A    .  .r..,    -t2 , ^    dE - AA -—r- = (T}(e,)(l-AJ/2) + -^)A 
co/ dx2 d£, 

The upper equation describes the longitudinal plasma wave driven by the ponderomotive force (~ VA ) 

(1) 
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caused by the laser fields. The second equation describes the electromagnetic wave propagation under 
the influence of plasma oscillations. The fields are written in a normalised form, A=eA7mc2 and 
E=eE7mc©p, the dimensionless time and space coordinates arex = cot and i;=copr/c, respectively; vth is 
the thermal velocity, cüp=[47iZnj(oo)e2/m] 'A is the plasma frequency and T)(£) = rii(£)/nj(oo) describes the 
frozen ion density profile normalized to the bulk ion density n(oo). The physics behind the coupling is 
simple: the laser field excites by the ponderomotive action density oscillations which, in turn, scatter the 
laser field. The spatially and temporally varying density gratingdiffracts transverse electromagnetic 
waves into new directions and oscillation frequencies. We shall show, that in a plasma that is transparent 
to the pump wave this process is unstable and leads to generation of electronic density perturbations at a 
wave length V2sin6 where h is the incident laser wave length and 0 is the angle of incidence. 
Such a diffraction grating scatters the incident laser beam not only into the specular but also into the 
back direction. A  completely analogous parametric instability, Double Stimulated Brillouin Scattering 
(DSBS) (see, e.g., [6]), occurs for longer laser pulses, say one picosecond or more. In DSBSion sound 
waves can be excited and consequently the ion density modulations introduce the corresponding 
diffraction grating. In the presently considered process, the ions are assumed immobile. 

A; ko 

A; kb 

vacuum 

Ar;kr 

Fig.l:   Incoming s-polarized (along x-axis) pump wave (A, ko) diffracts from the grating formed onto 
the plasma surface and generates specular (A, K) and backreflected (A, k>) waves. 

3. Linear Stability Analysis 

When the density inhomogeneity scale L of the plasma exceeds the skin depth ls, i.e., L > ls, 
Eqs. (2) simplify to: 

d2N 

1 d2A 

"o dx2 

■s2n0AN + nn^)N = -^r]^)M 
2 

(3) 
-AA + r\(Z))A = NA 

Here no = (cop/co)2 is the relative density given in terms of the critical density and s= vth/c is the 
normalized thermal velocity. Instead of the longitudinal field E we have used the relative electron 
density perturbation, N = (n-nj)/ni = V^ -E, which reveals more transparently the scattering of transverse 
electromagnetic waves from density perturbations in the inhomogeneous plasma. 

In the derivation of (3) we have neglected the derivatives  V^ r\, because  L > ls. Assuming s- 
polarized waves,   A= (A, 0, 0), writing A 
perturbations, we obtain from (3): 

An + Ai and  N = No + Np where A/ and N„ are small 
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 JL-z
2n0tsNp + «„01(g) -M0

2/2)N   =n0r\(q)KA0A,) 

* 2 (4) 
7 d2A, 

M, + — ^ + M?) - ^^ = NPA" nn   dx2 

where the spatial coordinate q= (£,<;) is split into in-plane and perpendicular components q and q 
components with respect to the the surface. The lowest order electron density H is modified by the 
intense pump field Ao, and is obtained from 

^i-e
2n0AN0 +n0TKl)N0 ^T^M,

2 

ox £ (5) 

Equation (4) describes the following physical processes: l)changing of the plasma density profile under 
the action of the ponderomotive pressure and 2) the generation of surface plasma waves in the planar 
interaction region. In more detail the generation of a plasma wave by a ponderomotive forcehas been 
investigated in Ref. [7] where also Eq. (5) was first derived. 

If the plasma is uniform along the surface, the plasma wave (5) is independent of the coordinate 
\ and, therefore, no back reflection of the pump wave occurs. It is also worth pointing out the problem 
of boundary conditions related to the plasma spot on the surface: It is artificial to assume reflection of 
plasma waves on the spot boundaries. In this case there appears a standing plasma wave able to reflect 
the laser pump wave in the back direction and no plasma instability would be required. In the present 
paper we shall neither consider the effects of two-dimensional plasma inhomogeneity in which case the 
average density, N0 = '/2V2 <A0

2>, is taken as a solution for (5). Then in Eqs. (4) one can simply 
introduce a new density profile   ti(g) - N0 -> r\(q) and the model reduces to that described by the 
original equations (3). 

As discussed above, the instability develops in the transparent plasma region where the fields 
have their largest amplitudes. To demonstrate the onset of the instability, we shall first consider a 
uniform, underdense plasma layer which lies in front of a reflecting surface. The solution of Eqs. (4) can 
be written as 

A„ = A0i expK-Xos? + Xo£ -^V)]+Atr ™PKlo£ + Xo£ ~ Qo*)] 

A, =A,iexpK^lqq-Xi£-nrt]+4rexp$(xl£-Xi£-nri]       (6) 

Np = npi expK-x^S + Xp& -Qpx)]+npr expf(xKq + X^-, ~ ^V)] 

X/Oy) = kj lk0,   Qj -(00,. + //)/©„ 

where Xj(^j) = kj /ko and Q} = (co, + iy)/ ©0 for j - 0, r, p; the projections of the wave vectors are 
denoted by Xi?= 3Cicos0 and %& = Xisine- These formulas describe the reflection of the pump wave at q 
= 0 from the overdense plasma (r| > 1 when q < 0). At q > 0 there is an underdense (r| < 1) plasma layer 
with a thickness of a few wave lengths. 

Figure 2 illustrates the wave vectors of the incident and scattered laser fields and the plasma 
wave described by   Eqs. (6).   Momentum and energy conservation, i.e., spatial and temporal phase 
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matching, imply that 

(7) koz 

kry 

— Kr2 

+ k py 

+ kpz 

C0o = = 0)1 + 0)p 

The absolute values of the wave vectors and frequencies are obtained from the dispersion relations: 

2sin0 = x + (1 /s) tanB ( 52 - n - Z
2 s2 )m 

(cos2e-n)l/2 = [(l-5)2-n-(sine-x)2]1/2 + 0.5(82-n-x2s2)1/2 (8) 

where % = kpy / k0y, 5 = cop / o)0, and n = (o)pe / co0)2, coP is the plasma frequency in the transparent 
underdense region, (ope is that in the dense bulk plasma. 

The growth rate of the instability y is obtained by inserting (6) into (4): 

y = (r]/S)(xP
2/RcQ]RcQp)\An\2. (9) 

By calculating % and 8 from (8), we get an estimate for y. Let us consider the parameter range 5 < 2 and 
(2sin9 E)

2
 < n < 4. Equation (8) gives i » 2sin6 (1 - 0.5n,/2) and 8 * nl/2 leading to an approximation y0 

fory: 

yo * coo (fie / 4nc)1/4sine (eA0/mc2). (10) 

For a laser intensity 1=1017 W/cm2, unperturbed plasma density rig = 0.02nc, and angle of incidence 9 = 
30°, the growth time y0"1 is approximately 30 fs according to (10). Thus in a transparent plasma the 
instability will have enough time to develop during the laser pulse. 

The growth rate calculated above using a plasma model consisting of homogeneous slabs is, of 
course, only indicative, because in actual conditions we have a spatially inhomogeneous plasma density 
distribution. In that case we may have either convective amplification or an absolute instability. In the 
convective case the waves grow exponentially along the surface with a gain coefficient [8] 

G =y0
2 /2 / v,y vpy (11) 

The inhomogeneity due to density gradients resides in the parameter 1 " = (3/dy)(k0y - kly - kpy); Vj 
=dcoj/5k, denotes the group velocity of the wave i. Using the dispersion relations (8) and approximating 
the density gradient scale length by Ly , we find the following expression for the convective gain 
coefficient 

G » ko Ly sin29 (eA0/mc2)2 > 30 (12) 

for the same parameters as used in connection with Eq. (10) and for a laser spot size £y=30 microns. 
Thus, in an extended laser formed plasma a convective instability generating a back reflected wave can 
develop. As is known, already at G > 1 also an absolute instability can be exited. Therefore, we shall 
continue to analyse the conditions for an absolute instability in inhomogeneous plasmas with and 
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inhomogeneity scale length ls « U « X along the perpendicular direction z. 

A,, kb 

Fig. 2: In the upper frame the incoming pump wave decays parametrically into a plasma wave and a 
reflected EM wave; in the lower frame the specularly reflected pump wave experiences a similar decay. 
When the plasmon is along the plasma surface the two processes become coupled as shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3: An absolute instability can be excited when the plasma wave is along the surface. 
The two decay instabilities A|0 -> An + npand A,o -> Abi + np become coupled because of the common 
plasma wave and the specular reflections Aio -» Aroand An -» Abi. 
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4. Absolute Instabilities 

We shall consider a linear plasma density profile r\(q) = aq = (c/copLz)q. An analytical solution of Eqs. 
(4) will be given below for that particular case. We assume a surface plasmon, which propagates as 
shown in Fig. 3. This configuration enables energy exchange between incident, back and specularly 
reflected waves. Above a threshold intensity of the pump wave, the wave amplitudes can grow 
exponentially inside the focal region and an absolute instability develops. 

Let us calculate the threshold for this process. For this purpose we Laplace transform Eqs. (4) 
with respect to C„ the normalized z-coordinate along the normal of the surface, and find 

d 2   2 A 2 2    ~>^ °  ,    2 2 

dp op 

d       7        -?        -> * ^   -* 
(-a — -X~it,+&  i+P')o]=npa0 dp 

The Laplace transforms 

A,(q)= I a, exp(-pq)dp        N (q) = \ n Jp)exp(-pq)dp , . .       .   .        , 
'        J   ' p       J   p have the same temporal and spatial variation along 

the surface coordinate £, as in (5). When performing the transformation we have neglected the spatial 
dependence of An, although the inhomogeneity scales of A0 and Aj are comparable. It is standard 
approximation, although relative corrections may be of the order of unity [8]. As a result, equations (13) 
reduce to an ordinary second order differential equation for aj(p) 

2 d a,       ... da, 2 
I 

dp2     """ dp 

b = p2(l + \a0\2) + Qp
2 +Q,2 -X^(l + \a0\2) (14) 

f = Qp
2p2 -2ap(l + \a0\2) + Qp

2(n1
2 -x2,0 

where Q.* = Q.^ /n0;Qp = Qj; /n0. We have omitted some small terms in (13) to obtain (14). 

To solve Eq. (14) we shall transform it into a Schrödinger equation with zero energy with the 
help of the transformation 

a,(p):=a(p)exp(j^dp) 
2a (15) 

and obtain 

a2^-U(P)a(p) = 0 
dP (16) 

The effective potential U (p) in the Schrödinger equation (16) is given by 
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U(p) = I(l+|a0|
2)2p4+lp2((l+|a0|

2)(A2-x„2(l+|a0|
2))-Qp

2(l-K|2)) 
4 2 (17) 

+ap(l+|a0|
2)+^(Qp

2-Q|
2+v20-|a0|

2))2-(A2-^2)Xl,
2K|2 

Using the methods described in [8] we obtain the threshold intensity for the absolute instability in the 
following fashion. The discrete energy eigenvalues Qi can be determined with the aid of semiclassical 
quantization rules, i.e., by requiring that 

fV-U(p) dp = 7r(2n+l), 
(18) 

where p,, are solutions of the equation U (p) =0 (turning points). The instability develops only if there 
are the regions, where U (p) < 0. The potential (17) is a fourth order polynomial in A0 which can attain 

negative values. At ao=0 U(p) = -V +Q,2 -Öp
2 -y>^f +ap which has no positive roots. At normal 

incidence, when %^=0, real roots are also missing Accurate to a factor about unity the first root occurs, 
when 

a0tli  — V 2 Ah mc 

G) 

v°W 

x   1 
Lz sinG (]9) 

This gives an estimate for the instability threshold. At co/cop ~ 0.1,   L~ 0.2Ä, 9 - 30° we obtain a 
threshold of about 1016 W/cm2 which agrees with experimental data 

5. Analysis of the Nonlinear Behaviour 

We shall next consider the saturation properties of the instability. The ponderomotive pressure 
will steepen the plasma density profile which influences the scattering from the surface and 
consequently the total electromagnetic field. As the electromagnetic field, on the other hand, is 
responsible of the ponderomotive force, the feedback loop is thus established. To begin the analysis, we 
shall assume a given value of the reflection coefficient and from this basis evaluate the electron density 
profile. A stable operating point is found when the reflection caused by the grating due to the density 
modulation is consistent with the force sustaining the grating. 

Let us study the neighborhood of the plasma surface around the operating point of fully 
developed instability. From Poisson equation we obtain for the electron density perturbation 

— = -—A((p//wc )</ (20) 

In a steady state situation, the electrostatic force must compensate the pondermotive pressure 

y/mc2 *4l + A2 (21) 

So the grating amplitude is approximately given by 
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^=4A/ 8n 
n CO 

1 + A* (22) 

where the time-averaged potential A2 includes both the incident and back reflected waves 

A' A2e~2^ (J + R2 +2Rcos(2ys\nQ)). (22) 

The diffraction efficiency, and consequently also the reflection coefficient R, of the induced grating can 
be calculated as a function of the density profile8n/n. 

Figure 4 shows, as an example, the constant density contours < 5n/n > = 0.5 for two values of back 
reflection coefficient, R=0.4 (broken line) and R=0.8 (solid line), and for two pump amplitudesA0 = 1 
(lower pair of curves) and 7 (upper curves). The ordinate axis denotes the perpendicular direction into 
the plasma and the abscissa the transverse direction both in units of lso=c/oop. In the unperturbed situation 
the plasma-vacuum boundary is at z=0. We have assumed an angle of incidence G = 45°, and plasma 
density such that ls0/>.=0.2 where Is0=c/cop (note that the effective skin-layer depth, ls=ls0(l+^o2)l/4, 
depends on the pump field amplitude A0). From Fig. 4 we can conclude that: 1) The plasma deformation 
clearly increases with A0 . 2) At small pump amplitude values A0 and reflection coefficients R, the 
induced density profile modification is rather insensitive to R, and its shape is nearly harmonic. A good 
approximation is obtained by expanding Eq. (22) in power series ofA0. 3) At large pump amplitudes the 
profile shape is more sensitive to the level of back reflection R and it exhibits higly anharmonic features. 

Fig. 4: Constant density contours <8n/n>=0.5 for R=0.4 (broken lines) and R=0.8 (solid lines); in the 
upper pair of the curves the pump amplitude is A)=7 and in the lower ones Ao=l. The ordinate is the 
distance into the plasma (down the z-axis) and the abscissa the spatial coordinate along the input 
surface; both are given in units of lso=c/cop. The unperturbed plasma vacuum surface is at z=0. 

The introduction of higher harmonics irto the density profile modification makes the reflections 
from the grating more diffuse and can thus lead to a saturation of the instability. We shall estimate the 
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value of the reflection coefficient under saturation conditions taking into accountthe incident and both 
of the reflected waves (in the back and specular directions). Such approximation corresponds to the two- 
wave theory of a diffraction, i.e., to a model where the incoming wave diffracts from a purely sinusoidal 
perturbation, sin(qy), with ky=ky0±q. This model is valid for lowest order expansion in A. At A»l, 
higher harmonics sin(Nqy) appear introducing new diffraction orders with I^=ky0±Nq . The simple two- 
wave model is a reasonable approximation even close to the saturation level where A is of the order of 
unity. Instead of the vector potential Ax, it is more convenient to use the wave electric field E*. In the 
vacuum region, the total electric field is of the 

Ex = E, e\p(ikyy + ik.z) + JX exP('(ky - 9)y + Tq
z) + K£- 

q , (24) 
r/ =-u2/c2+(ky-q)2 

The first term stands for the incident field and the sum term contains the reflected components. Within 
the plasma region we have. 

Exp = Z E'i cxp('(ky - ^y ~ v)+K£- 
« (25) 

y/=-co28(co)/c2+(^-^)2 

We shall assume a high dielectric permeability of the plasma, so that 

YJ=-co-s(co)/C
2=Y2 (26) 

The amplitudes of the spatial harmonics of the fields are determined by the usual boundary 
conditions on the plasma-vacuum surface. Since the depth of the surface modulation, as also the scale 
length of the plasma inhomogeneity, are less than the wave length, we actually apply these conditions at 
the critical surface inside the plasma: 

-=f{y) 

8Er     8EY
P 

dz 

(26) 

The equation of the plasma surface (rippled by the instability) z= f(y) is expanded in spatial harmonics 

/(7) = X^exP("/^)+,c-c-- <28) 
i 

The amplitudes t,q are assumed smaller than the relevant vacuum wave lengths, but they can be 
comparable to the width of the plasma skin-layer. An estimate of the depth of modulation £, is obtained 

by equating the ponderomotive and ambipolar forces, i.e., ln£, = —V/ + /42 , from which we find 

^<((ö/fflp)4 <1 (29) 

We have assumed above the width of the skin layer to be of the order ofc/cop. 
The boundary conditions (27) involve an infinite set of equations for the amplitudes^. We shall 
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truncate this system to contain only the wave numbers q = 0 and q = 2ky which is consistent with the 
two-wave approximation of the diffraction theory. The equation of the surface is thus of the form 

f(y)=^o+^cos(2kyy-(p2) (30) 

where ^0,2 are the modulation amplitudes and 92 the relative phase. When substituting (24) and (25) into 
(27) we shall check that the depth of modulation of the surface is less than a wave length (in agreement 
with (29)), although it can exceed the skin-layer depth, i.e.,   k£<i, k.y<l which also follows from 
(29) at 4,-1. 

In the vacuum region, the electric field which is consistent with (30) is given by 

Ex = Et (cos(kzz + k y - at) - cos(-k,z + kyy - at) + 

+ 2k,(E,,, + l/y)s\r\(-k,z + kvy-at) + 2kzh,2 sin q>, cos(A,z + kyy + at) - (31) 

- 2kz\2 coscp2 s\n(kzz + kyy + at) 

Accordingly, the amplitude back reflection coefficient equals 2k.Z,2. For its determination we need the 
fields in the plasma. Their general form within the two-wave approximation is as follows: 

r ft t 

E/ = exp(-yz)(£„ cos(kyj> - at + <xn ) + E2 cos(ky>» + at + a2 )) (32) 

Substituting (31) into (26), we find: 

(*_ /y)(I0 exp(-/<|>) + 2t,0l0 sin(<))) + %21, sin(<|>)) 
En exp(ian ) = 2Et exp(y£0 + 2fy-in/2)- 

I 2 -I 2 

'      ,.    \    iV       , e   ^TX^-        ■   , ^ (*.- 7yX7/ exp(-/<|>) + 2\0I, sin(<t>) + £,2I0 sin«»)) E2 t\p(ia2 ) = 2Ej exp(y^0 + 2iq + ia2 - mil)—= -  

x = arctg(k: I y) « I 
(33), 

where /„ = l„(yE,2);ii = I,(y^2) are modified Bessel functions of order 0 and 1, respectively. 
It is worth emphasizing that the system depends in an essentially nonlinear manner on the 

amplitudes £,. If the second wave amplitude ^2 is zero, i.e., =0, the surface is planar, and we obtain the 
standard Fresnel formulas: 

E0'=2(kJy)Ei 
f 

E2 =0 (34) 

<x0 = 2<j)-7t/2 

The nonlinearity starts to appear, when the surface oscillation amplitude becomes of the order of skin 
layer depth, y\2 ~ /, that is when the arguments of the Bessel functions reach the value of about unity. 
From that observation it is possible to deduce the amplitude back reflection coefficient (which is equal 
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to 2k£2) to be of the order of fc/y. Also it is obvious, that for large modulation amplitudes t,2 (y& > 1) 
the electric field amplitudes decreases. The back reflected wave disappears both when ^2->0   and when 
£,2 » 1/y, reaching a maxima at about t,2 ~l/y- 

The electron density in the plasma is determined by the average plasma wave intensity: 

n{z, y) = Zn, (H(z) + — —^ — ) 
dz' 

(35) 

Where Zn, is the background density of electrons and H(z) is the Heaviside step function. From (35) 
we get the constant density contours. In particular, tie reflecting surface z = f (y) is determined by the 
critical density contour n(z,y) = rfcr = m©2/s0e

2. Inserting the plasma field from (32), we find 

,2 
1      En   + E2    + 2E-, En cos(2k y + afl + a, ) 

f(y^oA2) = TH- '   /7w     / )      06) 2y ncr I z.ni -1 

We again decompose f (y) into spatial harmonics and keep only the two first terms of the ensuing series. 
Thereafter we compare the result to the initial assumption made for the surface profile: 

f(y^oA2) 
2y 

F F 
ln( ) + 2^rCOs(2k y + a0 +a2) 

ncrln-l        E() (37) 

= £ß +%2cos(2k
yy-<5?2) 

As a result we find forH,o,2 and forq>2 the expressions: 

1 
ln(- 

2y      ncrln-l 
r 

E 

) = So 

yEo 
T = 42 (38) 

an +a2 ~-<?2 
As was pointed out before, tie amplitude back reflection coefficient R = 2kz£,2 is determined by t,2 ■ By 
inserting the second equation of (38) into (33) we obtain 

7 + Misin(^(V^^-Vfe))^^fe) 
2 //(y^)/0(y^2)        2i,fö2) 

(39) 
<j> = arctg — 

y 
which can be used for solving^ • The amplitude of the incident field does not enter in (39) (although it 
appears in (38)). This is connected to the expansion in E0 used in the derivation of Eqs. (38): The fields 
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are proportional to the incident amplitude (as we have a linear boundary conditions), and as a result the 
ratio E2VE0 is independent of Eo • The dependence on Eo enters only in higher order terms. 

Equation (39) has a solution 

y^2 =0.4;R0r =2.5(k. /y)2 =0.025cos2 6 (40) 

at co/c0p=0.1. Physically it is clear, that in the diffraction grating a nonlinear anharmonic profile 
develops, when the amplitude of perturbations becomes comparable with those caused by Eo, i.e., when 
the modulation amplitude t,2 becomes of the order of the depth of the skin layer. In that case the profile 
of the surface looses its harmonic structure (field is inhomogeneous along z), and higher harmonics at 
the expense of t,2 ■ Note that the amplitude £,0 describes a global shift of the surface into the plasma 
and is not connected with a saturation from unharmonic behavior. Thus the back reflection coefficient 
approaches zero both at small pump intensities, when the surface modulation is small, and at large 
intensities, A0 > 1, when the surface modulation acquires higher harmonics resulting in a diffuse 
scattering of a radiation on them. The maximum backreflection is reached at A0 < 1. We shall further 
elaborate on this by writing an approximate analytical expression for the reflection coefficient R as a 
function of the pump intensity: R(I). According to Eqs. (11) and (12), for small values of the pump 
amplitude ao, the amplitude of the back reflected back increases exponentially the gain factor being 
dependent on the pump intensity. From (39) it follows that saturation at a level Rr occurs when the pump 
intensity is further increased Beyond I> 1, the magnitude Rr should decrease, because according to 
(33) the amplitude E2 decreases exponentially, when yt,2 > 1- Thus a reasonably good approximate 
expression for R (1), in the range I > Ith, can be written as: 

R(I): 
exp(G(I))-exp(G(Ith)) 

1+    '    exp(G(l)) 
Rr(I) (41) 

where G (7) is given by (12) and the threshold value Ithr by Eq. (18). From (33) one obtains for R(I) = 
R0rexp(-2I/Ii8) where the reference intensity Ii8 corresponds to the value AQ=1 (the subscript 18 follows 
from the approximate numerical value Ii8«1018W/cm2 . A plot of the amplitude reflection coefficient 
R(I) is given in 
respectively. 

Fig. 5 for a numerical values G, \h, and R0r, taken from (12), (18), and    (40), 
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Fig. 5: The approximate reflection coefficient R(I), according to the fit (41),.versus laser intensity I in 
units of 1018W/cm2 

6. Summary and Conclusions 

We have discussed the possibility of inducing of grating structure on the surface of plasma by high 
intensity oblique incident and reflected laser beams. 
The absolute instability conditions in inhomogeneous plasma are found, so at intensity of laser pulse 
more 1016 W/cm2 and the duration near 100 fs the instability should develop. 
The constructed profile of plasma surface becomes essential anharmonic at relativistic laser intensity 
and the reflection coefficient in back direction becomes saturated. 
It was shown that reflection coefficient of back scattered light can be some percents and it correlates 
with experimental date. 
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X-ray short pulse generation from femtosecond laser-produced 
plasmas and its application in pump-probe spectroscopy 

Hidetoshi Nakano, Peixiang Lu*, Tadashi Nishikawa, and Naoshi Uesugif 

NTT Basic Research Laboratories, 3-1 Morinosato Wakamiya, Atsugi, Kanagawa 243-0198, Japan 

ABSTRACT 
High-density plasmas created near a solid surface by a femtosecond laser pulse emit ultrashort x-ray pulses that are synchro- 
nized to the laser pulse. In the first part of this paper, the spectral and temporal properties of the x-ray emitted from plasma 
created on aluminum film by a femtosecond laser pulse are shown. The minimum pulse duration was <3 ps as measured by 
an x-ray streak camera. The energy conversion efficiency, from laser pulse into soft x-ray at 14 ± 0.05 nm, was 10" -10". 
More than a 30-fold enhancement in soft x-ray emission was achieved by fabricating an array of nanoholes on an alumina 
surface. In the latter half, we demonstrate time-resolved absorption measurement in the soft x-ray region by means of pump- 
probe spectroscopy. Using a 10-ps x-ray pulse, we measured time-resolved absorption of optically-pumped silicon near its 
Ui,m edge. We found that laser-pulse irradiation caused a more than 10% increase in soft x-ray absorption near the edge, 
which means that the transition of electrons in inner shells was rapidly modulated by excitation of valence electrons. The 
absorption change recovered within 20 ps. 

Key words: x-ray source, ultrafast, laser-produced plasma, x-ray spectroscopy 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

The recent development of high-power ultrafast laser technologies has made laser-produced plasmas more attractive for their 
potential use as bright x-ray sources.1,2 High-density plasmas created near a solid surface by femtosecond laser pulses emit 
short x-rays pulses in the energy range from sub-keV to MeV. These x-rays are also synchronized to the incident laser pulse. 
Therefore, they are extremely important as diagnostic probes in pump-probe type experiments for observing the dynamic 
response of optically excited materials. From this point of view, efforts have been made to demonstrate time-resolved dif- 
fraction3'4 and absorption measurements5-7 using femtosecond laser-produced plasma x-rays. To date, more attention has 
been paid to diffraction measurements, since x-ray diffraction provides direct information on atomic positions and molecular 
structure. However, x-ray absorption measurements are also important in material study. From the x-ray absorption spec- 
trum, we can extract microscopic information on a material, such as the electronic states of atoms, chemical bonds, and local 
structures. In addition, pump-probe absorption spectroscopy using short x-ray probe pulses is expected to be able to reveal 
the dynamics of electrons in inner shells in optically-excited materials, as opposed to that of valence electrons, which have 
been well studied by laser spectroscopy. 

In the first part of this paper, we will describe x-ray emission properties from femtosecond laser-produced plasmas and 
our recent experimental results showing enhanced soft x-ray emissions.8"13 Using a nano-structured target, we achieved more 
than a 30-fold enhancement in soft x-ray emission while keeping pulse duration less than 20 ps. The latter half demonstrates 
time-resolved absorption measurements in the soft x-ray region by mean of pump-probe spectroscopy. We observed, for the 
first time, a rapid absorption change induced by femtosecond laser pulse irradiation in silicon membrane near its Lu,m absorp- 
tion edge. 

2.   X-RAY EMISSIONS FROM FEMTOSECOND LASER PLASMA CREATED ON METAL 
SURFACE 

For practical use, intense x-ray pulses are needed. From this point of view, we tried several ways to improve the efficiency 
of conversion into x-rays. There are basically three approaches to improving conversion efficiency. One is modifying the 
conditions of the laser pulse to create plasma. Using a prepulse to form gaseous plasma before incidence of the intense laser 
pulse is the most powerful and controllable scheme,8 9> l5"18 though there is the drawback of pulse broadening. Using a pre- 
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Umemidai, Kizucho, Souraku-gun, Kyoto 619-0215, Japan. 
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pulse scheme, we can adjust the pulse duration, photon flux, and emission spectrum by selecting appropriate prepulse condi- 
tions '•l8 Another way is choosing appropriate target materials or modifying them. Metals with higher atomic number Z, 
composite materials such as metal-doped glasses,1011 and nano-structured targets12"1 • are examples. In the following sec- 
tions, we will describe the properties of x-ray emission from plasma on metal surface created by a femtosecond laser pulse 
and the enhanced emission properties we obtained by fabricating a nanohole array on an alumina target surface. 

2.1. X-ray emissions from Al-plasma 
The light source was a Ti: sapphire laser system consisting of a passively mode-locked Ti: sapphire laser, a pulse stretcher, a 
regenerative amplifier, a 3-pass linear amplifier, and a pulse compressor. It operates at 10 Hz, and provides 100-fs, 100-mJ 
optical pulses at the wavelength of 790 nm. The extinction ratio between the main pulse and undesirable satellite pulses that 
preceded it by more than 1 ns is better than 106, which is high enough to ignore the influence of the satellites as prepulse. 
The laser pulses were focused on the target at normal incidence with a 200-mm focal length MgF2 lens. The spot size was 
about 30 um, and the peak intensity was 1.6" 1016 W/cm2. As a target, we used a 4-um thick aluminum film deposited on a 
silicon wafer. Targets were mounted on a motorized stage and scanned to expose a fresh surface for each laser shot. To 
measure soft x-rays in the sub-keV region, we used a grazing incidence flat-field spectrograph and a single-shot time- 
resolved spectrograph.9 A spherically bent mica crystal (2d = 1.994 nm) with bending radius of 100 mm was used to meas- 
ure x-ray emission spectra in the keV region. 

Figure 1 shows time-integrated x-ray emission spectra in the sub-keV and keV regions. The unit of the vertical axis in 
Fig 1(b) was of the order of 108 photons/A/sr. In both regions, one can find fine structures corresponding to line emissions, 
which are dominated by emissions from A10+-A15\ on a broad continuum-like pedestal. We estimated the electron density of 
the plasma at the emitting zone to be 8"1022 cm'3 from the intensity ratio among Li-like dielectric satellite lines. The effi- 
ciency of conversion into soft x-rays at a wavelength of 14 nm was measured to be 4" 10"5 %/Ä/sr using a multi-layered mir- 
ror combined with a microchannel plate (MCP) detector. The temporal evolution of soft x-ray emission is shown in Fig. 2. 
This shows that soft x-ray emission at 4-10-nm wavelengths started almost simultaneously and lasted almost the same 
amount of time. The duration of the soft x-ray pulse was 3.0 ps, which is almost the instrumental^limit. Due to a small 
source size (< 100 urn) and short pulse duration (< 3 ps), the peak brightness exceeds 1022ph/s/mm2/sr/0.1%BW when the 
input energy of the 100-fs laser pulse is 20 mJ. 

2.2. Dependence of soft x-ray emissions on atomic number of target material 

Figure 3 shows soft x-ray emission spectra from femtosecond laser-produced plasmas created on Si, Ti, Sn, and Au. In all 
cases, the intensity of the laser pulse on the target surface was 1.6" 1016 W/cm2. These graphs show that the emission spec- 

trum becomes less structured with increasing atomic number 
due to numerous transitions that give emissions in this energy 
range.17 Figure 4 summarizes the dependence of the conversion 
efficiency into soft x-rays on the atomic number of the target 
materials. We measured conversion efficiencies at 8 and 14 nm 
using the multi-layered mirrors and MCP detector.   At both 8 
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Fig. 1.   Time-integrated spectra of x-ray emitted from Al- 
plasma. 

Fig. 2.   Temporal evolution of soft x-rays emitted from Al- 
plasma. 
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Fig. 3. Time-integrated spectra of soft x-rays in sub-keV region emitted from (a) Si, (b) Ti, (c) Sn, and (d) Au. In all cases, 
the intensity of a laser pulse was 1.6x 1016 W/cm2. 

and 14 nm, the efficiency increased gradually with some undulation with increasing atomic number. This trend is the same 
as that seen in ns-laser plasma x-rays. The humps in Fig. 4 correspond to maximum emissivity for L-, M-, N-, and O-shell 
ions. We can select the target material that will provide intense soft x-ray emissions in the wavelength range suitable for spe- 
cific applications. For example, for x-ray absorption spectroscopy, broadband x-rays without fine structures are required. 
Therefore, a high-Z target material should be used. For all materials, the duration of soft x-ray pulses was 3-10 ps, which is 
close to the instrumental limit. In the case of pulse broadening, which was observed at higher pumping intensity, particularly 
in high-Z materials, soft x-ray emission at longer wavelength stayed a longer period of time. 

2.3. Enhanced soft x-ray emission from plasma created on nano-structured target 

We found that by fabricating an array of nanoholes perpendicular to the surface of an alumina target, as shown in Fig. 5, soft 
x-ray emission from laser-produced plasma is enhanced and the pulse duration is kept short.14 A nanometer structure on a 
target surface, such as a porous or nanohole structure, is expected to realize a low average density with a high local density. 
Low average density is a favorable for overcoming the tiny interaction volume of the material with an intense femtosecond 
laser pulse, which results in a limited efficiency of conversion into soft x-ray emission. High local density is required in or- 
der to maintain the relatively high cooling rate of plasma created near the target surface. 

The targets were made by the anodic oxidation of an aluminum plate.   In Fig. 6, soft x-ray emission spectrum from 
plasma created a 100-fs laser pulse on an anodic alumina target with mean nanohole diameter and cell size of 90 nm and 
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Fig. 5. SEM image of an anodic-alumina structure. 
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Fig. 6. Time-integrated soft x-ray spectra emitted from anodic 
alumina and plain alumina targets. The intensity scale on the 
plain target is expanded by a factor of ten. 

100 nm respectively. The intensity of the laser pulse was 1.5*1016 W/cm2. In the figure, the soft x-ray emission spectrum 
from plasma on a plain alumina target is also shown (dotted curve). The intensity scale on a plain target is expanded by a 
factor often. Comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 1, one can see that additional groups of line emissions due to oxygen ions appeared 
in the case of alumina targets. Figure 6 shows that soft x-ray emission over the entire wavelength region was enhanced about 
30 fold when using a target with an array of nanoholes on its surface. Further enhancement of softx-ray emission was ob- 
served at the shorter wavelengths corresponding to the emission from highly ionized species (Al +-A1 ). The measured 
pulse durations of soft x-ray emitted from anodic and plain alumina targets were 17 and 5 ps, respectively. The lower heat 
conductivity of the anodic alumina target might have affected the pulse duration. Figure 7 shows that further enhancement 
was achieved by using a target with larger pore diameter, which means a lower average density to interact with laser pulse. 
By fabricating nanometer-sized structures perpendicular to the surface, similar enhancement of soft x-ray emission is ex- 
pected for other target materials.21 

3    TIME-RESOLVED ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY OF OPTICALLY EXCITED SILICON 
USING FEMTOSECOND-LASER PLASMA X-RAY PULSES 

We have demonstrated time-resolved measurement of soft x-ray absorption in optically-excited silicon membrane by means 
of pump-probe spectroscopy.7'" The dynamic change in the soft x-ray absorption near the L„m edge induced by a 100-fs 
laser pulse was probed by synchronized soft x-ray pulses emitted from femtosecond laser-produced plasma. A block diagram 
of the setup is shown in Fig. 8. The 50-mJ laser pulses were sent into a beam splitter, where 80% of the energy was reflected. 
Reflected light was focused onto a flat target using a 200-mm focal length MgF2 lens at the normal incidence to generate soft 
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Fig. 8. Experimental setup for time-resolved soft x-ray absorption measurements by means of pump-probe spectroscopy. 
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Fig. 9. Time-integrated spectrum (a), streak image (b), and line trace of the streak image (c) of the soft x-ray pulse emitted 
from Ta-plasma created by a 100-fs Ti: sapphire laser pulse. 

x-ray pulses. To obtain a broadband soft x-ray pulse without fine structures in a spectrum, we used a 4-um-thick Ta film as a 
target to create plasma. Figure 9 shows the emission spectrum and shape of the probe soft x-ray pulse, which indicate that 
the temporal resolution of the system was -10 ps. The emitted soft x-rays were focused by a set of grazing incidence con- 
cave mirrors onto a 100-nm-thick silicon membrane. The sample was set on a pinhole with a radius of 100 urn. Soft x-ray, 
which transmitted through the sample, was again focused onto the entrance slit of a flat-field grazing incidence spectrograph. 
The spectrograph had an unequally grooved grating with a nominal groove number of 1200 mm"1. To detect soft x-rays (10- 
15 nm), we used a MCP detector coupled with a cooled CCD. The sample was a 100-nm-thick silicon membrane without 
any supporting structures. The remaining 10 mJ of laser light was sent into an optical variable delay line and a variable at- 
tenuator, and then focused onto the sample by a 500-mm focal length lens. To ensure spatial overlapping, the diameter of the 
spot size of the laser beam focused on the sample was set at 5 mm. The estimated photon flux on the detector was 
~ 1000 photons/Ä in each pulse.   The spectral resolution was higher than 400 (in A/AX) near 100 eV. 

3.1. Change in soft x-ray transmission by femtosecond laser pulse irradiation 

Figure 10 shows typical transmission spectra with and without laser pulse irradiation. In this case, the laser and the soft x-ray 
pulses arrived simultaneously on a sample. Curve (b), the thick dotted one, shows the transmission spectrum of the sample 
when the pumping pulse was blocked. Curve (a), the thick solid one, was obtained when the sample was irradiated by a laser 

1.0 

pulse. The intensity of the pumping pulse on the sample was 3*10 W/cm 
(~ 0.1 J/cm2). In the figure, a slight downward shift of the 
absorption edge is observed with laser pulse irradiation. 
Curve (c) shows the normalized difference between curves 
(a) and (b). The differential transmittance TD is defined as 
TD = (Tp - Tu)/Tu, where Tp and Tu represent the transmit- „ 0.8 
tance with and without laser pulse irradiation, respectively. 
Curve (c) shows that a sharp change in transmission only 
appeared near the LIUI, absorption edge. The most signifi- 
cant dip in the differential transmittance appeared at 
99.5 eV, which corresponds to the energy difference be- 
tween the Ljim level and the top of the valence band. 
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Figure 11 (a) shows the differential transmission spectra 
at various time delays between pump and probe pulses 
when the intensity of the pump pulse was 3><1010 W/cm2. 
The delay step was 6.6 ps. Change in transmission is 
clearly observed only at -10 ps < iD < 20 ps, where TD 

represents the time lag between the arrival of the probe 
pulse and that of the pump pulse at the sample surface. In 
obtaining these curves, we confirmed at each step that 
there was no big difference among the transmission spectra 
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measured in case of no pumping laser pulse. Therefore we can exclude the Possibility of ^^J^J^Jl 
strong laser pulse irradiation on the sample, such as melting and destruction. In Fig. 11(b), the depth of the dp at 99.5 eV i 
nlotted as a function of time delay T/>. The dependence of the relative increase in absorption on the time delay at iD <0 ps 
£ he XTape of he soft x-ray within the error bars. This means that the absorption change built up almost instantane- 
lÄttotrtlB handln the positive delay side, one can clearly see the recovery of the absorption change. By 
fitting the result to an exponential function, we obtained the recovery time constant of about 20 ps. 

3.2. Dependence of soft x-ray absorption change on pumping laser intensity 

In Fig 12(a), transmission spectra of the silicon membrane are shown for three different laser pulse intensities (/ = 3* l£, 
1 x io'° 3x 1010 W/cm2). In all cases, the probe soft x-ray and the pumping laser pulses arrived on the sample simultaneously. 
From t'he spectra, one can see that the amount of Wedge downward shift increased with increasing pumping^^J, 
However, the spectral resolution of our system does not allow us to quantitatively discuss the^ amoun^of absorp «» ,?d|e 
shift In all cases, significant change in differential transmittance only appeared near the absorption edge. The most sigmfi 
an dip appeared near 99.5 eV. In Fig. 12(b), the dip in differential transmittance at 99.5 eV is plotted as a function of arri- 

val time delay of the probe soft x-ray pulse to the pumping laser pulse TD. Although the SNR was not high enough the re- 
covery time constant seems to increase with decreasing pumping laser pulse intensity /,. The recovery time constant at the 
intensity of 3* 109 W/cm2 was about 35 ps, while it was about 20 ps at 3* 10 W/cmz 
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3.3. Discussions 
The most probable reason for the absorption change is the modification of the energy structures across the band gap due to 
high-density electron-hole pairs created by the strong field of the pumping laser pulse. We observed an absorption edge shift 
of about 0.2 eV toward the lower energy side when the sample was pumped by a laser pulse with an intensity of 
3xl010 W/cm2. However, this amount of shift was close to the resolution of our system. The estimated initial density of 
photo-induced carriers is 1020 cm"3, which is high enough to modify the band energy. It is well known that the band gap en- 
ergy shifts downward due to renormalization of the band energy.22 By using an empirical formula given in Ref. 22, the 
amount of band gap shift is estimated to be 0.15 eV when the density of induced carriers is 1020 cm"3. This estimation sup- 
ports our assumption that the L„.m absorption edge downward shift is related to the band gap renormalization in a highly ex- 
cited semiconductor. The smaller shift at lower pumping intensity [Fig. 12(a)] is consistent with the formula given in 
Ref. 22. From the results described in Ref. 23, high-density electron-hole pair plasma decays within tens of picoseconds. In 
our case, soft x-ray absorption change was observed within this decay time. Reference 23 also indicates that the recombina- 
tion rate of induced carriers increases with increasing carrier density. Our result in Fig. 12(b) qualitatively agrees with this. 
When high-density electron-hole pair plasma exists, the electronic structure of the silicon is modified. As a result, the L- 
absorption edge corresponding to ionization potential could have shifted when the plasma existed. To make the origins of the 
absorption change clear, further studies are required. 

4.   SUMMARY 

In summary, femtosecond laser-produced plasmas are attractive ultrashort x-ray sources for time-resolved spectroscopy. 
They emit x-rays covering the sub-keV to keV energy region with durations of less than 10 ps. Due to a small source size 
and short pulse duration, the peak brightness exceeds 1022 ph/s/mm2/sr/0.1%BW. We found that the photon flux of soft x-ray 
emission can be enhanced more than 30 fold by making an array of nanoholes on an alumina surface and the duration of 
emission kept to less than 20 ps. Even greater enhancement was achieved at the shorter wavelengths corresponding to emis- 
sion from highly ionized species. By using a femtosecond laser-produced plasma x-ray, we demonstrated time-resolved ab- 
sorption measurement of optically excited silicon by means of pump-probe spectroscopy. As a result, we found that a more 
than 10% increase in soft x-ray absorption near the L„M, absorption edge in silicon was induced by a 3*10 -W/cm"- 
femtosecond-laser pulse irradiation. This absorption change recovered within 20 ps. The origin of this observation is most 
likely the modification of the energy structures across the band gap due to high-density electron-hole pairs created by the 
strong field of the pumping laser pulse. 

Potential applications of ultrafast x-ray pulses from femtosecond laser-produced plasmas are expected to open a new class 
of material studies, such as dynamics of electrons in inner shells, photo-induced phase change, chemical change, and struc- 
tural change, with high temporal resolution. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Langmuir probe was used to study erosion plume resulting from ablation of a tantalum target in vacuum with 
excimer laser (308 nm) radiation. The spatial and temporal dependencies of electron and ion probe currents were obtained in 
real time. Relying upon a series of dependencies of electron probe currents on the value of probe potential, electron 
temperature of different plume regions was taken at various distances from the target. It was established that the plume 
electron temperature is non-uniform. The ion concentration in the plume determined at various distances from the target. 

Key words: erosion plume, Langmuir probe, ion scatter velocity, electron temperature. 

INTRODUCTION 

The process of ablation of solid targets has long been the subject of a large body of research. This is related both to 
complexity of involved processes and to possibility of wide practical applications ',2. One major application of solid target 
ablation by laser beam is the process of thin film deposition with pulsed laser. 

Practical applications, especially the processes of laser-plasma deposition, require the information on characteristics 
of erosion plume. The energy spectra of ions are known to play an essential role in deposition of thin films by physical 
methods3, particularly in laser-plasma deposition 4. Of great importance in these processes is the possibility of ion energy 
spectrum control, which has a pronounced effect on deposited film characteristics (type of crystal structure, crystal size, 
adhesion, etc.) 4. Determination of the plume energy parameters (energy spectrum of ions, electron temperature, density), 
their dependence on laser pulse energy, spatial evolution and angular dependence are of special importance in pulsed laser 
deposition of thin metal films. The resolved in time and space measurements made in the course of plume motion from target 
to substrate yield information on kinetics and velocity of different particles. 

The investigations of laser erosion plume in ablation of metals, semiconductors, ion crystals, ceramics widely 
involve the probe methods 56"9. It is typical of laser ablation of metals that the target evaporation threshold approaches the 
threshold of plasma generation 10. Thus, in pulsed laser deposition, erosion plume of metal is largely ionized 5,n. In highly 
ionized plume plasma the Langmuir probe makes records of charged particles, which present a considerable share of the 
plume particles, and provides therewith for high local accuracy of measurements. The Langmuir probe was used to take the 
plume electron temperature 7"9, to measure the velocity distribution 6'9 and energy spectrum of ions5. 

This paper reports the investigation of erosion plume in ablation of tantalum target by excimer laser radiation (308 
nm) using the Langmuir probe. The spatial and temporal dependence of electron and ion probe currents was obtained in real 
time. The measurements were taken of ion velocity, of electron temperature and ion density distribution in the plume, and of 
their dynamics. 

EXPERIMENT 

The experiments were run in the vacuum chamber which was evacuated by diffusion pump to p<10"5 mm Hg. Laser 
erosion plasma was generated by XeCl excimer laser. Pulse half-height duration made 20 ns, pulse energy was regulated 
between 2 to 25 mJ. The beam was focused by two-lens objective and directed to the target at 50° to the normal. The targets 
were made as discs from tantalum foil of 0.5 or 1 mm thickness, 99.9% purity (Alfa, Asohnson Mattey Comp.). The discs 
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were fixed on electric drive axis and rotated at 10 Hz frequency. The focus spot had an ellipsoidal shape and 0.5 mm area at 
the target. The target and vacuum chamber walls were earthed. The Langmuir probe of 5 mm length was made from tungsten 
wire of 0.2 mm diameter, which was placed into ceramic tube. The probe potential could be varied within ±18 V. The 
controlled voltage at the probe was supplied by a bank of accumulators which was connected to the probe by one pole 
through a potentiometer, and was earthed by the other pole through a load resistor. To stabilize the probe potential when 
current was flowing, the source of controlled voltage was bypassed by 2.5 uF capacitor. The value of load resistance could be 
discretely varied from 10 to 1000 Q. The signal from the load resistor was processed by high-speed ADC and stored by IBM 
PC computer. The ADC digitization period made 0.1 us. The range of measured ADC voltages was +5 V. The time of charge 
arriving to the probe was counted from the moment of generation of laser pulse recorded by photodiode sending the signal to 
the ADC trigger input. The probe was placed in the vacuum chamber with its axis parallel to the target plane and was moved 
parallel with the normal to the place of radiation focusing at the distance of 3 to 160 mm from the target surface. For the 
purpose of running angular measurements, the probe could be deviated from the normal by ±80°. To study the particles 
scattering over the target surface, the probe was moved within 3 mm above the target plane up to 45 mm away from the 
irradiated area. In all measurements the probe axis was kept parallel to the target plane, and the probe was held with its side 

parallel to ablation area. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The performed experiments yielded more than a thousand of time-of-flight curves (TFC) of probe current in ablation 
of tantalum at different probe-to-target separations and probe potentials and at different energies of laser incident radiation. 
Changing the sign of probe potential, we obtained TFC both for ions and for electrons. For the characteristic points of TFC 
volt-ampere probe curves were generated; their electron branches served to determine electron temperature, and the potential 
of ion current saturation was found from the ion branch. 

The times of leading ion groups arrival were measured for several probe-to-target separations. The time of arrival 
was determined by the delay of probe signal front edge measured at the amplitude half-height relative to laser pulse. The time 
of signal front edge arrival was found to be proportional to the probe-to-target separation. The ion scatter velocity was 
determined from the probe curves as the ratio between the probe-to-target separation and the time of corresponding current 
value delay relative to laser pulse onset. 

For the leading group of Ta ions the scatter velocity does nod depend on probe-to-target separation and makes 1.9- 
104 m/s. This value of velocity obtained by us satisfies the dependence v~(M)"1/2, where M is molecular weight of the 
element; this dependence was observed by the other authors for ions of barium, yttrium and copper 12 when the experiments 
were conducted at laser radiation density 2 J/cm2. In this paper the experiments were run under similar conditions. 

The probe time-of-flight curves of tantalum ions differ considerably at different probe-to-target separations. The 
evolution of TFC of tantalum ions with the distance for 2 J/cm2 radiation flux is shown in Fig. 1. The signal amplitude is 
reduced as the probe-to-target separation increases, so for convenience the TFC in Fig. 1 are not scaled. Al the curves were 
obtained for the range from 0 to 100 ps, it was reduced to 30 us in order to gain higher resolution. As seen from the curves 
given in Fig. 1, the delay of signal front edge is proportional to the probe-to-target separation. 

When the probe is moved to 10 mm (Fig. 1, curve 1) away from the target, the time-of-flight signal presents a 
smooth curve that has one maximum with steeply sloping front edge and more flattened back edge falling off to zero within 
10 us. If we assume that this curve corresponds to some smooth distribution by ion velocities, then it should retain its smooth 
shape even at further scatter. Though, the time-of-flight signal exhibits more complicated behavior as the probe-to-target 
separation increases. With the probe moving away from the target several maximums can be observed on TFC, which 
become even more pronounced as the distance increases. As seen in Fig. 1, TFC has two maximums at the distances of 23 
mm and 75 mm. At 113 mm, three maximums can be distinguished, and at 133 mm four maximums are already observed. It 
turned out that velocity distribution in the group of particles corresponding to an individual maximum on curves 4 and 5 can 
be described by Maxwell distribution ,3M 

I(t) = K-L-f4 -exp(-(L/t)2/v2 (1) 
or by shifted Maxwell distribution15 

I(t) = K-L-f4- exp(-((L/t) -vj2/v2). (2) 

where K is proportionality factor, v=(2k- T/M) m is most probable velocity, L is probe-to-target separation, v0 is velocity of 
mass center of ion group moving away from the surface in collision mode. These distributions were used to describe the 
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obtained experimental data. After mathematical processing of the experimental data it turned out that each of curves 1-5 (Fig. 
1) presents a sum of four Maxwell curves having different locations of maximums; that is, at negative probe potential four 
groups of positively charged particles are observed in the plume through TFC for all the studied distances. For illustration, 
Fig. 2 (a, b) presents TFC for L=23 mm and 113 mm, respectively. Though one can see two maximums on the first curve and 
three of them on the second curve, both the curves are approximated with a high degree of accuracy by four Maxwell curves. 
When the probe is located at 23 mm from the target, TFC is described by the curves with maximums in the points of 1.1, 2.1, 
4.0, 16.7 us which correspond to particle velocities 21, 11, 6, 1.4 km/s. The curve obtained at the distance of 113 mm in the 
region below 30 us with four distinct peaks is well approximated by three curves which are described by Maxwell 
distribution. To describe the curve in the region with scatter time more than 30 us, one more approximation should be used, 
i.e. shifted Maxwell distribution with relatively low mean velocity. The maximums of these distributions are in the points of 
5.3, 10.2, 17.7, 49 us with most probable velocities 21,11,6, 2.5 km/s. It can be seen from velocity values obtained for the 
distances 23 and 113 mm to the probe that velocities of the first three groups of ions are constant, and the velocity of the 
fourth group increases with the distance from the target. An increase in velocity of the fourth ion group is also confirmed by 
TFC approximation at all the studied probe-to-target separations (10-133 mm). Two- and three-mode distributions of ions by 
velocities were noted previously by the other authors for multi-component targets of ion crystals 16 and HTSC ceramics   . 

It has been established in our earlier studies that in ablation of Ta, ion probe current saturation is achieved at probe 
potential «10 V 18. The probe current value in ion current saturation mode is found by the formula 

1^0,5-S-e-n-V, (3) 
where S is probe area, e is electron charge, n is ion density, V is ion velocity at the boundary of probe collision-free layer . 
The ion time-of-flight signal can be point-by-point transformed to distribution of charge density in the flying plume 

n(t) = l(t)/(0,5- S e -V) = I(t) ■ t/(0,5-S- e-L) (4) 
where t is arrival time of recorded ions, L is probe-to-target separation. Relying upon these relationships we evaluated the 
concentration of particles in the plume at different distances from the target using the obtained TFC. It has been found that 
maximum concentration of ions in the plume varies from 3.3-1013 cm"3 at the distance L=10 mm to 1.4-1011 cm"3 at L=133 
mm. 

The first groups of ions moving with constant velocity are formed at the start of ablation process in the mode of free 
collisionless release. For these ion groups amplitudes of signals reduce with the distance as I'218, corresponding to spherical 
layer scatter. More slower groups of ions are resulting from the release process characterized by the presence of Knudsen 
layer when a backward flow of particles emerges having an effect upon further evaporation conditions 14. The time of 
evaporation of atoms from the target surface can far exceed laser pulse duration as the result of radiation heating of the target 
surface by plume plasma and backward flow of particles from plasma. As the hydrodynamic scatter model20 shows, when a 
cloud is scattered to the distance of several centimeters the density of neutral particles retains its maximal value at the target 
surface. It is well known that neutral particles in the plume have lower scatter velocities than charged particles 12. Though, 
their leading part that moves faster than the "tail" of fast ion groups can be ionized as the result of resonance recharging, that 
will lead to increase in scatter velocities of slow ion groups. A long "tail" on probe TFC can also be formed during ionization 
as the result of neutral particle flow overlapping the back front of electron cloud of the plume charged part . 

The emergence of "hot" electrons in plasma can be caused by the processes of multi-photon absorption, by 
backward retarding absorption 2, by build-up of Langmuir vibrations 21. As a consequence of Coulomb interaction with 
external layers of erosion plume, these electrons form a high-energy leading part of ions, their energy reaching several 
hundred electron-volt, which is observed in the experiment518,22. Though, due to low depth of external field penetration into 
the plume plasma, a portion of these ions in the whole mass of plume ions is rather small and makes several per cent their 
overall amount18'22. 

The time dependencies of electron probe current are complicated similarly to time-of-flight ion curves. They are 
also considerably varied with the probe-to-target separation. At long distances they have several maximums which are close 
in their temporal location to the maximums on time-of-flight curves of ion current. A typical view of electron current curve 
with the probe placed at the plume axis is shown in Fig. 3. The probe-to-target separation is 23 mm. Relying upon 
dependence of the amplitudes of TFC maximums on the probe potential, electron temperature Tc was determined in the 
plume parts corresponding to these maximums. 

The electron temperature was found from the plot illustrating the dependence of logarithms of peak amplitudes on 
the electron current time-of-flight curve upon the probe potential. The slope of this plot in the region below electron 
saturation current is equal to e/(k-Te), where e is electron charge, k is Boltzmann constant, Te is electron temperature in 
electron-volt terms. This follows from the probe equation 

Ie (Xexpfe-V/k-TJ, 
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where V=VP- Vs is probe-to-space voltage, Vp is probe potential, Vs is plasma potential that can be different from zero by 
the value of (k-Te)/e, Ie is probe current. The probe equation is valid when positive voltage at the probe is above (k-Te)/e; 

below this value ion current is comparable with electron current, and the relationship lnIe(V) is shifted from the linear one ' . 
The value of Tc was determined for the probe-to-target separations 23 mm, 75 mm and 133 mm using three observed 

maximums, the temporal location of which was varied with the probe-to-target separation. The results are presented in Table 
1. The temperature appeared to be different at all the three maximums. The tend is toward temperature lowering to the last 
peak, i.e. to the tail part of the plume. Though the obtained temperatures apply to electron clouds related to different groups 
of ions scattering at different velocities. If, by analogy with ion TFC, we ascribe to the maximums on the electron curves the 
obtained scatter velocities, then, relying upon temporal location of TFC maximums for different probe-to-target separations, 
it is possible to distinguish the temperatures corresponding to the electron cloud which is related to a specific ion group and 
moves form the target at a constant velocity. These are, for example, the first maximum at the distance of 22 mm, the second 
one - at 75 mm, and the third maximum - at 133 mm, each of them being associated with an electron temperature, 
correspondingly, 6.4 eV, 5.9 eV, 5.3 eV. Thus, the temperature in the electron bunch moving at a constant velocity falls with 

distance from the target. The formula23 

Tt = 2 98- 1&-A"8- (Z + l)-5,8-Z3'4 ■ (I- A/2- t'/4 -K, 

where A is atomic weight of an ion, Z is average charge of ions in the cloud, I is laser radiation intensity (W/cm2), X.(cm) is 
radiation wavelength, T(C) is laser pulse duration, gives an estimate of electron temperature for tantalum atoms with single 
ionization (Z = 1) as Te = 4.8 eV, and for Z = 1.5 (tantalum atoms with single and double ionization) as Te = 5.6 eV, which is 
in a good agreement with the obtained results. In measurements of electron temperature in the plume by probe method on 
ablation of ion crystals with excimer laser 16 a drop in temperature Te with the distance from the target surface was also 
observed. 

At the start of scaling a short pulse is seen on the electron current probe curves, the temporal location of which does 
not depend on the probe-to-target separation at 0.1 us resolution. It is produced by photoelectrons released from the target 
surface under laser radiation even before intense ablation. A similar pulse of photoelectrons was recorded in ablation of 
dielectrics 8'16. The amplitudes of these pulses are also dependent on the probe potential. Te measured for them at the distance 
of 75 mm is 11.5 eV, and it makes 7.35 eV at the distance of 133 mm. 

The electron TFC were studied when the probe was moved over the target surface at the distance of 3 mm from the 
surface. In this case three maximums are also observed on TFC. A typical view of the electron current at the probe placed 
near the target surface is given in Fig. 4. It is seen that the shape of the signal is considerably different from the probe current 
curve located at the plume axis. The relationships of amplitudes of different peaks are also different. The absence of a peak 
of photoelectrons engages one's attention. The initial part of scaling shows an individual peak that is slightly seen or is 
lacking when the probe is set on the normal to the target. This peak is produced by the electrons scattering outside the ion 
cloud, but held by Coulomb forces. Due to high concentration of charges in the cloud propagating along the normal this peak 
is not'discernible. In the direction along the surface concentration of charges in the ion cloud is much lower (diagram of ion 
scatter ~cos68 18,22), and the peak is clearly seen. The values of electron temperature were taken from the maximums of 
electron TFC. The dependencies of signal amplitudes on the probe potential were obtained by moving the probe from the 
normal to the plume at the distances of 15 mm, 30 mm and 45 mm. Table 2 presents the obtained values of Te. The first and 
second maximums on TFC correspond to ion groups propagating at constant velocities. We notice that the temperature falls 
with the distance from ablation area, as well as in the direction to the plume tail. It should be noted that all the three values of 
temperature in different parts of the plume along the surface are lower than those noted along the normal to the surface. 

CONCLUSION 

The distribution of ions by scatter velocities in the erosion plume on ablation of tantalum targets in vacuum is not 
smooth in its nature. The velocity distributions in individual groups of ions are well described by Maxwell one-dimensional 
distribution. The leading groups of plume ions propagate at constant velocities. Slow groups of ions are accelerated in scatter. 
This can be caused by variation in ion concentration as the result of chemi-ionization and recombination processes, as well as 
by variation in ion scatter velocity due to second-kind collisions. The accelerated motion of electrons in slow modes exhibits 
the dominant role of processes of electron and ion collisions with neutral particles in the tail part of the charged area of the 
plume in the studied range of distances. Plasma here does not yet reach the state of free flight condition. The electron 
temperature in different parts of the plume has been taken at various distances from the target relying upon series of electron 
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probe current dependencies on the probe potential. It has been established that the plume temperature is not uniform. 
Concentration of ions in the plume has been determined at different distances form the target. 
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Table 1. Values of erosion plume electron temperature (eV) at different probe-to-target separations taken vertically. 

Distance from probe to target, mm 

Number of maximum on TFC 23 75 133 

1 6,4 6,25 5.8 

2 5,7 5,9 5,3 

3 4,8 5,0 4,7 

Table 2. Values of erosion plume electron temperature (eV) at different probe-to-target separations taken horizontally 

Distance from probe to normal, mm 

Number of maximum on TFC 15 

4,2 

4,0 

3,3 

30 

3,9 

3,65 

2,6 

45 

2,90 

1,85 

1,80 

0,00001 0,00002 0,00003 

t,s 

Fig. 1. Dependence of shape of probe time-of-flight curves on probe-to-target separation. 
For convenience the curves are not scaled, and the scanning time is shortened. 
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ABSTRACT 

A production of large amount of ions with low temperature (less than 100 eV), low momen- 
tum spread and narrowed charge state distribution by petawatt-class short-pulse laser is under 
consideration. Residual ion energy as the least unavoidable ion energy after ionization of gases 
by a short intense laser pulse is calculated as a function of laser pulse parameters. Electron 
thermal energy coupling to the ions is estimated taking into account a multi-group structure of 
free electrons produced by optical field ionization. 

1    INTRODUCTION 

The progress achieved over the past decade in the generation of intense femtosecond laser 
pulses1 made it possible to extend substantially the area of theoretical and experimental research 
on the interaction of highly localized intense electromagnetic fields with matter (see, e.g.,2). Many 
applications based on the interaction of short intense laser pulses with gases and plasmas, such 
as laser particle acceleration,3,4 X-ray laser,5 harmonic generation,6 and fast ignitor scheme for 
inertial confinement fusion,7 are discussed intensively. 

A possibility to produce highly-charged low-temperature ions by optical field ionization (OFI) 
of gases under the action of short intense laser pulses opens a new attractive approach to create 
an ion source with a low ion momentum spread and a charge state distribution that can be 
narrowed down to essentially a single charge state.8 

In the present paper we calculate the residual ion energy (RIE) as the least unavoidable 
energy of ions produced by OFI, estimate the restrictions on the extraction time of ions due 
to recombination and collisional heating, and also estimate the laser pulse power necessary to 
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produce highly charged ions without their substantial energy spread due to ponderomotive laser 

acceleration. 

2    RESIDUAL ION ENERGY 

Meaning comparatively wide laser beam we assume one-dimensional geometry with the elec- 
tromagnetic pulse propagating in z direction.   Electric field E in the pulse has the following 

form 
E = {E(t - z/c), 0,0} cos(üü0{t - z/c) 

We discuss the motion of ions in nonrelativistic limit because of their large masses M: 

dVi(t,t*k)      \e\kex .     . m 

 T^ = ~M      ^ cos(Uot) W 

which leads approximately (as an expansion with parameter {u0rimp)~
l) to the 

V,-(*,t*k) = Vi(tltt) + ^ (E(t) sinM) - E(tt) sin(u^)) (2) 

Here t*k is the moment of time when an ion of the ionization degree k was born, e^ = (1,0,0). 
Further we have to take into account that Vi(t*k,t*k) is the result of regular motion of ion with 
ionization degree k - 1 in quiver electric field after it's birth at the moment t = t*k_x: 

Vi(tl,il) = V<(d,Ci) + |e|(^a
1)eX {E(tt)sm(u0tD - EitLJsmfatUJ) (3) 

As a result of (2) and (3) one gets 

V.-(t,^) = V,(Ci,Ci) + JT^ (kE(t)sH"ot) - E(tl)sm(u0tl) - (k - l^JUWMk-i)) 
MLÜQ   v 

(4) 
Processing the recurrent relation (3) one can generalize formula (4) 

V,-(M*) = Vi0 + ^ fkE(t)sm{uQt) -££(**) sin(u,0**)J (5) 
Mu, 0 V i=i 

where Vi0 is the velocity of the neutral. The residual velocity of the particular ion of fc-th degree 
ionization is a limit of (5) at t = +oo: 

leleT   
k 

ViM) = VJ0 -^J2E(t-)sm(co0t*) (6) 

This expression leads to the following formula for RIE 

2      z +°° 
RIE = \MVl + -^—2 £ —±—r  / .ftMOWW)^*) sin2(a;ot)^ (7) 

2 2Mwn ±~f iV.-f + OO)   J 
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where Nj(t) is the density of ions with j - th degree of ionization, Wj(t) the rate of ionization 
of the ion with ionization degree k - 1 to the ion with ionization degree k, Z the nuclear charge. 
Here we use for Wj(t) so called ADK formula9 which implies tunnel mechanism of ionization. 
This formula is valid for ionization by laser pulses with relativistic intensities if the typical energy 
of ejected electrons during ionization (which is equal to residual electron energy REE (see for 
example10)) is less than electron rest energy mc2.11 Calculations below give REE < 100 keV 
which justifies application of ADK formula in our consideration. 

The most important consequence of (7) is the dependence of RIE on the highest degree of 
ionization k at the assigned parameters of laser pulse and gas. For the first glance relation (2) 
gives RIE = k2(m/M)REE but the precise final formula (7) predicts RIE - (m/M)REE. For 
k » 1 this is much less than "naive" consideration of (2). 

COLLISIONAL HEATING and RECOMBINATION 
TIMES 

One of the channel to couple an electron energy to ions is the collisional one. During an 
action of the laser pulse this channel is efficiently suppressed by large value of the electron-ion 
relative quiver motion velocity in strong laser pulse electric field. After the laser pulse an energy 
exchange between electrons and ions becomes more effective. For this exchange we have to take 
into account the group structure of the electron velocity distribution function.10 Namely every 
emerging group of electrons during the ionization of k-th shell has the temperature Te<k which 
differs from the temperature Te,k-i corresponding to the electron group emerged during the 
ionization of previous k - 1-th shell. The characteristic time of the Coulomb collisions between 
ions and electrons of k-th group can be estimated with the help of formula (see for example12) 

_ mM (Q\ 
Tet'"~47rPe4natA' l ' 

where A is the Coulomb logarithm (A ~ 10), nat the density of atoms. By virtue of small velocity 
of ions we estimate the typical velocity of relative motion of electrons of k-th group with respect 

to ions u>k by the formula 

Wk yj< (vfc)
2 > = \/< (v* - Ve)

2 > + (Ve)
2 = ^Te|fc 

where Ve is the electron quiver velocity which is equal 0 with the absence of laser pulse. As a 
result we obtain for Teiifc the estimated formula (Teyk is measured in eV and nat is in cm-3) 

7,3/2 

ret,k = 105 x -**- (s). (9) 
K nat 
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The time for electron-ion energy exchange Teiik,E is determined by Tei,k with the help of well 

known relation12 3,2 

W,, = ^10»x^[s], (10) 

where A is the atomic number of the gas in use. Notice that the value Tei,k,E gives the typical 
time for electron of fc-th. group to deliver it's kinetic energy to ions until Te,k becomes equal to 
the ion temperature. Instead of this we have to estimate the typical time for electron to deliver 
the kinetic energy equal to eion to ions. To estimate this time we have to multiply Tei,k,E by the 

ratio elon/Te,k 

T
*VE = 7F~Tei,k,E = 108 X —    [s] . (11) ei,k'h      Te,k k2    nat 

All Te<k could be calculated by formulas of.10 

Ionization of Xe from Xe° until Xe+26 {A = 131, U26 = 890 eV is the energy of ionization 
of Xe+25 to Xe+26) by laser pulse with wave length A0 = 1-053 /mi, peak intensity Imax = 1019 

W/cm2, duration Timp - 100 fs leads to 

REE « 36.5 keV, RIE « 0.15 eV, Te,26 « 27 keV . 

The ionization Xe° ->■ Xe+1 occurs in the vicinity of / = Ith,i = 1-3 x 1014 W/cm2 and the 
ionization Xe+25 -»• Xe+26 occurs in the vicinity of / = Itht26 = 3.7 x 1018 W/cm2. The set of Te,k 

enables to estimate electron-ion collisions and energy exchange times by (9) and (11). Except 
times T°f%E at k = 1,2, 3 (which are larger than at k = 4,5,... 26) all T%%E are near the same 

<;ZE ~ 3 mks 

at atomic density nat = 1017 cm"3 and eion = 100 eV. It means that the effectiveness to couple 
the electron kinetic energy to ions is about 23 times higher than for any single electron group 

and the typical collisional time to heat ions up to e;on, = 100 eV is 

r%%E « 0.1 mks. 

Besides the ion heating discussed above the recombination is undesirable process which could 
destroy the sharp charge states distribution. Here we estimate the typical collisional three-body 
and electron-ion radiative recombination times. For collisional three-body (a3) and electron-ion 
radiative (ar) recombination rates we use the following formulas,13'14 which should be applied to 

different electron groups 
-<3 = 8.75xl0-27ieifc 

1/2 

a3 = 8.75 x 10-27Te-fc
4-5 cm6/sec , 

a, = 5.2 x 10~14Z ' Uk 

,^,k, 

Uk^+QA69x{UkVl/3 cm /sec, 
Te,kJ \Te,k) 

where Uk is the energy of ionization of the ion in k - 1 charge state to the ion in k charge state. 
Collisional three-body (r3) and electron-ion radiative (rr) recombination times are the smallest 
ones for k = 1 and are equal to fa 1 mks and « 2 mks correspondingly (nat = 1017 cm-3). Thus 
for considered parameters the typical collisional heating time is about one order of magnitude 
shorter than any recombination times and equals to «0.1 mks. 
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PONDEROMOTIVE ACCELERATION and LASER 
POWER ESTIMATIONS 

The radial inhomogeneity of the laser pulse intensity will push out electrons by the pondero- 
motive force 

Fpond = mc?V±y/l + a2 /2, 

where the normalized laser strength a is related to the intensity IL of a linearly polarized laser 
pulse (of wavelength A) by the relation 

,1/2 
a = (2e2X2IL/7rm2c5) '   ~ 8.6 x 1(T10A [//m] JlL [W/cm (12) 

1 /9 
In a relatively dense plasma, when the electron plasma frequency up = (47re2ne/m) is in 

excess of the inverse laser pulse duration (uvTimp » 1) and the laser spot size r0 is higher than 
the plasma skin depth C/LOP, the space charge separation field will act on an ion of k charge state 
by the force Fk - kFpond. If the laser pulse duration rtmp is smaller than the maximal time of ion 
acceleration ~ r0/\4 than the velocity of an ion of k charge state due to ponderomotive action 
of laser pulse can be estimated as15 

Vk « FkTimp/M, 

and consequently the maximum kinetic energy of ions equals to16 

£fc 
MVl 1 mk2 en tmp -mc 

2 32  M   V Lx )   1 + a2j2 

where Lx ~ ^o is the characteristic transverse scale of the laser pulse intensity. 

(13) 

The above estimated ion energy (13), which determines the momentum spread of produced 
ions due to ponderomotive acceleration, will be smaller than the claimed ion energy eiori only 
when the laser pulse radius (Lx) will be comparatively large: 

L± > Lk 
1 

4^/2 
k, 

im mc 
1/2 

CTi mp- (14) 
M y/l + ü2/2   \£iony 

»From the other side the maximum laser pulse intensity Imax has to be high enough to produce 
charge state with required degree of ionization. As a result the laser power PL has to exceed 
a minimum value Pk in order to produce ions with the required degree of ionization k and the 
energy spread lower than £;0„: 
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f „ „ 1    9 m      aft,      mc2 .2 r /■> c\ 

A = 2#- > ft - 4&M
K 32* ¥17^^(CT™') W (15) 

where Ith<k is the threshold intensity to produce the charge state with required degree of ionization 
k and ath is the corresponding normalized laser strength (see (12)). 

For deep shells of Xe ionized by the laser pulse with wavelength A0 = 1.053 /mi, rimp = 100 fs, 
the threshold intensity Ith,26 is of order 4xl018 W/cm2 that for eion = 100 eV leads to L26 ~ 42 
Urn and P26 ~ 70 TW in accordance with Eqs. (14) and (15). 

5    CONCLUSIONS 

Here we made estimations of residual ion energy, electron-ion collisional energy coupling time, 
and recombination times in a homogeneous gas (Xe) ionized by a short intense laser pulse. Our 
results show that such estimations are not in conflict with parameters of the scheme8 and can be 
accessible at present time to produce highly charged ions with low ion temperature and narrow 

(essentially a single) charge state. 

To avoid substantial transverse momentum spread of produced ions due to ponderomotive 
laser acceleration, the laser pulse power should exceed the minimum value that is of order 100 
TW for considered example of Xe+26 ion source. It should be noted that a special attention 
has to be paid for the processes of laser pulse self-focusing, filamentation and self-modulation,3'4 

which can cause the ion momentum spread to increase. 
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ABSTRACT 

Suppression of a large-angle stimulated Raman scattering (LA-SRS) of a short modulated (two-frequency) 
laser pulse in a transparent plasma in the presence of a linear long-wavelength electron plasma wave (LW EPW) 
having relativistic phase velocity is considered under the conditions of weak and strong coupling. The laser 
spectrum includes two components with a frequency shift equal to the frequency of the LW EPW. The mutual 
influence of different spectral components of a laser on the SRS under a given angle in the presence of the LW 

EPW is examined. 

1    INTRODUCTION 

The stimulated Raman scattering through large angles of laser radiation in plasmas1"3 is known to have a 
significant effect on a propagation of a short (< 1 ps) intense laser pulse in plasmas,4'5 and, hence, on operation 
of various schemes of laser-plasma particle accelerators.6 In order to optimize these schemes, one must clarify the 
conditions under which the detrimental pulse errosion due to the LA-SRS could be minimized. 

We have shown previously7-9 that certain nonlinear processes of a laser pulse evolution in a rarefied plasma can 
suppress the backward and near-backward SRS. Namely, when an amplitude modulation of a pulse occurs with a 
spatial period close to Ap = 2Trc/wpe, where wpe = (47re2n0/me)

1/2 is an electron plasma frequency corresponding 
to the electron background density n0 (which is the case under the conditions of resonant self-modulation of a 
pulse), the resonant suppression of the LA SRS of higher-frequency spectral components of the modulated pulse 
occurs.8 We noted7'8 that the self-modulation of a pulse is accompanied by the excitation of a large amplitude 
long-wavelength electron plasma wave with a phase velocity close to the group velocity of a pulse, hence, to ignore 
the influence of the LW EPW on the scattering process would be incorrect in many cases. We found9 that the 
features of the LA-SRS of a monochromatic pulse (we denote its frequency w0, w0 > ojpe) in the presence of the 
LW EPW whose phase velocity coincides with a group velocity of a laser radiation are follows: 

• The Stokes band of the weakly coupled SRS [<n = e£,i/(mew0c) C (wpe/w0)1/2, where ai is a normalized 
amplitude of the laser electric field] undergoes a suppression when a normalized amplitude of a density 
perturbation NLW = 6nLw/n0 in a LW EPW becomes of order or exceeding the ratio ujpe/u>0; under the 
same condition the anti-Stokes branch appears. 
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• For the limit of strong coupling [(wpe/w0)1/2 < ßi < 1], the density perturbation amplitude must be as 
large as NLW > (ai^pe/wo)2/3 » upe/u>o to approximately halve the maximum increment of the LA SRS. 

The suppression of the LA-SRS in the presence of the LW EPW is caused by the multi-wave nature of the process. 
In an unperturbed plasma, the weakly coupled LA-SRS is a three-wave resonant process, in which a pump EM 
wave (wo,ko) decays into a scattered EM wave (UQ - wpe, ks) and a plasma natural mode (wpe, ke), where 
ke = k0 - k5. In a plasma perturbed by a LW EPW the phase modulation of scattering Langmuir waves9'11 

occurs. Then, the complex spectrum of scattering plasma waves (u>pe + ncoLw, ke + nknv)11 participates in the 
scattering process. The sidebands (which are not natural plasma modes) are shifted to integer multiples of a 
frequency uiLw ~ uPe and wavenumber kLw < ke of the LW EPW, and can exist only at the expense of the 
original natural Raman mode (wpe,ke), whose energy can be completely exhausted for NLw ~ wpe/wo.n Hence, 
in the presence of a LW EPW, the transfer of the energy of the unstable plasma oscillations to a great number of 
satellites, which are not natural modes, dramatically decreases the growth rate of the instability.9 

The results reported in the present paper substantially supplement the earlier investigations.7-9 We have 
examined the spectral features of the LA-SRS of a modulated (two-frequency) laser pulse in a rarefied plasma in 
the presence of a given linear LW EPW with a phase velocity close (not necessarily equal) to the phase velocity of 
a laser pulse. In order to describe the LA-SRS of a laser pulse under the conditions of resonant self-modulation, 
the two-frequency pulse is considered with a frequency difference equal to the frequency of the LW EPW, which 
is close to the electron plasma frequency. Since the frequency difference of the laser spectral components (pump 
waves) is close to ujpe, resonant suppression of the SRS of the higher-frequency pulse component7,8 does not occur, 
because such effect necessitates the frequency difference of the pump waves close to 2u>pe. In the presence of a 
given linear LW EPW, the convective amplification of the unstable modes in the frame of reference co-moving 
with the pulse is studied in the approximations of weak and strong coupling. In the regime of weak coupling, the 
dispersion analysis of the instability has shown that the Stokes components of scattered radiation from spectral 
components of the pulse are both suppressed provided NLW > upe/ui0. The latter condition fulfilled, the anti- 
Stokes bands from both components of a pulse appear in the spectrum of scattered light (however, the anti-Stokes 
increments remain small if compared with the increments of the instability in a non-perturbed plasma). We have 
found that the LA-SRS of a higher-frequency pump wave undergoes more severe suppression in the presence of 
the LW EPW than the scattering of the lower-frequency one (it is notable that the increment of the latter even 
increases until NLW < 0.5wpe/wo, and for larger NLW the decrease occurs). The phenomenon of suppression is 
found to be almost independent on the detuning AuLw = uLw - upe of a frequency of the LW EPW, which can 
occur in the process of the resonant self-modulation (in such case, |Aw£w| < wpe

12). Under the conditions of 
strong coupling, when the scattering process is nonresonant in character, and its spectrum is much wider than the 
electron plasma frequency,1,2 the instability experiences suppression for NLW > (aiwpe/wo) > wpe/w0 rather 
than for NLW ~ ^pe/^o- 

2    BASIC EQUATIONS 

To describe the LA SRS of a laser radiation in rarefied plasmas we represent a high-frequency (HF) electric 
field in a plasma as a sum of two components with close frequencies 

a(r,i) = i{ao(r,*)e--°t+^ + as(r,t)e-^t+i^^} + c.c, (1) 

where the dimensionless amplitudes of a laser pulse ao = eEo/(mew0c) and scattered radiation as — eEs/(mewsc) 
are assumed to vary slowly in time and space on the scales w~A and k^sy respectively. In the present report 
we consider the nonrelativistic electron motion in the electromagnetic field, so |a0(ä)| C 1. Both incident and 

scattered radiation obey the dispersion relation for electromagnetic (EM) waves in plasmas w^ = (&o(s)c) +w
pe- 

Hence, in the case of strongly rarefied plasma (w0(s) » wpe), one can let, without loss of generality, w0 = w5 and 
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|ks| = ks= k0 thus including possible deviation of a frequency and wave number of scattered radiation from w0 

and k0 in the spatio-temporal dependence of the envelope a,(r,*)- Hence, the wave vector of the scattered field 
is determined as ks = (ksX, fc0cosa), where |k,x| = ksX = £0sina, and a < n is a scattering angle reckoned 
from the direction of a pulse motion. Since now, we consider the case of the linearly polarized laser light and 
analyze the SRS through a given angle in the plane orthogonal to the plane of the laser polarization (ks± 1 a0), 
where the coefficient of amplification of waves achieves a maximum.5-9 Ponderomotive force at the beat frequency 
of incident and scattered EM waves excites an electron density perturbation with a chatacteristic wave vector 
ke = ezk0-ks [so that kez = 2k0sm2{a/2) and ke = |ke| = 2A0sin(a/2)], which is responsible for the stimulated 
Raman scattering through an angle a: 

Sh,{r,t)=^5nl(T,i)ei^^+c.c. (2) 

Assuming that the scattering angle is not small [sin(a/2) ~ 1], we suppose that the envelope of the scattering 
plasma waves 6ns{r,t) is also slowly varying on the laser time and space period. Apart from the short-wavelength 
plasma waves, which participate in the scattering process, the short laser pulse can create a long-wavelength 
electron plasma density perturbations.10-13 These long-wavelength electron plasma waves possess a relativistic 
phase velocity close to the group velocity of a laser pulse, and can be utilized in various schemes of pi asm a-based 
particle accelerators.6 The electron density perturbations related with such waves may have an amplitude of 
order tens per cent of the background electron density.14 

We will describe the SRS of a laser radiation under a given angle in a time scale short compared to the 
ion plasma period n = 27r/wpi [where wpi = (47re2n0/

m>) is an ion plasma frequency], using nonrelativistic 
hydrodynamic equations for a cold electron fluid with the immobile ion background and the Maxwell equations 
for scattered radiation. Apart from the scattering plasma waves (2), we account for the presence of a LW EPW 
in a plasma. We arrive at a pair of linear coupled equations for the amplitudes as and N, = Sns/n0, in which the 
electron quiver velocity vLW(r,t) of the LW EPW enters (vLW known, corresponding long-wavelength electron 
density perturbation <5nLw(r,<) can be retrieved using the continuity equation): 

CO2 

/^aoJV;, (3) 

'^ + (vLW,V)-i(ke,VLiv))   + tfe]K    =    -i(M2(aS,a5). (4) 

In Eq. (3), v9 = c2ks/w0 (as the limit of strongly rarefied plasma is under consideration, we set |vs| = c). The 
functions a0(r,i) and vLw{r,t) may be determined self-consistently, or be given in a certain form. In the latter 
case, Eqs (3) and (4) form the basis of a linear theory of the LA SRS in plasmas. Eq. (4) is linear in the amplitudes 
of the decay waves, and nonlinear in \LW- Generally, the LW EPW might be nonlinear wave, and vLW may be 
represented as a row expansion in harmonics of uiLW and kLW whose amplitudes are expressed through powers 
of a normalized amplitude of the density perturbation NLW = SnLW/n0 in a linear wave11-15 [The connection 
between NLW and vLW in a linear wave is given by Eq. (9)]. In the present report we presume the LW EPW 
to be the linear wave. This is possible when the effect of the LW EPW nonlinearity on the scattering process is 
negligible, which necessitates the following limitation of the amplitude of the density perturbation9 

/        \ 1/2 
NLW < {^j      . (5) 

Throughout the present report, we meet the condition (5) and omit the term (VLIV.V) in the second-order 
operator of Eq. (4).9 Further, for the sake of simplicity, we exclude the variable coefficient vLW from Eq. (4) by 
means of a unitary replacement 

{a,, AT}    =    {äs,Ä>}exp(-zf), (6) 

t 

#    =    -     (ke,vLW)dT, 
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which accounts for the phase modulation of the decay waves in the presence of the LW EPW. Since the transfor- 

mation (6) preserves the absolute value, the instability onset may be studied in terms of the amplitudes |as, N* j. 

Instead z and t, it is convenient to use variables £ = z - ct and 77 = t of the frame of reference co-moving with 
the pulse (ri remains the same in both frames). When the change of variables is made, the equations for the 
amplitudes of the modulated waves read 

A + (vs,V))ä5+äs(^ + (vs,V)*j    =    ^oK, (7) 

-i(M2K,äs). (g) 

Here, vg = (c2ksX/u;o, -2csm2(a/2)), V = {d/dr±,d/dQ 

We consider below a given shape of both laser pulse and LW EPW thus neglecting their evolution on time 
scales of interest. The LW EPW is given to be one-dimensional, linear and free, with the electron quiver velocity 

VLW    =    e2vphLWNLW cos <f>, (9) 

<j>    -    kLWz -WLwt + <po, (10) 

where (p0 = const is a constant phase shift of the LW EPW, and vphLW = kLw/^LW ~ c is its phase velocity. We 
account for the possible deviation of a wave number and frequency of the LW EPW from the plasma wave number 
kp - ojpe/c and plasma frequency,12 so that in Eq. (10) ULW = kp + SkLw, and WLW = Upe + SWLW- In order 
to make a dispersion analysis of the SRS instability of the laser pulse subjected to the resonant self-modulation, 
we consider a laser pulse which consists of two spectral components (pump waves) shifted to the frequency and 
wave number of the LW EPW: 

ao = aj + a2e%4', (11) 

where ai and a2 are the constant amplitudes of the pump waves in the region -Lpuise < £ < 0 {Lpuise is a 
longitudinal pulse length) and are zero outside this interval. The laser pulse with the envelope (11) consists of 
the components with a carrier frequency UIQ and blue-shifted (anti-Stokes) frequency wo + U>LW ■ The representa- 
tion (11) of a laser envelope corresponds to the three-dimensional regime of the self-modulation of a laser pulse 
with a power which is near critical for a relativistic self-focusing14 and describes the on-axis structure of the pump 
field in that 3D regime (see Fig. 2 of Ref.14). 

The pump field with an envelope (11) represents a pair of one-dimensional quasi-plane waves. As applied to 
the problem of scattering through large angles, such choice of the pulse envelope can be substantiated as follows. 
It was shown3 that the LA-SRS of a laser pulse, which is bounded in two dimensions, enters the regime of steady- 
state spatial amplification in the co-moving variables as the time r0 = ma,x{Lpuise/c,Lputse/[2csin2(a/2)]} passes 
since the pulse entered the plasma. It can be shown,3,16 that the one-dimensional regime of spatial amplification 
dominates in a plasma, if the transverse dimension L± of a pulse is large enough to satisfy the inequality 

WIPu!Se»cot(a/2). (12) 

Throughout this report we meet the condition (12), which supports the choice of the one-dimensional geometry 
of a pump field. In the one-dimensional regime, we will find the increments of spatial amplification of the 
unstable modes in the co-moving variables. These increments determine the maximum possible amplification 
of the unstable waves in the co-moving frame, rather than an exact structure of the scattered EM field, which 
depends on both shape of the laser pulse and boundary-value conditions at the pulse side boundaries.16 
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3    DISPERSION EQUATION 

We substitute (9) and (11) into Eqs. (7) and (8) and make the Fourier transformation of the envelopes a, and 
N* with respect to the transverse spatial variable 

where kx is a real vector, and represent the Fourier transformants in the Floquet form 
n=oo 

\   -L'i" a j n = —oo 

from which the recurrent relation for the ampliudes af1  follows: 

_ y(n-l)ä(n-l) + X^k^ - Y^ä^ = 0. (15) 

The dispersion equation for the infinite set of the coupled equations (15) is expressed through continued fractions 

(y(")]2 fy(»-i' 
2 

X(") = V i + i '- j-. (16) 
(y(n + lA2 ^(»-2)) 

y(n + l)       _V )___        v(n-l) V /  
X _

x(n+2)_   ...        A X("-2)-   ■•• 

Solution to the Eq. (16) kj{ui,kx) is a complex number; its positive imaginary part is an increment of spatial 
amplification, which corresponds to the solution growing towards the pulse trailing boundary. The functions, 
which enter (16), are denned in the following way: 

y(n)      _       nM   ,   Wpe   I ßl    , ßl     ,       ßl 

y(n)    =    lf£l 
2 

2       n(+) r>(->       D(+)     D(_) 

MJUJL-C0SQf)- (-) 

^2(n)^2(n) 

D nJ    =    w + ckj - Awj + n   LOLW + cos a 1 J \_ 1 — cos a 

Z^tl     =    wpe ± (w + cfcj + nuiLw), 

where Awd = (ck± sin a - w cos a)/(I - cos a) = wd - w0 is a frequency shift of the scattered light detected in 

the lab frame, /?i(2) = (a\(i)/2\ (w0/wpe) are the coupling coefficients of the waves, and /i = (uj0/uipe)NLW is a 

normalized amplitude of the density perturbation in a given linear LW EPW. There is a principal difference in 
the behavior of the instability under the conditions of weak (/?1(2) < 1) and strong (/?1(2) » 1) coupling. These 
limits are investigated in the two following Sections. 

4    LIMIT OF WEAK COUPLING 

4.1     Frequency domains of the instability 

In the limit of weak coupling (/?1(2) < 1), the instability onset is due to the resonant interaction of waves, 
which are close to the natural modes. This regime implies that the spatial growth rate remains much smaller than 
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the plasma wavenumber kp. As the equations £>[n) = 0 and D^ = 0 are the dispersion equations (written in the 
co-moving frame) for normal EM and electron plasma modes, the domains of parameters, in which the complex 
solutions kj(Aud) of Eq. (16) are to be searched for, are determined by the solutions to the following four sets 

■of equations: (a) D^ « 0, D™ » 0, (6) D{°] « 0, D^ « 0, (c) D™ » 0, D™ « 0, (d) D^ « 0, D$ « 0. 
Eq. (a) gives ojd RJ w0 - wpe — the Stokes domain for the "red" (w0) pump wave; Eq. (b) gives wd « w0 + wpe — 
the anti-Stokes domain for the "red" pump wave; Eq. (c) gives wd « w0 + wiff - wpe — the Stokes domain for 
the "blue" (OJQ+OJLW) pump wave; Eq. (</) gives wd « w0 + wiH/ + wpe — the anti-Stokes domain for the "blue" 
pump wave. 

4.2    Limit of small (i 

For v/^U^ C ß C 1, one can retain in the expansion (14) the fundamental terms (n = 0) and a pair of 
additional terms, corresponding to n = ±1. With the account for those terms, the dispersion equation becomes 

.   fy(0))2      (y(-i))2 

xw = ± ZiA L (17) 

While /J«1, there is no complex roots of (17) in the anti-Stoke regions, whereas in the Stokes domains the 
imaginary parts Im A; = K(Aud) read as follows: 

K(bJd Ri W0 - Upe)      =      ■—sJßiLüjz - [u>d - (w0 - Wpe)]2, (18) 

K,(ud K w0 + SujLW)    -    Y\jh^le - i^d- (Wo+WLW - wpe)]2, (19) 

where ft = ft#[+), and ft = fti4_)-   Here> flj^O"-^^'^^) are the renormalizing functions for the 
coupling coefficients in the presence of the LW EPW: 

/ft(i| (vphLw_ _ _ J\ (,     SuiLW     SLüLW COS a - cSkLw sin a 'WSt^—) (±)   _ V  A(2)   V       C /   V "pe Wpe(l-COSQ) 
1(2) _ -,    ,   ^2   (VphLW V 

As it follows from (20), with the increase in ß the monotonic decrease of the coupling coefficient ß occurs in 
case the pulse is monochromatic (when either ft or ft equals zero); the correction quadratic in ß reduces the 
maximum of the increment. In the case of the two-frequency pulse an asymmetry appears in the dependence on ß 
of the coupling coefficients ft and ft • That is, on the contrary to the case of a monochromatic pulse, the coupling 
coefficient ft, which corresponds to the "red" pump wave, grows with ß when ß < 1, and in the presence of 
the "blue" pump wave the increment (18) increases due to the linear correction in ß. On the other hand, the 
increment (19) of the SRS from the "blue" pump wave decreases even faster than in the case of the monochromatic 
pulse; that is, the negative correction to this increment is also linear in ß rather than quadratic. Note that the 
angular dependence of the increments (18) and (19) emerge only in the presence of the LW EPW; in a non- 
perturbed plasma (i. e. in the absence of LW EPW) the increment of the spatial growth in the one-dimensional 
regime of the LA-SRS is independent on scattering angle.3'9,16 

4.3    Numerical solutions of the dispersion equation for arbitrary fj, 

In the case of arbitrary ß restricted from above by the value {Loa/üJve)
ll2 [see (5)], the dispersion equation (16) 

is solved numerically, and its complex solutions are searched for in both Stokes and anti-Stokes regions defined 
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above in the Subsection 4.2. Previously,9 for the LA-SRS of a monochromatic pulse in the presence of a given 
linear LW EPW with a phase velocity equal c (namely, UJLW = wpe, and kLw = kp), the suppression of a 
Stokes and generation of the anti-Stokes branches of the instability were established. As is already noted in the 
Introduction, the suppression of the instability is connected with the participation in the scattering process of 
new short wavelength satellites {ujpe + nojLW,ke + nkLW), n # 0, which appear as a consequence of periodic 
spatio-temporal phase modulation (6) of scattering plasma waves in the presence of a LW EPW. The satellites 
(which are not natural plasma modes) gain the energy from the original eigenmode (wpe,ke), which is resonantly 
driven by the ponderomotive force at the beat frequency (« wpe) of incident and scattered EM waves. Therefore, 
the energy, which in in the absence of LW EPW would be transfered to the single mode of plasma oscillations, is 
expended in excitation of a large number (n ~ fi2 » 1) of plasma modes {not natural modes), which causes the 
dramatic decrease in the increment. 

We investigate first how the phenomenon of suppression is affected by the additional component in the pulse 
spectrum. Numerical solution to the Eq. (16) yields the dependence on fi of the spatial increments, corresponding 
to the Stokes and anti-Stokes bands from both spectral components (w0 and UJ0 + wLw) of a pulse. These 
dependencies corresponding to the central frequencies of both Stokes and anti-Stokes bands are shown for vphLW = 
c and a = TT (direct backscatter) in Fig. 1 ("red" pump wave) and Fig. 2 ("blue" pump wave). In these Figures 
suppression of the Stokes branches of the instability as well as generation of the anti-Stokes branches are clearly 
seen for fi > 1. The anti-Stokes branches are, in turn, suppressed for fi > 2. In the case of a two-frequency pump, 
the Stokes increment of the "red" pump wave increases until fi < 0.5 and then drops [see Fig. 1(a)]. The Stokes 
increment of the "blue" pump wave experiences more severe suppression than in the case of the monochromatic 
pulse [compare Fig. 1(a) and 2(a) for ßx - #>]■ The linear growth with fi of the "red" pump wave increment and 
linear decrease in the increment of the "blue" pump wave for small fi are discussed in the previous Subsection 
and described by formulas (18)-(20). 

The self-modulation of the laser pulse can be accompanied by shifts in frequency and wave number of the 
LW EPW from the resonant values wpe and kp,

12 which can also exert some influence on the scattering process. 
We have considered the effect of the frequency detuning 5u>LW on the increments of backward SRS (a = TT) of 
a single pump wave (/?2 = 0). The increments corresponding to the centers of the Stokes and anti-Stokes lines 
are shown in Fig. 3. The curves shown in Fig. 3 correspond to small frequency shifts (Su>LW < wpe), as in most 
regimes of a pulse self-modulation these shifts are indeed small if compared to the electron plasma frequency in 
the rarefied plasmas. In particular, an electron plasma should be too dense (n0 « 0.2nc) to make the frequency 
shift SLOLW = (ujpe/2){LOpe/uJo)3 (which corresponds to the 1D-2 regime of the self-modulation12) equal the quite 
moderate value 6uiLW = 0.05wpe used in the calculation of Fig. 3. As is clear from Fig. 3, the influence of a 
frequency shift ScoLW <C wpe on the suppression of the SRS-instability does not produce significant changes in 
the effect of suppression. 

The effect of suppression of the SRS-instability also depends on the angle between ke and vLw [in the 
geometry accepted in the present paper, this angle coincides with the scattering angle - see Eq. (4)]. Reduction 
of the scattering angle (then, |ke|a_>0 -> 0) makes the influence of the LW EPW on the scattering process less 
pronounced, as is seen in Fig. 4. Thus, the fraction of the energy losses due to the side-scattering becomes more 
pronounced in the presence of a LW EPW. 

To conclude the discussion of the limit of weak coupling, let us consider a certain regime of the laser pulse 
self-modulation in which the discovered effect of suppression of the LA SRS would be observed. That is, in the 
known 3D regime of the self-modulation of a laser pulse with a power close to the critical power for the relativistic 
self-modulation,14 the laser spectrum consists of the component with the carrier frequency and the anti-Stokes 
component blue-shifted to the plasma frequency [the on-axis pulse structure is described approximately by the 
dependence (11)]. For such regime of the self-modulation instability, the numerical modelling14 performed for a 
plasma and laser parameters such that w0/wpe = 20, ßx = 0.256, and K.Lpuise « 13.5 (hence, the LA SRS of such 
pulse is in the weakly coupled regime and is far from the nonlinear saturation) gives the maximum amplitude 
of the electron density perturbation NLW « 0.1 {under the parameters of modelling,14 NLw remains less than 

/w0)1/2 ft! 0.22 [see Eq. (5)], which yet allows us to use the linear approximation (9) for the LW EPW}. The (Wpe 
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Figure 1. Maximum increments of the Stokes (a) and anti-Stokes (b) bands of backscatter (a=7l) of the "red" spectral 

component of a pulse (©0) versus \l=(bnLW/no)((£>0/®pe)- The amplitude of the "blue" pulse component (co0+COpe) 

is such that ß2=0 (monochromatic pulse, solid line), ß2=0.5ßi (dashed line), ß2=ßi (dotted line). 
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Figure 2. Maximum increments of the Stokes (a) and anti-Stokes (b) bands of backscatter (a=7t) of the "blue" spectral 

component of a pulse (co0+GV) versus ^=(8nL^/no)(eOo/üV). Tne amplitude of the "red" component (<B0) is 

such that ßi=0 (monochromatic pulse, solid line), ßi=0.5ß2 (dashed line), ßi=ß2 (dotted line). 
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Figure 3. Maximum increments of the Stokes (a) and anti-Stokes (b) bands of backscatter (a=7t) of a single-frequency pulse 
versus [l=(5nLw/n0)((i)o/(Hpe). The detuning of a frequency of the LW EPW from the resonant value (Ope equals 

zero (solid line), 0.01c0pe (dashed line), 0.05(0/« (dotted line). 
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Figure 4. The influence of the reduction of the scattering angle (a=7t- solid line, a=7t/2- dashed line) on the SRS of a 
monochromatic pulse in the presence of the LW EPW. The normalized amplitude of the density perturbation 
^=(5nVn0)(co0/cV), which corresponds to the first vanishing of the Stokes increment, grows with the decrease in 
the scattering angle. 
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maximum value of the density perturbation achieved in the considered regime of the laser pulse self-modulation 
yields \i x, 2, and it is evident that the suppression of the LA SRS is possible under such conditions. 

Let us sum up the basic features of the LA-SRS of a two-frequency pulse in the presence of a LW EPW having 
a phase velocity close to the group velocity of a pulse. 

• The most significant effect of the LW EPW on the scattering process in the limit of weak coupling is 
the suppression of the Stokes and generation of the anti-Stokes branches of the instability provided the 
normalized electron density perturbation NLw in the LW EPW exceeds the value wpe/u0; in strongly rarefied 
plasmas (n0/nc < 10~2) the suppression occurs for a quite moderate density perturbation NLW < 0.1. 

• The mutual influence of the spectral components of the pulse shifted to the frequency close to u>pe leads to the 
asymmetry of the suppression of the SRS of different components: The maximum of the Stokes increment 
of the lower-frequency pump component slightly grows for NLW < 0.5wpe/wo, and for larger NLw the 
suppression follows (for NLw > wpe/w0); the maximum of the Stokes increment of the higher-frequency 
pump component undergoes mononotonic decrease with NLW for // < 1 and more severe suppression than 
in the case of the monochromatic pulse. 

• The effect of suppression is almost independent on the detuning of a phase velocity of the LW EPW from 
the group velocity of a pulse if |^PAiVV — c| <C c. 

Reducing the scattering angle makes the effect of suppression less pronounced, and the density perturbation 
amplitude NLW, at which the Stokes increments vanish for the first time, grows. 

• 

5    LIMIT OF STRONG COUPLING 

In the limit strong coupling (/?i(2) > 1), scattering plasma waves are not natural modes. In the case of a 
single-frequency pulse (ß2 = 0), the scattered radiation in a plasma without LW EPW has a wide-spread (if 
compared to wpe) spectrum, which is extended to the blue side: w0 - {3f2)\/ß~iOJpe < w<j < wo + (l/2)/?iwpe. 
The maximum value of the increment K0 - {V5/2)kp{ßi/2)^3 [l - {2ß^)'1/3] > kp,

5<9 which can be obtained 
from the dispersion equation X^ = 0, corresponds to the frequency wd — w0. For a two-frequency pulse with 
a frequency difference small compared to yfß^ujpe, and close amplitudes of the spectral components, the spectral 

width and maximum increment can be described by the above dependencies with ß\ replaced by (y/ß~i + -/ßT) ■ 

When a plasma is perturbed by a small-amplitude LW EPW such that p < /?1('2), one may obtain from 
Eq. (17) the correction to the increment K0 which accounts for the influence of the LW EPW on the strongly 
coupled LA-SRS. In the case of a monochromatic pulse the corrected increment reads 

3^(|)""3. <»i) K = KQ — fi 
2' 

Eq. (21) proves to be useful for estimation of the effect of a LW EPW on the strongly coupled LA SRS even 
far beyond its strict validity region. So, expression (21) predicts a decrease in /c(wd = wo) when fi RJ y/fii, or 
NLW ~ (ao^pe/wo)2''3- This prediction is confirmed in part by the results of numerical solution to the general 
dispersion equation (16). The increments were calculated using (16) for both single-frequency (w0) and two- 
frequency (wo +wpe) pulses. The dependencies K(W^ = w0) versus fi, which are drawn for a direct backscatter 
(a — IT), are seen in Fig. 5. The curves shown in Fig. 5 demonstrate the reduction in the increment of the 
strongly coupled SRS for both single- and two-frequency pulse. Although the complete suppression of the SRS of 
a single-frequency pulse does not occur, the decline by nearly one half of the growth rate of the SRS-instability 
is the case, in accordance with the approximate expression (21), for fi m yfßi, or NLW ~ (aiwpe/w0) 
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Figure 5. The spatial increment K(CO</ = C00) of the direct backscattering (a=rc) under the conditions of strong coupling, 

which correspond to ßi=20, ß2=0 (monochromatic pulse, solid line), and ßi=ß2=20 (two-frequency pulse with a 

frequency difference equal to (£>pe, dashed line), versus the normalized amplitude of the density perturbation 

M.=(8nLr/no)(co0/cop(;). 
To illustrate the effect of suppression of the LA SRS under the condition of strong coupling, let us consider 

the long laser pulse [Lpuhe > Ap) with a sharp leading edge (Lfrmt < 0.5Ap), which excites in a plasma a LW 
EPW whose amplitude is approximately equal to NLW = (ai/2)2.13 Leaving aside the fact that such a plasma 
wave can itself seed a laser pulse self-modulation, we consider first an influence of this wave on the LA SRS of 
a monochromatic laser pulse with a given rectangular envelope (this is valid on time scales larger than a pulse 
duration, but small enough for the development of the self-modulation, and corresponds to the early stage of the 
self-modulation instability). The normalized amplitude of density perturbation NLW = (ßi/2) gives p, = /?i/2, 
which, under the conditions of strong coupling, is significantly larger than that is necessary to halve the maximum 
increment [i.e. n « ffli and NLW « (aiwpe/w0)

2/3]- Using the dependencies plotted in Fig. 5, we find that the 
increment of direct backscattering K(ud = u!0,a = Tr) takes at fi = /?i/2 = 10 the value equal to approximately 
one fifth of its value in an unperturbed plasma. Now it is clear that the strongly coupled LA SRS of a pulse 
with a sharp leading edge can be suppressed at the very beginning of the self-modulation process. However, the 
important requirement of linearity of the LW EPW (5) should be met, which limits the density perturbation 
amplitude NLW < (upe/u0)1/2, and, hence, the amplitude of the laser ax < 2 (wpe/w0)1/4. In the case of more 
intense laser, one must account for the effect of harmonics of a nonlinear LW EPW on the scattering process 
along with the effect of the linear component (9) of the LW EPW excited by the front edge of the laser pulse. 
This can drastically modify the suppression of the scattering process. As is seen in the results of modelling17 of 
the LA-SRS of a short (Lpuhe ~ Ap) relativistically strong (ai ~ 1) laser pulse generating a strongly nonlinear 
LW EPW, significant variations of a spectral shape of LA-SRS were established17 depending on a pulse length 
and intensity in the parameter regions ß > 50 (hence, p > 25), and w0/wpe > 20 rather than suppression of the 
instability. 

6    CONCLUSION 

The results reported in the present paper clearly point to the fact that in the presence of a linear LW EPW the 
LA-SRS of a two-frequency laser pulse acqires new specific features. That is, under the conditions of weak coupling 
the instability undergoes suppression when a density perturbation in the LW EPW exceeds the value, which for 
rarefied plasmas (n0/nc fa 10~2) represents about ten per cent of the background electron plasma density. Mutual 
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influence of diffrent spectral components of a laser pulse shifted to approximately uipe retains the common features 
of the suppression effect the same as in the case of monochromatic pulse, except the somewhat asymmetry in the 
behavior of the increments of different pump components at NLW < wpe/w0. As the scattering angle reduces, 
the suppression becomes less pronounced in comparison with the case of direct backscatter (thus, in the presence 
of the LW EPW the fraction of the energy losses due to the side-scatter increases). Besides, in the anti-Stokes 
ranges corresponding to each pump spectral component new branches of the instability appear (however, with an 
increment small in comparison to the conventional increment of the LA-SRS in a non-perturbed plasma). Under 
the condition of strong coupling the complete suppression of the instability is not the case; though, the significant 
reduction of the increment is the case for NLW ~ (aiwpe/w0)

2/3- In the case of the wake-field excitation by 
the sharp leading edge of a pulse [then, NLw = (ai/2)2], when the condition of strong coupling fulfulled, the 
increment of the SRS falls approximately to one fifth of the value corresponding to an unperturbed plasma. This 
work was supported in part by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research under Grant no. 98-02-16263. 
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ABSTRACT 

By means of Monte-Carlo modeling of thermonuclear (TN) burn wave propagation in isochoric spherical laser deuterium- 
tritium targets criteria of fast ignition are elaborated and corresponding energy gain is evaluated. It is shown that the target 
thermonuclear (TN) burning is independent on ignitor presence if the ignitor areal density and temperature are lower than the 
critical ones. In the opposite case TN flash results in effective burning with the gain G~103 , and the TN energy release is 
practically independent on the further increase of ignitor parameters. The critical ignitor parameters are calculated for targets 
with different parameters of main fuel The overcritical target gain is practically independent on ignition origin and may be 
evaluated with a good accuracy by the simple asymptotic expression. It is shown that the energy coupled to ignitor with 
critical ignitor parameters tends to some minimum value in the limit of small ignitor mass. The corresponding values of 
energy are obtained as a function of the temperature of the main fuel. Under these optimum ignition conditions the 
parameters of extra laser pulse are evaluated taking into account the fast ions energy transport mechanism. 

Keywords: laser fusion, spark ignition, fast ignition, thermonuclear burning, energy gain 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Fast Ignitor concept is widely discussed recently as one of the most perspective way to produce effective laser 
confinement fusion (LCF)1. Deuterium - tritium capsule is imploded by the main driver to assemble high density 
configuration as in the conventional approach but with relatively low temperature. The ignition of the fuel is due to extra 
ultrashort laser pulse of ultrahigh intensity with an energy of several or few tens of kilojoules. The mechanism of conversion 
the ignition laser energy into the energy of target fast ions is expected to be sufficiently effective to deliver the ignition 
energy to the fuel2. If successful, the fast ignition scheme drastically reduces the difficulty of the compression and can 
possibly lead to high gain with relatively small energy of implosion driver. 

In the present report we consider some aspects of the gain model describing the fast ignition approach to inertial fusion. The 
study of thermonuclear (TN) burning of inhomogeneously heated targets gives the possibilities to calculate the ignitor 
parameters setting off high TN gain and as a result to evaluate the required laser pulse parameters both of main driver and of 
ignition laser. 

2. PHYSICAL-MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

In the fast ignition scheme the ignition energy is suggested to deliver sufficiently rapidly and the gain can be calculated with 
isochoric (uniform density) model, where the hot spot and main fuel are out of pressure equilibrium1,3. In original scheme1 

the other parameters of ignitor and main fuel were chosen in the following way. An average temperature Tf and areal density 
(pr)f of hot spot were determined by well-known criterion of TN flash corresponding to isolate plasma self-heating by a 
particle energy: Tf ~ 5 keV; (pr)f ~ 0.3-0.4 g/cm2. (Here and all through the report the values relating to the ignitor are 
indicated by the subscript f). The internal energy of ignitor Ef at fixed (pr)f is inversely proportional to p2. The cold main 
fuel was suggested to be in the state near to degenerate one and to be approximately ten times as large as ignitor. The energy 
of the main fuel was dominated by the electron Fermi-energy: E ~ p2/3 M, where M is the mass of the fuel. By means of 
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density variation the gain was maximized for fixed energy coupled to the target1: G - 3*104 (E0) , p - 33(E0)" (E0 in 
MJ). The target TN energy gain G is determined in the presented paper as G = EJEo , where Em is the released TN energy. 

Both parameters of the ignitor and of the main fuel should be revised from our point of view. Firstly, conditions of plasma 
self-heating are not the same for an isolate plasma and for the hot spot in cold plasma because ignitor is cooled by contact 
with surrounding plasma due to electron heat conductivity. So, for example, the qualitative estimations of the isobaric ignitor 
parameters obtained in our previous papers4' 5 in the frame of semianalytical approaches give for minimum ignitor 
temperature Tf the value greater by several fold as that giving in the paper1. On the other hand the increase in ignitor 
temperature Tf at initial moment is not the necessary condition of TN flash. Numerical calculations6,7 show that a burn wave 
under certain initial conditions goes through two stages. The initial "subsonic" stage is characterized by a dropping or 
slightly rising temperature behind the wave front. The dimensions of "smoldering" ignitor are increased preparing the 
conditions of the second "supersonic" stage of intense burning which give rise to the TN flash. It is quite sufficiently for the 
spark ignition if the duration of "subsonic" stage would be far less than the target hydrodynamic lifetime. The critical 
minimum ignitor parameters depend on the parameters of main fuel. One of the main purpose of this paper is to obtain these 
dependencies. 

Secondly, on the assumption that the energy of the main fuel is dominated by the electron Fermi-energy, the density 
dependence of the total internal energy in compressed target takes the form: E0 = Ap"2 + BpM . It easy to see1 that if the gain 
is optimized then ignitor energy (Ef = Ap"2) and energy of the main fuel are comparable i.e. an extra laser pulse energy is of 
the same order that the energy of the main driver in contradiction with fast ignition concept. Besides, realization of the target 
implosion with degenerate final state is very questionable. In the present work the main fuel is supposed to be in the non- 
degenerate state which temperature T0 is one of the free parameters of problem. The gain is reduced in compare with 
optimized value but the ignitor energy is limited by a few percent of total energy. We consider these conditions as more 
realistic. 

The theoretical analysis of TN burning in non-degenerate fuel is drastically different from that of original scheme1. In spite 
of appearance the additional parameter (main fuel temperature) the situation is in some sort more simple. It is just obvious 
that in this case at fixing areal densities and temperatures of ignitor and fuel the target density p plays a role of the scale for 

other physical quantities only. For example the mass is proportional to (pr)3/p2 ; the target lifetime At ~ r/v ~ (pr)/pT' 
where v is a mean speed of sound; E0 ~ MT ~p'2 and so on. The process of TN burning is approximately scale invariant in 
terms of variables: r* = pr; t* = pt; E* = p2E; M* = p2M. In particular at given areal densities and temperatures the target 
gain is approximately independent on p and hence on initial target energy E0 in contrast to original scheme1. The exact scale 
invariance is violated only by density dependencies of Coulomb logarithms. Our numerical calculations are in good 
agreement with this conclusion. 

The calculations of energy gain are carried out by means of TN burning simulation from the moment of isochoric hot spot 
generation up to the target destruction. The similar results for isobaric and volume ignition were presented in preceding 
papers8,9. Mathematical model of the TN burning of inhomogeneous spherical target is described by equations system of 
motion, energy balance, continuity, state and kinetic equations for fast TN particles10'11. The single-fluid, two-temperature 
plasma approximation with allowance made for ion-electron energy exchange and for electron and ion heat conductivity is 
used in the solution of hydrodynamic equations. 

The kinetic processes with fast TN particles and thermal X-rays are characterized by sharp gradients of density and 
temperature with the scales of the order of particle range, by substantially anisotropy of particles angle distribution, by 
complicated energy dependence of charged particles energy loss, and by presence of a set of correlated channels of primary 
and secondary TN reactions. Under the conditions the Monte-Carlo method for the kinetic processes simulation seems to be 
more convenient than other standard computational schemes. As the characteristic time of target hydrodynamic processes is 
much more than the TN particle transit time, the plasma parameters may be considered as a constant under kinetic process 
simulation on each time step of a well-known difference non-stationary scheme for medium equations. These 
approximations are realized in TERA code using in presented paper for self-consistent solution of kinetic and hydrodynamic 
equations system. For detailed description of the physical-mathematical model see   '  . 

The target at the end of implosion is supposed to be homogeneous with the exception of a relatively small central hot spark 
(ignitor). The initial conditions of isochoric ignitor are described by two parameters: characteristic dimension (areal density) 
pRf and temperature Tf. (Let's make arrangement to consider product pR as separate physical value marked by two letters, 
then pf Rf =(pR) f =pRf and so on) It turns out in agreement with 8'9 that the target gain is practically independent on ignition 
origin if the TN flash takes place. As a consequence the analysis of burn efficiency is reduced to determination of the critical 
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(minimum) values of ignitor parameters. As for initial parameters of the main fuel pRo, T0 we suppose that there is no TN 
flash in homogeneous target. In the opposite case the concept of fast ignition has no physical meaning. Preliminary 
calculations carried out for different homogeneous targets make it possible to establish the upper bound for target 
temperature and dimension. 

3. RESULTS OF THE NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS. 

3.1.        Thermonuclear burning of homogeneous target. 

The study of homogeneous target TN burning is not only the starting point to obtain the limits of initial target parameters in 
fast ignition problem. It may be supposed that in the case of effective TN flash the process of burning is self-regulated and 
the target gain is practically independent on the ignition origin. The results of calculations setting forth below confirm this 
prediction. That's why TN burning of homogeneous target may be used as a point of reference in analytical treatment of 
burn efficiency of targets with arbitrary temperature and density distributions. 

The general measure of target TN burning efficiency is the TN gain G = Em/E0, where E,„ is the released TN energy, E0 is 
the initial internal energy coupled to the target. The results of TERA calculations of the gain of homogeneous targets with 
different pRo, T0 are presented in figure 1. The sharp increase in the gain within narrow interval of target temperature T0 

corresponds to generation of self-sustaining TN burning. If the TN flash takes place the released energy depends weakly on 
the initial temperature T0, as a result at further temperature increase the gain varies in inverse proportion to temperature: 

G~l/To. 

The most interesting result consists in the fact that the TN flash of thick targets with a great areal density (pRo>lg/cm2) may 
occur at initial temperatures T0 ~ 3-5 keV far lower than the temperature of maximum TN reaction rate ( T ~ 15-20 keV). As 
a result the energy gain G ranges into the hundreds. It is due to the target heating by the a particle thermalization on the 
initial stage of burning. (The cold plasma with pRo>lg/cm2 is impenetrable to fast TN particles). The transparency of thin 
targets with pRo<lg/cm2 leads to high values of critical temperature T0 ~ 15-20 keV and as a consequence to low values of 

the gain (G< 1). 

Let us consider the energy gain of volume ignited targets as a function of pRo, T0 in detail. By definition the value of G may 
be presented in the form: 

G = Etn/E0~   <av)pAt/T0       , d) 

where <av> is a time-averaged TN fusion rate , At is a characteristic target hydrodynamic lifetime. The TN fusion rate as a 
function of temperature shows a pronounced maximum at T ~ 20 keV and changes relatively slightly with further 
temperature increase up to T~ 1000 keV 12. As a result the value of <crv> in the range of active TN burning is 
approximately independent on the target initial parameters. The target lifetime may be presented as the ratio of target radius 
and mean speed of sound v ~ <T>"2: At ~ Ro/<T>"2. Our calculations show that in the process of active TN burning of thick 
target with pRo > 1 g/cm2 temperature runs into hundreds of keV. The corresponding lifetime reduction decreases the index 
of a power in pR, dependence of the gain. Really, during the thick target TN flash the fraction of released TN energy caused 
plasma self-heating is getting essentially greater than initial energy E0 , so the TN flash mean temperature <T> and target 
lifetime At are determined by target gain: <T> ~ Eta ~ GT0 , At ~ G" °5. As a result the energy gain may be presented in the 

form: 

G = F(pR0,T0)pR0
2/3/T0 (2) 

where the coefficient F weekly depends on pRo, T0. 

The function F(pRo, T0) may be obtained from the data presented in figure 1 (see figure 2). It is seen that the value of 
coefficient F is approximately constant with the accuracy of the order of 10% provided that the conditions of volume 
ignition are satisfied (G»l). Under the conditions the TN energy gain may be evaluated as: 

G = 370pR0
2/3/T0 (3) 
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In eq. (3) T0 and pRo are measured in keV and g/cm2, respectively. 

As may be seen from its derivation, equations (2), (3) are applicable only if G » 1. There is another factor limiting the 
application field of these equations. During the TN burning the density p changes not only by hydrodynamic processes but 
partially due to the fuel depletion. If significant fraction of the fuel is burned out the effective density in eq. (1) as well as 
mean temperature <T> depends on the target gain. Let us introduce the burn efficiency g as the fraction of depletion fuel: 
g = AM/M . The released TN energy can be expressed in terms of a number of deuterium and tritium nuclei undergoing the 
reactions of DT fusion AN: Em = AN<E>/2, where <E> = 17.6 MeV. The initial energy E0 is connected with total number of 
D- and T-nuclei N: E0 = 3NT0 . Taking into account that g = AM/M = AN/N, eq. (3) may be rewrite in terms of burn 
efficiency: 

g = 6GT0/<E> = pRo2/3 11-9 (3a) 
The real value of depletion fuel is approximately ten percent greater than one giving by eq.(3a) due to the contribution of 
DD fusion reactions and so on. In spite of this it is convenient to use eq. (3a) as a specific measure of efficiency of DT 
burning. In accordance with the above mentioned reasons eq.(3) is valid only at relatively small values of the burn efficiency 
g. The results of TERA numerical calculations of the gain of homogeneous targets with different pRo being converted to that 
in terms of DT burn efficiency g are presented in figure 3. Comparing these results with the values given by eq.(3a) we 
obtain the range of applicability of eq.(3a): g < 0.4. In the light of foregoing arguments the eqs. (2), (3) may be used under 
the conditions: G» 1, g<0.4. The corresponding range of areal density and temperature (1 g/cm2 < pRo<5g/cm2 ; 
T0 < 100 keV) is rather appropriate to the fast ignition targets. 

If the effect of lifetime reduction due to target self-heating is neglected (it is correct for thin targets with pRo < 1 g/cm2 ) the 
same reasons results in the linear pRo dependence of the gain and burn efficiency: G ~ pRo / T0

3/2 , g ~ pRo / VT0 . With 
allowance for depletion effect the expression of burn efficiency takes the form10: g = pRo / (pRo + AVT0). In the case of thin 
target only the temperature of TN flash (T0 ~ 15-20 keV) is a matter of interest. That is why the temperature dependence of g 
is not considered as a rule and corresponding expression is extended to the range of pRo > 1 g/cm2. It should be noted that 
TN fusion rate and a particle energy losses in deuterium - tritium plasma are combined in such a way that considerable 
depletion is accompanied by considerable self - heating. Both depletion and self - heating affect the burn efficiency in 
similar way. Because the constants in expressions of g are treated as fitting parameters no wonder that the well-known 
evaluation of burn efficiency110 obtained without allowance for target self - heating: g = pRo / (pRo + 7) is in a good 
agreement with eq.(3a) (see figure 3). The temperature dependencies of the gain presented in figure 2, however, show that 
the effective TN flash represents the self-regulated process which if have been initiated is independent on the initial 
temperature. Therefore the approach based on the allowing for the self-heating effect and leading to eqs.(3), (3a) is more 
suitable in the range under consideration. As a matter of fact the fuel depletion affect the energy gain considerably and 
should be taken into account simultaneously with the self-heating effect only in the range of large areal density 
pR0» 1 g/cm2. 

The same reasons remain in force and rise in importance in the case of ecologically cleaner fuel with a small number of 
neutrons among the products of its burning (for instance a mixture of deuterium with He3 ). In this case the fraction of TN 
energy responsible for target self-heating increase considerably and as a result the relative contribution of fuel depletion in 
the pRo-dependence of the gain is reduced. 

3.2. Fast ignition criteria. 

There is no heating by a particles and as a consequence no burn wave in rather thin targets with pRo < 1 g/cm2 . For thick 
targets with pRo > 1 g/cm2 the TN combustion wave being initiated by a spark makes it possible to produce the effective TN 
flash at initial temperature substantially below the critical temperature of volume ignition. Fixing the value of T0 in this 
range we consider a set of model isochoric target with different ignitor parameters Tf and pRf at given pRo. For every target 
the energy gain G is obtained by means of TERA code simulation of TN burning. The total number of the targets under 
consideration exceeds 500. 

Consider the typical results of the calculation for targets with pRo = 2 g/cm2. The obtained values G as a function of ignitor 
dimension pRf at different T0 and Tf are presented in figure 4. It may be seen that for every value of ignitor temperature Tf 

there are some critical values of ignitor dimension, corresponding to the sharp increase in the gain within relatively narrow 

range of pRf . The similar behavior of the gain-dimension dependencies is obtained at the other pRo , and the range of 
critical pRf narrows with increase of pRo . The same results may be presented in terms of gain-temperature dependencies at 
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fixing pRf. In this case the range of critical temperature Tf corresponding to the sharp increase in the gain is less than 
0.5 keV. 

From the physical point of view this increase is associated with a fact that the time of TN burn extension over the whole 
target under the conditions near to the critical is of the order of the target lifetime. Up to the critical ignitor parameters the 
low energy gain corresponds to the "smoldering" of homogeneous target with temperature T0 and is independent on ignitor 
presence. There is no spark ignition. In the opposite case TN flash results in effective burning with G ~ 102 - 103. If the TN 
flash takes place the energy release is practically independent on the history of ignition. The calculated values of energy gain 
in the limit of overcritical pRf , Tf tend to ones given by Eq.(3) with the obvious correction on the additional ignitor energy: 

G =GH/(1+AE), 
where GH is the energy gain of homogeneous target with the same pRo, T0; AE is a dimensionless ratios of energy coupled to 
ignitor due to an extra laser pulse Ef to the total energy of corresponding homogeneous target with the same pRo, T0. 

Thus the values of critical ignitor parameters are only the matter of interest. As for the parameters of the main fuel we intend 
to obtain the condition under which the gain is maximized. As it is resulted from eq.(3), it is necessary for this aim to reduce the 
target temperature as possible. On the other hand, as was argued above plasma is supposed to be in non-degenerate state 
whereas in the dense DT plasma with p ~ 102 g/cm3 the Fermi energy runs into hundred of eV (EF = 14 p2'3 eV, where p is 
measured in g/cm3). Therefore, the initial temperatures T0 are chosen in the range T0 -0.5-1 keV. 

We carry out the numerical calculations of critical ignitor parameters pRf, Tf for targets with areal density pR, equals to 
3, 4 and 6 g/cm2 . For targets with pRo = 1 and 2 g/cm2 and T0 > 1 keV the same values were calculated in our previous 
paper13 both for the case of isobaric and of isochoric ignitors. The aim ofthat paper was to compare the possibilities of two 
way of spark ignition with each other. This accounts for the choice of initial target parameters and for the presentation of the 
results in terms of dimensionless variables Ar = Rf/Ro and A, = Tf/T0. 

Our calculations show that the critical ignitor parameters are practically independent on the target areal density pRo in the range 
under consideration. The obtained values of pRf, Tf for targets with different T0 are presented in figure 5. It is just obvious 
that the critical ignitor temperature increase with the reduction of ignitor areal density in agreement with the curves in figure 5. More 
interesting is the behavior of the corresponding additional thermal energy Ef coupled to ignitor because it is connected 
immediately with an energy of the extra laser pulse. It was noted in our previous paper13 that for relatively large value of 
pRf this energy is in a straight dependence on the ignitor mass mf whereas for small value of pRf when mf is less than or 
equal to one percent of total mass the critical value of Ef is practically independent on the ignitor mass. In other words for 
every target there is a minimum value of additional absorbed extra pulse energy corresponding to some optimum ignitor. 

The presence of optimum ignitor may be consistently explained taking into account the temperature behavior of TN fusion 
reaction rate. Until the critical temperature reaches the values corresponding to the maximum <CTV> at T ~ 15 - 20 keV the 
considerable reduction in critical ignitor dimension is compensated by a small variation of critical temperature due to the sharp 
increase of <ov> with temperature. As a result the critical value of Ef is reduced in this range. The further reduction of ignitor 
dimension and increase of ignitor temperature gives no additional advantage in energy because TN fusion reaction rate 
remains approximately invariable and the electron heat conductivity extends the absorbed energy over the optimum ignitor 
size corresponding to the temperature of maximum <av>. For illustration, the critical ignitor parameters giving in figure 5 

are presented in figure 6 in terms of AE , Tf (pR, = 3 g/cm2). As may be seen AE tends to the constant in the range Tf > 12 keV 
with accordance to above-stated arguments. The minimum values of ignitor energy Ef run about a few percent and under of the 
total target internal energy E0 . 

We calculate the values of minimum absorbed energy under fast ignition for targets with different temperature T0. As was 
mentioned above these values depend on the density p whereas the values of Ef* = p2Ef are approximately scale-invariant. 
To verify this statement the calculations were carried out at p equal to 10 and 100 g/cm3 . At tenfold change in density the 
corresponding change in scaling critical ignitor energy Ef" is less than five percent. The calculated values of minimum 
additional absorbed extra pulse energy Ef corresponding to optimum ignitor are presented in figure 7 in the form of energy - 
temperature dependencies for targets with p = 316 g/cm3 . This choice of pmakes it easy to change the scale of densities 
(p2 = 105 g2/cm6). With account for scale invariance the presented curves give a possibility to evaluate the minimum extra 
laser pulse energy at arbitrary condition of basic driver implosion and may be used under examination the fast ignition 
scheme of ICF. 

The scale of the ignition laser EL is set by coupling efficiencies r\ and required ignition energy: EL = Ef/r| . One of the 
possibly coupling mechanism is the recently proposed scheme2 of laser energy conversion into the energy of accelerated ions 
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produced at critical densities. The corresponding coupling efficiencies r| may be evaluated as r\ ~ 10% in relatively wide 
range of parameters. Taking into account the values of Ef presented in figure 7 we may conclude that the required parameters 
of ultrashort laser pulse with ultrahigh intensity lie in the limits of the modern experimental possibilities. 

4. CONCLUSIONS. 

Summing up the results it should be emphasized the following features of laser target TN burning: 

The sharp increase in the TN gain of homogeneous targets caused by generation of self-sustaining TN burning is found 
within narrow interval of target temperature T0 at given pRo > 1 g/cm2 . If the volume ignition takes place the released 
energy depends weakly on the initial temperature T0, so at further temperature increase the gain varies in inverse proportion 
to temperature. The values of critical (minimum) temperature T0 of thick target volume ignition are of the order of a few keV 
and corresponding values of maximum target gain reach hundreds. 

The spark ignition is possible at temperature less than 1 keV and the corresponding gain runs into 103 . The effective TN 
flash takes place provided that the time of TN burn wave extension over the whole target is of the order or less than the 
target hydrodynamic lifetime. This process is accompanied by the sharp increase in the gain within relatively narrow range 
of ignitor areal density pRf and temperature Tf. The critical ignitor parameters depend on the temperature but not on the 
areal density of the main fuel. The calculated values of these parameters are presented in figure 5. 

The energy of the extra laser pulse is connected immediately with an additional thermal energy Ef coupled to ignitor. The 
critical (minimum) value of Ef is a simple function of critical parameters pRf, Tf. It is shown that if ignitor is small, the 
critical value of Ef is practically independent on ignitor mass being the function only of the main fuel parameters. The 
corresponding dependencies are presented in figure 7. 

The overcritical burn efficiency and target gain are practically independent on the ignition origin and may be evaluated with 
the reasonable accuracy by the simple asymptotic expression: 

g-pRo2/3/7.9 , .G = 370pR0
2/3/T0 

These relations are valid both for volume and for spark ignition. 
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Status of gamma-laser problem on current moment'2000: ranging analysis 
and screening of gamma-laser schemes on their feasibility 
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ABSTRACT 

Joint theory of gamma-generation (GG) and radiation-heat regime (GG&RH) in active medium (AM) of y-laser (GL) is applied for the 
analyses of total world experience in the GL-problem in order to choose those nuclei-candidates, active media, GL-schemes which are 
indeed actual for the GL-creation. The classification of GL over a degree of the «comfortable conditions» for the GG is given. The GL- 
schemes could be "residential(Rsd)" (creation of excited laser-active nuclei, ELAN, from its parents directly in the site of AM) or 
"nonresidential(Nrsd)" (creation of ELAN out off the AM). It has been turned out that all "residential" part of the world experience does 
not fit for the realization of GL and can be considered only as a museum-piece. Any Rsd AM on the short-lived isomers must be 
inevitably blasted before the beginning of the GG. That "museum" part includes a lot of ideas: GG on long-lived isomers; line narrowing 
by radio-frequency or optical fields; creation of y-gain in the inversionless mixture of the excited and de-excited nuclei (amplification 
without inversion); super-dilution of work-nuclei in a matrix via multi wave Borrman effect; non-Moessbauer active media in plasma, gas 
or beam with its optical laser cooling, a lot of schemes (one-stage, two-stage, two-phase, two-step, two-photon, etc.). The exception 
could be only Rsd GL pumped by another GL. But the Nrsd part of world experience had stood yet all strict tests of that joint theory. 

Keywords: gamma-laser; quantum nucleonics; gamma-generation (induced, super-radiant, in plasma, in beam, in solid); laser cooling of 
atomic beam; amplification without inversion; Borrmann effect; ShpoPskii effect; Moessbauer effect; hyper fine structure; laser selection 
(separation) of excited nuclei, isomers, isotopes; radiation-heat regime of active media of gamma-laser; anomalous superdilution 

INTRODUCTION 
The most advanced non residential (Nrsd) GL (see ABSTRACT) is based on the use of the short-lived isomers (10"4 - 10"7 s) produced 
under nuclear pulse radiation in a special "converter"[28] (alias multibeam emitter, MBE[34-36]) and delivered into the AM by the 
method SPTEN (Soft Prompt Transplantation of Excited Nuclei) with use of the complex of measures for well generation and cooling of 
AM[27-36]. The enriched bunch with 90% of the Excited Laser-Active Nuclei (ELAN) is delivered into the site of AM just before the 
GG. Hence the Nrsd GL could be characterized by the removal from the site of AM absolutely all processes for the nuclei activation and 
for the inverted population creation. Only the GG and the cooling are acting in such Nrsd AM. Hence the Nrsd GL could do without use 
of any methods for the creation of gain in the inversionless medium because the Nrsd AM is strongly inverted before its creation, at 
"beam-study", out off the AM's site. Owing to such circumstance the ideas developed in works[27,28-36j allow to obviate the most weak 
flows of the GL-schemes. One such weak flow was pointed in Refs.(9,10,12,32,35], It may be any process or device based on use of 
the hyperfine structure (HFS) directly in the AM (in situ). The ideas of works[27-36] do not at all use any HFS inside of the AM (in situ). 

The Nrsd GL[27,28-36] could generate almost parallel y-beam with the length of coherence ~ 103 - 106 cm the intensity averaged 
over pulse duration ~ 1012 - 1014 W/cnt, the pick intensity - 1014 - 1020 W/cn?, the brightness ~ 1020 - 1023 W/cn?nu?; 
the energy 0.01 - 1 J per pulse. Such beam could be practically applied in micro-lithography, in micro-holography, in 
microtomography of the alive albumen molecules, etc. It is possible to reanimate some "museum" schemes through their hybridization 
with the SPTEN. But the main its application is the triggering of a more powerful residential GL. In that application the nonlinear 
interaction of the combined "strong GL field + strong optical laser field" with the stored resonant long-lived nuclei is very important. The 
adequate theory[17] must be improved. Such "nonresidential-residential" y-iaser is an exception from above rule about unfitness of Rsd 
GL. More complex" Many-Section Nrsd-Rsd" y-lasers could be more powerful by many orders than the simple SPTEN GL. But it needs 
to remind that even the simple SPTEN y-laser is sufficiently powerful for the plural applications, the super-powerful GL included[49,50]. 

At last the new direction "Multi Beam Laser Separation of Nuclei" was arisen as a result of the SPTEN development. This direction 
leads to the essential, by many orders, acceleration of the laser separation of atoms, molecules, isotopes, isomers, radionuclides, etc. 

1. Joint "Gamma-Generation and Radiation-Heat" theory (GG&RH) 
and criteria for the screening of the nuclei-candidates and schemes for the GL. 

The principal steps for the screening of nuclei-candidates and schemes for the GL creation on base of single theory were the following: 
1. - Revision of the recent theories for the GG and the radiation-heat regime (GG&RH) in AM. Creation of new "Joint GG&RH theory". 
Formulation of exact criteria of GG&RH for the fast screening of nuclei-candidates, active media and schemes for the GL realization. 
2. - Application of the general GG&RH criteria and the special screening to the GL based on the solid aggregate state of the AM. 
3. - The screening of the GL based on the different non-solid aggregate states of the AM: plasma, gas and atomic beam. 
4. - The screening of the GL over total amount of nuclear y-transitions in all known manifold of the isotopes. 

Laser Optics 2000: Ultrafast Optics and Superstrong Laser Fields, Alexander A. Andreev, 
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5 - The screening of the overall manifold of GL for the choice of the GL feasible in a near future. 
that direction is reflected in works[34-36J and its status is fixed on the 2000 in seven works A(GL status), B(GL design), C-D(theory), 
E(nuclei-candidates), F(use of mega-Ampere source), Gfoptical HFS in GL) which are reported on "LO'2000" (see its Program). 

1.1. Revision of the recent theories for the GG and the radiation-heat regime (GG&RH) in the AM. Creation of new "Joint GG&RH 
theory". Formulation of exact criteria of GG&RH for the fast screening of nuclei-candidates, active media and schemes for the GL 

realization. 
111 The revised GG theory and its coordination with the Radiation-Heat (RH) theory. Such RGGT accounts total complex of conditions 
for the real experiment' the decay of the excited work level, the lethargy of the induced processes, the influence of the competing 
channels (other transitions), the resonant and non-resonant losses, the diffraction, the line broadening, the wave dephasmg (e.g., at the 
GG beginning, see above, the influence of the detector, etc.), the initial ELAN concentration, the form and the sizes of AM. 

The super-fluorescent GG (alias super-radiant, SR) theory is developed on base of the almost-correct solution of the Bloch equations at 
the length of the Bloch vector strongly variable in time. Such approximation is absolutely original because there are no more correct 

Bloch's approximations in a world. 

The initial ELAN concentration n+I the form and sizes of AM are coordinated with the RH theory. E.g., for the solid AM the crucial heat 
condition (5) for the GG, see section 1.1.2., is used. The more delicate relation between the super-radiant (SR) and induced thresholds 

pSR > Pind 0) 

is proved also with use of the RH theory which shows that the relation pSR < pind is achieved only in the regime of the AM's blast. The 
computer calculations show also that in case of the RH-regime beneficial for the GG the SR-contribution in GG is much smaller versus 
the Induced contribution. In that reason the main criterion for the nuclei-candidates choice, active media and schemes for GL is 

P/Pind > 1 <2> 

where the formulas for the parameters p , "Reserve of Amplification", and pind ■ "Induced Threshold" are given in the paper [C]. 

1 1 2 The revised Radiation-Heat (RH) theory and its coordination with the GG theory. Exact criteria RH theory for the GL realization. The 
theory of the radiation-heat regime of the active medium of GL is developed in the series of works [27-29,32,35] and in the work [D] 
which is represented at this conference "LO'2000". The RH-theory begins with the energy-release coordinated with the GG-theory: 

q = n+Ey(a/1+a)/T+ (3) 

Here n+ is density of ELAN in AM, Ev is the energy of work y-transition, a is the internal conversion coefficient, T+ is the ELAN time-life. 
The use of the Anomalous Super Dilution (ASD, see[23,27]) on base of the Multi Wave Bomman Effect[26] (MWBE) is unreal (see 
below point 1.5.3.). But without the ASD the optimal concentration n+ = 1021 cm"3 even in the very beneficial case of the SPTEN y- 
lasing. Hence at Ey ~ 10 -100 keV, a~ 10, T+~10"5S ones have 

q~10u-1012W/cm3. (4) 
It is clear that the cooling of the AM at such high energy-release is not a simple thing. The first deep analyses of this heat problem and 
the first recommendations are given in [27-29]. Particularly it was shown the unfitness of old suggestion "needle in the liquid helium 
bath" owing to the adiabatic isolation of the AM by the gaseous bubble. But this origin variant [27-29] of RH theory was based on the 
classical thermodynamical conceptions of the "heat capacity" and "heat conductivity". Their nonlinear behavior at low temperatures T<TD 

(TD is the Debye temperature) was accounted. The conception of the quasi temperature instead of the temperature was introduced in 
that first variant. But there were revealed some contradictories in that origin theory, especially in the interesting case of the small 
diameter of the active medium tfi~Aph (the free path for the phonon). 

The next stage of the RH-theory overcame that contradictories by the transition from the thermodynamics to the non equilibrium kinetic 
theory of two linked non-equilibrium subsystems: electrons-holes and phonons. The temperature dependence of the parameters of that 
theory (including the parameter of coupling between that subsystems xe-Ph(T), the free path for the electrons and holes Ae(T), and the 
free path for the phonons Aph(T)) are gotten from the experiments. Hence this is a half phenomenological quasi temperature theory. 
The equations of that theory contain the fields of the energy densities Qe (for electrons-holes) and Qph (for phonons) of that 
subsystems. That fields Qe(t,r) and Qph(t,r) are the functions of the time t and the space point r. The quasi temperature field T(t,r) is a 
certain function of field Qph(t,r). Hence the parameters xe-ph(T), Ae(T), Aph(T) also are the fields Te-ph(t,r), Ae(t,r), Aph(t,r). Hence it is 
a task with the infinity variables and infinity number of equations. Such task could be resolved only approximately. 

The zero approximation of quasi-free exit of carriers from AM into the adjacent cooler is represented in [32,35]. That zero approximation 
could not to give the sharp transition from the stationary heat regime to the blast. It is very fishily. The next quasi diffusion 
approximations (see work [D] reported at this conference "LO'2000") give that sharp transition in a reasonable region of the quasi 
temperatures T - 100 - 200 K. The computer calculations of different cases of the active medium with different nuclei and other different 
parameters gives the following approximate crucial condition (criterion) for the stationary low temperature radiation-heat regime 

©reg = (?«i27/11)/5<lWcm-6/" (5) 
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The case of the heat blast for the AM takes place if the regime parameter ©reg > 1. This criterion (4) together with the criterion (2) are 
the main exact criteria for the valid and fast screening of nuclei-candidates, active media and schemes for the GL realization. Another 
criteria are discussed below in the next point of this section 1. 

1.2. Application of general GG&RH criteria and special screening to the GL based on the solid aggregate state of the AM. 
1.2.1. The application of the general GG&RH screening to the GL based on the solid aggregate state of the AM. in accordance (4) and (5) 

u :- --* ui—t^^i H( *u« UA»» .-«!,>««•>. _ 4nll   <inl2 iAf/«r«3 ;* iu- /Jinmotor r»f H-ia AM ie loeo than the AM is not blasted at the heat release ~ 10" -101 W/cmJ if the diameter of the AM is less than 

7 10'5-3 icr5 ,11/27^11/27^20/9. cm (6) a, < (5/q) 

A lot of computer calculations for the various nuclei and AM in case of the SPTEN GL verify this rule and give the quasi-temperature 
T < 100 K. The solid AM had stood the total test of the Joint GG and RH theories[32,35], see also the works[C,D] presented at "LO'2000". 

1.2.2. The application of the special screening to the GL based on the solid aggregate state of the AM. The SPTEN is the most stable 
(against different trammels) model among all manifold of GL, solid GL included. It is a reason for additional tests for the SPTEN which 
were not applied to any its competitors. All that competitors were rejected already on stage of the general screening (see points below). 
The special screening was applied to SPTEN y-laserby the wide front in each its device element[28-36], see also the works [B,C,D,E,F, 
G] presented at "LO'2000". The especial attention is devoted to the central device of the SPTEN which holds twelve title: it is the 
«converter nuclear radiation => ELAN» specially for the GL and it is the «multi beam emitter», "MBE", in case of more broad circle 
of the tasks from the gene engineering up to the industrial separation of rare isotopes for the ecologically safe nuclear energetics. 

1.3. The screening of the GL based on the different non-solid aggregate states of the AM: plasma, gas and atomic beam. 
It is shown[34,35] that the condition of the generation could not be fulfilled if the AM is plasma, gas and atomic beam owing to the 
strong longitudinal dispersion of the velocity which lead to very strong Doppler line broadening. 

It is shown also[34.35] that the laser methods[82] are unfitted for the longitudinal cooling of the beam with the short-lived ELAN. The 
main reason is the heating and the ionization of the gas or the beam by the secondary electrons in a result of the internal conversion. 
Each act of the internal conversion creates more than 1000 secondary electrons and ions. The time of the ions with the opposite signs 
in a beam is much more than the work isomer time-life. It lads to the accumulation of the ion concentration. The forces between ion and 
other ion, between atom and ion are very strong and could not be suppressed by the cooling optical fields (COF). The value of COF 
needs be extremely big, much more than the value of the disruption. 

The two-photon GL[52,53] (decay into two contrary directed quanta when linear Doppler effect broadening is suppressed) is too 
romanced because the very strong decay channel of the long-lived isomer is omitted in Refs.[52,53]. This channel is the electron 
conversion which could cany away practically any angle momentum with big coefficient conversion a ~103 -106. Hence the big values 
of the ignition laser field ~ 1012 W cm"2 (see [52,53]) must be increased up to the values ~ 1015 -1018 W cm"2. The total ionization in 
such field is fatal. Hence the strong heterogeneity of the Stark-effect on the different atoms or ions in the microfields must be created by 
the stochastically distributed ions. It must give the line broadening of the order ~ 107-109 s"1. It gives the suppression factor ~ 10" - 
10"15 . So the two-photon scheme is only a delusion which is fit for the "museum" but not for the indeed GL realization. 

The reader. There are no any active medium for GL composed of the plasma, the gas or the atomic beam. Hence all manifold of the GL on 
the nuclear transitions is reduced towards to the more compact manifold of the GAMMA-RAY SOLID LASER. On that reason "GAMMA-RAY 
SOLID LASER" is the first title of all last works of the author after 1995 ([29-36] and all his seven works at the present conference 
"LO'2000") as a certain challenge to the backing of the non-solid GL. 

1.4. The screening of the GL over total amount of nuclear y-transitions in all known manifold of the isotopes. 
The y-radiation spectra of all available nuclear data-banks, e.g., [59-65,80,] were researched in order to find the tentative nuclei 
candidates with the work transitions fit for the GL realization without use of Borrman effect[26] (trammels of this effect application see in 
1.5.3). AH that origin tentative candidates (more than 200) were screened by the tests of Joint GG & RH theory (see 1.1). The results of 
that screening are placed in the tables of the work [E] presented at this conference "LO'2000". The brief results are given below. 

1.4.1. Candidates of the first short-lived diapason T+~ 10"4 -10"6 s for both, Nrsd and Rsd, GL realization. There are 19 candidates for the Rsd 
and Nrsd GL realization (e.g., for SPTEN). Each that candidate fits the main criteria (2) and (5) of the Joint GG&RH theory. These candidates are: 

Tablel. Isomere of the first short-lived diapason T+~ 

Isomer (E,, keV) 
Isomer {E„keV) 
Isomer (Ev,keV) 
Isomer (Ey, keV) 

'Sei 52.01) 
.'Zn3o 93.32) 
187^  jv'     

*Lu71(67.5 
Pd46 115.7) 

"CO; 

10"*-10"° s for Nrsd GL and Rsd GL. Ali ihey get p/Pind>1 wiihoui use of Borrman effect 

■T*? 
131 
7JE 

8.1) 
Ga3i(56.5) 

-m; 
'Ag4-;(1.113 
Lu7i(123.7~ 

"Co 21 

-tzn 

>3.0) 
Ge32(8 5.0) 

-1775 
Sb51(61.45) 
Re,s(84.7) 

m 28 86.9) 

13* 
'As33 (4 6.04) 
Eu63(68.2 
Re,B(65.6) 

«? Zn30 53.96 
^Nb4i90.2) 
1SS„   **'  Tm69(80.3) 

Three candidates 58Co 
58, 

7(28.1), 74Ga3 (56.5), 76As33(46.04) hold high work-ratio p/prid: -29 for^Co; -20 for /4Ga; -24 for 76As. 
The champion odCo27(28.1) was first announced in[34,35] and its properties are well known. Other 18 candidates will be researched 
more completely in near future. The optical isomer shifts for 58Co27(28.1) and 154Eu63(68.2) are given in work[E] on "OL'20001 

existence of such big grope of very effective nuclei-candidates gives the great hope for the GL creation, especially SPTEN. 
The 
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1 4 2 The absence of long-lived candidates of "minute" diapason x+~ 10+2 -10"3 s fit for the GL creation without the Borrman effect. No one 
among the following 24 isomers of the "minute" diapason does not fit the crucial condition (2) if the Borrman effect is absent: 

Table 2 Isomers of "minute" diapason T-HC^-IQ"3 S get only p/pjnd < 1 without use of Borrman effect^ey could not be used in near future for GL 
 ,r-   .„..A   i «3o„      » 7i   I «o~   MO/I\   —«s^.iii9<n     wßa,.ffiß 7\     I ,3Ge,J139.7)      "Ge«M5! Isomer [Ey,keV) 

Isomer (Ey, keV) 
Isomer (Ev./ceVQ 
Isomer (ET, keV) 

*Sc2l(151.7) 
Se34(162.0) 

-rte 
Aq47(93.1) 
In49(162.4) 

3Sc2l(12.4) 
*Se34(95.7) 
'Ag47(88.03) 
°In49(138.0) 

'Sc?1 (142.5) 
'"Kr36(130-0) 

-12» 
Aq47(59.8) 
Sbsi(22.7) 

■Ga31(59.7) 
;Rb37{42.3) 

-13* 
Aq47(81.0) 
Cs55(11.3) 

-IÜ» 
Ge32(139.7) 
Rh45(129.6) 

°Aq47(127.7) 
*Eufi,(96.4) 

^32(159.7) 
"Aq47(134.3) 

-tsr Aq47(203.0) 
Er68(156.0) 

The natural line-width r0 = 1/x+ was supposed for all tentative long-lived nuclei at the calculation of the "probe-work ratio" p/pind ~ 
0 5 - 0 01 placed in this table. Hence the real work ratio, at the account of the real line-width r >» r0, must be less by some orders: 
p/Pind ~ (0.5 - 0.01) ryr ~ 10"3 - 10"8. The other (out of the Table 2) isomers of the "minute" diapason with Ey > 200 keV, or a 
mass number A<40, or a coefficient of internal conversion a > 103 have the "probe-work ratio" p/pind «10" . Thus they were rejected 
previously. The lines with x+ » 100 5 could not be narrowed [8]. Hence the unfitness for the GL of the above 24 long-lived "minute" 
isomers means the unfitness of all long-lived isomers as a work-nuclei *) for the GL without use of the Borrman effect[26]. Hence there 
are no lono-lived nuclei for the GL creation without the Borrmann effect. Below it is shown that the realization of the Borrman effect for the GL 
creation could be feasible only at very far future. Hence the GL could be realized in a near future only on the short-lived isomers. 
*) Note: Some long-lived isomers could be used as the parents of the short-lived isomers, e.g., in the two-step methods[11,39-45], 

The reader: The long-lived ELAN, fit for the GL realization at near future without use of Borrman effect, are not reveled as yet in spite of the careful 
search for the such type of ELAN. The word as yet means some feeble hope that the Author could be wrong*.1*) Hence, at account of point 1.3., 

overall manifold oftheGL REALIZABLE AT A NEAR FUTURE is reduced as yet to ITS SUB-MANIFOLD 
"GAMMA-RAY  SOLID LASER BASED  ON  THE  SHORT-LIVED  ISOMERS". 

1.5. The screening of the overall manifold of GL for the choice of the GL feasible in a near future. 

By the points 1.3., 1.4.2. such manifold is reduced to the SOLID GL with the SHORT-LIVED isomers WITHOUT USE of Borrman effect. 
151 Hot microplasma in a cold solid AM as a tool of the screening. In such case the Joint GG&RH theory predicts[32,34,35,Dlthe 
existence of the hot (Tpiasma>30000 K) light (non-equilibrium secondary electrons and holes) microplasma with a big density (10 - 
1019 pairs per en?) in the cold lattice (T|attice~ 30-100 K) of the host matrix in the site of the AM, see [32,34,35] and the work 
[D] presented at this conference "OL' 2000". This result gives the quite new sight on the active medium of GL because there was no a 
word about microplasma in the active medium during all period from 1961 up to nowadays in ail works on GL problem. Soon this 
microplasma turned into a powerful tool of the screening in the GL problem, see below. 
1511 Collapse of the hyperfine structure (HFS) by the movement of the light carriers of the hot microplasma. Each act of the electron 
internal conversion give the avalanche of ~ 103 secondary light charged carriers: electrons and holes. The work centers with the ELAN 
could be regarded as like as the traps for that carriers. The traps could be deep or fine. All deep traps must be transformed into the fjne 
traps after the absorption of one or two light charged carriers. Such transformation is realized for the short time -10   x+. 
After that time the form of the Moessbauer spectrum in the AM is governed by the dynamics of that fine traps in the flux of the charged 
light carriers. It is shown that due to that dynamics the charge-state of the work centers is fast altered between "plus , zero and 
"mines". In a result the HFS parameters are altered too. 
In case of the heterogeneous traps it leads usually to the transformation of Moessbauer spectrum into very broad band. The total width 
of that band is r - 103 -104 1/T+. The GG in that case is surely absent.[32,33,34] 
But the Moessbauer spectrum could be constricted into the single line of the natural width in case of the homogeneous traps. [32,33,34] 
In both cases the HFS is destroyed or alias is "collapsed". 
1512 Fiasco of methods based on the use of HFS in the AM. The following methods are based on the use of the HFS in the AM: 
a. - the use of the HFS in order to selectively pump nuclei through one HFS transition but to use the other HFS transition for the 
generation in so called "fluorescent" variant of the Two-Stage pumping. [22,23] 
b. - The line narrowing by the radio-frequency (r-f) or qpfea/methods. [4,5,8,9,17,19,27,48,51,71,72] 
c. - The creation of the high - 90% inversion by the action of the r-f fields, or the optical laser fields, or their mixture on the 
Inversionless Mixture (IM) of the Excited and De-excited Nuclei. [23,27,68] 
d. - Creation of gain - 90% in IM due to the creation of frequency shift between y-emission and y-absorption by optical\\m [23,27]. 
e. - A and V schemes for "y-amplification without inversion" and" inversionless gain" via nuclear coherence by opfc?/driving[24-25]. 
All that methods are destroyed via the collapse of HFS in Moessbauer, optical and r-f spectra. 
1513 Plus trammels in case of the use of the optical HFS in AM. Too small widths ~ 103 - 106 s"1 for the lines in the optical HFS of solid 
are necessary for the realization in GL of the optical methods b, c, d, e mentioned above. Such narrow lines exist only in a rarefied well 
cooled gas. But the achievement of such narrow lines in a solid as like as ones in a rarefied cooled gas is very difficult problem. 

1.5.2. Residential (Rsd) and Nonresidential (Nrsd) categories of solid GL with short-lived ELAN. 
15 2 1 The first objection on the Residential Solid GL with Short-Lived ELAN (RS-GL-SL). The active medium of the RS-GL-SL 
must be prepared from the inversionless mixture of the excited and non-excited work nuclei. Because only such inversionless mixture 
could be created at any pump except the fluorescent selective two-stage pump[22,23] and some types of the two-step pump[11,39-44]. 

*1 *) The Author pleases to be wrong in that negative reader because he had devoted the significant efforts for the line-narrowing problem[8,19,48], 
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But all that exceptions could not be realized nowadays and at near future. Hence the RS-GL-SL could do only with use of the methods 
c, d or e mentioned above in the point 1.5.1.2. But all that methods are inevitably destroyed by the microplasma and by the heating. 
Hence nothing RS-GL-SL could be realized. ..,,„„„, „,, 

IT IS THE FIRST OBJECTION" AGAINST THF RESIDENTS SOLID GL WITH SHORT-LIVED ELAN (RS-GL-SÜ 

1.5.2.2. The second objection against the Residential Solid GL with the short-lived ELAN (RS-GL-SL). The RH theory of the heat 
blast[34,35,D] gives the next objection against the RS-GL-SL. In short the substantiation of this, second, objection is following: 
Selective resonant pumping by the monochromatic radiation[22,23,27] is the most soft type of the pump for the RS-GL-SL. The flux of 
that selective radiation <£„, oeroulse must provide a sufficient relative concentration of the ELAN Cian ~ O^i 0.1 a0. Here c0 is the 

1023 cm"3 is the density of the number of host atoms (e.g., for a diamond), d^ is the photo-effect's cross-section at the host atoms. 
This cross section depends on the energy as like as it is shown in the Table 3 below (see ref.[80]). The other values in that table are: 
qh is the instant heat release in host matrix via the action of the selective pump radiation on the host; Th is the temperature of the host 

Table 3. Real radiation-heat regime at the selective resonant piunpmg[22.23,271. 

^sel' ■Ey(keV) 
a'ab, (barn) 

la (cm) 
Q3ei Ey(J/cm~imp) 

Qh(J/cm"imp) 
qh (W/cni) 
Th (K) 

QS6if (J/cm ) 
qseif (W/cm?) 
Qh+Qself(.//CT?) 

TAM adiab (A) 
TAM adiab; ioniz account \ty 

Regime 

1 
4 10" 

r*~ 1.4 10 
1.6 10J 

■10' 
TOP 

10° 
2 10D < Qh 

10 
2 10' 

-10° 
103 

Heat Blast 

1.7 10° 
3.3 10" 
4.8 10J 

.1.5 10° 
1.5 10 17" 

10J 

5 10J > Qh 
5 10 

Ttr 

5 10D 

-5 10 
Qself 
1  

2 10^ 
Heat Blast 

10 
38.1 
0.15 

1.6 10" 

10 TT 

-w 
2 10° > Qh 

2 10 
2 10: 

10 
Qself 
?  

10J 

Heat Blast 

30 
1.15 
4.9 

4.8 1(T 

10 TXT 

10J 

5:10° 
5 10 

> Qh 
Tt  

5 10° ~ Q, self 

-5 10^ 
10J 

Heat Blast 

100 
0.42 
13.5 

1.6 103 

10* 
10 ttr 

10J 

2 10 >Qh 
%n  2 10' 

2lO'~Qser 

-2 10° 
~10J 

Heat Blast 

10 

near the AM; Qseif is the integral self heat release in AM; q^ is the instant self heat release in AM; TAM adiab is the "adiabatic" 
temperature evaluated without account of the ionization; at the last accounting the temperature must be decreased by factor -0.5-0.1 
because the most part of energy-release is distributed among free electrons. Below some other types of pamp radiation are compared: 

1. - The characteristic X-rays have the line width ~ 1015 s"1 i.e., by many orders more than the selective radiation's width ~ 104 -10 
s"1. Hence the heat release and temperature of the AM at pump by the Roentgen radiation[17] must be much more than in the Table 3. 

2. -The bremsstrahlung (Brmstr) is more (~ by 6 orders) than Roentgen radiation and hence is much more dangerous for active 
medium. Besides the ELAN creation at use of Brmstr is realized via high excited interim state (Einterim > 10 MeV). Part of that energy, 
less than ~ 90%, is carried away (via cascade y-quanta) but the rest part, more than -10%, gives the contribution into heat release 

Qinterim > 0.1 Einterim n+ / W > 109 J/cm3 

In very deed Omter-im ~ 10    J/cm 

Here W ~ 0.1 - 0.01 is the branching coefficient, i.e., it is the probability to create the ELAN from the interim excited state Einterim- 

3. - The pump by the neutrons[6] gives also three parts of the contribution into the total heat release: 
- The first part is as like as above the self "interim" heat Qinterim > 109 J/cm3. This part acts even in the case of cold neutrons; 
- The second part is the heat release in the host matrix by the neutrons' scattering 

Qscat host ~ ^n Cscat host I"1   En /Ahost' 

(7) 
(7') 

109 J/cm3 (8) 

Here the neutron integral flux is 0>n ~ (o„ exc Q'1 > 1023/cm2; the value an exc 5 is the cross section of the inelastic scattering with the 
24 creation of the ELAN~ the cross-section for the neutron scattering on the host matrix is CTscat host- 10""^ cm"; En ~ 10 MeV\s the 

neutron's energy, Ahost ~ 10 is the mass number of the host atoms. 

- The third part Qseif is the same as like as in the Table 3 above. 

I I f Note: The parts Oh and Q^,» h^ do not denenrt on the concentration of the work nuclei. Ill 
See Table 4 (point 1.5.3) as the illustration to this note. 
These values are the same both for the normal 0.5% dilution (n+ ~ 1021 cm'3) and for the anomaly super dilution[23,27] (e.g., for n+ ~ 
1014 cm"3). It needs to remember that the any anomalous wave (y-radiation or neutron wave) is directed in very tight interval. Hence it is 
the ungrounded fantasy to propose the pumping of the GL by the anomalous gamma-wave(as it is supposed in [24a]) or by the 
anomalous neutron wave(as it supposed in [17]). 
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Reader of the point 1.5.2.2.: Radiation-heat conditions in the residential short-lived AM are much more hard than in SPTEN- 
case. The most soft radiation heat conditions are represented in the Table 3. 
Hence the residential short-lived AM must be blasted inevitably at any residential type of the pump. 

IT IS THE SECOND OBJECTION AGAINST THE RESIDENTIAL SOLID GL WITH SHORT-LIVED ELAN (RS-GL-SL). 

1 5 2 3 The third objection against the Residential Solid GL with the short-lived ELAN (RS-GL-SL). Let suppose that the parts Qh 

and Qscat host could be decreased (via some unknown as yet mechanism) so that Th ~ 200 - 300 K. Nevertheless it turns that this 
normal temperature of the host matrix around the AM is not yet sufficiently low. At such temperature the free paths Ae, Ah, Aph of the 
carriers (electrons, holes, phonons) are less than the diameter ax of the active medium: 

Ae;AhrAph<fl1 (9) 

Such condition is very adverse for the cooling of the AM. Indeed, at this relation the adiabatic isolation of the AM is beginning via the 
back scattering of the carriers. It leads to the acceleration of the quasi-temperature growth in the AM and hence to the further decrease 
of the free paths Ae. Ah. Aph. Such self acceleration quasi-temperature growth is finished for the very shot time by the heat blast. In 
order to get the meaning of the blast appearance it needs to represent the regime parameter ereg in some more general form 

eVeS = (9(«i + Ser/1)/5 (10) 
Here a, + 5e is a mean radius p weighted over AM and irradiated host with the heat-release distribution q(p,<|>). Addition 8e is increased 
via the action of pump radiation. Before the blast 0reg~ 1 and small 5e~ ax is sufficient to get 0Veg > 1 when the blast is inevitable. 
IT IS THE THIRD OBJECTION AGAINST THE RFSTDFNTIAL SOLID GL WITH SHORT-LIVED ELAN (RS-GL-SL). 

OVERALL  READER  ON  THE  RESIDENTIAL  SHORT-LIVED  ACTIVE  MEDIA: 
ALL RESIDENTIAL SHORT-LIVED ACTIVE MEDIA WITH THE COOLING VIA THE HEAT-CONDUCTIVITY ARE BLASTED AT ANY TRANSVERSAL PUMP. 

There is only one exclusion: the pumpina by the longitudinal selective radiation (LSR). That LSR needs be formed as like as very 
narrow parallel beam with a diameter a, < A,. Ah. Apll. At Thost < 100 K it needs be o, < 10" cm Such narrow beam of LSR 
must travel inside of AM. Such beam needs to have the intensity more than OseI E/(0.11+) - 10 -10 W cm , see Table 3. Such 
intensive parallel and narrow beam could be given only by another y-laser. Such "another" prime y-laser could be the SPTEN y-laser. 

1 5 3 Residential (Rsd) active media with short-lived ELAN cooled by the Anomalous Super Dilution (ASD) on base of the 
Multi Wave Borrman Effect (MWBE). There are two different ways for the cooling of the active medium: 
1 - The cooling by Anomalous Super Dilution (ASD) of the ELAN in the light host matrix via the use of the Multi Wave Borrman Effect 
(MWBE) (1980-83 Karyagin, [23,27]) This 1st way was discarded and replaced long ago by the more useful 7 way(1983, Karyagin[27]). 
2 - The cooling by use of the heat conductivity via the free or quasi-free removal of the non-equilibrium "hot" energy carriers (secondary 
electrons, holes and high frequency phonons).[27,29,32,34,35] This 2nd way was used in all items which were discussed above in 1.5.2. 
Now it would be appropriate to remember some flaws of ASD based on the MWBE. 
In case of the MWBE the formal balance GG equation holds the form 

n+v^in+Gk+n' o' k'+n" o" k")p (11) 

Here kn k  k' k" are the coupling coefficients of the anomaly wave correspondingly with the ELAN (see kQ), the electrons' shell of the 
work nucleus (see *), the host atom (see /" —'"" J ~: '"" ''* At""" h,"h ^^^ nf hnct !af,ira '™f arhioufiH flR 

yet) the MWBE could be realized. Let the 
100, Ä-' ~ 10"5. Let a"~cr. Let all mixed 
amplification" (see [23,27,30,34,35,C]), is 

p - (CTO/C )/[l + (n'a'/iua) (k'/k) + (n'Viu)]. (12) 

Let n" < 0.1 n+. Then at the diamond (nWn+a) (k'/k) < 0.1 ones have 
(ryjrv) -10 (k'/k) (CT'/CT) ~ 10"6 (OYCJ) (13) 

then p~ipja) as like as at usual 0.5% dilution (see [C,D]). In case of the AM "Co58 in diamond' (ET = 28.1 KeV) [34,35,E] ones 
have a' = 1 761023 ein3, a' = 5.63 b, a = 1200 b and fn±/n") ~5 109. In that case the integral self energy-release is Qseif ~ 3.6 
J/cm3 The low-temperature capacity is C(T) = Cn (T/TD)37 In case of diamond TD = 1860 K, C0 = 568 J/cm K. Hence the 
temperature "only by the self-heat" is TMlself = (4Q TD

3/C0)1/4 = 113 JST. But the value Qseif ~ 3.6 J/cm is only small part 
contribution into the total heat release, sec point 1.5.2.2. and the table 3 with the account the note at the end ofthat point. In 
according with that note the following table is created: 

work nucleus (see k), the host atom (see k) and the unwonted mixture (see k"). At very high perfection of host lattice (not achieved as 
yet) the MWBE could be realized. Let the number of the waves-components is nB ~ 100. Then is possible to have k0~k~ k"~nB ~ 
100, Ä-' ~ 10'5. Let a"~<T. Let all mixed atoms are fixed at the interstitials of the host lattice. Then the value/?, so called "reserved 

Table 4. Real radiation-heat regime at the selective resonant pumping[22,23,27T, in case of ASD n+/ne ~ 5 10 ^ 
Esfti-EyfÄrgF) 

<I>Äi t^J/em'imp) 
Q^J/cm'imp) 

%{W/cnf) *k (K) 
GUif (J/cnf) 

ASD and MWBE could not change this result 
ASD and MWBE could not change this result 
ASD andMWBE could not change this result 
ASD and MWBE could not change this result 
ASD and MWBE could not change this result 

only this result is changed by use of the ASP and MWBC 

30 
4.8 IP" 

'% 10- 
3.6 J/cms 
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fQ„w(J/cnf) 

Result for GG 

ASP andMWBE couldnotcIiaageJtMsiresütt 
 ASP and M\VBE could not change this value   
Any r-f or optical schemes with use ot HFS, see1.5.1.2., could not do at such high temperature 

^ 10J 

NoGG 

1.5.3.1. The pump by the super cold neutrons. In case of the pump by the super cold neutrons it needs to account only the result (7) 
which gives Qseif ~ Qinterim ~ Wn') (1010/(0.005)) JW ~ 104 J/cm3 and quasi temperature 

TAM-if = m TD
3/Co)"4 = 82 (Q)"4Ä-( J/cm3Tm~ 800 K (14) 

The optical schemes with use of HFS, see1.5.1.2., could not do at such high temperature. The action of the r-f schemes could be hardly 
possible at such temperature[23,27] but see point 1.5.3.2. below. 
1.5.3.2. The microplasma in the residential AM at the ASD. The ASD is linked with the MWBE and hence is possible only for the 
much high perfect big crystal. But in the perfect big crystal the centers for the pairs annihilation are absent. Hence the time relaxation for 
the pairs' density must be more than the time life x+. It means that the pairs' concentration in the perfect dielectric crystal could be 

nePerfdiei~103n+ ~1018cm-3 (15) 

This result corresponds to the above ASD ratio n+/ne ~ 5 10"9. The crystal needs be big (see below), it could be only dielectric in order 
to be transparent for the radio-frequency or optical waves. The reader: The microplasma has very high density in case of the 
ASD in the residential AM. Hence all methods specified in the point 1.5.1.2. are destroyed by microplasma. 

1.5.3.3. The natural limit for the ASD ratio (n+/n') -10 (k'/kB) (CJ'/CT) depends on two factors. The values o'/o could be evaluated 
as CTVCT - 0.03 - 0.001, see data for different six work isotopes in the Table 5 taken from the Ref.[E]. 

Table 5. To the evaluation of the ratio interval a'/a -0.01 - 0.001 
Work Isotope" 

a 7F" 
-p. 

0.014 
-nz rM)4i 1       '"Sbs-, 
0.0027 

"MS 
Elto 

0.0015 
-es 

■ZnasL 
0.014 

Ge:,2 
0.031 

xö^r 
0.0047 

The limit for the factor (k'/kB) must be depend on the mosaic structure of the crystal. In deed the crystal is divided into a big amount of 
the quite perfect blocks (QPB) with the sizes ~ 10"4 -10"1 cm. But the directions of the main crystallographic axes of one QPB are 
slightly deviated from the directions of the another QPB. Let denote the dispersion of that deviation (in the radians) as (£#)2Avarige. In 
case of a good crystal that value is ~ leverage ~ 10"3 rad. Let the amount of the partial waves in the MWBE is kB » 1. The sum of 
the polarization vectors fk of that waves must be zero at the point-like node of the perfect crystal 

Y?k = 0 (16) 
\<k<ks 

The square of that sum is [**+2   ^Cos&^^Q (17) 
\<k<k'<kB 

That square is changed in case of small deviations S6W of the fixed angles 8W between the wave-components of the MWBE: 

W = ( Z^-)2 = [*B +2   Y,Cos{ekr -w»Ä.]P2 -P%{S0fAveragc (18) 
\<k<kB Kk<k'<kB 

The relation (17) is accounted in the equation (18). The right part of the eq.(18) is averaged over the crystal-lattice. The physical sence of 
the left part of eq. (18) is the intensity of the anomalous wave at the lattice node. The value F2 is the intensity of the ordinary wave. 
Hence the coupling coefficient k' for the MWBE in case of the small deviations 88 w is following 

*' = Inode/P2 « KB (^Average (19) 
Hence the natural limit for the ASD ratio is the foiiowing 

M^ASD ~10 (kV kB) (0V0) ~ 10 (a'/G) (^Average- (0.3 - 0.01) (^Average > 10"8 (20) 
E.g., the real estimation (iu/n')ASD~ 10"6 was used in Refs.[23,27]. It is a reason for very cautious supposition about (uVn')ASD~ 10   as 
probable only at a far future[28-36]. But the possibility of the value (n+/n\SD~ 10~9 as surely achievable[24a] could be regarded only as 
a mere assertion. The reader In deed the real achievable value of the anomalous super-dilution (n^n')^ on base of the MWBE 
can't be less than 10"8. All values (WIOASD < 10"8 must be regarded only as a mere assertion or as a wanton fantasy. 

1.5.3.4. The too overmuch hope on the Anomalous Super Dilution (ASD) [23,27] with the factor k'/kB < 10"6 on the bases of the 
Many Wave Borrman Effectf261 (MWBE). In deed at such ASD the longitude of AM must be LASD > 0.1 k/k'> 1000 cm in order to 
achieve the amplification of the normal AM (without ASD, at normal dilution - 0.5%, L^- 0.1 cm). It needs also to have the diameter of 
the active medium PASD > 10"2 kß/k'> 100 cm in order to avoid the losses linked with the transversal diffusion[88] of the anomalous 
Borrman mode. It needs to have the relative accuracy ~{k'/kBorrfn < 10"3 for the amplitudes and directions of the polarization vectors 

Pk for all kB partial waves in MWBE in the volume of the active medium VASD > lO'OOO liters. Such big crystal needs be high perfect and 
almost without any mosaic. The creation of such big very perfect crystal is unsolvable task even at very far future[34,35j. Besides the 
MWBE is sensitive to very slight deviations of the micro-tensions in the crystal. But that deviations are inevitable at any fixation of such 
big crystal. The temperature of such big crystal would be also heterogeneous and it leads also to the destroying of MWBE and ASD. 
The too big mass (-30 tons) of AM don't allow to achieve some desirable iow temperatures (see [C-D]) during a short time ~ 0.1 T+. 
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ADDENDUM to 1.5.2. The fluorescent selective two-stage pump[22,23] is based on the use of the HFS in the AM. This method is 
included in a list of methods which are inevitably destroyed by the micropiasma or by the heating, see point 1.5.1.2.a. At pump by the 
bremsstrahlung even at use of so called "Texas resonance" [11,41-44] both work levels are populated via manifold of the more high 
interim levels. Such population gives only the inversionless mixture. The selective pump by method[39,40] is possible in case of the 
pump by the monochromatic y-radiation generated by another y-laser. See below the Classification Table. But our task is to find that 
origin GL which cold do without use of another GL. 

2. Gamma-Lasers' Classification on Base of the Plural Characteristic «Adverse Overwork». 
2.1. Adverse Overwork (AOW): the degree of total adverse influence on active medium (AM) from all processes in it. 

In a result of direct or indirect adverse influence (sec. 1.2) the totality of all functions, beneficial and adverse processes in situ (in 
site of active medium) adversely do on the active medium. I.e., the mentioned totality adversely do on active medium, on its host 
structure (through damages and other heterogeneity), on its radiation and temperature regimes, on its parameters (Moessbauer factor, 
heat capacity, heat conductivity, line width), on its conditions for the gamma-lasing. This total adverse influence on the active medium 
is analogous as like as the excruciating for a man. The degree for that excruciating for the active medium is named here as Adverse 
Overwork (AOW). In deal AOW is a many-parameter's value. But the AOW's qualitative account can be given in terms of a 
specification for the main elements and parameters of AOW. The very main components of AOW are the nuclear fluxes, the heat 
release, the quasi-temperature TAM , the degree of irradiation (number of charges per cm3) in Active Medium (AM) and the necessary 
over-threshold density of ELAN (number of ELAN per cm3). 

2.2. The T-Lasers' Classification based on the comparison of y-lasers over their Adverse Overwork.  
Table 6. r-lasers (GL) ori nuclear transitions. Classification over active medium's Adverse Over Work. 

Analysis of different ways for GL creation, their merits and flaws with use of joint y-lasing and radiation-heat regimes theory 
The ways to the GL creation in blind-alley are labeled by its number against dark field as like as on the right. -=> IlKEl 

The remote, dim or too spurious ways are labeled against shadow as like as on the right. 

Manifold «I-Lasers on nuclear transitions (GLNll» 
Non-Moessbauer GL based on plasma, on gas or on beams of free nuclei1"'JüJ are infeasible^"^. Hence a big Manifoidf "GLNT" is 

reduced to the less Manifold "Gamma-Ray Solid Lasers" 
Manifold «GLNT» = Manifold «Gamma-Ray Solid Lasers» 

All total manifold of GLNT is divided into resident/aland non-residentialmanifolds. \n residential GL the tLAN,are inserted1 in active;: 
medium (AM) long before the starting of y-generation (GG). \n non-residential Gl the ELAN are inserted inAM jusf before the stmng 

ofGG.v.         :    
 CATEGORY „«LONG LIVED (11)» = ISOUD\LLI"~~ 

Active medium (AM) on LL isomers could be only solid[34^5tÄM in lasing study consists of the long-lived ELAN diluted in the solid 
cold matrix, LINE NARROWING IS EXTREMELY NECESSARY. Category «LL» is divided into the Residential and Non-residential Subcategones. 
 SUBCATEGORY «LONG LIVED (LL) NON-HESIDENTIALb s \SOUD\LL\NONKhb\ 
Non-residential AM could be located only at surface layers of solid and so has no well developed Borrman effect. At this adverse 

ICIAL HYPOTHESIS OF ACHIEVEMENT OF A QUITE PERFECT LINE NARROWING, AS LIKE AS A NATIT * - — .«-- i 
jclei-candidates with time-life T+~ 10+2 - 10"Jsm for GL are not reveled as jret 
HENcFfHISÄ'ÖA^ 

 Subcategory«Long Lived (LL) RESIDENTIAL with use of Multiwave Borrman tftect (MWBE)» s \SOLID\LNG\RSD\MWBE\ 
Residential AM needs be fixed in deep part of volume of crystal where well developed Multiwave Borrman Effect is probable. At this 
beneficial condition many LL nuclei-candidates with time-life x+ -10-10~J s could be^sed in GL even if they are not used in 
non-residential schemes. Some ways for the realization of such \LL\RES\GL are discussed in1   ' 
■  * *i ■ ■ ■ ■■ - - ■■  -.£'..... L — -—    !M     I7|    —.■»--I   it #.A.*J..     **M*-J   *-hB»A    ■ MAS*!   nmii   ••"»   /\TnAr   ^^T^\/^f*\t\f   ft Wf"!/1 Many ideas on pumping first arose in «Long Lived» and are used now in other category «Short Lived». E.g., an idea on laser selection 
of «middle-lived» isomerst7Twas transformed afterwards into.the ideas of SPTEN for the «short-lived» isomersu/ 3/i. The Category LL 
is divided also into the classes over ways for line narrowing} > First works were the «radio-frequency narrowing» methods'; ' J and 
the magnetic «one-parametric» compensation of «monopole» broadening1™'. The main difficulty for the narrowing consists in the 
dependence of Hvper-Fine Structure from a lot of chancy parameters varied independently1»'1*'. This main difficulty is partly 
overcame in the «diamaqnetic super-anomalous-dilution» methods^"'*'J on base of the Bonmann effect1^ and is totally overcame 
in the «multiparametric» methods with exterior action (by laser, etc.)Lia'aj and without one1 J* 

FLAW DESIGN SPECIFIC (f-'DS)» CLASSES IN «LONG LIVED NkSIDENVAL* = WLL\RSD\FLAW DES SPECT 
\*\FDS-1\ based on dubious interpretation of a certain low-temperature effect tor the y-transition from the long-lived top level to the 

■.ehnrt liworl rtnol'3! Thic effect is nnt mnrniiur&iiin nther lahnratories'    \ short lived one17 ]. This effect is notreproduced'm other laboratories1    .             f74_7C1  
\*\FDS-2\ based on spurious hypothesis of screen's influence on rate of nuclear y ray tecaV'"' ^ ,„„■■ 
\*\FDS-3\ based on remote canal of two-photon nucjear generation ignited by powerful -10" W/cnt laser beam1   '   '. SuchGL 
perhapsco\s\d be realized but only by means of hybridization with the SPTEN. See the 8   lines. _ 

 CATEGORY «SHORT LIVED» = «SOLID PULSE» WJMHI^ASLD\PLSI 
Active medium on short-lived isomers could be only solid1   '   J. 

Active medium in lasing study consists of the short-lived ELAN diluted in solid cold matrix 
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LINE NARROWING is NOT NECESSARY. «Solid Pulse» pumping could do without any exterior device for line narrowing 
Cateqory «Short Lived» is divided over the means forpumping\n\o Residential and Non-residential Subcategones. 
—M r   &H6H1 LIvyUUÜcJUbGoklL-s /«MMM-SULID-^^^ SSUHMH 

^^ULS^^^lN^\RSDUDRClksl' ResidentialSubcategory «One-Stage Pumping» or alias «t ---—,., .r, -       VJ » *   =r-    „ * ■„„ 
Nuclear parents of ELAN are located in AMtong before the start of y-generation. tLAN are created as a result of nuclear reaction 

immediately before the start of y-generation. Nuclear reaction in AM is executed by radiation from a certain extenor powerful source 

JV» 1 
Type or class of y-!aser 

and its lineal branch on family free 
Dimension unit 

Heit 

release 

W/cm3 

£ One-Stage Simple (IStg'S) 

Main Parameters of Adverse Over-Work (AOW) 

Irradiation 
degree in AM 
charges/cm3 

ELAN'S 
density 

Necessary 
exposition O 

particles or quanta/cm 2 

Exposed 
_ target _ 

10 14 '   108  ' m# 10" 10' 
21 1027neutrons[21'221 Active Medium 

Scheme[6]: Source 
♦ A~ctfve lediüm TÄM) i 
in nuclei with big «isomer ratio» ... r_,        ,_.,,     . „ ,, „„,.. 
level and lower one p'  '. Such nuclei are absent [9-12]. At <f ~g a value of pump exposition ~ 1027 neutep^gg? is unfeasible^0»2*]. 
y-generation (GG) for IStg'S is not feasible becauselts AM is blasted owing to high overheating. '  ' 

■S tor population of work levels where g = (2L+ 1V(2j_ +1) is the degeneration's ratio for top work 

I 
hase methods1 _   _             
 nuclear rad]äTion7^1Non-inverteH Exciled" Mixtures ELAN+de-exciteo 

huclelT^MCreation ofgaih in originally inyersiqnless excited_nucleanrjixture_by_optical_or r-f methods_+ ASP] =>GG  
hrrprälsttKämrä forAmplification Without Inversion and"r-f schemes förlhe creation ofgiin iiioitanally inyersionless excited nuclear 

mixture + ASD are suggested1-^'12Ü years ago. ♦ Special construction of AM supply its cooling1"'"'"'-"'JJJ. Domler-broadenmaby 
AM heat expansion is averted by special construction127'291 of work body. ♦ 1 Stg*G could do without bigisorneiiratio at^<gl ' 
But 1 Stg'G is not feasible owing to contradictory demands to size of AM for the cooling and ASD.lz J"r/'"'JZ""J 

One-Stage Generalized (lStg'G)s 
= One-Stage®Two-Phase®ASD s 

=_\*i1£ts\ä^sAasd^ 
i  10° 350 

■^20 0-10" 
subject to crystal 

10 
14 1021cm-2 

of slow neutrons[23,27] 
Active Medium 

Only so low temperatures TAM > 35CT/fcould be hardly achieved at very beneficial parameters ln~frDT eV, R0~l<B~ipö, 
k~10"5 n/n ~ 10    Such parameters could be realized in very far future. However, the creation of gain in excited inversumless 
nuclear mixture could be feasible only at much less temperatures: TAM, < 577 10 /Tin case of the optical two-phase methods1   ' or 

Lirther cfeveTcpmerit of resideh'tiaf GLidealeinnttiec^ or converters for the creation of the more soft 
radiation which is effective in pumping and is not destructive for the AM. This way leads to the subcategory «Indirect Pulse Pump». 

tSaSSSSSSSSSSSiSaSi 
 »uDcategory «SOLIü iNUiKtu i HULbb» 
The «Indirect Pump» is less destructive for active medium than the «Direct Pump». 

Parents (in long lived state or stable) of ELAN are located in AM long before the start of y-generation 
ELAN are created by the way of parents' excitation immediately before the start of y-generation. 

Excitation of parents into ELAN needs be executed by more soft type of radiation than in case of «Direct pump^ 
TWO-STAGE CDS55" 

CLASS «RESIDENTIAL SOLID INDIRECT PULSE mg» PUMP^ äStgs IRSD^INDR\PUL\2STG\S WJSTGI 
The resonant y-radiation for the ELAN creation in active medium \s less destructive than any rigid nuclear radiation. 

Type or class of y-laser 
and its lineal branch on family tree 

I     Heat 
I 

Dimension unit W/cr 

TA 

°K 

10D 

Irradiation 
degree in AM 

ELAN': 
density 

charses/cm3  .     cm 

### 10' 
22     I 10 21 

Necessary- 
exposition <t> 

pump 
exposition 

particles, quanta/cm^    | 

1027 neutrons P°=21] 
10    reson. J'-quantal [231 

Input of Converter 

Active Medium 
PI    Two-Stage Simple = 2Ste'S =     I ..2i 
■ ^*^l^^\sim\^] |_1_°_      
^cneme*223: SNR => filter or moderator (F, M) => l^lftage: converter «neutrons - resonant y-quanta» creates selective resonant y- 

radjation ^_2^ jtag^.^lecjive^xci]ation ofJÜWjn_A^|_^ No r-generatiori  
♦ 2Stg'S needs in a big isomer ratio £, » g. ♦ 2Stg'S is not feasible because its AM is blasted owing to high ovemeating.[29'32,35] 

Dimension unit J/cm    |      K    |   charges/cm-''   |      cm I    particles, quanta/cm2 

;l— :isr fwo-Stäge-^ltorescent!2A§0"; I 100 I     0_1()20     i    102i    i ^ neutrons^    i   Input of Converter 

...  2^sT^^(r^^lws1age:^önverteT<Tneu       - relönähly^uähta» creates selective resonant y-raaiätiön => 
2n0 stage: selective exritationjrf ELAN in AM withjvery remptej<DoubleJ^D»^ve^ _. 

"Öcherjje1 

VBelecFve excitation beginsTrom one FTr:S7eveTäflmunärstateT)ut y-Täsing transition finisFes on an6therT(FS^Ievel[22].: 
could do without big isomer ratio even at Z <g.[  "\ But the pre-y-lasing strongly decreases the inversion in 2StgSel'F' 
♦ «Double ASD» is a pair of ASD: The 1st ASD is assigned for the selective pumping y-radiation. The 2™1 ASD is assigned for the y- 
lasing. Such «Double ASD» is very remote. Type 2StgSel'F could do (but very hardly) only at realization of ASD- 
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10.7iicuuuiia „31   | 
10  reson. ^quanta       | 

' 2SteGeneralized = 2Stg:'CJ'2ASD ,== : ,„„I    1T20 ^21    • 1A.< , I~J • 
Si TiS^JgOTjgfta^^ASD I     1    !  100 I      0-10        L   10      ^10  reson. ^anta       ,     ^^ 

RädS} => 1* phase of 2nd stage {Selective Excitation of ELAN in AfvT i.e., creation of Non-inverted Excited Mixture. (NEM) of ELAN 
and de'excited nuclei]t> 2nd phasi of 2nd stage {ASD + optical or r-f scheme's action^.«] for Gamma-Resonant Self-Absorpfran s 
Suppression {GRSAS)+ Double ASDJ t= very_remote y-generation      _ _,     —.— ^ _— 

2Stg'G is feasible in future at remote Doub/e «Anomalous Suoer-Dilution, ASD>J23'27] -one work nucleus per 10 atoms; of high perfect 
host on base~^flterpV^~Bolrrnann Effect (MWBE).^2-3*'35* At such case 2Stg'Gi could cto with a small isomer ratiojand !s^|ten^ 
 -..:-.—, u.„:.„u «,„ „„., \„e.-,n„ [23J JQUft h=o - Qfio/„ immreinn at usfi of Two-Phase «Radio-Freauencv Pulse Separation» methods.1 ' 

conHitions (Jt is utterly Hard" task even at Tar Tit tare) 
 r _, __ pia. 07^-24- - 
Qi;or\ af f-sa-r hihiror    ' 

Dimension unit ! JA.-mJ !   °K   !  charges/cm TT      OTT       I     -Unrrroc lr-m'i     T~ Stieles, quanta/cm2 

i„neutrons[  ] „,.      input of Converter 

Sfele^ üseoffwo-Phase3^ad^Wncy Pulse Separation» methods 
^ÜSSSSm^SLX& of Two3 Phase «Opteal Pulse Separation, mato»™*1 Without the DJbMDnto| 
itc artinn k HpgtrnvPfi hv migration of charges in microolasm/2'35361. J2Stq'F and 2Stg"G are not deprived of its merits and are not bad as Mceas the 
2Stg'S gfly wWuse ofremote LSBeASff^^-10'# C-fter ways for reaction of 2Stg"G add up to some variants of hybndization 

So called «Two-Step» class of y-laserTp^dicted many years ago"""'^ is well known nowadays Work nuclei of that c^ss arise in 
a result of sudden transformation of long lived high excited nuclei into the short-lived ones It is the J step. The 1 step is a 
preparation and the storage of long lived high excited nuclei in work-body of y-laser. The last analysis J of bofhthat steps contains 
only nuclear reaction problems. But the radiation-heat regimes of AM for such y-laser are practicalfv withou sufficiently total analysis. 
-£"' ''_T' i». -x _il 1 :_:_t„j.. „„.,„r„*;„„ o^ rrtAi^n-havt mnimoo thonru are nserihfthw for the ana vsis of Two-bteD class. the main results of general 

ims. tsui tne raaiauon-neai regimes ui «m IUI aum paooi "'rr^'V ^""7"' c+-«rs Xv„ 
jointed v-aeneration and radiation-heat regimes theory are used below for the analysis of Two-btep class. 
'SOLID IKIDIREÖI PULSE TJMlisb PUMP = s5tp ^ \RSD\SLDIINDRIPLS^STP\=Msriuf\H\3 CLASS «RESIDENTIAL SÜLIb INDIRECT PULäE TjAMUsb PUMP = 2Stp = \RSD\SLDIINDR\PLS\2STP\=n^1"'-" 3^ 

First Step- Storing of long-lived parent isomer (LLPI). SeconfSTepTTHrrTno of stored LLPi into the short-lived ELAN by a tngoenng pulse. 
•     P-    ^pe belass oVy^ser 'j   H„,   J    LM   j   £*^    \ %*g* \      ^^ ^f type or class oty-iaser H-,   ;   *AM   ;   £«£»uuu    ,  demit, '      exposition^ 

and its lineal branch on family tree       , refase .    degree in AM   J ^_| 1—    
3   ■      OT^ -   1      r_,^ particles or 

Dimension unit > w/ar.   I     K    I charffls/cmJ  |     cm       j quanta/cm2 

-1—m—r~i        z,      '    ~n   r 
Active Medium B Two-Step Simple . 2Stp-S MO16! 109_ " iOf.4 J_J&l_±_*^?li^*J%™*£ 

^cWme~fa'itipTUoTig"-ljviä^cTtedl^cTeT(lLE^^riiroreärin s51i3 rTost^2f step: TransferoTLlEfTinto Short-Dve£ntenm 
State (SLIS) by triggenng action of pulse non-resonant radiation in a transversal geometry. ^»Spontaneous transition (or chains oT 
transilo_ns) of JUS mto filELAN-state^^Generation of AM on_that_ELAN.  

~The_tyj>e Twqjtefj Simjjle is_nqt ieasjbiejjueJo_the_heat exp_losioriof itsJ\jyi^efoje_thej^ajing_^  
Unite of instant release is W/cm3        J w/cn,3 J    °K    | charges/cm3 J     cm"3     \  particles, quanta /cm2  \ 

3tozStsß®Two-Phase j     16 J   „9   !      #1Q24      i    10
21   I 0rEr>lO10 J/cm2 !  Interim beam 

_____ == \*\RES\2- STEP\2-PHAS\    ■■        I I I j 1       /   r I 
Scheme: Second step includes the r f or optical methods for creation of gain in inversionless excited nuclear mixture[23,27]. 
Type 6A is destroyed by the heat explosion of AM before the generation. [32] 

"i Ti—1     .."': .  2 f 
Unite of heat release per pulse is J/cm3   J .r/cm3 j    °K    J charges/cm" j    crrP    J particles, quanta lenr  j 

111 i ' ' 
TwO-Step®TwO-Phase®ASP    I   105   I     1Q4    I 1Q23 I      1Q14     I   0yE7>lQV> J/cm2   \   Active Medium 

H = \*\RES\2- STEP\2-PHAS\ASD\ ' ! _! i^^^.J . _-. L. r-,  
Scherne~S"cHerni 5Ä modimlzerJ byTnTrödTIcTng of A"SD"TAnomalous^uper Dilution^71] Tor pumping y-rarJation andTbr y-lasing 
simultaneously. Note: the creation of ASD for the_pumping radialonisipore^roWematicsthan ASD_fcTonJy_tlasma alone.  

= \NRSD\SOLID\PULSE\ 

^ N0NFES?DENTIAL^Category «Soft Pro^ 
many Unfeasibfe Classes of GL could berUjmed into Feasible Classes through the Hybndization with SPTEN 

Soft Prompt Transplantation of Excited Nuclei(SPTEN)t28-^T is much less destructive forlhe active medium Uianarly^radia ion\(e.q. Y- 
resonant) in residential pump which penetrates in the host ja order to create the ELAN. It leads to more low quasi-temperature T ~ 30 
SS dunng a tota y-lasing circle.^^^'^ The ELAN for SPTEN are creating in a «converter» of toe «nuclear or 
another radiation =S ELAfe called Is «Mufti-Beam Emitter» (MBE). At SPTEN a high relative invers.on more than 90% anses, ir, the a Y     ' '. J!    ' r.SZi..^  r...... ftu^i^^A^^if. unv,*~^ ovotn   Monro RPTFN v-asnr ran fin without use of anv Drocesses 
another radiation => tu\w> caiieaas «iviuui-tseam cmiuei» [moc . m or uiv o'Xr» , ■"»«!«.«.. ..1«.« ».-.. -« -~ ~"-~"--™ 
active medium (in situ). But the process of the inverting is located ex situ Hence SPTEN y-laser can do without use of anyprocesses 
in situ (i.e., in active medium) for the inversion creation or for the «amplification without inversion». Besides SPTEN y-laser can do 
without use of any line narrowing devises because this y-laser uses the short-lived isomers as all classes of the General Category 
«Pulse Pumping». Hence SPTEN y-iaser can do without use of any_HFS. The last, the heterogeneous HFS of ELAN is.collapsed 
owing to the existence of a hot microplasma in a cold host-lattice*35'35'361. Hence all possible work transitions are cumulated only in 
one narrow line without any parasitic branches. It is very beneficial for y-lasing. All above results are connected with the utter least 
loading on the active medium (in situ). Indeed in case of SPTEN the active medjum has; onhnpne' aMfJ°^cya ^aang. In he 
SPTFW Al I OTHER LOADS ARE TRANSFERRED from them situ //7/0THE EXTERIORITY OF ACTIVE MEDIUM Le., into the 

suit the complexity in the exteriority turns into the utter simplicity and feasibility of conditions for y-lasing     .  
Class «Soft Prompt Transplantation of Excited Nuclei» = SPTEN 
........ ,     .-,■'    ,v/,.„,3    !      K     !    rhamp<i/rmJ    !       rm"3 Der CITt2 

;.■:,■ ::■;■ ■:■:■ ::;:y;-:,--i}:.;-^v^v;:, :::|;-v:-CV:;:|  W/cm3   J    K    j   charges/cmJ   |     cnV*     , per cm 
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problem and could be realized before their application in GL It is the best guarantee for soon realization of MBE and hence SPTEN. 
1  "EN-simple is FEASIBLE on existing technical b-*~ 

Hybridised pumping systems^ JU"w.th siHfcN 

SPTEN-simple 
\SLD\PLS\INDKCT\RSD\SPTEN\ 10' 30 10 17 ^20 

"ScheTrTe^^^Pöwer Source 6T Nuclear Radiation (PSNR)=> nücTear radiation 

10_     i  JO    - 
feüTtrBearrT&fiitter (MBE) 

10l5neutrons[28) 

14 ELAN™ 
Input of MBE 

Active Medium 
flux witifrnixFureof 

; power storage-rings for,-100 GeV heavy nuclei (part of them is excited at Iheir passing through mater 
ina of AIVF^3 '   '   '35]"Doppler-broadening by AM's heat expansion is prevented1^ UJ "Nouadays 

material of MBE] 
'sl9 nuciei- 

10~°s without MWBE and 22 nuclei-candidates are fit for 
GL wTth'timelife in the 2nd short-iived interval lO^-lO"' s without"MWBE. it is very important because the sufficiently effective 
MWBE is very remote thing. "SPTEN-simple is really feasible after creation of MBE. MBE are necessary in many fields out^ofjSL 

emsstrahlung)     ,, 
B"30J"Speciar cooling _  

candidates are fit for y-laser with time life in first short-livedjnterval 10 
r>l    ..ntk  i;~m  Ktn  In  iUn  Old     pti/^rf liworl intarwol   l/V-^O"'   c  unthnl it 

SPTEN-simple is FEASIBLE on existing technical base 
 Hybridised pumping systems^ ^with SPTEN  
(Soft Prompt Transplantation of Excited Nuclei) \*\INP\SPTEN\HYBR\ 

Me ot manw hmae nf PI AM r>rQat'rnnt2'"-'"J- at manv nimlei-nandiftates   a SPTEN-Simple acts at many types of ELAN creation^'""61: at many nuclei-candidates, at many reactions and processes for ELAN 
creation, at many types of sources for primary radiation, etc. The SPTEN construction is utter variable. These properties of SPTEN 
make a lot of possibilities for the hybridization of SPTEN with many other y-laser types. Perhaps, in such manner could be reafeed 
many projects of y-laser[9"12-17-41-42'47] (includina some projects, e.a. two-photon y-lasers10"^. considered at revision as «no ao»1 J). 1 (including some projects, e.g., two-photon • '', considered at revision as «no gor' 

,SA , TWO-STEP®SPTEN i     10
1]    i   30   ! 1017        '      1020     '    ®rE7~™J        I     Input of MBE 

J__ \?\^W^£T\2STP\SKTBN\__J_ J '  j [ 10^4ELAN^_{_Jctiyjjy^jurn 
Igcfeme^^fielJarents^oF fie two-step are triggered" into the snortlivea woriTisomers. In a resil orfiTgTi temperature The triggered- 

nuclear mixture is blasted and as a hot plasma penetrate into the grating of Multi-Beam Emitter (MBE). That plasma is fast cooled in 
MBE and transformed into the Multi-Beam on the output of MBE. Further the system works as like as SPTEN without problems. 

Hybrid «Two-Step®SPTEN» is FEASIBLE in principle. Here the residential type «Two- 
Step» is transformed with use MBE into the nonresidential type «SPTEN» 

W/cm r-r K 

8l& 
:' SPTEN®2Sts'G®2ASD 

10 li 

\sp?erA2Stg'GQASre 

lilScrleme^ 

i  50 

charges/cm 
TT cm 

10 17 10 20 

per cm' 

1018 ELAN [23] 

1 f>17        «*.       , t23l IV    res. ^-quanta 

Input of Converter 

^  Active Medium 

  earn Briitter^^äsTLaserSeiecüöii oTELAlTl¥öürimclear mixture => 
Focusing of well enriched nuclear mixture on Converter «Excited nuclei - Selective resonant y-radiatipn» => 2Stg'G®2ASD (which is 
feasible in far future on base of Double Many-Wave Borrmann Effect. It has energy output ~10"J/impl   '   J)=^> v-lasing  
In case 8B the SPTEN is used in unusual manner: the nuclei from MBE come to the input of converter «ELAN -> resonant eradiation» 
which is a certain «antipode» for the MBE. This hybrid is feasible only in a far future on base of «anomalous super-dilution»1    ~ 10 
(one heavy nucleus per 10  light atoms of host) or some another use of a Many-Wave Borrmann Effect (MWBE)l  i in a converter. 
The active medium uses Double MWBE (for y-pump and for y-lasing). In such case active medium can have a big diameter at low 
quasi-temperature and hence can give a big output energy per impulse of y-lasingUJ'   '   '   J. ...„,-.       _,.      . 
Hybrid «SPTEN®2Stg'G®2ASD» is FEASIBLE in principle in a far future. Here only part of SPTEN scheme, viz., MBE is used in order 

to supply the action of the source of the selective radiation for the residentiai active medium of tj^ 

on ELAN Creation by Strong Laser Field in Plasma[46'47'90], ECSLFP®SPTEN, see 8C, 
and on ELAN Promotion (Ignition) for Two-Photon y-Lasing[52'53], EPTPGL®SPTEN, see 8D 

W/cm3 

XCSLFP0SPTEN 101 

K 

30 

charges/cm 

101 

cm 

10" 

in volume of AM 

N0 = 10" High temperature 
laser plasma frg.4   , |  

Short Scheme 8C: Phase «ELAN Creation by Strong Laser Field in PlasmaC4"'47'90], JECSLFP» => Phase lor preparation of 
AM by the «SPTEN-method» => Active Medium => Stimulated y-generation. 
Detailed Scheme 8 C: Super Strong Laser Field in laser plasma transforms the parent nuclei (in isomer or in stable state) into ELAN => 
Hot plasma-mixture with the promoted ELAN => input of MBE=> The transformation of thaüiot plasma-mixture into thecopled atomic 
mixture-flux formed as like as a Multi Beam => laser selection o 

8D 

Sfiorf 

EJ» TPGL&SFIEIN 10 li 30 

ELAN =» their soft prompt focusing in place of AM 

101 10 ,20 
No 108 + 10n 

y-lasing 

Scheme 8^: Phase «Promotion oft-photon y-decay»^Pfiase «SPTEl^preparafiön oFÄTvffröm promotedlLÄR» => 

High temperature 
lasej-^lasma  

^Stimulated 2-photon y-generation. ,       t    ,    ,       ,.    , _, Ak, 
Detailed Scheme 8D: Super Strong Field of power optical laser promotes the 2-photon y-decay for the Long-Lived ELAN => Hot 
temperature plasma-mixture with the promoted ELAN => input of MBE=> The transformation of hot plasma-mixture into a cooled atomic 
mixture-flux as like as a Multi Beam => laser selection of the promoted ELAN => their soft prompt focusing in place of AM => 2photGG 
Note: ♦Ratio p = «inducedsignal/spontaneousnoise»<l or- 1 at N0 ~ 10a - 101U. p ~ 1 or p > 1 at N0 >10 .seesec.6 
of the present work. ♦ Nowadays the achieved experimental amounts of the excited nuclei created in a power laser focus NIB,^^ ~ 
103 - 105 are by many orders less than the necessary amount N0 ~ 108 - 10 . *The state of the promoted ELAN13"'-^ is 
seems to be the non-stationary mixture of the top state and the lower state of the work nucleus. Hence the HFS of the promoted ELAN 
needs lie differ from the HFS of the non-promoted ELAN. It is the base for the selection of the promoted ELAN by the SPTEN-method. 
♦ By152,533, some significant time-delay tdei exists between the promotion (ignition) moment and the rise moment of the stimulated 2- 
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Photon Y-decav By[52'53], the high ionized and high temperature plasma does not destroy the ability of the promoted ELAN to the 
stimulated 2-photon y-decay after that time-delay tdei- The conditions in all chain of the SPTEN-phase are more soft than in the 
Promotion phase. Hence the SPTEN-phasäöf duration tswEN < tdei could not to destroy the nse of the stimulated 2-photon y- 
oeneration too ♦The use of the INVENTIQMS/23^ is supposed: ♦Special cooling of AM ♦ The prevention of the Doppler-broadening 

1123,27] 

9a 

10 

Class SPTEN with Transformation ot Drivin; TTDF 
T3 Class Two-Step y-laser 1 riggered by Another Gamma-Laser (T SI AGL). Active medium ot t'STAGL. could be cooled in Mo 

variants: by «Heat Conductivity»p7j at strong bounded transversal size of active medium r by «Anomalous Super Dilution»1 

at unbounded transversal size and hence at big output energy. Class TSTAGL (as like as SPTBN) j^gffl^ Mioutof any 

r/f or optical methods based on any use of the HF§ inside of the active medium  ■ ■ ■   '   '—,','   ;   '.  
SPTEN with Combination Gamma-Amplification OÜA). Class KPIENACUA is HtASIBLE in principle in two variants 

of the cooling: «By Heat Conductivity» at strong bounded transversal size of active medium and 
Class! 

«By Heat Capacity» at unbounded transversal size and hence at big output energy.   

WT 
FIL-SPTEN as a filial category «MBE for the auxiliary researches in frames of v-laser Creation Program» \FIL-SPTEN\MBE\AUX\. E.g.: 

11a 

\ FIL-SPTEN\ MBE-AUXII-\ PASENTS\ 
MBE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF PARENT NUCLIDES IN 

THE CLASS above \ *\SPTEN\HVBR \2-STEP \ 

Production and storing of parent nuclides for y-lasers of all types could be 
accelerated by a factor- 1(7 with a distinct use of MBEl^'J0J: particularly 
in the cumulation of the long-lived isomers for the Two-Step y-lasers. 

Construction: Volume with nuclear reaction => gas of nuclear mixture with goal nuclei=>input of MBE=>laser separation=>storage 

lib 

\FIL-SPTEN\MBE-AUXIL\PRECIS-ANALYS\ USE Of 
MBE in GL and other trials for the analysis 
and detection of rare and short-lived 
nuclides arising at different processes 

New much precision and together efficacious methods with high quality 
collimated and big flows of analyzed atoms or molecules ppuLd £e created on 
the base of the hybridization of known methods with MBELJ*'   J. 

fhe Categories «Filial SPTEN» and^Distinct MBE's Applications» ARE THE MUCH MOSI 1-fcASIBLfc IN I Hb NfcAK i-u i UKt: 
Note: Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics RAS has an experimental basis, know-how and takes the lead for the formation of 

the Internationa! Cooperation 'Project MBE" on the development and creation of MBE for the vaj^us goals (e.g., y-laser) 

This Table 6 is one of the main results of the Single Tlieoru of Y-laser creation in the 1st SFTEN-avvroach. 
This Classification is developing and will be gradually time and again revised. 

It could be regarded as a compressed status on a y-laser problem at a doorstep of the third millennium. 

CONCLUSION 
The last 40 years are characterized as the period of the «romanticism» in gamma-laser problem, as the period of the search of relatively 
light ways. The main features of that "romantic" period are a belief in a row of light ways instead of a knowledge, fantasy about that light 
ways without their strict checking and many delusions. It needs very big efforts in order to show that they are fit only for a museum. 

The ^delusion is the opinion that the simple Shawlov-Towns relation is sufficient for the quality substantiation of any gamma-laser's 
model. It is not so. It needs use much more strict conditions, e.g., the criteria of the 1st approximation of the joint gamma-generation 
and radiation-heat regime theory with the account of many very important different effects and trammels[9,10,12,17,28-30,35]. 

The 2nd delusion is the overmuch hope on the super-radiation (alias superfluorescence)[41,51,73,77,87,88]. The joint theory 
shows[34,35,87-89,{B},{C}] that the super-radiation (SR) contribution is much less than the induced contribution when the generated 
wave is much more than the spontaneous radiation in the generation mode. The SR contribution could be comparable with the induced 
one only in case of very slow total generation comparable with the spontaneous radiation in generation mode. 

The 3rd delusion is the old belief about feasibility of the y-laser on the lona-lived isomers[1-17]. Now it is the fact that this idea is like as 
a generalissimo without his army. This idea has as yet no one isomer candidate from the indeed realizable minute interval 10 s> t, > 
10"3sfitforthe SPTEN GL, see [E]. 
The 4th delusion is the belief about feasibility of the Non-Moessbauer active media: plasma, gas or beam on base of Marcuse induced 
process or on the two-photon induced decay.[15,17,39,40,41,52,53,77,78] The laser cooling could not be applied in that tasks because 
the heat release from the secondary processes of the internal electron conversion is too much big[34,35]. 

The Sth-a delusion is too overmuch hope on the Anomalous Super Dilution (ASD) [23,27] with factor k'/kBorr < 10"6 on base of the 
Many Wave Borrman Effect (MWBE)[26]. See sec. 1.5.3. 
The 5th-b delusion (linked with 5th-a) is the overmuch hope to avoid very high density of ELAN in solid AM (see, e.g., [24,24a]). in a 
reality (at least in a near future, see 1.5.3.) only normal active medium without Borrman effect could be realized[34,35]. Hence the 
density of ELAN in the AM must be n+~ 102i ELAN err?. In the demonstration trials the parameters of AM at such density are: diameter 
a, ~ 3 10"5 cm, the length L ~ a?!\ - 1 cm, the total volume V ~ aflX ~ 10"9 cm, the total number of ELAN is N+~ V n+~ 10 \ 
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The 6th delusion is the overall mention[1-27| that the cold aciive medium for the gamma-laser (GL) is similar qualitatively to the 
ordinary Moessbauer media, it is not so. The cold solid AM of gamma-laser with TAM ~ 50 /(is replete with the hot secondary 
electrons and holes with density ne - 1017 -1018 pairs/0773 and quasitemperature Te > 30000 K [35, D]. 

The 7th delusion is the overall mentJon[1-27l that the Moessbauer spectrum in the AM of y-laser is similar to the spectra of ordinary 
media. It is not so. In deed any HFS in active medium is collapsed[34,35], see also, see 1.5.3 and [A.C-D], 

The 8th delusion is the mention about the feasibility of some gropes of methods based on the use of the resolved HFS inside of the 
AM[4,5,8,9-27]. In deed the collapse of HFS leads to the infeasibility of that methods[34,35]. Particularly the following groups of 
methods for the GL-creation are infeasible in case of the short-lived isomers: 
(1) The selective pumping methods of the simple fluorescent type; [22] 
(2) All radiofrequency and optical methods for the line narrowing; [4,5,8,9,17,19,48,51 ] 
(3) All radiofrequency and optical methods for inversion of the inversionless excited nuclear mixture;[23,27,41,68] 
(4) All radiofrequency and optical methods for the Amplification Without Inversion (AWI) creation.[23,27,24,24a] 

The 9th delusion is the mention about the feasibility of the gamma-lasers with the two-stage selective pumping of both simple and 
generalized types;[22,23,271, see present work about this delusion. 
The 10th delusion is the mention about the feasibility of the y-lasers with the two-step pumping. [11,13-16,39-441, see present work[A]. 

The 11th delusion is to think that all other types of GL are in all right e.g., [73-78]. In deed some other types of gamma-lasers are not as 
yet strictly analyzed on their feasibility. Only some origin arguments against that types are as yet published. [34,35] 
The 12th delusion is the talk about very soon experimental realization of gamma-laser. Sometimes in some papers, at some disclosures 
the words about very soon GL experiment arise. In deed the most realizable SPTEN y-laser is a very complex thing. This complexity is 
enhanced by the fact that the creation of SPTEN is based in turn on the creation of the Multi Beam Selection (MBS). The MBS must be 
realized. But the SPTEN gamma-laser (based surely on MBS) could be realized only after the MBS creation. 
It is shown in the works [A,B,C,D,E,F,G] that some types of active media, isomers-candidates and schemes for the GL stand as yet all 
tests, see, e.g., in [35] the SPTEN y-laser on the isomer ^Co (28.1 keV) in diamond host -matrix. The SPTEN y-laser cold give at its 
development the following main results: 
(1) Demonstration y-laser with high ratio [generation signal'spontaneous radiation in the generation mode)>> 1; 
(2) The y-Tr-pulse with output energy Eout ~ 1 J, intensity ~ 1015-1017 Went and brightness ~ 10   -1026 Wentrad2; 
(3) The residential Two-Step GL triggered by the longitudinal selective /-ray pulse from the SPTEN Haser- 

The main question is how to realize that ideas? The strict common theory of y-laser creation reveals that the way is only one. It is the 
SPTEN way and not any other. The strict theory shows that ail other ways give one and the same inevitable result, viz., the heat-blast of 
the active medium. The way pointed by the strict theory GG&RH is very rich with the different nuclei-candidates and the means for their 
creation. One of such means, the SPTEN-pumping by neutrons is much more effective[28~36]. Another mean, the photo-nuclear 
reactions, suggested in [28"30] too, are regarded in[F]. But all plenty of SPTEN-pumping (on neutrons, y-quanta, or other particles) is 
based on the use of the special device «Multi Beam Emitter» (MBE). The MBE is the carefully designed joint ion-optical and laser- 
optical system. This Project MBE now is in its further development. This Project has twice goal: the effective pumping of y-laser and the 
essential acceleration (by many orders!) of the selection of atoms, molecules, isotopes, isomers and radionuclides. This Project needs 
be developed by the specialists in different fields. Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics of RAS has an experimental basis, know-how 
and takes the initiative for the formation of the International Cooperation "Project MBE° on development and creation of MBE for various 
goals (e.g., y-laser) on the basis of the modem physical and chemical micro and nano-technologies [34,36] The real significant result 
asj'et is the formation of a Single Theory of y-Laser Creation in SPTEN Approximation which is a quite suitable tool for the GL creation. 
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Multi beam emitters as joint optical laser complex and ion-optical system 
for laser selection of atoms, molecules, isotopes, isomers, long-lived and short-lived radionuclides 

in different spheres from y-laser and atomic energetics to the medicine and gene engineering. 
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ABSTRACT 
The SPTEN-y-laser's development leads to the essentially new principles for the effective converting of the nuclear radiation (neutrons 
qamma etc) into the well controlling and focusing broad formatted atomic (ionic, molecular, etc.) beams which are fit for the creation of 
the active medium of the y-laser and for the other aims, e.g., for the acceleration by many orders of the selection of atoms, molecules, 
isotopes isomers radionuclides, for high precision methods in the spectroscopy-chromatography of the macromolecules, etc.. Ihe 
appropriate Multi Beam Emitter systems, MBE, are based on the dividing of the broad formatted beam of nuclei into a big amount ~ 
#-109 of the collinear microbeams with use of the especial deeply engraved gratings together with ad hoc ion and laser optics. MBE 
will be realized in a non-y-laser sphere before the first direct y-lasing demonstration experiments. 

Keywords- quantum nucleonics; gamma-generation (induced, super-radiant in plasma, in beam, in solid); amplification without 
inversion Borrmann effect, hot microplasma in cold solid; collapse of HFS by motion; soft prompt transplantation of excited nuclei; 
multi-beam laser selection; heat blast of active media) of gamma-ray laser (residential, non-residential); optical pressure on atoms; laser 
cooling and acceleration of beams 

1. Introduction. The difficulties in a problem of gamma-laser [GL) creation[1-27] can be overcome only if the adequate cardinal 
innovations will be introduced into technique of experiment. Hence the investigations of the ways for ^-creation necessarily must be 
accompanied with the generation of some new technical directions which can be useful not only for GL. The ^-investigations of the 
beginning period led to a row of directions (e.g.,[1-7,23,27j) which at that period were considered as mutually incompatible. E.g., the low 
temperatures are needs in the methods of line-narrowing [4,5,8,19,23,28,71,72]. But low temperatures are impossible at the pulse 
pumping [6-7 23 27]. The short-lived nuclei which are necessary for pulse methods [6-7,23,27] can not be used in the methods for a 
laser selection of excited nuclei [7,89].The work on overcoming of the inconsistency between different ways of the GZ-creation was 
began in works [23,27] and it resulted in a discovery of a SZ-class SPTEN {soft prompt transplantation of excited 
/N/flfo)[28,30,31,34,35] which in deed conjoins the merits of all three aforecited directions[5-7] but without their flaws. 

For a GL of SPTENc\ass a time-life of excited laser-active nuclei (ELAN) is less than 10"4 s and a relative inverse population in active 
medium is more than 90%. Owing to these beneficial conditions a GL of flP7BVaamma-laser can do without methods based on use of 
HFS (hvper fine structure) [8-11,13-17] (e.g., methods of line narrowing, methods amplification without inversion). Hence the GL 
schemes of SPTENdass are free from a demerit of many modern fit-models - iust namely from an instability to fluctuations and 
disruption of HFS (hyper-fine structure) at the inevitable powerful radiation-heat impact on active medium of ££[9,10,12]. 

The ÄP7FA'-schemes are based on use of so called «softening complex» (SQ of measures in order to soften threshold and radiation- 
heat regimes in GL. One of the elements of SCis a laser selection of ELAN specially elaborated for SPTEN. A function of input device 
for a transforming nuclear radiation (neutrons, y-quanta, etc.) into a beam previously enriched by £L4A'(due to Szilard-Chalmers effect) 
is a «converter named in more wide than GL employment as a «.multibeam emitter» (MBE). MBEm complex with selection and 
transport-focusing systems (STFS - selection and transport focusing system) are the most complicated (among all multibeam (MB)- 
systems) just in case of GL owing to concurrent superposition of five rather rigid conditions: 

I -a high relative inverse population m = l-%> 0.9 on the output of STFS, 
II - a big amount of ELAN- 1012 -1013 on the output of 57FSwith a good reserve which is by 1 - 2 orders more than a threshold value; 
III - a short total time (less than 10"6 s) for pulse action of STFS in its entirety; 
IV - a soft transplantation of ELAN'mio substratum at a kinetic energy of atoms less than 500eV, 
V - a high (more than 106) compression of a large format beam with a cross-section ~ 10M0 cm into a tight strip with a cross- 

section ~ 10"4 cm x 1 cm. 
However the conditions for use of MBE we more softer for a lot of many other goals (e.g., a selection of stable and long-lived nuclei) 
which are not linked directly with a GI-pumping. For that cases a creation of MBE is more simple problem than in case of GL A 
realization of MBE in simple cases can be considered as a simulation of more complex A/££-schemes because the general designation 
of all MBE-twes (simple and compound) - it is a preparation of a beam for an effective selection (with use of laser or in other methods). 

2. Structure Of multibeam emitter [MBE). In its external form a working body of MBE resembles a diffraction grating used in 
optical diffraction spectrometers. The more near analogy could be the microchannel plate. The working body of MBE is represented at 
the distinct list at the end of this paper. But the MBE-grating for the improvement of selection needs to have a more deep (by 1 - 2 
orders) «thread» (alias the "riffle" or "groove") and a more big density of «grooves» ~ 103 cm . The external working surface ctMBE 
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can be both concave (e.g., spherical) or plane [28,30,31]. Let the MBE is constructed as a plane rectangular grating of external 
dimensions D,xD->x (l0 + lj), where h is a depth for a cell of MBE, I, is a thickness for a bottom of emitter (see beiow), DhD2 >> 
l0 + /;. Along sidei); a distance between adjacent directing ce\\s (the"^period of grating) is d,+d0, where d, is inner size of a cell, and 
d0 is a thickness of a wall between the cells. Let in another (orthogonal) direction D: a distance between adjacent cells (the 2- period 
of grating) is d,+d0, where d2 is another inner size of a cell. Let d0= d} «d: « l0 « A. D2. Such relation between the sizes of 
MBE\s near an optimal one in many cases. Each cell has inner volume dj x d2 x h ■ The initial values of divergence angles for micro- 
beams are ß-, = 2dj/l0 and ß2 = 2dj/10. Characteristic sizes of MBE: d0=d2 = 0.001cm ; d2 = 0. lern ; l0 = 1cm ; 
Dh Dn ~ 30 - 100 cm;/3i =0.002 rod; ß2=0.2 rad. Such MBE forms a multibeam [MB - multibeam) composed of 
N^xtDt x D>/(dj+d0)(d2 +do) x 108 -109 micro-beams (pB). The cell of MBEcan be created [27-31,34,35] or in a through form 
(without bottom), or in a form of cell closed with a bottom. MBE with through cells creates a multibeam {MB) in a transmission regime, 
MBE with bottom (closed cells) creates MB, as a rule, in a regime of scattering ("reflection") in plains parallel with a directing plains of 
the cells. MBE with bottom are using[27-31,34,35] also: I - in case when the goal nuclei are bom in a substance of cells; II - in case of 
Coulomb excitation of nuclei with initial kinetic energy ~ 1010 et/at its passing through the substance of /l/5£(inciuding a blind bottom); 
III - in cases when the separating mixture is previously stored (adsorbed or congealed) in cooled cells. In this last case the stored 
mixture is then heated and then is going into MBw\h a time-dependence and duration corresponding to a heat-cell-regime (impulsive, 
continuous, etc.). The "bottom" of closed cell has a thickness h ~ 0.001 - 1 cm. For the layout of electrodes and traps (see below 
points 7-10) within the MBVne last is divided into compact blocks of microbeams with necessary gaps between these blocks. 

3. Working conditions for MBE. The coefficient of penetration of atoms through the grating 

g * (d, d2/lo4n) + 0.3 exp(-6l0/di) (1) 

is near a maximal one if an atomic adhesion coefficient 9 for the walls of directing cells is very small 9 « drfo and d2»d1. [27-31] 
In eq. (1) the first term has a geometric (aperture's) nature, the 2nd term is linked with a multiple atomic scattering by the walls of the 
directing cells. Eq. (1) approximates the numerical modeling results. In order to decrease 6 it was recommended [27-31]: I. - To use 
some monoatomic coatings with small absorption coefficient for the directing walls; II - To heat the walls of MBE up to the temperature 
T ~ 1000 K. Besides absolutely there are need both: a vacuum 10~10 - 10'n Torr and a careful cleaning of the system from the 
sorted atoms and molecules. At T = WOO K, atomic (molecular) weighU= 200, the initial prolong mean velocity of atoms in MBE'is 

Vs = 1.57104 (T/A)l/2cm/s = 3.5 l(f cm/s . (2) 

A boundary layer {BL) of thickness h ~ 1 cm arises along the output surface of emitter for a time tt = h/Vs -3 10'5 s. The selective 
excitation of atoms in this layer is created by laser beam of band-like profile with a cross section D2xh. The wave vector k of that 
beam is parallel with the output plane of M?£and a side Du and is orthogonal to a side D2. 

4. The recharging in a boundary layer {BL). The recharge (charge exchange) leads to big difficulties in the extraction of ions with 
goal nuclei: as a rule the goal ions lose its charges due to recharge at the insufficient high degree of vacuum depression in a beam or in 
a cell for selection and selection experiments finalize in failure even for the stable isotopes[10,38]. In deed, the condition for a resulting 

relative concentration (content) of the goal ions m^ss = 1 - Xxes ~ 1, Cftes« 1) is 

h A?mjx <Trech< #es (3) 

The left part of inequality (3) is a probability of a recharge {with cross-section arech) for a goal ion at the extracting of ions from the 
boundary layer {BL} of thickness /?: «mix - is the total initial concentration of all atoms (goal and non-goal) of mixture in BL. In case of 
one-beam Z/Sthe term "boundary layer" {BL) needs be changed into a more correct term "initial volume of a mixture at the beginning of 
beam". A recharge is the most risky on a stage of a goal ion extraction from BL because a vacuum in the rest part of selecting system is 
more depressed and hence the recharge probability is essentially less. The other parasitic processes in BL are suppressed also at 
carrying out the condition (3) if the cross-sections of that processes are not more than or of the same order as a value <Treoh. Let the 
relative content of the goal isotope in the initial mixture is v0 = Vkc <<r 1. ^ere "o ~is tne initial concentration of goal nuclei in BL 
Then from (3) it follows 

h Ho < Xres TOt/aex • W 
A typical example h = 1cm, arech ~10~15 cm2, m0 -lO^^es-O. Axnres =1-X™~0-9 ^0%Q\ goal atoms at output of system) 
gives the next value for the initial (before selection) density-flux of goal atoms (molecules) 

hrio~10wcm2. (5) 
5. Necessity of transition to multibeam {MB) systems. Hence in a typical case only so small flux of goal selecting atoms h n0 ~ 
1010 cm'2 can be given into the entrance of selection device. In order to increase amount of atoms at the entrance it needs to increase 
the input cross-section of a monobeam in Z./5-system (e.g., in common AVLIS-schemes) significantly more than 10 cm x 10 cm but 
without degradation of a beam collimation. In common systems it is possible only if one increase a length of «entrance» above 100 
meters. A transition to MB-systems takes off this problem. 
6. Complex of selfconsistent conditions for A/S£-action. The MBE-acim is effective at the abidance of the next complex of 
selfconsistent conditions: 
I. - Conditions (3),(4) in a common case, or the condition (5) in typical case; 
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II. -The condition for a big active section of MBE 
S = D, x (dj/fdj+do)) x D2 x (d2/(d2+dQ)) » 1cm2; (6) 

III.- A minuteness of aperture fa = 2 o>70 ~ 0.002 rad, at which a Doppler-width (hindering to selective laserionization, SLI) AcoD ~ 
(ßiVsohp/c) ~ 4 10e s1 is less than natural width of optical transitiontloT;' ~W7-l(f s1 .Herenhpt~1.5 W15 s1 is a frequency of 
optical transition with energy EopH eV; c=3 1010 cm/s is the light velocity. The wave-vectors k of Si/photons are parallel to the 
side D, and orthogonal to axis of MB. 
IV.-The acceptable total length of MB-device for LIS is about one meter [27-31]. 
7. Production of selection for the systems of multibeam (MB) and monobeam types. If G, is a coefficient of selective 
ionization and 77 is a coefficient of conveyance of goal atoms onto substrate then a full number of goal atoms at output selected after 

one circle is No = (1 - X^Gihn0r\ (7) 

LetS= 500-5000cm2, hrt0= 10!0cm3, G,-= 0.5,Zres =0.1,tj=0.5, thenN0~ 1012- 1013 . (8) 

A boundary layer (BL) of a thickness h = 1 cm is filled by atoms after the time /,= WVS = 3 Iff5' s. A total time of a pulse SZ/and a 
conveyance of goal atoms onto substrate[31] is /Si>conv < 10'* s. A time for cleaning of BL from non-goal atoms, ions and molecules is 
less than 10'5s. At such conditions a period of selection fsei and a frequency of selection-cycle nse/are 

tse,= 4 10'5S   ,   VSel= l/tsel = 2.5 10* Hz   . (9) 

As a result the production of MB-system after day (/=86400 s) is 

N(t) = No vse, tf3 = ß.5 1021 - 2.5 1022;/3 (10) 

of goal atoms, e.g., ~(l-10)f3 grams of goal isotope (ai atomic mass A ~ fOO - 200 a.e.) after day, where the factor^ -1-10" 
is linked with an uncertainty in evaluation of a selection period. The input part of a beam in usual (monobeam) Z/£systems needs have 
a length - 103 cm (instead o\~1cm in MB-systems) in other to form a collimation angle fa ~ 0.001 rad at a diameter of a beam ~ 1 
cm. At such conditions the time for a rebuilding (cleaning) of system in case of a monobeam LIS- system amounts ~ 10" - 10" s. In a 
result at S' ~ 1 cm2 one has 

No ~3 10s, Vi^t-Kf-l^Hz, N(t) ~ (W16- 1017) ft per a day. (11) 
The parameters of a monobeam is marked here with a dash ('). A comparison with (10) is pointing on a cardinal growth of goal 
atoms production at transition monobeam selection systems to A/fl-systems. This result is based on two features of a multibeam (MB): 
I.-The MB has a transversal cross-section S which is more by a factor/; ~ 103 -104 than a cross-section 5" of a monobeam with the 
same collimation angle. 
II.- The MB could be divided (see sec. 2) into the blocks of a small width ~ 10"1 cm. In the gaps between the blocks the traps for 
impurities (e.g., the thorium wires or grids) could be inserted. Owing to it the time for the cleaning of a multibeam {MB) from the 
impurities can be decreased by a factor/ ~ 102 - 103 in comparison with case of a monobeam of a blind cross-section ~ \cm . It is 
apparent that/ « /'. Thus the transition from a monobeam selection to multibeam one leads to acceleration of selection by factor/"ac 

which amounts /ac = N(i)/N'(i) * / x/2 xf3/f3' « / x/2 ~ 105 -107 (12) 

i.e. the production of multibeam (MB) selection systems is by 5-7orders more than monobeam ones. 

8. Multibeam (MB) emitter as a part of ion-beam system. M^systems with repeat of selection process. A/Remitter is the 
anode of the ion-optical system (103). IOS\s the most complex in case of GL when at first the goal ions accelerates and then its retards 
and softly transplants into a micro-target of small dimensions which are by many orders less than the anode. If it needs (see below p. 10) 
one can to create A/5-systems with a repeat (two- or more-fold) of the main selection process (e.g., selective laser ionization) in some 
few parts of a transport-focusing track [27,28]. For the extraction, acceleration, correction, retardation and focusing of ion-beams 
practically all methods of ion-optics can be used (with stationary, pulse and running wave type electric and magnetic fields, a feedback, 
etc.). A high directionality of microbeams leads to a special modification of ion-optics[31] which is used in /&S[27-31] for the increasing 
of a laser ionization effectiveness, for an acceleration of a conveyance of goal ions, for the increase of its compression and for decrease 
of its transport leakage. In case of GL the transport's leakage can be decreased below 90%. The main reasons of transport's leakage 
are linked with strong retardation and edge focusing (for GL) of MS. The transport's leakage of goal ions is small in case of more simple 
(than GL) A/5-systems in which the retardation and (or) the edge focusing are needless. 

9. Selective laser ionization (SL/j in a regime of saturation or induced transparency. A selective laser ionization (SL/j could 
be[7,34-36,38,89] one-resonant (the first transition is selective-resonant, but the second is a broad ionizing transition); two-resonant (two 
first transitions are selective-resonant, but the third is a broad ionizing transition) or /7-resonant (n > 2; the first n transitions are selective- 
resonant, but the last is a broad ionizing transition). Each subsequent transition moves upward from the level which was excited in a 
previous transition. The more amount of resonant selective transitions the higher a selectivity of SLI and the higher order of relative 
inverse population can be achieved (e.g., at the selective laser separation of isomers). k\.n>2a selectivity does not depend on the 
value of a Doppler broadening. At n >2Vne use of SL/\$ technically more hard. Hence n =2, as a rule, is enough and optimal. 
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Let us consider a density flux of photons for a laser radiation 01Su(x, a>0pti) = 0 (*) of a band profile dependent on a path length x 
along a boundary layer BL at the direction D, (see sec.2). This flux excites the first selective transition on a frequency e>0p» in goal 
atoms (molecules) of BL. The second selective transition on a frequency co0pt2 must be excited by a flux <P2su(x, <&oPt2) of a laser 
radiation of a band profile along a boundary layer BL at the direction which is opposite to a vector D}. A Doppler breadth is minimal at 
such orientation of selective flows. The ionizing flow with a broad bandwidth needs be directed also along the boundary layer BL but 
orthogonal to the line 0< (i.e., parallel to D2). A Doppler width at this direction is by factor d^/di more than at the direction D*. But it is 
not sufficient for the ionizing transition with a broad bandwidth. The moments of cut-in and lasting of the laser pulses of different carrier 
frequencies (a>opu, G>OPVZ , «W need be synchronized in case of the pulse SLkeglme. In some cases it is helpful to use the mirrors: 
an effective pathway xm3X in BL becomes longer, the &/becomes more fast and homogeneous. But it needs to attend in order that the 
reflected beams would be parallel to the incident ones. Otherwise the reflecting would increase a Doppler breadth and would lead to a 
marked disturbance of a pulse synchronization. The conditions for a propagation of selecting radiation have a big account for a quality of 
SLI. A resonant cross-section is ams ~ 10~9 cm2 for the transitions of energy Eop! ~ 1 eV. A path-way of resonant absorbing for a weak 
signal is Lres-0.1 cm a\n0~ 10wcm'3. Hence a propagation of laser resonant beam along a boundary layer BL after distance Dj ~ 
10 -100 cm »Lres -0.1 cm is possible only in the saturation or induced transparency regimes. Below is shown that at Eop, - 1 eV 
the surface density of power G>E„V,~10 W/'cnr is sufficient for the realization of such regimes. Indeed, let here <P is a surface density 
of photons' amount. In deed in a stationary regime in a saturating flow <P the population difference in BL amounts 

A-n.- n+ = n0/(l + 2(0/010,)). (13) 

Here &sat = {Tioptores)'
1 ~ 1016 photons cm~2sl is an adopted "scale" for the saturating flux, 

ates=A2/((l+ftopiAa)D)2)47r)~10-9cm2 (14) 
is a cross-section for an induced absorption (emission), ACOD~ <ooptß Vs/c ~ 4 JO6 s is a Doppler breadth, X ~ 10" cm is a 
wave-length; a)opX = 2nvopt ~ 1.5 1015 s-' is a photon's frequency, nopt ~ 10'7 s is a time-life of an optically excited state. The 
equation for the dependence of 0 from a coordinate x along D? is 

dO/dx = 0 (Tres A = <7res rt0 O/(1 +2 (0/0sat)) (15) 
and it has an exact decision in an implicit form: 

<p = <po exp(-% +2(<po-q>)), (16) 

where <& = 0/0^: <p0 = 0o/0sau £ = x/Lres, Lxes = (ares »a/1 - 0.1 cm, 0O = &(0)\& an initial flux density. Explicit 
approximate decision is: 

<ps /<po = 0/0o = 1-$/0 +2<po). (17) 

Numeral example: At Z)7 = 100 cm and dj = d0 one has xmax = D/2 = 50 cm, #Mar = xma/Z,r„ = 500. At demand 0/0o > 
0.9 one has %ma)/(1+2<po) < 0.1. Hence <po= 0Q/0^ > 2500, 0O > 2500 x 0^ ~3 101S cm'* s'\ 0(0) Eopt ~ 10 
W/cm2. Hence a longitudinal homogeneity of a light flux along a layer BL d>(xmax)M>(0) ~ 0.9 is achieved in a saturating regime at 
the energy flux 0(0) Eopt ~ 10 W/cm1. A transversal size of a light flow amounts ~ D3xh ~ 100 cm': Hence the necessary 
power from a dye laser is P ~ 1000 W. The energy of Ä/pulse at SLfpulse lasting tsi< < 10" s amounts P x tsn < 10 J and is 
more than the excitation energy for a total amount of the goal atoms (molecules) in the BL. The A/realization demands simultaneous 
or alternate action of some few good synchronized pulses at different carrier frequertcies[7,36,38,89]. Ail that pulses can penetrate 
through BL (along Df) practically without a resonant absorption if a decision of equations (14)-(17) satisfies the condition @(xmm) ~ 
0(0). At enough big input flux 0(0) the tandems of TC- or 2^-pulses propagate through the resonantly absorbing medium. In this 
case the attenuation of SLI-field is still less than at a saturation and the equations (14) - (17) are applicable only for the quality account 
of the transparency in the BL. 

10. LASER SYSTEMS FOR THE CORRECTION OF THE MBE ACTION. 

10.1. The correction of the microbeams' angle divergence. The laser radiation is not capable to create the sufficiently low 
longitudinal temperature in the atomic beams as like as the active medium for the realization the gamma-laser [34,35]. However the 
transversal laser cooling for the atomic beams in SPTEN is rather useful and feasible[34,35]. The guarantee for that feasibility is a rather 
l0W _ jo10-1014 cnT atomic concentration of the atoms in beams and a fine directionality of their movement - 0.1 angular degree. 

The methods for the transversal lasing cooling (collimation) of the atomic beams had been realized and checked in a big amount of 
the experiments. The analyzing of that experiments is placed, e.g., in the survey [82], The estimations below are based on data of that 
survey. The transversal laser cooling use the recoil of the atoms at the absorption by them of the photons from the laser waves with 
wave-vector orthogonal to the beam. Besides the frequency of that photons O) needs be shifted into a red side relatively to the atomic 
transition frequency co0- At that red shift, 8 = co - co0 < 0, the force of the light pressure F is directed against a transversal speed v 
of the atom. Hence the light pressure F is a force of friction. In a linear on a velocity approximation ones have the following formula for 
the friction force F= -MJfoo. Here ßD = 8<psü)rec (\ ä/y)/(l+ff/f)' is a friction coefficient, 03rec =Ti fr/2M\s a recoiling 
frequency (a recoiling energy divided by Plank constant). The rest terms are: M is a mass of atom, ;ris a width of the atomic transition, 
A: = ö/c is a wave number, <ps = 0/0s is a saturation degree, i.e., a ratio of the laser radiation intensity 0 to the saturation 
intensity 0s. The 0- values were used in the previous sec.9. The spread of the transversal speed could be decreased to the value 
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Pmin ~ (2hy/M)V2 at the transversal Doppler's cooling of the atomic beam. The parameters y = 10 s , M'.- 50 atomic 
units are character for the atomic selection. At such parameters the minimal velocity spread is about vm\n ~ 30 cms. But the same 
spread Vtransvi ~30 cm/s needs be given at the MBE's output, see sect.2. Such coincidence could be very beneficial for the joining 
of MBE with the transversal laser cooling[34-36], A part of the cooled atoms resulted in the transversal Doppler cooling lies near the unity 
for a beam with a low density [82]. The deceleration time 

Tret ~ (l/kürec)(kOc/y)3/3<Ps <18) 
and the deceleration path 

Iret ~ M/kUrecHkVc/^tncps (19) 

are need for the deceleration of the spread from the original value v0 to the end minimal one vmm. Here X = Imli is a wave length 
of the laser radiation, vmc = h k/M is a speed of the recoiled atom, Mis a mass of the atom, ^is a natural talf width of line for the 
atomic transition. A numerical example : M~ 50 atomic units ~ 8 10""" gram ; £opt~1eF-l.6 10 J\a ~ 1.5 
1015 s'1; k= ate ~ 5 10*cm';X-10* cm; y ~ 107 s1; ares~ 10-9 cm2; ®s = y/ares~ 10'6 em's1; ti = 10 ergs, 
Vrec =hkM-2 cm/s, Avmin ~ (2h y/M)m~2Q cm/s, v0 - 10 cm/s. Hence 

Iret -0.5 Cm/(ps, tret ~ 5 10"4 s/ fs- (20) 

It is a case of a bad initial transversal velocity spread u0 ~ 103 cm/s which is more by a factor ~ 20 t|ian it needs (v0 necessary ~ 50 
cm/s in the accordance with the sec.2). At these conditions the deceleration time is Tret -5 10" s/<ps. The atom is excited in 
schemes of [82]-type through one canal (induction by laser wave) and is de-excited through two canals (spontaneous decay and 
induced emission). In present work on owing to the analyzing of such scheme action the following additional «cinematic» condition 
(demand) is revealed 

Tret > 2üo/VrecY (21) 

This condition qives with account of (20) the restriction on the saturation parameter 
(ps<5 (21') 

Hence ones have in given example: 
<P<5(PS:0 Eopt < 50s Ecpt ~ 0.1 W/cnf : rret > 10   s ; lnt > 0.1 cm. (21") 

That case corresponds to the difficulties of a real experiment with a real, non-perfect MBE-grating and with a real non-perfect ionic 
optics [28-31,36]. 
10 2 The previous forming of a sharp directional movement in the atomic mixture for its effective propagation through the 
grating of the MBE. Let the atoms of the separating mixture are accelerated up to the velocity ~ 10 cm/s before the intrusion of 
these atoms into the grating of the MBE. Let such accelerated atomic flux is collimated by the laser as like as in sec. 10.1. The atoms of 
such formed flux will penetrate into the grating of the emitter almost in parallel with the walls of the directive slits. The estimation (1) of 
the penetration coefficient q (see sec.3) was made at the suppose of the isotropic distribution of atoms over the velocity's direction 
before the penetration into the grating. But that distribution will become sharply anisotropic in case of the previously accelerated and 
collimated beam. Hence the outlined above procedure of the previous laser action on the separating mixture could give the significant 
growth of the penetration coefficient g in a comparison with the formula (1). Any decrease of longitudinal velocity spread is not 
necessary in that case. This fact is beneficial for this experiment realization. The violet shift 8 = co - m > 0 and the fulfillment of 
conditions as like as ones in the section 10.1 are necessary in order to accelerate the atoms of mixture up to the speed Vend ~ 10 
cm/s for the time tacc The main equations are like as above in sec. 10.1. The acceleration time 

Tacc ~ (LTwrecKkvc/yfßys (22) 
and the acceleration path 

lacc ~ Hy/korecKkoo/tfillVs (23) 

are need for the deceleration of the spread from the original value v ~ 0 to the end maximal one *?end- 
A nuiriprir.al   example; M~ 50 atomic units ~ 8 10"2j grant; Eopt~5eV= 8 10"   J\ (O ~ 7.5 10    S   ; k = wie ~ 2.5 
I0>cm-';X~ 2.5 10-'J cm; y ~ 109 s'1; am ~ 5 10"1' cm2. <% = r/erm ~2 W19 em's1; Ä = 1 (T    erg s, vrec = ft k/M 
~ 10 cm/s, Aomin ~ (2ft y/M)m~ 200 cm/s, venä ~ 10 cm/s. Hence 

Ice ~ 330 cm/cps, race ~ 2 10"3 s/ qk. (24) 

The atom is excited in schemes of [82]-type through one canal (induction by laser wave) and is de-excited through two canals 
(spontaneous decay and induced emission). In present work on owing to the analyzing of such scheme action the following additional 
«kinematics» condition (demand) is revealed 

Tacc > 2va/VreCy (2-*>) 

This condition gives with account of (20) the restriction on the saturation parameter 
<Ps < 100 (25;) 

Hence ones have in given example: 
0< 100<Z>9; 0Eopi < 100dfcEopt- 1.6 ^W'cm2: racc > 2 10"6 s ; lnt > 3 cm. (26") 
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Besides the synchronous increasing of the frequency shift 8 = 0) - coo > 0 
from dCOmin = 0   up to   SCOmax ~ COo Vend/c  ~ 3 10     ST1 (27) 

needs be used in order to compensate the Doppler shift's increasing. Also other measures discussed in [82] could be used for this aim. 
All that measures correspond to the difficulties of a real experiment with a real, non-perfect MBE-grating and with a real non-perfect 
ionic optics [28-31], 
The laser collimation task in mixture flux forming could be solved at the same conditions (the intensities included) as like as ones in 
the section 10.1. It is seen that a problem of the formation of the sharp mixture intrusion in the grating of the emitter (sec. 10.2) is not 
more complex than the task for the transversal laser cooling (collimation) of beams which are emerged from the MBE (sec.10.1). 

10.3. The decrease of the atom's «sitting time» and adhesion on the directive walls of the MBE-grate. The special covers and 
the high-temperature heating (~ 1000 K) were suggested in the early works on the MBE [27-31] in order to decrease the atom's «sitting 
time» and the adhesion on the directive walls of the MBE-grate. In the late works [34-36] that suppositions against the «sitting» and 
adhesion were refilled with the suggestion of the laser resonant (and hence selective) cleaning of the surface from the «sitting atoms». 
The frequency of laser radiation needs be resonant with the oscillations of atom attached to the surface by the elastic forces. In a result 
of the multi-photon resonant cascade transitions the bind «surface - atom» will be broken. This measure leads to the significant 
additional decrease of the effective adhesion coefficient O. Besides the resonant character of the laser beam action saves from the 
emergence of the unwanted atoms which hinders the selection. 
All above (sections 9, 10) give only small part of the possible auxiliary applications of laser radiation apart from its main application in 
MBE, viz., the selective laser ionization. All this in toto points on the unlimited amount of different variants on the way of the 
development and the creation of the Multi Beam systems of the selection. 

11. Selection of short-lived isomers and radio-nuclides. Anti-decay effects [ADE). 
For a selection of short-lived isomers and radio-nuclides one needs of a converter[27-30] combining the properties of a nuclear target 
and MBE. The goal isotopes (isomers) are arisen in a substance of target with a concentration less than 10"7-10"u at the exposure of 
nuclear radiation (neutrons, photons of the big and middle energies or other particles) even from the most strong pulse reactors. Hence 
to evaporate irradiated (by nuclear radiation) target and after that to selectively separate the resulted mixture[7,10,38,89] for a short 
time-life of a radio-nuclide 10"4 - 10"7J is a practically unfeasible problem. But in case of a solid unvaporized target (i.e., a converter- 
MBE) a boundary layer (BL) filled up with atoms only of two types: 

I type - the recoiled atoms (Szilard-Chalmers effect) and 
II type - the other atoms which are knocked out the walls of the converter by the recoiled atoms. So a relative concentration of goal 

nuclei in BL at the output of A/fiE-converter (C0 - 10"2 - 10"4) is more by 5- 7orders[27-30] than in the gas cloud evaporated from 
the irradiated target (in methods[7,19,17]) and this concentration. This concentration N0 at the output of converter does not depend on 
the volume pulse radiation dose in the target-converter[27-30], 
A big amount of the secondary electrons activated by the internal electron conversion (EC) arises in a multibeam (MB). The many of 
these electrons recombines with a positive charged ions or vanishes at the touching with the walls of the LIS-system. But in case of 
short-lived isomers a significant part of secondary electrons ~ 0.001 - 0.1 "glues" to the neutral atoms and hence forms the negative 
ions [35]. So a BL contains a notable portion ~ 0.001 - 0.1 of positive and negative ions (labeled below as "side" ions (SI)), which 
arise non-seleciivelym a side result of EC. Hence if there are no the especial measures for the cleaning from 5/then the hindrances of 
two types will arise: 
1. - A lot of 5/are undistinguished from goal ions arisen at SLI. Hence the goal ions are focusing together with 5/and so the relative 
content of the goal isotope at outlet of LISdecreases. 
2.- The goal ions are scattering on the SI and this reason something complicates the task of A/5-focusing. But at time-life of a 
radionuclide r? > 10"6 S and at a summary duration tsum = tsu + textr < 10" S the system for cleaning from 5/could be 
created without the insurmountable difficulties. So both types of hindrances above are removed. Here tsu is a time of SLIpdse, textr 
is a time for an extraction of goal ions from BL. During the time textr the cleaning from SI needs be interrupted. 

Let regard the case of edge focusing of goal ions into a micro-target. Let p is the probability that the de-excited nuclei will hit in the 
focus (into the microtarget). Let after goal ions extraction from BL in some of them an act of EC arises and their nuclei become de- 
excited. Such ions with de-excited nuclei will change charge and will be: (A) - defocused and (or) (B) - captured into traps. So at such 
conditions the probability p will become small: p « 1. So the relative concentration of goal nuclei in beam «F will decrease with a 
time of passing t more slow than a usual exponent[34] exp(- t/rj), namely 

nt/tj) = exp(- t/Tj)/(exp(- t/n) + p'(l- exp(- t/tj)) = 1/(1- p'+ p' expft/rj)), (28) 

where tis a time for residence of nucleus in a beam (a passing-time), p' = (1 +ap)/(l+cc), a is a coefficient of EC. So owing to 
"cleaning" action of focused multibeam system the relative concentration of short-lived radionuclide in a beam becomes less dependent 
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on /EOdecay. I.e., a special "anti-decaying effect" (ADE) arises. ADE\s provided: (1) - by the edge focusing (p < 0.1) and (2) - by 
the cleaning-traps-system. ADEls big (^(t/nhl) sip« 0.1 and a »1. ADE vanishes, i.e., ^t/n) = exp(- t/n), at a = 0 

3/7C'(0r)/7=1. 
Numeral example: At a = 50, p = 0.0?, t/rf = 4 one has rft/n) = 0.38Sr in contrast with mdec = exp(- t/n) = 0.0183, i.e. the 
decay-decreasing of the relative inverse population is retarded by the factor yfi/TyJ/©^ 21.2. ADE is possible also for a row other 
nuclear processes (not only IEC) which are accompanied by the change in a charge of electronic shell. Also another mechanism ADE, 
more strong than above, is possible. It consists of a repeat of the main selection process (e.g., SLI) in two or more places of a 
transport-focusing track (see p.8).[27,28] Such mechanism complicated a MB-system but it supply the high relative concentration 
of goal atoms (molecules) [27,28] which by some orders exceeds the "decay" value mdec = exp(-t/Tdec) at a big passing-time t»^ on 

the outlet of M£system. 

SUMMARY 

Multibeam emitters (MBE) with high oriented developed microrelief are suggested to create more effective multibeam (MB) selection 
systems (e.g., laser selection). A general function of MBE\s a preparation of a beam for an effective selection. A beam of a big 
transversal format is splintered into ~106-109 parallel microbeams on the outlet of MBE. As a result it becomes possible to increase a 
number of atoms at input gate of device for selection and at a time to decrease the next parameters: Doppler dispersion, aberrations at 
focusing of broad beam on a microtarget, a time for the renovation of selection cycle, a density of amount of atoms and, as a sequence, 
to decrease a probabilities for a lot of parasitic processes, e.g., for a recharging of goal ions. Hence in principle MBE axe capable to 
exceedingly (by some orders) accelerate the laser selection of molecules, atoms, isotopes (US - Laser Isotope Selection, AVUS - 
Atomic Vapor US), the stable and short lived isomers, radionuclides. At realization in the microrelief of MBEoi nuclear reactions for 
creation of goal radionuclides the relative concentration of the last ai the input gate of Z./5becomes by 5-9 orders more than in case of 
evaporation of irradiated nuclear targets in A l/i/5-method. The mechanisms for conservation along beams of relative inversion for the 
short lived nuclei (ADE - ant/decaying effects) are suggested. The ideas of MBEand MS-systems (e.g., the ideas of SPTEN - Soft 
Prompt Transplantation of Excited Nuclei, arose in the bosom of GZ-problem and they are material for the Si-realization. But MBE axe 
useful in decision of more wide circle of problems than only GL ( GL, laser and electromagnetic selection of molecules, atoms, isotopes, 
isomers, radionuclides; precision beam chromatography-spectroscopy of macromolecules in biochemistry, etc.). Semenov Institute of 
Chemical Physics of RAS has an experimental basis, know-how and takes the lead for the formation of the International Cooperation 
"Project MBE for the development and creation of MBEiox various goals on base of modem physical-chemical (e.g., laser) micro and 
nano-technologies. 
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Joint gamma-generation and radiation-heat regime (GG&RH) theory for gamma-lasers' 
screening in the first approach of "Soft Prompt Transplantation of Excited Nuclei" 

S.V.Karyagin 

Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics, RAS. Prospect Kosygina 4, 117997 (GSP-1). Moscow, GSP-1, Russia 
e-mail: chaika@chph.ras.ru ; fax: (095)-137-8318 

ABSTRACT 
Joint theory of gamma-generation (GG) and radiation-heat regime (GG&RH) in active medium (AM) of y-laser (GL) was created and 
applied for the analyses of the total world experience in the GL-problem in order to choose those nuclei-candidates, active media, GL- 
schemes which are indeed actual for the GL-creation. 
Keywords: quantum nucleonics; gamma-generation (induced, super-radiant in plasma, in beam, in solid); amplification without 
inversion, Borrmann effect, hot microplasma in cold solid; collapse of HFS by motion; soft prompt transplantation of excited nuclei; 
multi-beam laser selection; heat blast of active media) of gamma-ray laser (residential, non-residential) 

PART 1. GAMMA-GENERATION THEORY. 

The y-generation theory with account of a big hindrances' complex is developed and checked on the example of big amount of 
different work nuclei. The real conditions for the y-generation are much rigid, more rigid than the relatively soft Shawlov-Towns 
conditions for the induced radiation or the conditions for the super-fluorescence (super-radiance) which are deduced without the 
appropriate accounting of the hindrances. At the calculation of the real active medium (AM) for the y-generation it needs to account an 
absence of the good reflecting mirrors, the stochastic character of the origin initiating y-wave, the lethargy of AM relatively the 
resonant processes, the surplus of the spontaneous decay's rate above the rate of the exit of AM from the lethargy, the amplification of 
the y-radiation phase's damping owing to the non-resonant absorption of y-quanta and the heat regime. The real AM and the 
appropriate radiation-heat regimes accept the y-generation only in a solid and bind a number of the nuclei-candidates and the hosts. 
The conditions for the generation are quite different between the «nonresidential» active media and the «residential» ones. Hence they 
are different also between the first «fuse» y-lasing section and the subsequent more powerful sections of the compound y-lasers. 

1. Real threshold conditions (RTQ for induced gamma-oscillation 
The parameter/? of "Reserved Amplification" (RA) is introduced through a formal balance equation[23-32,34,35,49,50] in the most 
favorable case of 100% inverted population and at the supposition that the maximal value of the resonant cross-section is reached 

n<7o r/ti = p (n o + n'd), (1) 

where n = n+ + n. is a total density of working nuclei amount {DWNAi averaged over tooth volume; n+ is DWNA for a level "+", and 
«. is DWNA for a level "-". Here the level * "is considered as a stable or almost stable one when X_»>T+. Here x_? t+ are the live- 
times of levels "-"and ^'correspondingly. It is so for the majority of nuclei candidates. The seldom case when T_~ Z+ will be regarded 
especially in another paper. But here it is adopted only the relation T»>T+. And hence t> = r+. At this condition a formula (1) is a 
certain formal definition of RA. The value 

L0= (na+n'cf/1 (2) 

is length of non-resonant losses in tooth. Appropriate value in DOdMPequa\s 2L0. The Reserved Amplification (RA) is a formal «gain» 

RA =p = (T2/TI) nooLo (3) 

on the photon's free path length L0 in a continuous substance of tooth. The definitions (1) and (3) for RA=p are only a handy 
combination of basic values and the equation (1) isn't a real balance equation because iu< n and the induced cross-section could 
reach its maximal limit (r/r7)«croonly at the time / » r2 .[9.81]. The necessary for the y-generation value A4 is estimated from a 
complex of conditions below According to (1) the value RA has a maximumpm= p0 T/TJ wherep0 =cr0/o: For Co ones have p„ 
= 888. 

Another basic value is a density n' of host-atoms. For a diamond ri = 1.76 1023 cm'3. The relative impurity concentration »/«', a 
value y/, total length L of DOCLMP, relative length v = U2Lot amount of diffraction modes m, all these data are used as the input 
values for the chain of the subsequent estimations "in the special algorithm[34,35]. Then the interim values me derived: the reserved 
amplification RA; the cross-size d (diameter) of active medium AM; volume of AM V~ <fl (this formula is exact for a square form 
of /Mteross-section); solid angle ü ~ d*/L2 of diffraction mode; total number N0 = nV/2 of working nuclei (ones need to account 
that half of comb-like AM is empty); resonant cross section cr„ ( averaged on HFS, polarization, wave-vector direction at frequency 
maximum) i.e. 
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yi = (n/ri)/((n/n')+(G Vo)); L0 = (1- y/)/(n'cf); L^2yL0; p = WPo^/r,; d = (mXL) "; V = 4 (L0y)- mX ;Q = mX'L; (4) 
No = 2 (mXM'do) y/(1 - yr) y2; (5) 

o0 = (k
2/2n)f\v/(l+a). (6) 

The number of y-quanta arisen in the amplification of stimulated emission (ASEj at account of width-path effects (sec.2.0) is 
CO 

NASE(P) = (Wy) \    exp(-x') dx' fexpff pG(x')- 2 ] y] - 1] /fpG(x')- 2]. (7) 

o 
In usual case of a non-resonant detector the negative part «-2 » of the «gain» (pG-2) contains two parts: the first ordinary part 
«-1 » owing to the direct non-resonant losses and the second equal but unusual part «-1 » owing to the non-direct influence of 
the same non-resonant losses but through the introduced above «Width-Path Effects» (WPE) which particularly decrease the resonant 
cross-section. Without WPE the «gain» equals to (pG-1). Here x=t/xj is a «normalized» time; Ns = (m/4).vp(ti/x2) exp(-xj) is a 
number of spontaneous ^quanta emitted for all generation time in m modes in a spectral interval T2~ ; exp(-x,) = n+(0)/n; n+(0) is 
fLWamount density at momentum t = 0: the value n = n+ + IL is independent on time (at the condition T=>>T±). A value 
pG(x)/L0 is a generalized induced gain for the time x. The cross-section of induced emission oft) equals to zero at the start 
momentum t = 0, when a resonant interaction (of ELAN and y-radiation field) is switched[9,10,12,17,81]. The value of'oft) 
asymptotically grows up to its limit Oi(<x>) = o0 during time ~ z2. Any correct formula for oft) is not yet derived because of difficulties 
in transforming of complicated non-linear decisions of Maxwell-Bloch equations to cross-section concept. The next simple approximate 
formula which contains all properties marked above was suggested and used in Refs.[28-35] as a compromise: 

oft) = (1- exp(-t/T2)) ofcc). (8) 
Hence a stationary form p/L„= (n+ - g njfc/ri) o0 for the induced gain need be transformed to the non-stationary form 

t 

pG(t)/L0 = n+(t) o+Jt) - [n.(0) o-+(t) + J    njf) o^t-f) d(f/ti) ]. (9) 
o 

Here o+.(t) = o+.(oo) (1 - exp(-t/x2)) is oft) for emission from "+" nuclear quantum state to "-" state; o+.(cc) = (T2/TI)O0 is a 
limit for o+.(t) at infinity great time. By analogy o. +(t) = a. +(<x>) (1 - exp(-t/t2)) is oft) for the transition from "-" to "+ " state; 
o. +(<x>) = (Ti/T])go-0 is a limit for a JO at infinity time, in common case a value g can be different from (2j++l)/(2j.+l). E.g., g 
= 0 in case of "ideal AM(see[A]);g = 7 in case of non-degenerated working levels. The nuclei arisen spontaneously in a lower state 
"-" at momentum /' are dephased at this time-point r'. So at / > f a phasing time ^ of these nuclei (or time of growing of its 
absorption cross-section) is /> = t -1'. The value n+(t') dft'/r^ is a number of "new" nuclei in state "-" in the time-interval df. In 
case of weak generation the populations n+ft) and n.(t) are 

t 

njt) = n+(0) exp(-t/rO,   n.(t) = n.(0) + |   n+ft') dft'/Tj). (10) 
o 

A time-dependent factor G(t) of induced gain function is transferred to the form (12) at a formal denoting (11): 

exp(-xt) = n+(0)/n; n=n++n. = const; nfO) = (1- exp(-Xj))n ; (11) 
G(t) = (1- expi-XTi/xJ) (exp(-xi-x)-g)+g exp(-xd (e*- expC-xr/Tj) /(1- (r/n)); (12) 

or else (see below) at denotations p. = e'x and C =(rj/t2) ones have 
G(t) = G(n) = (1 - ji?) (n Hi - g) + g M-i (M." vhH\ " (I/O) (12') 

Note that the limit of G(t) at C, =(T2/TI) -> 1 is a function Lim{ G(t)at TJ/T2 =1}= GIim (t) estimated as 

GLm(t) = (1 - ex + gx) expi-Xi -x) -g(l- ex). (12") 

Here (12") corresponds to a particular case r, = x2. The decisions (12). (12") satisfy for all initial and limit conditions. The further 
analysis is based on the approximation of G(t) by a quadratic form G(p)«Gm - (p-pfK, where p = ex. The values Gm, p0, K 
depend on the basic parameters C, =(T,/T2), g = (2j++l)/(2j.+l), exp(-xL) = njn\ att=0. The Poisson's formula leads to 

NASE(P) ~ (np'yfQ1'2 (m/4) fa/rd exp(-x,) {{expf(pGm- 2)yJ- 1 }/(pGm-2)}, p >pthr= 2/Gm. (13) 

Here the negative part«- 2 » of the «gain» (pGm - 2) contains two parts: the part «- 1 » owing to the direct non-resonant 
losses and the another equal part «- 1 » owing to the non-direct influence of the same non-resonant losses but through the 
introduced above «width-path» effect action. Eq.(13) is approximately valid at (pGm- 2)y > 0.5 and contains threshold condition for 
ASEp > 2/Gn. The more precision expression at (pGm- 2)< 5 is derived from (12), (12') with use of a serial expansion of the 
exponential on the «generation's interval» p_< \i.<\w. 

N.4SE =NA» (Nsfy) J    dp[exp[[pG(p)~2]yj- l]/[pG(p)-2]« 2NS{v/pK)V2 [l+(5/6)(^>^(l9/45)(w)2+(87/280)(wf] (13') 
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with the relative error less than 20% at vy<3. Here v = (pGm - 2) and yu, n- are the roots of equation G(p) = 2/p : p+(p) = po + 
A(p), n-(p) =Ho - A(P), where A(p) = [<Gm - (2/p))/KJia. The factors «2» instead of«l» in (26) are due to the above Wjgtt 
Path Effects. The start-time for biasing is u = -Tilnp+. The end-time for Rasing is t. = -tjlnp:.. At / < /+ and at / > t. Hasing is 
absent Time-intervai of ,4S£"-generation is t+<t< t. with duration tG(p) = L- U = TMP^'P) and with a maximum of intensity at t - 
/ = -Tllnu Eqs (13) (13') with p = wPo^'ti give an upper limit of A^. The substitution of decision/?' of equation p' = p t'G 

/2r, (instead of p) to (12), (13) gives a lower limit for NA. Here t'G = iG(p'). Factor t'G /2x2 over-accounts a frequency band ~ 2(t'0) 
1 ofVpulse The real value Nt is inside the interval NA(P') < NA < NA(p). A peak energy flow lp equals (at appropnate/? or //) to the 
integrand of (13') multiplied by E/fcfr,}. A peak saturation parameter Ps = r2aJ/E7 is also used below. At big vy>28 the formula 
(13') needs be replaced by a n-pulse asymptotic approximation formula 

NASE asympt ~ N^fee « d2 (P-1)/CT0 (13'') 

This formula is based on the Zvelto's theory[67] which was generalized and corrected in works [23,27], ^ 
Numerical examples. According to data of 1.1 there are the next values: C= T,/T2 =1.1; expf-xj = 0.9; n/n' = 5 10~; d/o = 
4 7 Iff3- y/= 0.515: L = 0.321 cm; v = 0.329; d = 3.8 Iff5 cm; p = 416.5 » p0 = 2/Gm = 14.5, p0is a threshold. So it is a 
super-threshold Rasing. Note, that necessary short period t.~lffss of £L4Mmplantation is in touch in SPTEN-method[27-35]. 
Besides, the prompt shatters with u -Iff12 s could be createdf23.271. Other parameters are: Gm = 0.138; n„ = 0.705; K - 
7 586; A = 0.290; fu = 0.995; ^ = 0.415; U = 5 Iff3?, = 7.6 10*s; t. = 0.879n = U3 lff5s; t„ = 0.35 x, = 5.3 Iff s: tG 

= 0 874xl = 1 32 lff5s; p' = 200. The plasing pulse characteristics are: 103 < NA < 1.3 10'; 5 Iff * < NAEr <6 Iff J; fluxF 
= N/d2-1012 < F< 10lScm2; 3 lff3<FEr < 40J/cm2: mean energy flow/ = FE/tG: 230 <I< 3.0 Iff W/cnf; 2 l(f < Ip < 
4 107 lV/cnr- solid angle of mode is n = ML = 1.37 Iff8 rad2; brightness: 1.5 Iff0 < I/O < 2 10 W/cnf ract; 2 10 < I/ß 
< 3 10'5 W/cnrrad2; Iff5 < P,< 0.2; 16 < Ns < 34. The ratio "signal to noise": 60 < NJNS < 4 Iff is more than sufficient for 
the experimental demonstration 0/>4asing.[27.3O] A total number of working nuclei in AM\s Nn = 2 10!1. i.e., Jess by 2-3 orders 
than amount of ELAN, which can be put into AM owing to SPTEN-method. Efficiency of Rasing in this case: Iff < NA/N0 < 10 . 

l(f<NA/Ns < 5 10s; 2 Iff7 <NA/N0 < 0.13, i.e. a high efficiency could be gotten. It is very difficult to keep T/T2 = 1.1, because at 
n/n'> flflö5clustering of atoms leads to a strong line-broadening. These results could be corrected by accounting of noise, saturation, 
etc. 

2.Real threshold conditions for the super-fluorescent (super-radiant) gamma-oscillation 
on base of the approximate theory for the strong varied length of Bloch's vector. 

The decision[87] for the projection R3 of Bloch's vector R had been generalized (1995,1998, Karyagin) for non-keeping R: [34,35] 

R3 = R(R-ecp+'p')/(R + e,p+',,'). (14) 

Here R = R' Dph - (Tmot!/x2) is the length of effective time-dependent Bloch's vector. R' = (ze'x - g)N0 is a time-dependent ordinary 
inverse population in AM generalized on common case of arbitrary nuclear state degeneration, sec.1. Value R' depends on x - t/x, 
and z = (1 + g) exp(-xi). Factor Dph = 1 - (1 + y)e"y = (ß/y2) is an effectively phased relative part of all nuclei in the active 
medium at the totally reliable event that the spontaneously emitted y-quanta are emitted in one axial generation mode, here y= 
1/2L0 Values p, w, f, a, x,. v,. y, x. etc., see in 1. Time x2 depends on length L', see «Width-Path Effect» in[34,35] and in the next 
paragraph below. The factor bph accounts the loss of photons from phasing process. That loss is owed to scattering or non-resonant 
absorption^ AM. The speed of transitions W1 = (1/2) (Q/47t)\vT(x2/x1)/(l+a)x1 is the probability (in s ) of the event above that 
the Y-quantum is spontaneously emitted just into the axial generation mode. The factor 1/2 accounts two polanzations. The solid angle 
of the first diffraction mode is Q = ML. The length L = 2L0 y in case of a dispersed active medium is twice in a comparison with the 
usual active medium. The resonant cross-section averaged over all polarizations, directions and HFS-components is CT0 - (A. / 27c) (w 
f / (1+a)) (x2 / xi). The «reserved amplification» p is a formal gain factory = na0U (T2/TI) , sec.1. In case of one-mode generation 
the square of the transverse section of the active medium is af = XL. The volume of the active medium is V = a," L. The total 
number of work nuclei (exited and non-exited ones together) is N0 = (l/2)nVbecause the dispersed active medium is a half-empty 
one. The accounting of all relations above leads to the simple equivalent form (l/xmod) = (>•/?/ 4 N0 xi). Hence xmod = (4N0xi/v/>) 
is the time of the spontaneous emission per one nucleus into the generation mode. Note that xmod» x,. The selection of photons for 
phasing into tight band width llxx is accounted in xmod"' by the factor x2/x,. Such factor is absent in more simple old' formulas [M',88]. 
Because of it that old simple formulas overestimate SF-partin the y-lasing. The main term of dephasing loss xmod/x2 is introduced in 
accordance with work[88]. It is necessary to fulfill the threshold condition R'|t=0 >xmod/(x2Dph), which at Dph=l coincides with 
Andreev's condition[17,88]. A number of effectively phasing "priming" photons for a time t is 

/ t 

<p = J   (R'rmod) dt = J    ((R'Dph/rmoU) - T/1) dt. (15) 
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The "feedback" phasing addition from the super-fiuorescent pulse in axial mode is 
t 

<p'= j   (Vr0)lSFdt   =   j    (1S/TQ)
!/2

 dt, (16) 
0 0 

where width x1 is a logarithmic derivation of function ISF and x0"' sw/(l+a)x! is a radiation width. So x"1 «(T/T0)ISF and the 
integrand in (29) is proportional to Is/2. This procedure (1995,1998,Karyagin) is approximate equivalent of averaging of resonant 
interaction "radiation-ELAN" over a time-depending frequency distribution of y-pulse, evaluated as a Fourier from pulse-form cut after 
momentum t. In a derivation dR3/dt = d + C2 + C3 the term C, = - R (R2 -R3

2)/(2xmod) coincides with a right part of standard 
Bloch's equation. By analogy with[87] it gets 

ISH = (R2 -R3
2)/(2(g+l)xmad) = 2R3 e^7 [(g+1) (R + e'*)2 xmotl]. (17) 

The term C2 = dR/dt = dR'/dt is a natural addition to d from inverse population decay and needs to be adopted in generalized 
Bloch's equation. Term C3 = - (1/2) (1 - (R3/R))2 dR/dt has no apparent nature and can be understood as a deflection from exact 
equation dR3/dt = - (R2 - R3

2) R/(2xBOd) + dR/dt. At x < x, a relation |d + C2| > |C3| is valid; x, is a root of equation R'(x) = 
0 An approximate decision (14) satisfies to initial condition R3(0) = R(0) and to asymptotic condition R3(oo) = - R(oo). A 
maximum of function ISF is achieved in point x = xm, in which R(x) = e*"5 + <m ■ The analysis leads to the next algorithm in order to 
estimate the amount of y-quanta in a super-fluorescent (super-radiant) pulse. 

I. To introduce the parameters which are independent on the relative length y = L/2L0 

A4 = (p/4) z ; As = (p/4) g; A3 = 4 N00/p where N00 = Noo/y2 =2(i»Wn'a'a)\|/ (1-y), sec. 1. 

EL To estimate the argument y and its functions 

(ß/y) = [1 - (i+y)e"y]/y; Gt = (ß/y) Ai; G2 = (ß/y) A2 + fa/t»); K' = y A3. 

Note that K'= (4No/v/>) but N0 = f Noo ■ 
in. To introduce the argument* = t/zi and its functions R(x) = K' [G,ex - G2]; cp(x) = G (1 - e"x) - x G2; |i(x) = e*. 
The region of x in which R(x)>0 and <p(x)>0 is determined by the conditions x< xc = ln(Gi/G£ and (G/G2)(J-e'x)> x 

IV. The majorant for the formula (29) cp'maj = 21n[l + (R/&))/2e] - 4& /R) > q>' leads to the simple approximate results 

^(xm) < e*'(x™Vi = 31.5; R(xm)<R(xm)maj = ?i(xra) 31.5; ^(xm) = |,(xc); xm= ln[Gj/(G2+(R^))J; 

NSF< NSF majs N00 ?i(xm)§2(xJ s (1 - ey) y'1 (1+g)"1 |i(xm)|2(xm). (18) 

Numerical example for Co58: E,,=28.1 KeV. g=9/11; expf-x,) = 0.9; x,/x2 =1.1; z = 1.636; p= 416; N00 = 1-85 1012; A, =170; A2= 85.1; 
A3 = 178 1010 Incasen/n^ 0.005, n=8.8 1020 cm* ;N0= 3 10u ; y = 0.402; ß/y = 0.154; give: G,= 26.3; G2=14.2; K'= 
7.16 109; x^O.616'326'97; x,- xm< 10"8; £, = 28.5; £,£2 = R = 900; NSF < NSF maj = 400; NASE= 9.6 108; NSF/NASE = 4.2 
10"7; NSpont = 42. Calculations show that in the induced super-threshold regime NSF « NA at the same parameters of active medium 
for SF and ASE. Only for a weak near-threshold regime (when NSF«10) could be NSF > NA, i.e., so called "weak SF"[88], The results 
of present sec.2 are wider than in Refs. [34,35] and are more correct and realistic than ones of initial theories[17,87,88]. 

3. Some ideology on the induced and superradiant theory. 
3.1. The foundation of cross-section's approach. The cross-section approach is very useful in case of so called feeble gain as like 
as in y-laser. It is linked with absent of initial coherent «fuse» wave. Ones could to write the probability W(t) of the atomic transition 

/ t 

induced by laser wave in two approaches W(t) = \\dt D(t) E(f) |2 = J dt 0>(r) CTind(0 (19) 
0 0 

here D(t) and E(f) are well known vectors of atomic polarization and field, <J>(t) is the field intensity and aind(/) 

is a resonant cross-section. The derivation of (19) and account that 0(t) ~ |E(0|2 leads to the relation 

aind(f) = const D(t) (E(f)/ |E(t) \)jdt' D*(f) (E*(f)/ IE(0 |) (20) 
o 

t 

Approximately ones have ajnd(0 = const <(D(t) e(t)) exp(i\|/(t)) J dt (D*(t) e*(t)) exp(-ty'(f ))>AV (21) 
o 

There are some reasons suppose that (D(t) e(t)) is more slow function than exp(iy(t)). It leads to 
t 

CTjnd(0 ~ const' I dt <exp(i\j/(t)) exp(-iv|/'(t'))>AV (22) 
o 

But <exp(iy(t)) exp(-iv|/'(t'))>AV = exp(- |t-t'|/x2) (23) 
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at substitution into (22) gives 

where in accordance with equation (8). 

Oind(0 ~ const' (1 - exp(-t/x2) 

const-amti(co) 

(24) 

(25) 

3.2. The foundation of with-path effects (WPE). 
This effect exist when a number of photons in a mode is small, i.e., at the condition 

Atem » Atvari (26) 
Here Atem is a mean time between two successive emergencies'of the photon in a lasing mode; Atvan is a mean time-life {vanishing 
time) of one photon. It could be, e.g., L/c, see [37], where L is a free path of photon along a mode. It is simple to show that before the 
generation the ratio (26) is equivalent to the condition 

L« (4t1c/a0n+)
1/2 (27) 

Here c = 3 1010 cm/s. At the typical case xi ~ 10"6 s; a0 ~ 10"21 cm2; n+~ 1021 cm3; and must be L « 350 cm. But at the 
developed generation the condition (26) turns into a reciprocal ratio Atem « Atvan and with-path effects must be vanished. The 
WPE can't to be observed in usual conditions of optics or even the Moessbauer effect because in that conditions the relation (26) can t 
be fulfilled. But in the beginning of the y-lasing that effect is very efficient and leads to the growth of the induced threshold in both 
kinetics, induced and superradiant. 

4. Application of the revised theory to the choice of nuclei candidates. 

Below this revised theory is applied to the choice of nuclei-candidates. The initial data are placed in the Table 1 
m =52* 

Table 1. Eight candidates produced in photo-nuclear reactions *An+1 (yn)'A*„. "A*n is an excited work isomer, e.g., ^Nb4? (yn) "Nb*4i 
Type 

Work Isotope 
Ey (keV) 
Ti (sec) 

Po = CTQ/P 

A, (Angstrem) 

cro iö 

92, 
D 

IMD41 
90.2 

6.20(-6) 
0.17 
340 

0.137 
0.30 

7.58 
ao=^/2i0(fw/(1+a))( 

(4) 
T7TF 

+//1 D 12W 
61.45 

2.74(-6) 
0.75 
174 

0.202 
0.61 

2.26(5) 

+//2D 
152 

Eü63 
32.6 

2.38(-7) 
1.2 
298 

0.380 
0.88 

9.24(5) 

65- 
D 

Zn30 
53.96 

2.3K-6) 
4.4 
351 

0.230 
0.60 

9.26(4) 

+//1 D 
69Ge32 
85.0 

7.36(-6) 
1.4 
393 

0.146 
0.29 

4.04(4) 

±/nD 
58

Co27 
28.1 

1.5K-5) 
1.5 
888 

0.441 
0.86 

(bam) 
& (b) in Diamond 

Ji 
JL 

ci=(2\M)!(2\M) 

223.2 
3.10 

1300 

O+.=CTO/C ; a.+=g o+_; Q = T,/T2: (l/xi)=(l/x+)+(l/x-); (1/ti) 
1.07(6) 

; (1/T+)+(1/T- 

3.47 

1.4 

3100 
4.75 

All necessary values are listed below in the specification list. 

264 
3.62 
ML 
5/2 

HI. 

103 
3.15 
1/2 

ML. 
111. 

1200 
5.63 

9/11 

Specification List. The terms and values adopted for all tentative candidates. 

According to above theory, the following terms and values are adopted for all tentative candidates: 
branching ratio w = 1; times ratio x^ = 1.1; initial ELAN's concentration (n+/(n+ + n.))|at t=o = ,exPf:xi = 0.9; l23, -3. 

■ 0.005 n' = 8.8 1020 cm"3 

(m7(r                 
a host adopted here is a perfect diamond single crystal of ll-a type; hence host atoms' amount density n' - 1.76 10" cm 
adopted optimal relative concentration of working nuclei n/n' = 0.005; 
adopted optimal working nuclei' amount density n = (n+ + a) = const = 
w = (n/n')/((n/n')+(CT /a)) is an interim auxiliary parameter; , .. 4    «   t ~     *     «   , 
L0 = (l-\j/)/(n'a') is a mean free path of the y-quantum with account of only the non-resonant loss (photo-effect, Compton-effect, 
elastic and non-elastic scattering etc.); L = 2yL0 is the length of the Active Medium of DOCLMP-type; 
p = i|/ po Wxi is the «reserved amplification» (or alias «reserved yield»); 
p0 = (CTO/CT) is the maximal reserved amplification at the most favorable conditions (CT7CT)«1, X2 = z\; 
ai = (mXLy 2 ocy"- is the cross-size of Active Medium; V = L2mX is the volume of Active Medium; 
Q = ML ocy1 is the solid angle of „the generation diffraction mode; 
N0 = 2(m?v/nVa>j/ (l-\(/)v oc v^; m is the amount of diffraction modes in the generated y-beam; 
m = 1 is adopted in all prese'nt Tables. Also everywhere below for alLcandidates there are adopted that 
n/n' = 0.005; n" = 1.76 ICPcirf3; x^ = 1.1, m = 1, n = 8.80 1020 cm'J, iu = 0.9 n = 7.92 10^u cm"J. 

The calculations are much "facilitated with'üse'öf main Interim invariants "listed at the table 8 below. These interim values are not 
depend on the relative length of the dispersed active medium v = L/2L0. The value n/n' = 0.005 is optimal. At n/n > 0 005 the 
clustering increases and leads to a big line broadening. So the main invariants are evaluated at the optimal value n/n = 0.005. 

— ..-„■ .    . .     . ..   ;^T . A • . .i i .i '— i J.~J ~* r.i^.' — o fine 

Work Isotop 

Table 1. The main invariants u/, p, (Nn/yO independent on y evaluated at n/n' - 0.00b. 
The value n/n' = 0.005 is optimal. At n/n- > 0.005 the clustering increases and leads to a big line broadening. 

M/ at n/n'= O.ODS" 
p=vt/p0x2/xi 

No/V' 

Nb. ai_ 
0.265 
81.9 

4.38(12) 

^Sb SL 
0.652 

103 
1.15(12) 

"Eu( ia_ 
0.765 
207 

5.27(11) 

"Zn 22_ 
0.267 
85.2 

5.36(12) 

^ ■ZL. 
0.141 
50.4 

6.19(12) 

Co27 
0.515 
416 

1.85(12) 
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Table 2 Parameter v as a function of the total amount N„ of the work nuclei in the active medium at n/n' = 0.005 
.-.<- T—J-_- 1 '92x71. i rstöü f-       1%,,.. 1 ef7rnZ°TiR« ^o- Work Isotope 

yforNo=10' 
V forNn=10 
v forNrplO re- 

y   forNf,=l(r 
V   forNo=10" 

'No. 4L 
0.478 
0.151 
0.0478 
0.0151 

0.00478 

zSb7 
0.933 
0.295 
0.0933 
0.0295 

0.00933 

EU63 
1. 

0.436 
0.138 
0.0436 
0.0138 

0.432 
0.137 
0.0432 
0.0137 

0.00432 

0.402 
0.127 
0.0402 
0.0127 

0.00402 

Tö; 
0.735 
0.232 
0.0735 
0.0232 

0.00735 
E^Hoo th° m°i" invariante nf Tahla ft ttwft are useful some spatial invariants located in the Table 10 below. In the calculations 
below according to the Specification List 2 the total amount N0 of the work nuclei in the active medium at n/n = 0.005 is a given 
value. Hence the parameter /is a function of the amount Np. This function v(N0) is denved from the direct dependence of N0 from / 
represented in the Specification List 2. This function is tabulated in the Table 9 
Table 3. The spatial invariants ony. Spatial invanable coefficients tor the calculation of the length L, the transversal size s,, the 

visual volume V, the solid angle for generated radiation W, the number of the working nuclei N, 
 1 92MU 1 1»CK_ 8 I W2Cn-_ T u37n-,„ 1 "rte,. Invariant 

LQ (cm) 
2Ln = L/v (cm) a 

NE 
1.35 
2.70 

*S5 
0.570 
1.14 

EU63 
0.281 
0.562 

** Eree path Ln refers to the usual continuous host. So free path in a ( 
!in=Qi Vl/2(cm)  I       6.08C-5)       I       4.80(-5)       I       4.62(3 

'Zn 
1.15 
2.30 

'Ge 
1.55 
3.10 

l°27 
0.489 
0.979 

Vn=Vv^(cmJ) 
Qn = Q v(steradian) 
TC^ 

9.99(-9) 
5.07(-10) 
4.38(12) 

2.63(-9) 
1.77(-9) 
1.15(12) 

a dispersed half-empty act ve medium is 2L0 and L/y =2 L, 

D_ 
1.20(-9) 
6.77(-9) 
5.27(11) 

7.29(-5) 
1.22(-8) 

9.97(-10) 
5.36(12) 

ffie number of work nuclei (on top and lower levels together) in the dispersed active medium is N0 = y 
The optimal n = 0.005 n'. In diamond;? '= 1.76 IP* cm* and so n = 8.8 1(T cm . 

du 

6.72C-5) 
1.40(-8) 

4.73C-10) 
6.19(12) 

6.57(-5) 
4.22(-9) 
4.50(-9) 

No (1/2) n V0y. 
185(12) 

5. The calculation of the time dependent factor G(t) of the induced gain. 
The time dependent factor G(t) of the induced gain function is transferred to the usable form. At the denotations x = t/xi ; 
H = exp(-x): Hi = exp(-x,): Q = TI/T2: this gain-factor is transformed to the following form omitted in [35]: 

G(t) = G(u) = (1 - HO (n HI - g) + g Hi (n - H?)/0" (I/O) 
According to[35] it is necessary to find the numerical approximation 

G(H)«Gm-(H-Ho)2A' 
In present work \i± = 0.9 : C = 1.1 and (6.40) has a particular form 

G(H) = (1 - (iu) (0.9u - g) + 9.9g (H - u1 J) 
A rather good approximation is resulted in a simple procedure:jin coincides with a point of maximum for the right part of (40); and 

Gm = G(no) , K = G(no)/(l- Ho)2                                                            (3 D 
All relations marked by sign # were omitted in Ref.J35Jas the trivial ones.  

"The parameters "g,'G^.'] \k>."£ "cYthe time depehde'rit ga"ih"have much significant role in the calculation of the output generation 
characteristics. So they are calculated separately for each nucleus candidate and located below in the Table 11.  

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

Table 4. The results of the numerical approximation of the function (42) by the quadratic form (41), 
^55; 

Work Isotope 
g = (2u+l)/(2j-+l) 

JUSL. 

=5? Nb, '41 

0.124 
0.723 

76T 

=m Sb. 51 
1.4 

0.0987 
0.767 
T5T 

"TSS Eu 63 

0.0425 
0.873 
"234" 

^Zn 
1/3 

30 

0.188 
0.608 
xir 

=55 G^ 
1/3 

32 

0.188 
0.608 
-T2T~ 

CO: 27 
9/11 
0.138 
0.705 
T3BF 

6. Calculation of the amount NASE of photons generated in Amplified Stimulated Emission (ASE) per y-lasing pulse. 
The amount NASE of the Amplified Stimulated Emission (ASE) [35] is estimated through the above parameters 

NASE* v 1/2 NI{[exp((pGm-2)y) - l]/(pGm- 2)}, (32) 
N, = (7tp/£)1/5 (m/4) (%i/x2) exp(-X!). (33) 

this formula is valid at (pGm- 2)v >0.5, i.e., it is more correct than the adequate formulae in the work[18]. Here the formula (33) 
accounts that the incorrect factor (in/8) in eg. (26) of Ref.f35l needs be changed into the correct factor (m/4). In case (Vx2) = 1.1; 
exp(-xi) = 0.9; m = 1 the correct working formula is following 

N, = 0.439 (p/A)17-1 m . 
Eq.(44) is good valid at a region 

28>(pGm-2)y>5 
and it gives a new estimate for the ASE threshold condition: 

P >Pind = 2/Gm. , 
which is much more severe than the soft simple balanced Schaulov-Townse condition p > 1. 
This formula is good valid in a region 28 >(pGm - 2) v > 5 
This formula is less good in a region 5 >(pGm- 2) v > 0.5 
but in this last region this formula is more correct than the adequate formulae in the Ref.[18]. 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 
(38) 
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In a region (pGm- 2)y >28 this formula needs be replaced by more correct estimate, see below, formula (39) 
In a region (pGm- 2Jv .< 5 this formula needs be replaced by more correct estimate,,see below,_fqrm_ula_(6._51J, _  

6.1. The amount NASE of photons generated in the asymptotic case of (pGm- 2)y > 28. 
At (pGm - 2)v > 28 the analytical formula (6.44) gives the non-physical result NASE > N0 and hence needs 
be replaced by more correct expression. In that case the Zvelto's theory[67] modified in [23,27] could be used. The arbitrary strong 
non-resonant absorption is accounted in that modified theory of the asymptotic 7i-pu!se[23,27] (see, eg. formulae (60) - (62) in 
Ref [23]) But the original Zvelto's theory[67] is valid only at veiy feeble non-resonant absorption. Instead of the non-physical result 
NASE > N0 given by (6.44) ones have according to the theory[23,27] the following strict asymptotic estimation 

NASE asympt = Nasympt = a2 (p-l)/aQ . (39) 
Such estimates (6.47) in the Tables 17.1 -17.7 below are marked by the subscription «asympt». 

6.2. The induced radiation at a weak and moderate gain (pGm- 2)y < 5. 
According to the eq. (6.20) at the approximation 

G(n)*(Gm-(u.-^)2£) (40) 
and at the account that the y-lasing can do only in the interval 

|^-|io|<A=[(pGm-2)/(p£)]1/2 (401) 

ones get the following formula for the Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) 

NASE=2Nsfd8(eR>'-1)/(Rv); (41) 
Jo 

where R = (pGm - 2 - p 52K), 8 = (y. - Ho). (42) 

Here R = 0 at the point S = A. But this point is a fictive peculiarity for the integrand which is equal to unity, 1, at this point. Hence at 

the parameter 0 < vy = (pGm - 2)v < 3 (43) 
this expression can be estimated as the following cut series 

NASE = 2 Ns (v/pKf12 [1 + (5/6) (vy) + (19/45) (vy? + (87/280) (vyf] (44) 

with the relative error less than 20% at vy<3. Here the amount of the spontaneous photons in a generating mode is 
Ns = (1/4) y p m (xi/x2) exp(-Xi) (45) 

and a ratio «signal/noise» = (NASE/NS) is proportional to this series (44) too 

(N^/Ns) = 2 (v/vK)V2 [1 + (5/6) (vy) + (19/45) (vy)2 + (87/280) (in,)3].                            (46) 

Below in the Table 12 the maxima! relative error in results <6.51), fi.53)\s given as a function of vy= (pGro-2)y.  

Table 5. Maximal relative error for the eqs.(51), (53) as a function of the parameter vy= (pG^, - 2)y[ 
0.1       !       O.b       !       1.Ü __'       M~--L-   3=0 ! 4m__!__    b 

WfTe&LlETroTtol^ h  5513% ~ 
Rules: At vy>5 the formula (6.44) for N ASE is valid with the accuracy not less than ± 5U%. in case ot very big vy>28\ when mis 
formula gives a non physical result NASE > N0 it needs to use the asymptotic formula (6.48). At small vy < 5 the formulae (b.51)r 

(6.53) are valid with enough accuracy pointed in this Table 12. 

 ^"threshold and initial conditions for the Super-Radiance. 
On base of the refs. [34,35] the threshold condition for the Super-Radiance holds the form 

P>PSR (47) 
where 

pSR = {FTSR(y)}x{TSRI} (48) 
is the Threshold for the Super-Radiance (TSR) where 

FTSR(V) = y/[l - (1 + y)exp(-y)] (49) 
Note that FTSR(y) \oty -> 0 = (2/y) Hence pSR -> oo at y -> 0. (50) 
i.e., the function FTSR(v)-contains the pole in the point y = 0. 

{TSRI} = 4 (x!/x2) / [(1 + g) exp(-xi) - g] (51) 
the value {TSRI} called as «Threshold Super-Radiance Invariant» is not dependent on the parameter v, see Table 13. 
The initial condition for the Super-Radiance which follows from the demand pSR > 0 or {TSRI} > 0 is 

exp(-Xl)>g/(l + g).... .....(52). 
"The anäfysis"(see [35] ¥ec."Z2j lead's to the next algorithm in order to estimate the amount of y-quanta in a super-radiant pulse: 

I To evaluate of the parameters p. p. z=(l+g)exp(-xi v and to introduce three interim parameters-invariants which are independent 

on the relative length v = L/2L (53) 

At = (p/4) z ; A2 = (p/4) g; A3 = 4 N00/p where N00 = N00/y =2(mX/n'o'CT)v|/ (l-\|/)s see part 1. 
II. To estimate the relative length v = L/2Lnand its functions (52) 
(ß/v) = [l-(l+v)e-;]/v; Gi = (ß/v)A,; G2 = (ß/y)A2 + (x,/x2); K

, = KSF = y A3. Note that A" = (AHglyp) but N0 = y N00. Note 
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that ÄjFfor the super-radiance is another value than the parameter K for the induced radiance. 
1(1. To introduce the argument x = t/u and its functions 
R(x) = K [G,ex - G2]; <?{x) = G, (1 - ex) - x G2; §,(*) = e^. 
The region of x in which R(x)>0 and <p(x)>0 
is determined by the conditions x< xc = ln(G}/GJ and (Gi/G2)(l-e'x)> x 
IV. To account the majorant formula 
cp'maj = 2 ln[(l + (R/cJ)/2] - 2[(1 - (£m/R))/ (1+ (?m/R))] > cp' 
which leads to the simple approximate solution 
^(\m) < e^^'maj = 23.0; 
R(xm)< R(Xm)maj = §i(xm)£2(xm) = ^i(xm) 23.0; 
£,(xm) = £,(xc); 
xm= InfGrfGrfMKsF»/; 
hence NSF< NSF maj = N00 |i(xm) £2(xm) = (1 - e"y) y"1 (1+g)'1 ?i(xm) |2(xm). 

(53) 

(54) 
(55) 

(56) 
(57) 

where xm is a temporal maximum of the SF-pulse, xc is the point in which R(xc) = 0 and R(x) changes its sign. Here, see above, 

^2(xm)<23.0 (58) 

(59) 
and 

5i(Xn,) = (GVG)G'eG-G'; 

where G=G,;G' = G2. Hence 

NSF < (1 - e">) y'1 (1+g)"1 |i(xm)?2(xm) < 23.0 (1 - ey)y1 (1+g)'1 (G7G)G'e' 
G'_ G-G' 

and so 

where G == Gi; G' = G2 and hence 
NSF < 23.0 (1 - e-y) (GVG)G'eG-G/(v(l+g)) 

R(xm)maj = 23.0(G/G')G'eG-G' 
or the compacted final result is so  (the number 63 is referred to all complex of results 64 ■ 
Sifcm) = (G7G)G'eG-G' ; 
£2(xm)<23.0; 
R(xm)maj 

72) 

,<23.0 (G/G')G'eG"G' ;R= 22.97006105 (GVGr e 
G' „G-G' 

• ln(l+(R/KSFG')) = x, - 5 ; 
NSF < 23.0 ZSF (G/G')G'eG'G  ; 
xm= ln(G/(G' +(R/KSF)) = ln(G/G') 
Xc = ln(G/G'); 
5 = ln(l+(R/KsF G')) = R/^SFG') ; 
because R/(KSF G') « 1; 
where G = G,; G' = G2; ZSF= (1 - e"y)/(y(l+g)); KSF = y A3. 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 
(63) 
(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
(70) 
(71) 
(72) 

In all calculations the soValled invariants are'used. Their values are not depend on the regime if a row of parameters are fixed, see 
the beginning of the Table 6. 

Table 6. Parameters-invariants for calculation of the super-fluorescent and induced parts of y-lasmg pulse 
at common conditions: The time-ratio z^/x-, = 1.1. the initial relative inverted population n+/(n++ n_) = i^/n =exp(-xO = 0 9, the 
relative concentration of the working nuclei in host n/n'= 0.005. the host atoms'amount density in diamond n'= 1.76 10   cm and 
so n = 8.8 l(fb cm3. The initial densitv of ELAN iu= 0.9 n = 7.92 10"° cm"3 is adopted here for all candidates 

Work Isotope uzNb4i ^Sbs, TOEU63 
UJZn30 be-,? -X077 

p = \\l Po T?/T, 81.9 103 207 85.2 50.4 416 
pfj.9M=rVv 20.3 25.5 51.2 21.1 12.5 105 

2 = (2u+l) / (2i-+l) 1 1.4 3 1/3 1/3 9/11 
Interim invariable parame ers for the superf uorescent part in the qamma-lasinc, pulse, eqs. (47)- 72). 

TSRI 5.50 5.79 7.33 5.08 5.08 5.38 
z 1.8 2.16 3.6 1.20 1.20 1.636 
g 1 1.4 3 1/3 1/3 9/11 

N„n 4.38(12) 1.15(12) 5.27(11) 5.36(12) 6.19(12) 1.85(12) 
A, = (D/4) z 36.9 55.6 186 25.6 15.1 170 
A» = (l)/4) a 20.5 36.1 155 7.10 4.20 85.1 
A3 = 4 Noo/p 2.14(11) 4.47(10) 1.02(10) 2.52(11) 4.91(11) 1.78(10) 

Induced Threshoh ; D;_A Interim invariable parameters for inducec part in the gamma-lasmg pulse, eqs. (28)-(46). 
Pind = 2/Gm 16.1 20.3 47.1 10.6 10.6 14.3 

K 1.62 1.82 2.64 1.22 1.22 1.59 
Ni 3.12 3.31 3.89 3.67 2.82 7.11 
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«Replications» > {6.0/(the least from Ns and NASE+ NSR)} is a minimal number of the y-lasing pulses in order to 
statistics. ® This experiment could be referred to the class of the straight experimental demonstration of y-laser 
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8. The first stage of choice. The perspectives for the y-generation theory creation.? 
Besides these 6 nuclei the other nuclei (-200) were checked, see the work [E]. The MBE could work on neutron fluxes more effectively 
than on the gamma-quanta fluxes[1-9,37]. It is apparent that in many cases the value of so called asymptotic pulse (see section before 
the last table) is rather powerful in order to fuse a more powerful y-lasers. The generation on the nuclei «+//1D», see work[E] could give 
a rather intensive, tight, good directed gamma-ray beam. The mean intensities of the asymptotic pulse Fp (W/cm2) generated on some 
work-nuclei are given for big N0 and are varied in the interval 109 - 1017 W/cm2. The peak intensities could be more by 1-2 orders 
than mean ones. In optical diapason the much more big mean intensities are reached. But the frequencies from y-laser are more by 3-5 
orders. On this reason the combination triggering action of y-beam of the intensity 1016 W/cm2 must be more effective than the 
combination triggering action of optical beam with 1017 - 1019 W/cm2. It leads to the creation of much more powerful hybridized 
«residentiai-nonresidential» many-sectional y-lasers «Many-Section» y-lasers, with other generation theory, see in ref.[A]. 
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PART 2. RADIATION-HEAT THEORY. 

A total theory of the radiation-heat regime for the solid active medium of gamma-laser is developed. The phenomena of the 
microplasma, the collapse of the hyperfine structure (HFS) and the heat blast of the active medium are researched. The question about 
a compatibility of the different gamma-laser's types with the radiation-heat regimes conditioned by them in the different aggregate 
states of the active medium is regarded. It is shown that in all cases the heat blast of the active medium is inevitable if the solid phase 
and the SPTEN-pumping based on the fast separation of the short-lived isomer are not used. The conditions for the generation and 
cooling are quite different between the «nonresidential» active media and the «residential» ones. Hence they are different also between 
the first «fuse» y-lasing section and the subsequent more powerful sections of the compound y-iasers. 

1. Introduction. 
The joint theory of the gamma-generation and the radiation heat regime of the active medium (AM) is made on base of a world 
experience in gamma-laser problem[1-72] analyzing. This analysis is made in a sequence of works [23,27,28-30,32], The knowledge of 
that works could to get in right the following «Heat» part of the joint theory. 

1.1. High heat release in case of active media based on short-lived isomers. • Naivety of first models for cooling of such short- 
lived active media. • New type of working body for a feasibility of active medium's cooling in case of its enormous high heat 
release. • Inapplicability of usual heat conductivity theories. • Simple applicable non-equilibrium model «Free exit of the 
energy's carriers from the active medium» and its results. The question about a radiation-heat regime of the active medium based 
on the short-lived isomers has a long history. Very enormous high energy release in active medium was outlined in the first works on 
the pulse pumping of y-laser[6,9]. The most part of that energy release in the direct pumpiny-schemes belongs to the origin fluxes for 
the pumping (the flows of neutrons, gamma-quanta, electrons, etc.). Later in works £3,27,29] it was outlined that even in the most 
soft case of the indirect pumping SPTEN the energy release is enormous too ~ 10 - 10 W/cm in case of the work isomer's 
time-life xr 10"4 -10"6 s. In the first works there were made suggestions in order to preserve the active medium from its radiation- 
heat blast. In accordance with that suggestions the active medium needs to have a needle form and this «needle» needs be dipped in 
the super-liquid helium-ll [1-6,9-12,17]. But indeed such suggestions were reveled as naive after its revision[27,29] because: 
• only part of the conversion energy, less than 50%, belongs to the fast origin conversion electrons^but another significant part of the 
conversion energy, about 50%, belongs tc"     '     " '        J      '"*      '""'"""" -u-u~1-1 *u        -««warn 
• the heat transfer from the needle to the 
of the needle. E.g., for a commonly accepted[1-17]  _      . - . 
W/crn^ »» jcrit for the threshold conditions in active medium. For such great heat flow > 0.1 W/cm , the needle is 
surrounded by a "gas bubble and is heated as being a thermally isolated body[27-30] 
• it was strictly shown[27] that the electron-conversion energy release stored in the electron subsystem of an initially deep-frozen 
thermally isolated solid is transferred (with self-acceleration)into the phonon subsystem during a time ttransf« *i [27]. This relation is 
valid at any small time-life of the working isomer, e.g. 10"10 -10 n. Because the less is the more is the heat release q and the less 
is (in accordance with the strict equations[27]). Therefore, for a thermally isolated active medium-system with realistic threshold 
conditions there is no any hope to obtain the y-lasing before the heat blasting of the active medium[27]. 

A feasible mean for the cooling owing to a new type of the work-body was suggested in [27,29]. The main peculiarity of this 
new work-body's cooling is the embodiment of the active medium and the nearest part of the surrounding cooler into a homogeneous 
common-master chip. This chip of the dimensions ~ 0.1 cm x 0.1 cm x 1 cm needs be a high perfect crystal of diamond, or another 
light perfect crystal which could be constructed from the first light elements from the hydrogen to the carbonic. In turn, this chip needs 
be carefully mounted in order to provide a good heat contact with a more massive interim solid cooler. It could be, e.g., a big (~ 3 
cm x 3 cm x 3 cm) sapphire or a germanium or some else high perfect crystal. In turn, the interim (e.g., sapphire) cooler needs be 
carefully mounted in order to provide a good heat contact with a big (~ 10 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm) massive outer solid cooler, e.g., 
a pig from a well refined copper. The last needs be in a good thermal contact with a liquid cooler (or with its vapor). Such work-body; 
construction also needs be moderately pre-stretched or pre-pressed in the care thermostated fixtures in order to avoid the; 
inhomogeneous Doppler shift arising from the temperature expansion of the active medium[27]. An effectiveness of method [27] 
against a danger of such Doppler shift for a y-lasing was outlined In Ref.[17]. 

The detailed properties of the suggested cooling method are available from the Refs.[27-30,32,34f35]. In that series of works 
some origin theoretical foundations of cooling were developed. The enormous heat release q ~ 10 - 10 W/cm makes the 
ordinary thermodynamics unusable. Moreover, in this case the weakly non-equilibrium thermodynamics is unusable too. Hence it 
needs to do new non-equilibrium kinetic theory for the cooling of active medium with the enormous big heat release. The first 
advanced results in that non-equilibrium theory were reached in works [32,34,35]. But these origin results needs be corrected. 
Because in that first model the removal of the heat carriers is considered as free. But it is valid only if the free paths of heat carriers 
(electrons, holes , phonons - all are strong non-equilibrium so-called «injected» quasi-particles) are much more than the transversal 
size of the active medium. 

The concepts of that origin «free removal» theory are contained in Refs. [32,34,35] and are compressed at the Specification List 3 
below. The main conclusions of that origin theory are the following: 
• • in spite of the enormous heat release q ~ 10   - 10" W/cnr the active medium could be kept at low temperature ~ 50 K 
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during the gamma-lasing process; . 
• • however a hot (above 30000 K) non-equilibrium microplasma arises in that coid (~50K) solid active medium; the density of that 
microplasma is about ~ 1016 -1018 charged earners per cm3; 
• • this microplasma breaks the stability of the hyperfine structure (HFS) in the active medium if the last is created from the short-lived ELAN; 
this circumstance makes useless any attempt to use a hyperfine structure in solid active medium in case of the short-lived ELAN. Hence 
• - any attempt to create the inverted nuclear population from the inverse-less nuclear mixture located in the active medium of the 
short-lived ELAN and de-excited nuclei (see [23,27,28,68]) is useless; 
• - the creation of the amplification in the inverse-less mixture of short-lived ELAN and de-excited nuclei (see[23-28] is useless too; 
• the optical hyperfine structure cannot be used for the creation of the amplification in the inverse-less mixture because besides the 
above «micropiasma's» hindrances there are the following difficulties g      10 

- the optical hyperfine structure in solid is rather strongly broaden by the inhomogeneity of the crystalline local fields about ~ 10 -10   s 
1, such optical crystalline broadening is by 4-6 orders more than the width of the Moessbauer lines for the short lived nuclei-candidates 
-'the optical lines in solid are else more strongly broaden into the very wide bars ~ 10    - 10    s" by the interaction of atomic 

transitions "with the phonons' system. These bars could be narrowed to the inhomogeneous limit ~ 10a- 10IU s" only at very low 
temperatures of the host-lattice Thost ~ 1 K. Such low temperatures in solid AM on the short-lived ELAN is infeasible [32,34,35]. 
• • this crisis is overcome in the SPTEN - types of y-laser because 4       6 

- the SPTEN - types of y-laser could use the short-lived nuclei candidates with life-time of the upper working level ~ 10   -10   s; 
the high inversion population ~ 0.9 is achieved in a nuclear beam before its soft transplantation in a host[28-36], hence 
• • the SPTEN - types of y -laser can do without any use of HFS inside of the active medium and particularly; 
- the SPTEN - types of y-laser can do without application of any methods for the narrowing of the work transition lines; 
- the SPTEN - types of y-laser can do without application of any methods for the transformation of non-inverted nuclear mixture into 
the inverted one in the site of the active medium; 
- the SPTEN - types of y-laser can do without application of any methods for the creation of the amplification without inversion in the 
site of the active medium. 
• • • the main condition of a good cooling contains in the relations between the size of the active medium and the lengths of free 
paths for the energy-earners (non-equilibrium «injected» electrons, holes and high frequency phonons) in the site of active medium 

Ae(T)»«i, (1) 
APh(T)»tf, (2) 

these relations depends on the quasi-temperature of the host in the active medium. 
• • • In wor1<s{32,34)35] the following common remarks were noted: 
• at the increasing of the parameter; = qaA the quasi-temperature T of the active medium needs to be increased 
• this increasing of quasi-temperature leads to the contraction of the free paths Aph(T) and Ae(T) in the site of active medium 
• hence at a certain value j = qa^ the relations (1) and (2) must be broken and hence the active medium must be blasted. The 
models and the appropriate mathematical methods based on that remarks were completed. The methods and results of their 
application for the tested candidates are given below after the Specification List. The List contains basic concepts of that methods. 

Specification Ljst_. Formulae and Heat-Regime Parameters of Free Exit model in case of Diamond Host. 
Parameters 

ai 

q = 
=nJE7oc/(l+a)T+ 

JAM = qai 

so = 5.5 eV = 

Determination and appropriate comments 
«Transversal size» of an active medium. In a demonstration one-mode y-lasing experiment ones have a\ « L 
where L is the length of active medium. For a simplicity of calculations the active medium is adopted here as a 
long bar of a square cross-section. One main side of this bar lies at the boundary between the active medium and 
the vacuum. The area of this main side is L x ai. The beam of the ELAN is delivered into active medium through 
the vacuum. Three other main sides of this bar lie at the conditional boundary between the active medium and the 
solid cooler. The area of this «cooling» boundary is 3 L x a\. This conditional boundary is not a physical one 
owing to the embodiment of the active medium and the cooler into a homogeneous common-master chip. Hence 
there are no ever jump in any physical property (acoustical, optical, chemical, isotopic, magnetic, electrical, etc.). 
Hence there are no reasons for any temperature jump of Newton or Kapitsa type on that boundary. This 
circumstance is very important for the cooling of active medium. The outer sizes of that chip needs be by some 
orders more than the appropriate sizes of the active medium: LChiP -10 L, aChip > 10 ai. Hence such chip needs 
have approximately the sizes - 0.1cm x 0.1cm x 1cm. The host of that chip is supposed to be diamond II-a or 
some other light perfect materials. That chip needs be carefully mounted with a good heat contact into a massive 
interim solid cooler (e.g., a big very perfect carefully rectified monocrystal of sapphire, or germanium or silicon , 
etc.)[27-30]. That interim solid cooler needs be carefully mounted with a good heat contact into a massive outer 
solid cooler (e.g., a big rather perfect and rectified copper pig) keeping at low temperature (about 1-5 K) in liquid 
helium or in its vapor. _______________________________ 
«Energy-release density» arising from the internal conversion averaged over the teeth volume 

The approximate value of the flux energy density from the active medium AM. At the propagation of the energy flux at the 
distance p < L its value decreases as j(p) -j^ailp. But at the distance 
p > L ones have another dependence tip) -JAM («l/p)". For typical case ai=10" cm, L = 0.5 cm 
q= 1011 W/cm3 ones have/«« ~ 10rW/cm2 .Note, see sec.1, that the gaseous bubble could not to arise only if j(p) -JAM 
(ai/pf < 0.1W/cm2. Hence it needs be at the outer radius of the working body pout > 10 ai = 1cm.  

«Minimal energy slit» between the valence zone and conductivity one in diamond [61] 
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= 8.81 W~lv J 
Sp = 13.3eV/pair = 
= 2.110"l8J/pair 

xe=1.48oi/üe 

vf. ~ 10  em's 

«Mean energy for the creation of one pair of light charged carriers (electron and hole) in diamond[61] 

«Averaged exit time» for the removing of the non-equilibrium charged carriers from the active medium. The factor 1.48 
accounts the averaging of the reciprocal value te"' (the speed of removal) over all possible trajectories of carrier with account of 
its origin direction of moving. It is accounted that the boundary «active medium/vacuum» reflects the light carrier back in a 
chance direction.       

Mean velocity of the «injected» light charged carriers 

xph= 1.48 

fph~ 1.6 10   cm/s 

Qe 

He = 2Qe/sp 

Q, ■ph 

As 

V' 

AC-(T)» au 

Aph(T)»ai 

«Averaged exit time» non-equilibrium for the removing from the active medium of the non-equilibrium «injected» high frequency 
phonons Factor 1.48 accounts the averaging of the reciprocal value Tph"' (speed of removal) over all possible trajectories of 
phonon with account of its origin pulse direction. It is accounted that the boundary «active medium/vacuum» reflects the 
phonons in a chance direction 

«Mean velocity» of the non-equilibrium high frequency phonons in case of a diamond host 
«Time for the transferring» of the non-equilibrium injected «electron-hole system» energy into the «phonons system» energy 
According to results[35] based on the extrapolating of the experimental data [61] the following temperature dependence is 
valid XeD » TeofsoM (50K/J)15 ~ 3-4 10~n(50 KfT)1-5 s , 
«Energy-density» of the non-equilibrium charged carriers-system (measured in J/cnf). In simple quasiballistic approach[32,35] 
the quasi-stationary energy-density of charged carriers is Qe = qxe The other approaches used here are given in the below 
sections 

«Density» (in cm'J) for the amount of non-equilibrium «injected »charged carriers 
«Energy-density» (measured in J/cnr3) of the non-equilibrium «injected» phonons. In simple quasiballistic approach[32,35] the 
quasi-stationary energy-density of charged carriers is Qph = qxph/(l+xep/Xe). The other approaches used here are given in 
the below sections. 

Quasi-temperature» of host which at low temperatures T<TE/6 is linked with the phonons energy-density QPh owing to the 
well known empirical temperature dependence for the heat capacity C(T) = Co (T/TD)-. Here in case of diamond single 
crystal TD « 1860 K (Debye temperature) and CQ ~ 567.8 J/cnfK. It gives the following dependence 
T = (4QphTD

3/Co)1/'i or for a diamond T = 82.054 Qph
1/M K (J/cm3y1/4 atT<314/C. And vice versa, 

Qph = 2.206 10 8 J4J/ch7¥ 
«Free path» for the «hot» (above 30000 A) non-equilibrium light charged carriers in a «cold» (below 300 K) host. The empirical 
dependence of free path Ae(T) for a diamond host is [32,35] 
A„(D ~ Ae(27.3 K) xeD(T)/xm(27.3 K) » 0.121 T"1'5 cm KL5 

«Free path» for the non-equilibrium injected high frequency phonons in host. This phonons^ free path depends on the 
quasitemperature T of a diamond host accordini --•-<-■• ^— r,_r,„„,> TL. :    .=__ 
(l/Anh)aDDr ~ 6.8 cm'1 + 205.0 QDh cm 

ig to the semi-empirical data's Table 1 (from Ref.[32]). The approximation 
i /J for the reciprocal phonon's free path is represented at the Table 1. 

This is the main condition for the success in cooling of the Active Medium (AM). The force of this rule is proved by the 
satisfactory results in the Table 2. These results are achieved by the methods developed on the base of the origin concepts 
of works [32,35], 

Table 1. Dependence A Dh(T) and l/Aph(QPh) for diamond II-a derived in work[32] from trial data. 

T(K) 5 10 20 50 70 110 140 180 250 

Qph(J/cm ) 1.38(-5) 2.2K-4) 3.53(-3) 0.138 0.530 3.23 8.47 23.2 86.2 

A„h(cm) 1.5C-1) l.lf-D 9.0(-2) 3.0(-2) i.or-2) 2.0T-3) i.or-3) 3.0(-4) 5.0(-5) 

1/Aph 6.8 9.1 11.0 33.0 1.0(2) 5.0(2) 1.0(3) 3.3(3) 2.0(4) 

(lMph)appr 6.8 6.8 7.4 35.0 1.2(2) 6.7(2) 1.7(3) 4.7(3) 1.8(4) 

2. Two advanced models for radiation-heat regimes in active medium. 
2.1. Non-equilibrium model «Ballistic exit of carriers and their partial returning in active medium». The carrier (electron, hole, 
high-frequency phonon) emitted in a certain point of the site of the active medium (AM) is moving along a right-line without its 
scattering unless it removes a site of AM or unless it reaches the boundary between the AM and the vacuum. The earner could be 
scattered only on this boundary. The total probability of scattering is unity for each carrier incident on this boundary. Then the 
scattered carrier moves along a right-line and remove off the AM-site. Inside the AM the energy of electrons and holes is continuously 
transforming with a rate 1/xiep into the phonons' energy. The time xiep is a function of the quasitemperature Ti of a host in the site 
of AM. But Ti is, in turn, a function of the phonons' energy density Qi tot Pu in the site of AM. Hence 

Tlep = Tlep(Ql tot ph)- ") 
The chip volume outside of the AM is divided into the nearest zone Z2 and the further cooling zone Z „. The radial region of the zone 
Z2 is A2e > p > ai- The radial region of the zone Z x is A2e < p < co. Here the free path A2e of the electron (hole) is adopted as a 
function A2e(Q2 tot ph) of the stationary mean total phonons' energy density Q2 tot Ph- The latter is a sum of the following parts: 
• Q2 ban Ph which is a density in the ballistic phonons' flow from the active medium; 
• Q2 dm Ph which is an averaged energy density of the phonons arisen at the microplasmas' energy dissipation with a rate 
Q2e'(^2ep(Q2 tot ph))- 
• Q 2 back ph which is an averaged energy density of the phonons which were arisen in the zone Z „ and then penetrated into a 
zoneZ2. Then this density is diffusely reflected by the boundary with vacuum. In a result ones have the following equation 

Q2 tot ph = Q2 ball ph + Q2 diff ph + 2 Q m 2 back ph • VV 
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The value Cb n Dh o* = Q 2 back Dh 0* + Q2 dm Ph o* is the contribution of diffused phonons from the zones Z and Z2 in the 
active medium denoted hereas a point O*. This contribution is reflected on the boundary with vacuum. Hence the total phonons 
energy density in the active medium is the following sum 

Ql tot ph = Qlself ph + 2 Q2 D ph O* t5) 

where Q1seif Dh is the «self» part of the phonons energy density which is arising directly in the active medium and 2 Q2 D Ph o* is the 
«returned» part So there is a pictorial part of the model «Ballistic exit of earners and their partial returning in active medium».The 
resultant mathematical development of that model-ideology is given below after the Tables 4 and 4a in which the regimes are 
evaluated on base of this and further (see sec.2.2) modeling approaches. 

2 2 Non-equilibrium model «Exit of carriers with their scattering in active medium». In above model the earners' scattering inside 
of the active medium had been neglected. But this scattering leads to the additional accumulation of the energy and plasma in the site 
of the active medium. Hence it needs to be accounted. Such approach «Exit of carriers with their scattenng in active medium» uses 
the values determined above in 2.1. Some necessary comments are given below in sec.3. 

2.3. The tables of radiation-heat regimes. The basic nuclear data are given in the works [C.E.F] reported at the "LO'2000". 
10", 101U, 10', 10s 

 p iKe\/\ 1 902 ' 6145        ■ 32.6 ! 53.96        ' 83.U 40.1  

 a Ö.TJ f        0.75 f 1.2 1 4.4 \ 1.4 \  1.3 
g   (W/cm")     !       2.68 10u ! 1.221012     '      9.4810u 2.4210u      '      8.55 10"      !       1.4110" 
^ —' Table 2.1.   N0_f=_3 IO" , , ___. 

-      sZSc)— L    4.59y3L   L    5.03-13)     '      5,92(43)     ' _ JJitlSL,^. 4.74M3)__^__ 6^JB^- 
 laai—z.— Mbdef«BäMistrc exit ofcamers andlheir partii returning into active medium». B 
 ^TsEcV—^__232(-"rir~^_lW(TlT_r"'2"9T(-12r_r     6.94fcl21_'"L    l-30(-ll)     F.    2J2fcl.ll    r 

 iTÄfe--~^~"Ö.T21Ö—£—ö:325— t rf?— t      _0;_487___£__ 0.240 f__0.I71O. 
—-<£        ~t""" D-12r~t"""Ö385— t 4-6-6— t L17 Jl 0.391 f__0J95 
 _-^ i—o-^iri^—-i 1-OTM^—1—a-fconss—<—fdsnxs—1— 8i?/i7->    h    l.r" 

The adopted optimal initial density for all ELAN is % = 0.9 n' 0.005 = 7.92 1020 cm'3 is adopted here for all nuclei-candidates in a diamond host 
TI. = 1 48 q,fa; x^ = 1.48 fll/iu: v, = 10* CT^, PQH = 1.6 lcFcw/s: The preblastinq heat data (shadowed) are given in the Table 2a.| 

Work Isotope   f       yW     1         '~Sbs,        ■        LLEuCT       j         "Zn.o        ;         <"<**,        j         ""^CZ^ 
 K. <X*F> 1 9Ö2 '6L45 3T6 _ 53.96 83.0 2*-*-t 

1-? (K; . JtJ  '■"•-' . . •t'*~r"      . ■ .  r ' ^-^ ' ■—■ ft 
  Model «Exit of carriers with their scattering in active medium». Ü 

"Ü.Ü583"      1 ~Bi™r-~t~~~Bläsr_Ji__Bla1t__^__Btoit___^__&m35_, 
J&MJ 

' TJW      i        'Blast       I"       Blag \___MPIL L, 3!™!—1.—M2-6- 

 ^*^—^—13T5—£—ß7^—£—#7^—£      ^ 

Table 2.2.  JNn=lü  u 
^^m)-at^=l^r~"2.4(-57—1 2.6F57--J        IK-SI"   r       ?™       ^      2 4^       f      3.2^ 

"8.82(-12)     r_I-73_BD L._id2BiL_ 
a,/A, '        uuzo/ wwoo^ w.^-r -TÜ49        £      0,0588. £ 0.0370  
äT!—^--ö:ö7i6--t_-ö:r94ö--n~~^"773---^:::o:299:::^__aL37o___^__o.^ 
-fc ^"-Ö.Ö94T~t""Ö^56—1"""3"9-6 £l_ 0926___£__ 0.297 f__0.0659    _ 

"T3T^iifcmVt"~Ö.Ö637--t"~Ö^24 ~^ 58h_i:^ 2,58 £__0.38_0 f__0.0558    _ 
"lÄi7"cm!j-t"""Ö.Ö439--+:~""Ö328---t TTOJ ^ U_3___t__ 0.22_l___f __(X0364 __ 
""CfS(?7c5i!)-t~""0-152— t 1~68—t 411   ~t___l?4___t__ 0.822 f__0J28 __ 
"        TTTKr J-f— 5"2 934—\— lÖTÖ"   ^        122.0        T        78.1 T        49.1  
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■JX&~~^~~lT2ÖT~~t~~~Bi™t~~~l       Blast        l       Biqst___\i__QA%5___\i__Q.166- 
fer_t"W"t"Sto £"fite~r"£~     5/«rf___^__0.5i2___f__0.0936 

ie_ ^ i-«n^—"I RTW 1 HW        I"        Mast        !       1.13(18}      f     1.94Ü7) 

"~    f^fKl"      !"~~~27~6"~~1 55.1 £      "610        T        76.7 E 44,5 Z 2X0  
Model «Exit of carriers with their scattering in active medium». f 
— T -T-?-- 1 TÖ4/-SA        r       f, ^m       ~"       "7 0^r7^l        r       3 65C6")        I 

_^__ £_______- ^ —-.-last        r ___BJast___T___lJ3(lSJ_J     _L94Q7)__ 
-^öf--f--n.öl_18_I^™57£ir™^::57ir__r___5to_       r       0.118       r      0.0150 

i o 1.8 E _?i?^L L _^?_ r J^~ 
Q*i,o,ph(J/cnr)  ' 2.37        E       Blast        £       Blast V__JlalL I **» j Z

-L4£ 
-Q^"^ £ 2-2-8 f"Bto"" ^—Blast.        £        ~tor.        E 216 £ 2_18 

"—-/A,!
-
    £     °0118     E     ßte'      Z     Bia±l- \—J*l™L E 0-IL8 i^z.—| 

—TMK)---£--I-I78---E~~I?7ö----£::J^^^ L__J9PA 
-ft_—:rf7~UTi ~V7        1 HW        h        Blast        r        5/flrf        ! 24.0 f        2.25 

 " Table 2.3.   N0=_1<F£ r_ 
^rcmraTrITÖie-r__7.3(-57--r"-r5(-5T--.r--r.7(-5)      j"      1.5(-5)      ^      1.3(-5)       "      1.8(-5) 
•---^dec)—L     1.92(A   L    2.22-13)     '      2jm3)_J,222(A3l_Jimd^Jh-^^)--\ 
 uais CTodeT «Ballistic exit ofcamers andlheir partial retummajntoactiye medium». J 

 KB-A?-^ i __\_-.*- — .) __j__'—j n-V, 1—   nme*       r       nni/is       r      0.0102       ' 

£ ;ö.Ö282 j 
 "Q7P 

r       0.0513       ' 0.268        !_        2.30 ' 103U : U-iOJ £ 0.0373.  
 n" 1 H"1""""1 55l(lT)—' nWm     £     1.10(18)     r    3.39(17}     £    7.76(16)  

_^DBhüi.j__3j_1—Tf^y—i—-.--,—1—jöi—r    107    r   o.i56    £ 0.0264  
' 33J  

7   16.8 

^a^l^csÜ   '     _8_,8i)l-3)__'  __IU15___ 2 34   __h__^L__f__^'i 
iC^O/cm3)   £      0.0275      £      -0-3?-2— £ ™£ £ ^°-7 4- — -R4i6- 

""     ftrKl 1 3174 1 64.9 £        148.0        £      _8J,4 ]~___51.5_ 
^-"bzcm-ip^^^^^ 

T2(K5 f 16.7 r        34.7 1 90.5 1 45.9 T        26.7 

77/~"-77(W75m^r--3.48l6J--r--r83r7l-_!:"" 1.6l£8_~   "   "' 1.63£7)__E__LUi7i__H--?:5.5l6-l-~ u-^-ixr---t--r92ö3L-E--2-22T-i3)::£::232^ 
-^----f—r^V-D      t~~Ö".Ö"268       £        .Bto/        £       0.0435__j:__0:0153.__[:__0.0103__ 

t~Ö.Ö500    -E-_-779---£--57«-r--p-0J92___E__0.I02___f__0.0702__ 
^--Ö.Ö5-5Ö--^--Ö.l4r--t_-ltor--r:-:oj76___E__0.i88 p__0.04JL__ 
^~~Llin7r~r~TÖgaS~"t~"~37"Jr~   £     1.6Jü8)__£_JJ>0Q7J_   ^   j:J4Q6J__ 

L      ft"E"äa      t~™"t"*        r__J77J___^___96.8___f:___60.7   __ 
"^57iij7LTt-_-0-289---E---5-94---t---57Cir::£ 2JJ___Jl___L94 £-M%- — \ 
--gqj7c7n')-r---0-27r--1 -57T \—^St.    J"        21.1 £ IM L__2^  

Table 2.4.   N0= 10' , , I 
--JcmIäfN^0^---7.3(-57""-"~~~2(-35"---~~""(-6)       j"      8.5(-6)       ["      7 6(-6)       ~      i.o(.5) 
"     -f^—L    i.ii(ii3L  E   1.2K-13)    '     1.42^13) _'    JjeyjL.' _i.I2f^l3L_L_Ji8fcT3L_ 

i L»V—i.     u-        Model «BäliTstTc exit ofcarffers andlheir partial retuming_into_actjye megium_»_._ | 
------£-----1-12-1----;-4~r^ 

I ~   ^Ü 1"-"Ö.Ö297—n~"0147—£ r3:3:::£i::0-304___p__ag_956___p_   0.0208 

"Tl77^afc-i'"rh--r836(-) _1 ÖÖ259 ' L01 £       0.0840       ^      00118       £   _L6JL-3)  
-Ä»-t- rÄi#-E--^ö-2i3---^ 

' Model «Exit of earners with their scattering in active medium». 11 
— T r>^—— 1 TiTSi r TrüiZ-Ti-     I f. <UV6.\ — 1   14/(^^ ' 
Model «Exit of earners with their scattennq in active meaium».  

M-m^---2.Ull6----"--rOO£71      ' 9.1(7^ "   [    ""2.0617j^l^ 6,50161 „"„LL^l. 
-T-^t-- -2-2-21#-E--6-77313J--t--Ö.Ö-375--£::0.01J1 __J:__4J8(:3)__f _JL84t3J. 

1
1^--^--Ö.Ö149--t~"Ö.Ö451-t--705r--t      0.07_43__E__q:0301__£__p,0191. 

—Q*7e     — t~_Ö.Ö3-)3— E"--157— £—1781 £"""5.336     _E__0:0991__£__0.0214 _ 
"nfiiiv7"~£~"6-279Dir"E""3726üi)__£"^^4ü-)::£::6-9jii7j__^ 

T*i (K)        ^        38.7        ^        76.3 r       215.7        | 103.8        | 62-l ! 37-6 
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"ft*—rrT/SWrT1 ÖÖ495—1 0749 ' 47^ T_~     2.57        ]~       0.329        ^ 0.0443. j 
•^^a^r--ü^--r--w--r---483-"7--T43---r"i».3ffr--r  Q.Q4IQ 
 uauau Table 2.5.   N0= 1UW , .  

 isai—i.— OTodeT «Ballistic exit ofcamers andlheir partial returninq_into active medium».  
"—TT~rsi"cr"~r_~2lT(~lÖf"^_"8"Ö4(Tl)   "r~ll2MT)'_I"~"5:20yiL   I!    l-06(-10J_r    122(40) 

— fl,Af ^-~r9lf-3)      ^~"566N_~h__ÖÖ252 ~~t      9 ll(-3)      £     6.60(:3J       E.JWJfc?)-- 

  ' Model «Exit of carriers with their scattering in active medium».  f IVIUUgl  m_ All VI  UgillOlO  WIUI  man   owmvui'M  » ■ ■wt«» ■ —■ ■ ■ ■ «>-.—■ ■ ■ -■ ■  

  Table 2a. The pre-blasting radiation-heat regimes. 
Model «Exit of carriers with their scattering in actiy_e_medium».  

::3ia^:^:^:q:::>..4---^-4:--->--U->^--f--^--- 

--^fJ--i--13fajr-h--2r22bf-r-T42-lri7i--r--2A^-r"35r13)     j-    6.5K-13) 
0.0435       '     _0.0723_ J 0.0935. 

~~Ö~292~~"    '     _ 0.485 r 0J26_ 
~~0J76~   r      0.542        ["       0J88, 

"P:"~8:Ö60T)"""t"-5.63ü7}__[:__L95a2)__ 
v V^JL —' Ö.Ö668     t"I_ O.JL« t P^Qßii 

w     L    "••*     ._    ^TQZZZtZZ211Ä.Z-t--±^---t--^8- 

3.-CjM?lr?st™As.pja[?n)p.t®r--  
3.1. Notes®; critical curve line .£™t{q. at) between the «stationary region» and «region of blast» . «the main parameter» ©i6/ii 
The host and the work nuclei concentration in it are fixed at calculations overall the Tables 2 and 2a. So in that tables a pair of 
mutual independent variables q. o, (or an equivalent pair q, N) determines a regime of the active medium. It is obvious that a certain 
critical curve line £crit{q, ax} divides the plain 9>{q, a:} into two regions , viz., the «stationary region» Stationary and the «region of 
blast» 9>biast • Let the equation for such critical curve is 0(q, a,) = const. Hence a certain functional ©(q, oi) of two parameters,q 
and at is the same for the different nuclei-candidates in all points of the critical line -£crit{q, a\) the crossing ofwhich leads^o the 
transition from a stationary regime to the blast. That combination, «the main parameter», is approximately 0i6/ii - JAM ax 

# Each subindex number in the left column of Table 2a is the ratio of the maximal value to the minimal one in the appropriate line. 
This ratio gives a rough characteristic for_the_relative dispersion. E.g._,_(max^,,Mj^jpjnJAMbte&L J:A-ß.W)/§^ß.(62r.A^-.l  
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" *)(biasi/pre~bj) 16/ii it is the ratio «blast/preblast» = (a^      JAM) blast/(a<>       JAM)prebiast 
The meaning of the parameters of the left column in the Table 2a: / .„ = a,q is the approximative value of the energy density flux; 
©16/11 =JMJ a\lb/   = q af"11 is the combined parameter as an approximation to the main parameter. 
3.2. The derivation of the combined parameter ©. It is natural to suppose that the heat regime could bedetermined ™|n.|yJ)yD*f 
value@' =   " '       "        "■—■'- ' - ~ ",m 

see sec 

ill a?1 °H°is the'equivaient ^ numerical calculation proves'that the derived parameter @_6/1_ is the best main 
parameter among the plurality of the tentative parameters ©m - at

m jAM prebi with the arbitrary real constant m. Indeed this 
parameter ©16/__ has a minimal ratio (max ©Vmin 0'm). Besides the parameter ©16/u has the minimal «dispersion» [max 
(©'m blast/@'m preblastVmin (0'm blast/© m preblast)] along the Critical CUPVe _Wq, _,} for the^ Value (0 m blast/©.m preblast). 
Erqo the main approximate characteristic, evaluated only through the ongin values <7and alr exists. It is the combined value ©16/11 
= q a,Z7/11 ä q o,2-4545- =jm a^1. At the continuous variation of the active medium's parameters q, a. in a certain critical 
point (q fliVrit of that parameters the radiation-heat regime suddenly changes from the stationary state into the strong non-stationary 
one i e' to the blast. It is proved that thfl «main parameter» © V,M I  is approximately one and the same for the different nuclei on 
the boundary A-ritla. ax \ between the stationary regime and the blast. The tables 2, 2a support this rule for the main parameter. 
The more compact crucial form is given below on the base of the above results: 

3.3. The compact form of the cruces regime parameter 
Regime = (^«l27/U)/4.84. (6) 

The radiation-heat regime is stationary and fit for the y-lasing if <9regime < 1- 
The active medium (AM) is blasted before the y-lasing at condition 

6>regime  >   1 (7) 
At length ym =1.79 the AM is blasted. Everywhere at y < 1.79 the threshold pSR increases if the length y decreases. 
The joint analysis of y-generation and radiation heat regimes shows that in the stationary heat-regime (no blast) the 
induced threshold is always less than the super-radiant one 

pind < PSR (8) 

 "4." "Qngihe" basic föfmüfäsöf "the "rädiätiön:heät "theory.  
Evaluation of Q*ic.np av. T». tph. y T(Qph). AP(TV Note also that many coefficients are given below with the surplus exactness 
in order to avoid the biguncertainty ihthe high power nonlinear transformations and in the nonlinear iteration processes. The sense of 
the formulas below could be apparent from the Specification List 1 at the inspection of theory given in the sect.5. The total complex of 
the work formulas must be cumulated here in order to have the success in the inspection of the mathematical section 5. 

Q*ic = q / [W1 + "cie"1 exp(-1.48 «,/Aie)] (9) 

n, min = 2Qe/sn   rie max = Qe/e0 are the minimum and the maximum for the quasi-stationary non-equilibrium charged earners 
density eD = 13 25 eV/pair = 2.123 10"18 J/pair is the mean energy for one pair creation, s0 = 5.5 eV = 1.602 10    5.5 J - 
8 811 'lO 19 J is the minimal energy slit between the valence zone and the conductivity one. These two estimations are 
approximately equal to a certain «average» ne av = [(1/ep) + (l/2e0)] Qe where [(l/sp) + (l/2e0)] = 1.039 10  J ; so 
ne av = 1.039 lO^^Qe. <10) 
q =nJE»a/(l +a)x1 = 1.269 105 Ea/(l+a)x. (J/KeV cm3) is the density of energy-release owing to the internal conversion 
averaged over foe teeth_vplume_aini-= J.92 KTW3j_1_KeV = 1.602 W^lJ_.  : 

' Te^=~i.48 axlvs is the averaged time for the removing of the non-equilibrium charged carriers from the active medium; here ve ~ 10 ■ 
cWsi_tj]ej_ean_velo^ _ 
Tph = 1.48 a,/vph is the averaged time for the removing of the non-equilibrium phonons from the AM;; the phonons speed 
i>„h = 1.6 10 cm/s in a diamond is adopted here[691. — 

= xe (50K) (50K/T)1 b = 3.4 10-il(50 K/T)iD ,<r (see [35]) is the time for the transferring of the «electron-hole system energy» 
i  into the «phonons _ystem_energy»;_        
i~ T^=l4Q.iTfTJcär™ - 82.054 (QptJ173 K (J/cmJ) is the stationary non-equilibrium quasi-temperature of host; here 

TD = I860 K, C0=567.8 J/cmJK are the parameters of the empirical temperature dependence for the heat capacity 
Cm = Cn (T/TV,)3 valid at T<314 K « Tp/6. _, „ „ _- __— 
Ae(T) = Ae(27.3 K) xep(T)/T?p(27.3 K) = Ae(27.3 K) (27.3 KfT)Lj = 8.5 10"' (27.3 KfT)^ cm = 0.121 r1,3 cm K^ is a 
free path for the «hot» non-equilibrium light charged carriers at the lattice quasi temperature T (see [35]) 

5. Non-linear equations' systems for the evaluation of radiation-heat regimes 
Here the following dependencies on the phonons energy density approximated on the experimental data for the diamond host at the 
quasi-temperature T< 314 K are adopted: 
the free path of the «injected» charged carriers could be expressed through the total phonons energy density 

Ae = As(Qph) = B*Qph-3/8; (14) 
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where B* = 1.631 10"4 cm (J/cm3)3/8; 
the time of the charged carriers energy degradation into the non-equilibrium high-frequency phonons 

Xep(Qph) = A*Qpl;
3/8 

where A* = 1.617 10"115 (J/cm3/3- 
and the reciprocal phonon's free path 

(1/Aph) = 6.67 cm"1 + 205.0 Qph cm7J 

(14a) 

(15) 
(15a) 

(16) 

5.1. Non-linear equations' system in model «Ballistic exit of carriers and their partial returning in active medium». In case of 
the work-isomers with the times relation tx » max(Tph, xe, xep) the stationary regime is feasible in active medium (AM). This relation 
is proved at least in all examples of the Table 16 above. On base of the model «Ballistic exit of carriers and their partial returning in 
active medium» the following equations are built in that stationary case: The phonons' energy density averaged over the zone Z2 

Q2ph = Q-2 ph fall av — QlBall ph av + Q-Dph tot a (1') 

Cbph = {[C* (fl,/T,„) + D*] (l-a,/AO (q ^2)}8/5 (17') 
where A2e = Ae(Q2ph) = B* Q2ph'^

8 (17J) 
and hence the right part of eq. (7') is a certain function of the left one. So the eq. (7') leads to a nonlinear task with a consistence. The 
constants used in the right part of this equation (7') are the following 
C* = (0.406/B*) (1.48/ vph ve) = 2.303 10'lf s2cm"3 (J/cm3)-378, (17'a) 
D* = (0.728/A*) (1.48/ vph ve) = 4.089 10"4 s cm"2 (J/cm3)'3''8, (17*b) 
The energy density contains the «ballistic» part (with factor C*) from the ballistic «self» phonons directly borne in AM and from the 
mean «diffused» contribution in Z2 (with parameter D*) from all zones. The zone Z2 is determined in the space. The diffused 
contribution is bom at electron-phonon processes in the microplasma. The reflection (on boundary with vacuum) contribution is 
accounted also in the parameter D*. The genealogy of the ballistic term C* (oi/xiep) is so: „ 
Q2Baiiphav(ata1<p<A2e)=0.274Q1Seifph(fli/A2e)(l-ai/A2e)=0.274(QleXiph/xle„)(oi/A2e)(l-fl1/A2e) < C* (fli/xlfp)(qaf)} 
at the account that (l-ai/A2a)<l and that the microplasmas energy density in the AM (zone Zi) is 

Qle = q/(Tlep-1+Te-,)  =  qTle r (18) 
This formula allows to evaluate a number of charged earners and hence is weak dependent on the quasi-temperature in the zone Z-i 

in microplasma (see the notation at the end of the table 16) 
nieav =   1.039 lO18^ Qie 

Note also the use of the simple relation of the detailed equilibrium in AM at the stationary regime 
Qlself phAlph = Qle/tlep • 

because Qi Seif Ph = cpphKl+^ephe) 
and Qie = qtiep /(l+xep/xe). 

In equation (7') the value x,ep is a function of a total phonons energy density Qi tot Ph in the zone Z,, i.e., in the active medium 

Tlep = Tep(Ql tot ph) - A* (Qi tot ph) " 

2DphO* 
where 

Ql tot ph = Qlselfph + 2 Q; 
and the variables Q1seif Ph, Q2 D ph o* are determined below: 

Qlself ph= (QleTlph/tlep)  = (qtle Tl ph/Xlep, 

Q2DphO 
where 
E* = 4.920 10"4cm"2 s (J/cm3)'3/8 

= E* q ai2(Q2ph)3'8 [/«(Aa/ai) - 0.577 + (fli/A2e) - 0.25 (ai/A2e)1 

(A2e
/a1)=B*/(a1Q: 

3/8 
:Ph ) andB* = 1.631 10"4 cm (J/cm3)3/8. 

(18') 

(19) 
(19') 
(19") 

(10) 

(21) 

(22) 
(23) 

(23a) 
(24) 

So a complete system of 8 equations lor the determination of 8 unknown variables xlep; Qi tot phi Qi seifph 
nie av; (A2e

/ai) is formed. The compact notation of that complete system is following: 
fiep = A* (Qi tot ph)"3/s ; 
Ql tot ph = Qlselfph + 2 Q2DphO* 
Qlself ph = (QleTlplAjep) 
Qie = q/(WT "- ~   % 

Q2 D ph 0*J Q2phi Q *le: 

0.577 + (oi/A2e) - 0.25 (a1/A2e)] 
(see the notations at the end of Table 2a) 

(20) 
(21) 
(22) 

(888(18)) + v) 
nie aw = 1-039 10^ Q,- 
Q2Dph0. = E* q aSiQ^y* [/«(Aa/fli) 
(A2e/flO=B*/(fllQ2phW) „ 
Q2ph={[C*(fl]/xlep) + D*](qa10}8/5 6 8      , 
where xph = 1.48 0]/pph - te = 1.48 a-[/ve. (see the Specification List 3), i»ph = 1.6 10  cm/s: ve = 1.6 10 cm/s 
A* = \S\7\Vns(J/cm3)~3,& 

B* = 1.631 10"4 cm (J/cm3)3/8; 
C* = (0.406/B*) (1.48/ Dph ve) = 2.303 10'" s2cm"3 (J/cm3)"3/8 ; 
D* = (0.728/A*) (1.48/ vpij v.) = 4.089 10"4 s cm"2 (J/cm3)"3/8  ; 
E* = 4.920 10"4cm"2 s (J/cm3)"378 

The results of the self-consistent solution for such non-linear equations' system is the estimation of a row radiation - heat parameters 
xiep ; fli/Ato oi/Aie; Qiseif Dh; Qaopho*; Qm* *; Q2 tot *; and the quasi-temperatures Tt T2 in the zones Zt and 
Z2,correspondingly, are given in the Tables 2,2a. These results are some more sever that the results in «Free exits-model. 

(23) 
(24) 
(17') 

(25a) 
(24a) 
(27a) 
(17b) 
(23a) 
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5.2. Non-linear equations' system in model «Carriers' scattering in active medium». The system with account of the scattering in 
the site of active medium is the following 

Q*iseif Ph = qxiph {[(xie/xiep) +1 -exp(-1.48 ^/A^l/KWxiep) + exp(-1.48 fl/Aie)]} exp(1.48 fl,/Aip^ (25) 
where all denotations are almost the same as above. Here the star * marks the belonging to the regarding method 3.2. with the 
account of the scattering directly in the site of the active medium. The expression (15) is the generalization of the expressions for the 
Qiseif Ph , given in more simple models. It holds an apparent structure lightly understandable from the above more simple models. Its 
structure is clear also from the common positions expanded in Refs.[32,34,35]. Viz.: 
° The value xipn exp(1.48 o/Aiph) 
is the time for the phonon's removal from active medium at its scattering account [32,34,35]. 
oThevalueKxie/T^ + l-expH^ai/AieJl/Kxie/tiepJ+expt-l^ai/Aie)] . 
is a so called «storing factor» which arose as a result of the charged carriers scattering and the transforming 
of some part of their energy into the non-equilibrium phonons. 
o At limit of big free paths when ailAle = aJAiptx = 0 the right part of eq.(15) transforms into the expression 

Q*lself ph(at aJAie = 0l/Aiph = 0)= qTiph/KW^le) +1] (25) 
which is well known in the above sections, see eqs. (19), (19'), (19") and the SPECIFICATION LIST . 
o But at the limit of almost zero free paths, ai/L1e »1, oi/L1ph »1, the right part of eq.(15) transforms into the expression 

Q*iseif Ph(at oi/Ale »1, oi/Aiph »1) = qxiph [(xiep/xie) +1] exp(1.48 tf i/Aiph) (25") 
which is unknown from the above sections and leads to the blasting regimes. The right part of eq. (15') depends on the value 

Q*ltotph = Q*lselfph + 2Q*2DphO* (26) 
through the interim fragments tie/xiep, oi/A]e and oi/Aiph, viz.: 

• the fragment (xie/i:iep) = F*fli(Q*itotph)3/8 (27) 
where „ F* = 1.48/^A* = 915.3 cm1 (J/cm3)'318 (27') 
at the adopted above values ve = 108cm/s, A* = 1.617 10"11 s (J/cm3r  ■ 
• the fragment («i/Ale) = Q*ltot Ph3/V®* (28) 
where (see the sections above)                        B* = 1.631 10"* cm (J/cmT (&) 
• the fragment (VAiph) = ^ (6.67 cm'1 + 205.0 Q*i totph cm2/J) (29) 
The substantiation of this relation is given at the notes to the Table 1 . In tat table the temperature dependence for the phonon free 
path diamond matrix at temperature T> 50 K has been changed into the approximative dependence of the reciprocal phonon free 
path from the phonons energy density                                                                        , 

(l/Aph)approXimate * 6.67 CITT1 + 205.0 Qph cmVJ (30) 
The constants for diamond were adopted here after the working of the table data for the Aph(T), see Table 1.In the right part of the 
equation (16) the contribution Q^nj^r^ is small 

(Qa D ph o* with account of scattering in AM) <K< (Q*lself ph wjth account of scattering in AM) (31) 
and could be neglected in the approximative evaluations. It is seen from the data of Table 1 because 

(Q*2 D ph 0*with account of scattering in AM)< (Q2 D ph 0*wjthout account of scattering in AM)<<: (Q*l self ph wjih account of scattering in AM)- 
(22) 

Hence the use of the majorant value Q2 D Ph o* instead of the exact value Q*2 D Ph o* in the approximative estimates is valid. So the 
following system of 6 equations with 6 unknown interim variables Q*iseif ph, xie/xiep, a/Aie, ai/AiPh, Q*i tot Ph, Q*2 DPho* needs 
be solved in order to evaluate the radiation-heat regime in active medium according to the regarding here model «earners' scattering in active 
medium»: 
Q*lself ph = qxiph {[(Xle/Xlen) + 1 - exp(-1.48 fl/Ml/KWTlep) + 6Xp(-1.48 fl,/Aie)]} 6Xp(1.48 aJAlpb)] 
(xie/xiep) = F*fl,(Q*itotphr8; 
WAie)=Q*itotPh3/8«i/B*; . 
(o/Aiph) = a, (6.67 cm1 + 205.0 Q*j tot ph cm'/J)) 
Q*l totph= Q*lself ph + 2 Q*2DphO*; ,     ,    ,. . .. .. 
Q*2Dpho* « Q2DPho* • Substantiation of such approach see above. The value Q2Dph0- was evaluated in a previous section on the 
model without account of scattering in AM. Here 
F* = 915.3 cm-t/J/cm3)-3'8 : 
B* = 1.631 10"4 cm (J/cm3)3'8 . 
A host's quasi-temperature and a charged carriers density in a site of the active medium could be evaluated almost as in 3.1.: 
T*i = (4 Q*i tot ph TV/Co)1'4 = 82.054 (Q*! tot Ph)1/4 K (J/cm3) 
n*leav = 1.039 1018^Q*ie. 
where Q*ie = q/[xiep   + tie   exp(-1.48 o/Aie)] 

4. The general main results of joint «generation - radiation-heat-regime» theory GG&RH. 

4.1. There are no long-lived work isomers candidates for g-laser creation. The analysis of all nuclear data-banks shows that < 
«minute's» isomers have without Borrman effect only very small working ratio p/pjnd < 1. 
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4.2. The multi wave Borrman effect is capable only in high perfect crystals and it is impossible at the surface. Hence it is not suit in the 
SPTEN methods. Hence it is necessary to insert long-lived isomers before the generation in the solid voiume. It is infeasible if that work 
nuclei are excited on the «minute's» levels. 
4.3. Hence there are two ways: a) the «two-step» pumping[11] or b) the «two-stage» pumping[22,23]. Both that types of pump have a 
«transversal» geometry of any pumping radiation. The joint theory show the unfeasibility of both that ways because the transversal 
humping radiation create the adiabatic isolation around the active medium and it leads to its blast. 
4.4. Another type of «longitudinal» pumping is possible only by a tight, powerful, sharp directed g-beam. In that case the crucial regime 
parameter is less than the unity. 
4.5. There are some theories which predict the amplification of g-wave on its path in medium of the «two-step» type. 
4.6. There are some theories which predict the frequency transformation of g-wave on its path in presence of powerful laser wave in 
combination-resonant media (ox, ± N 6}as = fi^ed) ■ 
4.7. Long ago the «superdilution» method [23,27] was suggested on base of unusual application of Borrmann effect, when the Borrman 
wave acts almost only with the work nuclei and almost not do with the host matrix. The super-dilution could reach value 1/10 and 
even 1/108 at many wave Borrman effect. Hence the energy of the internal electron conversion -10 eV could be distributed 
among 107 or 108 light atoms. Hence the temperature around work atom will be increased only by 100 -10 K. 
4.8. In that superdilution case the cooling is realized owing to the capacity. In contrary to the conductivity method in SPTEN. 
4.9. Suppose that the small y-beam could be transformed (see 4.5, 4.6) into the beam for the fuse the superdiluted active medium.      g 

4.10. The superdiluted medium could have a not restricted cross-section and hence not restricted power of y-generation, e.g., -10 
J/pulse, see [49,50], 
4.11. In case of superdilution the Borrman effect could in principle to suppress the absorption on mixture and host atoms both together. 
4.12. Hence there is a probability to use the nuclei which are discarded now. And to use many other sorts of nuclei. 
4.13. But in order to realize that perspectives it needs to create a certain many sectional y-iaser in order to amplify and transform in its 
frequency the initial small y-beam of SPTEN y-laser into the powerful muitibeam (many tight parallel microbeams). 
4.14. It needs to revise an carefully to check the existing theories in many relevant topics. 
4.15. But the first it needs to begin with the development of the SPTEN method and its basis, the Multi Beam Emitters. 
4.16. The joint theory shows that the gaseous, plasma's and beam's active media are not realizable even at use of the modem methods 
of laser cooling[35]. The main reason is the ionization and heat processes linked with the internal electron conversion. 
4.17. The joint theory shows that the solid active medium is not usual crystal because it is a mixture of very hot light microplasma and 
cold solid (below 100 K). Light microplasma has high density - , more than 1017-1019 cm"3, and high temperature, more than 30000 K. 
4.18. At such conditions the hyperfine structure, HFS, is utterly unstable and the collapse of HFS arise. 
4.19. Hence all methods based on the HFS will be destroyed in the active medium of y-laser 
all methods for the work-line narrowing; 
all methods to create the inverted population from the inverseless nuclear mixture; 
all methods to create the so called «amplification without inversion» 
4.20. Of cause all above methods could be applied in the Moessbauer spectroscopy Particularly in order to diminish the resonant 
absorption in the powerful Moessbauer sources. Appositely the first suggestion of the «amplification without inversion» on base of laser 
action on the optical HFS was published in 1980 in JETP[23] long before the its «discoveries» in 1995[24,25]. 
4.21. The active media are divided into two main groups: the residential and non-residential. In the residential case the work nuclei, as 
like as the residents, are inserted into the active medium long before the y-lasing. In the non-residential case the e[cited work nuclei are 
prepared out of the cite of future generation. The joint theory shows that all residential active medium cold be activated or triggered only 
be other y-laser beam. Otherwise ones have the adiabatic isolation of active medium and its heat blast. 
4.22. The SPTEN which belongs to the non-residential class could overcome all these hindrances 4.17-4.21. 
4.23. Hence the SPTEN is the unique method for the creation of y-beam in order to fuse all other more powerful gamma-lasers. 
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Gamma-ray solid laser: variety of work nuclei and host-matrixes in Mendeleev Table 
screened with use of system of criteria based on joint GG&RH theory. 
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ABSTRACT 
The hosts and nuclei-candidates (mass ~ 46 - 243, transition energy -1-200 keV, decay's time 10"7 - 10+2 s) for gamma-laser (GL) 
realisation are represented over Mendeleev Table. The choice of active media (nuclei-candidates, hosts) for GL is based on the joint 
theory of v-aeneration and radiation-heat regime (GG&RH) which accounts a big complex of hindrances against GL and thus discards 
many'tentative candidates Nuclei-candidates are screened at the analyzing of data banks for nuclear transitions. Chosen candidates 
(-20) could be used due to authors method SPTEN (Soft Prompt Transplantation of Excited Nuclei). The discarded tentative nuclei 
-80 with the life-times 10"6 -10+2 s are represented too. All analyzed long-lived (~ 0.5 - 10+2 s) isomers are turned to be not fit for 

GL without use of very strong multi-wave Borrman effect even at the supposition of natural line's width. The application of the revealed 
candidates in two different y-laser's categories (residential and non-residential) is discussed. 
Keywords- quantum nucleonics, isotopes, isomers, Moessbauer effect, Borrman effect, gamma-laser, long-lived and short-lived 
isomers residential and non-residential active media, gamma-generation (induced, super-radiant in plasma, in beam, in solid), 
amplification without inversion, hot microplasma in cold solid, collapse of HFS in active medium by its microplasma 

1. Introduction. 
From early works up to nowadays a big world experience in y-laser (GL) problem is stored [1 - 53]. Crisis in GL-problem was reviled just 
before 1980 [9-11;23]: no real nuclei-candidates, "heat death" of GL, etc. That crisis is conditioned by deep contradiction between the 
pump and the lasi'ng[9-12,17,23]. It would be prematurely to believe that the GL-problem could be decided finally just nowadays. The 
start positions for the GL problem decision are just prepared. In works[8,19,27-36] and here a so called «mitigating» or «softening» 
complex was developed. It is a system of the engineering high technology's means for the GL realization. The last time a special branch 
of that «softening complex» is quickly deve!oping[28-36]. It is the most feasible model of GL, so called SPTEN (Soft Prompt 
Transplantation of Excited Nuclei) suggested (1995) and substantiated at large by the Author[28-36], The precursor of the SPTEN, so 
called AVLIS (Atomic Vapor Laser Separation), is not fit for the GL creation[7,10,14,38]. The SPTEN is based on a new class of laser 
separation so called «Multi Beam Laser Selection» or alias the selection with use of the «Multi Beam Emitter [28,3436]]. Each of that 
work contains the words about much big amount of work-nuclei-candidates. But only the transitions of 181Ta?3 (6.3 keV, 10" s) and Co(28.1 
keV, 1.5 10"5s) were used as the examples. Now ones can quite apparently see a plenty of candidates. 

2. The choice methods. 
The necessary theoretical results, formulae and denotations are given in the previous paper [C-D]. 
The choice complex consists from the following canons. 
1. Condition on the time-life x+ of top work level. The nuclei-candidates must be in the interval 

~10"7s<x+<~10+2s (1) 

The right boundary ~10+2 5 is determined by the enormous difficulties of Moessbauer experiments on nuclei with x+ > 10+2 s. The left 
boundary -10~7 s is determined by sharp growth of difficulties with the production, selection and the delivery of the Excited Laser Active 
Nuclei (ELAN) into the cite for y-lasing. 
2. Condition on the energy Er of work transition. The nuclei-candidates must be in the interval 

~1keV<ET<~200keV (2) 
The right boundary ~ 200 keV is determined by a very small value of the recoilless probability (Moessbauer's factor) < 0.001 
The left boundary - 1keV is determined by the sharp growth of the internal conversion factor a.» 1000. Hence out of the interval (2) 
the conditional resonant cross-section CT0 is much damped because 

üo = (X2l2n) (fW(1+a)) (1/(1+x)); % =z*h. (3) 
3 Condition on the time-life x_ of the lower work level. This time-life must be in the interval 

OO>X->~10"3T+; (4) 
The right boundary oo corresponds to the stable lower level. 3 
The left boundary ~10"3 x+ corresponds to the very diffused line with very small damping factor (1/(1+x)) -10   . 

4. Condition on the branching: w > 0.001 (5) 
5. Only the nuclei which answer simultaneously all four conditions (1), (2), (4), (5) together were considered as the tentative 
nuclei. Other word, the tentative nuclei for the choice belong to the intersection of four arrays 
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{array of tentative nuclei} = {array (1)} f] {array (2)} f] {array (4)} fl {array (5)} (6) 

6. The following additional conditions were adopted: 
6.1. The optimized restriction on the relative concentration  n/n' = 0.005 (7) 

At n/n' > 0.005 the sharp growth of the clustering leads to the enormously big time-ratio C = xi/x2 (8) 

which damps the asymptotic acting resonant cross-sections a+- = a0/C ; a.+ = g cso/C, (9) 

where the «longitudinal» time xx and the «crossing» time x2 are determined so 

(1/T,)=(1/T+) + (1/T-): (1/xz) = (l/x+)+(I/T.)+r (10) 
The decrease of n/n' is undesirable because the important parameter 

\|/ = (n/n')/[(n/n')+(<y/a)] (11) 

determines the so called «Reserved Amplification» parameter p named as the «Reserved Amplification» 

p = v)/ p0 T2/X]   (12) where p0 = a0la (13) 

a is the cross-section of the non-resonant losses (through the photo-effect, Compton effect, scattering) on the atoms with the work 
nuclei, a' is the cross-section of the non-resonant losses on the atoms of the light host-matrix. Hence always {a'fa)« 1. 

6.2. The adopted value for time ratio C, = X]/x2 = 1.1. (14) 

To provide this value C, = 1.1 is difficult but feasible for the most part of candidates. On this reason the comparison and choice of all 
candidates was executed at one and the same value ^ = 1.1. Of cause, the value C, = 1.1 is indeed a big allowance for long-lived 
isomers. But even at such allowance all long-lived isomers were discarded, see the Tables below. 

6.3. The adopted value for the ratio n+/(n+ + n.) = exp(-Xi) = 0.9 at the initial moment t = 0. The real feasibility of value 

n+/(n+ + n.) = exp(-x1) = 0.9 (15) 

with use of MBE method is substantiated in the talk [B]. In the super-radiant theory a form exp(-xi) is adopted instead of the more 
apparent form n+/(n+ + n.) of the induced theory. 

6.4. The degeneracy for both the top and the lower work levels is adopted, in deed, in case of the short-lived isomers the Hyper 
Fine Structure (HFS) is collapsed 37,40]. Hence in this case the work levels are degenerate. In case of long-lived work-nuclei all HFS- 
components are strongly overlapped. Hence the y-iasing effect in this case is like as in case of degeneracy for both levels. In 
degeneracy case many y-lasing properties are linked with the degeneracy's' ratio 

g = (2j++l)/(2j-+l) (16) 
6.5. The y-generation into one diffraction mode is regarded. Hence the number m = 1 (17) 

for the amount of the generation modes is adopted here. 
6.6. The Moessbauer factor is evaluated at the Debye approximation with the effective Debye temperature eMi>rt for the mixture 

heavy atom in a light host eMixt = (A7A)1/2 8H0st (l8) 
here A' is the atomic mass of the host atom; A is the atomic mass of the mixture heavy atom; 6Host is the host's Debye temperature. 

7. The threshold parameters evaluated on base of the induced (pjnd) and super-radiant (pSR) kinetics revised with account of the 
most complete complex of hindrances and other adverse obstacles: 
For the induced kinetics pind = 2/Gm (19) 
here the value Gm is dependent on a degeneracy ratio g only at conditions 6.1 -6.3, see (16) and the Table 10. 

For the super-radiant kinetics pSR = (TSRI) FTSR(Y) (20) where y = L/2L0 (21) 
is the relative length of the dispersed active medium, 2 L0 is a free path of y-quanta with account only non-resonant losses. 
The values pind and {TSRI} are not depend on the length y. The factor FTSR(V) is minimized at 

y=ym=1.79  (22)  where   FTSR(ym) = min FISR = 3.35 (23) 
8. The very perfect natural single crystal of diamond of type Ila is adopted as the best gauge-standard for the host 
candidates. Such crystal provides the effective cooling of the active medium owing to the low impurities' concentration (less than 
10l7cm"3), high sound velocity, high speed of nonequilibrium electrons and holes, not too fast electron-lattice energy exchange, big free 
path lengths for light carriers at low temperatures, high Debye temperature; it has high Moessbauer factor (~1) for mixture nuclei, low 
cross-section of nonresonant losses, high stability against radiation damages and a row of other merits. 

9. Cruces regime parameter ©regime = (gai27/11)/4.84. (24) 
The radiation-heat regime is stationary and fit for the y-lasing if ©regime < 1 • 
The active medium (AM) is blasted without y-iasing at ©regime > 1 (25) 

9a. At length y,„ =1.79 the AM is blasted. Everywhere at y < 1.79 the threshold psR increases if the length y decreasea 

10. Absence of conditions for the Borrman effect realization. Substantiation is given in works [28-30,32,35]. 

11. In the stationary regime (no blast) the induced threshold is always less than the super-radiant one 
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Pind < pSR (26) 
12. The threshold conditions have the forms 
for the induced generation regime  p/pind > 1 (27)   and for the super-radiant regime   p/psR >1 (28) 
The threshold ratio p/pmd was calculated for all tentative nuclei. This value is the main characteristic of the candidate owing to the properties 9,11. 
The tentative nucleus must be discarded if its crucial ratio p/pind < 1. 

3. The example of the data-table for the choice. 
The Tablel gives the most total representation about the choice method on the examples of two small nuclei groups. Some non-crucial 
characteristics are given in that tables in order to help any reader to find out the real possibilities SPTEN method in the simplest one- 
mode case, see, e.g., the values for the asymptotic gamma-7t-pulse 

(DB = (p_i)/Co; T* = T,/(p-l); F„ = Onlxn = 1.6 10s (p-tffyooTi ~ 1.3 108 E^V^Xi at p » 1. 

Other values (so called invariants) in the tables are given as like as the introduction in the calculation of the array choice data, they give 
the systematic overall picture about chosen and discarded nuclei. The other tables are produced by the same method which is used for 
the Table 1. The Table 7 contains very impotent result: no one long-lived nucleus fit for the y-laser creation was descried even at 
completely narrowed total line width, i.e., even if A> = 1.  

-VI 
Table 1. Six candidates produced in photo-nuclear reactions zAn+i (yn) zA*n , e.g., "Nb42 (yn)   Nb*4i. 

ZA*„ is a work isomer 

Type 
Work Isotope 
r^(keV) 
Ti (sec) 

a 
po = Qo/Q 

X (Anestrem) 

ün (bam) 

&n D 

90.2 
6.20(-6) 

0.17 
340 

0.137 
0.30 

7.58(4) 

■*£C 
61.45 

2.74(-6) 
0.75 
174 

0.202 
0.61 

2.26(5) 

32.6 
2.38(-7) 

1.2 
298 

0.380 
0.88 

9.24(5) 

±//lD 

53.96 
2.3K-6) 

4.4 
351 

0.230 
0.60 

9.26(4) 

*GeJ2. 
85.0 

7.36(-6) 
1.4 
393 

0.146 
0.29 

PO= (r/2rc) (fw/(i+a)) (1/(1+y.)); X =WT-: P+- = PQ/C : CT-+ = £ a+-; C = TI/T;; (\h{r{Vx+) + 
4.04(4) 

ä/n D 

28.1 
1-5 K-5) 

1.5 
888 

0.441 
0.86 

1.07(6) 

CT   (barn) 
a' (b) in Diamond 

a 7ä~ 
J± 

g=(2u+1)/(2i+1) 

223.2 
3.10 

0.014 

1300 
3.47 

0.0027 

1.4 

3100 
4.75 

0.0015 
1 

264 
3.62 

0.014 
1/2 
5/2 
1/3 

l/T-):(l/T;) = (l/-c+H(t/T-)+r 
103 
3.15 

0.031 
1/2 
5/2 
1/3 

Work Isotope" 
P§Rmin~ {TSRI? FTSKinjij; min at y = y,„ =1.79. F- 

V|/ at n/n'= 0.005 

i V|/PoT2/T| 

1. (W/cnr) 

zNb lii_ 
0.264 
81.8 

2.01(14) 

^Sb: SL 
0.652 

103 
1.65(14) 

%7 Eu 
TSR min = 3.35: N, 

63 
0.765 
207 

1.01(15) 

*Zn3 

Pfntafi.Sft) y$L = Vm
xN* 

1200 
5.63 

0.0047 

9/11 

0.268 
85.6 

2.89(14) 

Ge &_ 
0.141 
50.2 

For the asymptotic gamma-ft-pulse <£,, = (p-l)/Po: T„ = Ti/(p-l); F„ = 0„/TI - 1.6 10 (p-iyEy/aoTi 
1-11(14) 
-3 i nö T? H 

s 
0.516 
416 

4.80(13) 

N*=N0/^ at m=1 

{TSRI} 
PSRmir) = (TSRI)3.35 

Pm<f=2/{jm 

V/Vind 
VAPindW) 

4.38(12) 
1.40(13) 

5.50 
18.4 
16.1 
5.08 
1ST 

1.15(12) 
3.68(12) 

5.79 
19.4 
20.3 
5.07 

77S~ 

5.27(11) 
1.69(12) 

7.33 
24.6 
47.1 
4.39 

~57T 

5.40(12) 
1.73(13) 

5.08 
17.0 
10.6 
8.08 

"1Ö7T 

1.3 10°Ev\^go/o^-ciatp»l 
6.18(12) 
1.98(13) 

5.08 
17.0 
10.6 
4.74 
"SJ 

1.85(12) 
5.93(12) 

5.38 
18.0 
14.5 
28.7 

~553~ 
- 0.005) the characteristic parameter of a heat Spatial and heat parameters: In case of diamond host (and at the work nuclei dilution n/n . 

regime is the value 0 = (q ai27/11)/4.84. At 0 < 1 a heat regime of active medium is stationary. At 0 > 1 a heatregime of active medium is a 
heat-blast Hence at a given heat-release <7(W7cm3) the following critical parameters are exist: aicr = (4.84/$       ; vcr = (aicr/aio) ;   N,w = 

11''"■y1      ' .--.    No preblast < Npcr 

8.55(11) 
Vcr N* I3.1N*/(aw g11/JY with the main pro| 

q W/cm3 

aiocm 
aicr cm 

ycr 
~Wc 
PsRcr 

Pind-2/Gm 
p = \y po T2/T1 

Lasyng type at N0 = N0, 

2.68(11) 
6.08-5 

T2TJ 
 fr 
9.97(11) 

31.5 
16.1 -w. 

MD + SR 

. fll preblast 
i:22('12) 
4.80(-5' 
2.26-5 

6 222 
5.67(10) 

60.6 
20.3 
"TOT" 

MD + SR 

< flier < Ol blast : 
9.48(12) 
4.62 

1.07(9) 
535.7 
47.1 
~1W 

only MD 

Vpreblast < Vcr < Vblast; 
2.42(12)     ^"^ 
TW5 irm 
TJTJ5T 
1.62(10) 
191.6 
10.6 

S5T 
onlyMD 

It is apparent that really always (with the account of radiation-heat regime) pin,i« psR< 
comparison with an induction generation.  

"572 

"DIB? 
1.43(11) 

73.9 
10.6 

3ÜT" 
onlvIND 

NOC! 
< No blast 
1.41(11) 

7T58T 
876(H) 

24.4 
14.5 

. It is a reason of a teeble SR-gamma-generation in 

TT6 
MD + SR 

comparison \ 
H0 = i6li 

Work Isotope" -921 RE 4JL 
-I2T SB^T -or 

EU63 
-89 Zn 30 

-w Ge 32_ 
-9» Co XL. 
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y = (Np/N*) t/2- 

Type of generation 

PimT^^n 
PSR 

-EZESE. 

0.478 
STT 

IND + SR 
16.1 
31.5 
2.60 

blast 
blast 

No generation 
blast 
blast 
blast 

blast 
blast 

No generation 
blast 
blast 

Work Isotope" 

p = YP0T2/T1 
Type of generation 

PSR 
p/psi 

-«1 N5 4i_ 
0.151 
"SIX 

IND + SR 
UT 
80.5 
1.02 

-ax SB 
blast 

5JL 

blast 
No generation 

bläst 
blast 
blast 

blast 
No HO11 

T|«l_ 

blast 
blast 

No generation 
blast 
blast 
blast 

blast 
blast 

No generation 
blast 
blast 
blast 

blast 
"BläsF 

No generation 
blast 
blast 
blast 

TST 
EU63 

blast 
blast 

No generation ige 
'last 

blast 

Work isotope 

p = V|/p<,T2/Ti 
Type of generation 

Pinir-2/(j„ 
PSR 

JßZE SR 

-9T m iX. 
0.0478 

81.8 
only IND 

16.1 
238 

0.344 

-T2Z 

blast 

~89 Zn 30 
blast 
blast 

No generation 
TbTäst 

blast 
blast 

-*9 Ce 32- 
0.127 

-~wi— 
only IND 

IM 
86.8 
0.578 

"TO Co 
0.232 

27 

416 
IND+SR 
 143 

54.0 
7.72 

5E Sl- 
0.0932 

103 
only IND 

20.3 
132 

0.778 

■Ws Eu 
blast 

si- 

blast 
No generation 

blast 
blast 
blast 

Work Isotope" 

P = V|/p0T2/-Cl 
Type of generation 

Vm<T2/ijm 
PSR 

P/PSR 

"**1 RE 4i_ 
0.0151 

81.8 
only IND 

16.1 
736 

0.0111 

T2Z 5E 51 
0.0294 

103 
only IND 

20.3 
402 

0.256 

' No = 10 
—SWT— 

-er 7E 30_ 
0.0430 

85.6 
only IND 

10.6 
243 

0.352 

"w; GI3I 
0.0402 

50.2 
only IND 

10.6 
260 

0.193 

-s» Cä 2Z_ 
0.0735 

416 
IND + SR 

14.5 
154 
2.71 

E"63 
0.0436 

207 
only IND 

47.1 
346 

0.598 

-9» Zir 30 
0.0136 

85.6 
only IND 

10.6 
754 

0.114 

-8» 
Ge 32- 

0.0127 
50.2 

only IND 
10.6 
807 

0.062 

-3» Cä 22- 
0.0232 

416 
only IND 

14.5 
470 

0.885 

The results of a numerical approximation of function G(t) by quadratic form G(t) s.Gm - Kind (n 
  ■ " ""      ' "*    ' " Ä5:— 

■Mo)' 
Work Isotope 

g = (2i+l)/f2H) 

Uo 

Pind %fe 

TJbl 
1 

0.124 
0.723 
1.62 
16.1 

m 
1.4 

£L 

0.0987 
0.767 
1.82 
20.3 

zEu( ̂2_ 

0.0425 
0.873 
2.64 
47.1 

'Zn 
1/3 

30 

0.188 
0.608 
1.22 
10.6 

at u = exp(-t/T+) : 
 ST, 
*G^ 
1/3 

ä2_ 

0.188 
0.608 
1.22 
10.6 

C027 
9/11 

0.138 
0.705 
1.586 
14.5 

4. Host matrixes and nuclei-candidates for gamma-lasers in Mendeleev Table. 
The main results of choice are represented in a form as like distantly as the Mendeleev Table, see the Table 2. The light atoms which 
are fit for the host matrixes of the GL's active media are marked by a shadow. Many of that elements were pointed firstly in a work[27]. 
For the most nuclei the best matrix is a diamond of the lla-type[27-36]. But in case of small y-transition energies E7 < 30 keV ones 
could to choice some other matrix constructed from more light atoms than carbon, e.g. Be [6] or B [27], or Li [9], or even a solid 
hydrogen H [27], or hard isotopes deuterium D [27], or tritium T [27]. Besides many composite materials could be prepared from 
some of the shadowed elements from hydrogen to carbon in combination with the elements N, O, F which are less fit for the GL's 
active media. Such composites cold be used as host matrixes with high gamma-optical properties and good heat conductivity. The other 
elements of Mendeleev Table are fit for the surrounding layers of the central matrix. See refs. [14,33-35,39,40]. All denotations are given 
below:  

.Sc21 
46 

52012 6-30 
This. ... is a signal about the presence of the chosen work nucleus in the cell of the Mendeleev Table's element marked by row of 
bold dots. In this case the chosen work-candidate is the nucleus 46Sc2i with the mass 46, the energy of the work transition E7 = 
52.012 feFand the work ratiop/pind = 6.30. The brief notation of all this information is so: 4Voi2 6.30. The nuclei which are 
labeled as ***** were researched (see [G]) on the values of the changing of the optical HFS at the isomeric transitions. The times xh 

T+, T- are not pointed in the Table 2. But they could be found in the tables 3 - 8 which contain the more detailed information than the 
table 2. Particularly the value p/pindV|/ could be found in that tables. The value p/pind¥ is the work ratio in the unreal (owing to the 
heat blast! ) case of 100% solid substance created only from the ELAN. The important general perspective for the use of the SPTEN 
as a fuse for the much powerful GL in future is given in [A] and is mentioned in the next Section 5. In deed the specified here nuclei 
candidates would be used for the creation of the SPTEN y-laser. But the latter is necessary for the triggering of the more powerful y- 
lasers because any powerful y-laser couldn't do without the triggering by another y-laser. Such "another" y-laser could be at near future 
only the SPTEN y-laser, see the work [A]. 
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Table 3 The isomers of type «+//1 D» : p/pind > 0 at the absence ot Borrman ettect, n/n'=0.005, n+/n=0.9, TI/X2=1 =1.1 
and at the time- 

: Isomers +//1 D 

xi(sec 

BAfr 
Pind 

PnPindV) 
Isomers +//1 D 

.£ 
JÜ 

"pi £ioi 
Pind M/) 

Isomers +//1 D 

Ti(sec) 
P/Pind 

P/Wind^) 

46SC21 
'51.012 

33331 "or 
"55X 

69Ge32 
~Sxü~ 

7.36(-6) 
4.74 

"3376" 
165Tm69 

K5J 
1.30(3) 
13? 
"373T 

ives TI,T+ lying in the first short-lived diapason «//i D» 10" s > TI,T+>10" S. 

58 Co 27 
TST 
l.SK-5) "zrr 
"55X" 

76 As 33 
46.04 

2.7(-6) 
T3T 
"33X 

58 Go 27 
3317 "" 

1.51(3) 
w3.68 
wlS.l 

92Nb41 
~WF 

6.26(-6) 
"" 5.08 
T5X 

63üVi28 
1ST 

life Ttr 
T27T 

107 Pd 46 
TT5T" 

T3o"( si 
m 

172Lu71 
"373" 

6.20(4) 
2.42 
T5T 

173LÜ73 
T2TT 
1.06(-4) 

wL'6//w0.2 
w 2.74//W 0.34 

65 Zn 30 
3133" 
2.3K-6) 
W 
"3Ö7T 

no Ae 
TTT? 

:47s 

9.52(-7) 31 
"DE 
1ÜT 

177 Re 75 

7.21 (-5) 
"I79T 
"X5?r 

67 Zn 30 
"553T 
31 
"W" 
1LT 

122 Sb 51 
TDB— 
2.74(-6) 

5/07 
T7r 

179 Re 75 
' 633"— 

1.30(-4) 
9.81 
T£3" 

74 Ga31 
333"""" 

7.2K-7) 
21.5//18.9 
79.67/70.0 
154 Eu 63 

r2~ 
3.46(^6) 
T83" 
"179T" 

Isomers of type +//i o are the most 
preferable for the first direct y-lasing 
experiments: 1. Times TI:T+ are fit 

for use in the SPTEN-method. 2The 
Borrman effect is not necessary. 

Table 4. The isomers of type Q//ID : p/pind < 0 
TI/T2=1.1 and at the time-lives %i,x+ lying in the 

Isomers a//i D 
tC(KeV) 

(sec) 
P/Pind 

P/PkidV 
Isomers a//ii 

Ey (KeV) 
Xul 

(sec) 
P/Pind 

P/Pind V 

44SC21 
"7ST" 

t+ = 7.21(-5 
T_ = 21HL 

1Q8T 
^J37Ö~ 

122153 

1.01(4) 

w 0.64 - w 0.08 
2.86 - Ü.358 

73Ge32 
1^23" 
4.26(-6) 

"0TT72~ 
ITSTS" 

140 N d60 
'"32T"'" 
9.67(3) 

0.185 
0.312 

at the absence of Borrman effect, n/n'=0.005, n+/n=0ö9, 
first short-lived diapason «//1 D» 10"  s > xi,x+ > 10    s. 

90Nb41 mr 
8.8()(-5) 

"0379"" 
"5776"" 

#153Gd64 
76.2  

x+ = 1.098(-4) 
T-=5.05(-6) 
 0:833 

XI5" 

99M042 
"97X 

2.16(-5) 

TE67J" 
"T79~ 

167 Tm 69 
"TT33" 

x, = 1.30(-6) 
T.= 1.59(-6) 
 07980 

TF 

109€d48 
351  

T73TOJ- 

0.840 
137" 

175Hf72 
TI5T 
7.79(-5) 

"07715- 
T2T 

#115 Sn 50 
TOUT 

T+ = 2.29(-4) 
4.76f-6) 

0.0651 
0.402 

*)181Ta73 
623  

9.8l(-6) 

0.25 
TOS" 

118Sb 51 
30" 

3.03(3) 

~07fgr 
1H24- 

187Pt78 
TT7IT 
4.47(4) 

0.0297 
0.0430 

Isomers D//1 D 

15 
206Bi83 

Ti (sec HH 
243 Cm 96 

87.4 

P/Pind 
P/PmdV 

U3(- 

lOTT 

T35i. 
"1TT9T 
"TEIS4" 

The isomers of the type D//I D could be used in the direct gamma-lasing experiments only at 
the condition of a feasibility of very strong Borrman effect. The value /wp shows the minimal 

ratio for the change in the resonant and non-resonant absorption correspondingly. Other words it 
needs to get the relation (CO/O)B > iPmt'p) (oo/o)usuai. A ratio (co/o)Usuai corresponds to an 
usual case without Borrman effect. A ratio (oofa)B corresponds to the use of Borrman effect. 

Table 5. The isomers of type « +//z D» : p/pind > 0 at the absence of Borrman effect, n/n^=0.005, n+fo-kj», 
TI/T2=1.1 and at the time-lives TI,T+ lying in the second short-lived diapason «//2 p» 10   s > TI,T+ > 10 s. 

Isomers +//ZD 
rv 

Xi (.sec t 
P/Pind 

PPMV 
Isomers +//2D 

^(PVJ 
Ti(sec) 
P/Pind 

P/PindW 
Isomers +//z 6 

E, (KeV) 

P/Pind 
P/Pinfv 

Isomers 4-//2D 

Ti (sec) ä P/Pind 
JEJL 'indW 

■57Fe:;26: 
"HT 

1.38(-7) 
TOT 
"09- 

126Sb51 
"S7X 

TTTJf 7X 
"TÖX 

157Gd64 
■^5X 

.77vKr36^ 
"553" 

2.45(-7) 
14.4 

~43ir 
120153 

"TTT 
3.32(-7) 

5.24//2.53 
S.78//4.24 

6.64(-7) 

T3T" 
3^9 

189Au79 
78.0 

2.74(-7) 
1.07 
1.96 

T72LU71 

4.76(-7) 

3.14 

83Kr36 
^.39 

2.12(-7) 
5.10 Trr 

125Xe54 
"413" 

2.02(-7) 
w TTT 
•w 4.96 

#173Hf72 

T23T 
T^2.60i 

T4T- 
P T 

"238" 

105 Ru 44 
-2Ö3T 
4.9U-7) 9K-7 

737" irr 
140 Cs 55 

73^ 
"378" 
3.(i5//2.54 
30.3//43.6 

;177Ta:73J 

5.34(-7) 

100Rh45 
74X 

3.09(-7) 
4.^6 

TUT 
137 La 57 

"713" 
1.67(-7) 

1.35 
T7T 

TJf 
T4T" 

183_Ta_73 
"7ITrr"" 
1.59(-7) 

126Sb51 
153T 
1.13(-7) 

1.07 
T5F 

152 Eu 63 
32.6 

w 4.39 
w5.73 

180 Re 75 
"2üT 

1.27(-7) 

T31T" 

126Sb51 
34X 

7.93C-7) 
3.04 

1777" 
152 Eu 63 

5.54_(-7) 
173T 
"377T 

181Os 76 
TÖ7T" 

13X 

4.62(-7) 

1.16 
"TS9" 

The excited nuclei of the type +//ZD are more preferable for the y-lasing than the 
nuclei of the type D//ZD (see Table «Isotopes D//ZD» below). 

The nucleous marked by the sign # is characterized by the complex of the times 
ti, f 2 , t+, T- which are determinded in this paper. 

The values p/pj„<w correspond to the case of a 100% concentration of the work nuclei. 
Table 6. The isomers of type «o//z D» : p/pind < 0 at the absence of Borrman effect, n/n£=0.005, n+/n-0^9, 
ti/T2=l.l and at the time-üves TI,T+ lying in the second short-lived diapason «//2p» 10   s > TI,T+ > 10   s. Tj/Ef 

Isomers a//zo 
E, (KeV) 

(sec) 
P/Pind 

P/Pind UZ 
Isomers D//ZD 

E, (KeV) 

(sec) 

83Rb37 
3T" 

1.04(-7) 

0.318 
TT753" 

207PÖ84 
"SET 

2.«9(-7) 

126Sb51 
"S7IT 

7.93(-7) 

0.195 
TT212" 

138 La 57 
"723" 
1.67(-7) 

TT7Ö8- 
1TS55- 

#.209Po84 
35X 

T+=1.41(-7) 
t.= 3.61(-8) 

152 Eu 63 -wr 
1.36(-6) 

Ö.282 
"T02T" 

#210Po84 
"83IT 

x+=1.38(-7) 
T.= 6.06(-8) 

#169 Er 68 
T3TT 

T+ = 2.89(-7) 
T_=4.04(-7) 
 ö7394 

157597" 

171 Er 68 
TWIT 
3.03(-7) 

0.0836 
1005" 

177 Lu 71 
T3ÜX 
1.73(-7) 

0.422 
"Ö79T8- 

The isomers of 0//2D-type could be used as Kke as the 
work-nuclei only after the following difficulties will be 

overcome: 1. Difficulties of the pumping for the times shorter than 
10*6 s (see this paper). 2. Difficulties of the 
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p/p, '•"I 
P/PindW 

insr 
"OST" 

0.0541 
0.213 

0.0987 
0.178 H strong Borrman effect creation at the conditions of a real 

Y-lasing experiment (see this paper). 

Table 7. The isomers of type O//LI_ : p/pind < 0 at the absence of Borrman effect, n/n'=0.005, n+/n=0.9^Ti/x2=l.l 
and the time-lives TI,T+ lying in the available long-lived diapason «//LL» ~ 10O s > TI,T+ » 10    s.  

Isomers D//LL 

EyfKeV) 
Ti (sec) ä P'Pini 
Mini V 

Isoiflers Ö//L.L 
K,(KeV) 
Ti (sec) 3 P^mi. 
P/fifltf V 

Isömets ö//LL 

Ey (KeV) 
Ti (sec) 
_E/j& intl 
P/Pini ¥ 

43 Sc 21 
T5TT" 
0.912 

0.0908 
4.18 

79Se34 

1ttZ~ 
ISM" 477 

lllAg 
59.5 

47. 

-9T5" 
0.0174 
0.0291 

45Sc21 
12T 

0.377 
"T5777T 

79Kr36 
BUT) 
IT 
TOST 
TW 

116 Ag 
81.Ö 

47 

—nn— 
0.25//Ö.031 
0.59//0.073 

46SC21 

27.0 
0.146 
"07" 

83Rb37 

0.0113 
0.513 

"Ö^2T 
118Ag47 
in ¥ 

Ö.28//0.035 
1.19//0.15 

74Ga31 
~WT 

13.7 sec 
TE3W 
T6T 

105Rh45 
"T2T5" 
64^ 

TT389" 
T36~ 

120 Ag 47 
"3Ö3" f 
Tj/ß" 
0.0105 
THUS

- 

?7S;JGC;32 

0.0347 
0.539 

103Ag :47; 

"S3T 
T07T 
"T2T- 

116 in 49 
'162.4 
3.12 

0.0584 
0.0456 

77Ge32 

""763" 
0.121 

"236- 
*)107Ag47 

93"   
63.9 

0.0409 
0.114 

118 In 49 
T3SÜ 
12.3 

"OUT 
1T57F 

77Se34 
162.0 

0.0124 
TT2TT 

*)109Ag47 
'   .03 

ZUH- 
0.0416 
-CTÖT 

126 Sb 51 
 2T7— 

15.9 
0.0571 
0.0760 

There are apt all long-lived isomers at -10 s >TI, T+ »10" 1 
So any isomers of type «+//LL» are not revealed as yet. 

Long-lived isomers of type «D//LL» could 
be fit for the y-lasing only at a very problematic happy 

use of the rather strong Borrman effect. 

Isomers D//LL 
Ey (KeV) 

134Cs55 
—rn— 

141 Eu 63 

Ti (sec) ~6T9~ 
96A 

J2& mi TOST 

P/Pini V TOOT 
0.0123 
0.0209 

157Er68 
156.0 
0.115 
0.0306 
SJW 

116Ag47 
   Table 8. Denotations in Tables 1 - 8. 
is the economic «aligned» transformation ot the usual standard denotation tor the nucleus" 
the value p/pmd is evaluated with a spread in the interval 0.28> p/pmd >0.U35 

Ag47 

0.28//0.035    ,    , 
and the other parameters are evaluated at the following optimal complex ot the experimental conditions: No the Borrman effect, n/n 

p/Pidd 

# 

0.005, n+/n = 0.9; TI/T,= 1.1. The meaning of this values is given in the present paper     . 
In this case, if x-~x+ the resonant nuclear self-absorption could be sufficiently reduced owing to the decay of the lower work level. 
Such reduction of the self-absorption is accounted in the estimation of the crucial ratio p/pmd. 

*)107 As 47; *)109 Ag 47; *)181 Ta 73     These early candidates for y-laser are rather well examined. 
Sorry but They must be discarded because the types a//1 D and Q//I_L could be used only together with the much strong Borrman effect. The 
SPTEN method can't use the Bornnan effect. In SPTEN case, the active medium is placed in a dispersed fe.g., comb-like or dentate) micro-profile 
engraved at the surface of the host-crystal. Such irregular microstructure (with an irregular «period» -10 cm cant to make the Borrman effect 
There are many other so-called «residential» y-laser schemes in which the active medium is placed inside the crystal. But in case of short-lived 
isomers that other methods of pumping give the blast of the active medium before the y-lasing. In case of long-lived {- 100-10 s) isomers . At 
last the gaseous and beams active media are not fit for the Y-lasing even at use of the modem laser-cooling methods (see [40,411).  

5. SUMMARY TABLE 
The main results are represented below in the Table 9 and in the notes to it. That notes contain the perspectives for the GL problem. 

Table 9. Distribution of nuclei-candidates over three diapasons lor the time-lite determination' 
Is' short lifetime diapason 

/1D»~ 10    S>Ti>10    S 
Lasing without Borrman Effect 

«+//1 D>», yes: p/pind >1 
«0//1 D», no: p/pind<l 

Amount 
"-wig 
~ 16 

2na short life-time diapason 
//2D»~10    S>Ti>10    S 

Lasing without Borrman Effect 
«+//ZP», yes: p/pmd> l 
«Q//2D», no: p/Pmd< 1 

Amount 

itr 

Minute life-time (long-lived) diapason 
//LL»> ~ 10     S > Ti » 10    S 

Lasing without Borrman Effect 
«+//UL >,yes p/pmj > FT 
«Q//UL», no: p/pind< 1 

Amount 

124* 
Note #1. The amounts of candidates in this distribution are as yet approximate and could be changed at more care analysis with 
more reliable and total data-banks. 
Note #2. The generation on the nuclei «+//1D» could give a rather intensive, tight, good directed gamma-ray beam. The mean 
intensities of the asymptotic pulse $„ (W/crrf) generated on some work-nuclei are given in the Tables 1, 2 and are varied in the 
interval 1016 -109 W/crrf. The type «+//1D» is achievable in future and could give - 1016-10n W/crrf \<x mean intensities. The peak 
intensities could be more by 1-2 orders than mean ones. In optical diapason the much more big mean intensities are reached. But 
the frequencies from y-laser are more by 3-5 orders. On this reason the combination triggerinq action of y-beam with 10    W/crrf 
must be more effective than the combination triggering action of optical beam with 10 
laser could be used In the creation of much more powerful «Many-Section» y-lasers 

10   W/crrf. Such beams from SPTEN-y- 
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